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6RAPHIG: colour fill

ATOM: string sorting

PRINTERS: pattern dumps

DISG: random access
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BRIDGING THE GAP

An example of superior technology, total reliability and outstanding
performance, combine to produce the LVL 200K dual disk drive.

A truly professional unit designed to fill the gap between the Acorn lOOK and
800K disk drives.

• Also available in a lOOK single drive format.

• Powered from your BBC model B computer
No chance of data corruption from on-board
power supply.

To Lea^liiiH Vipwdala Lid Scienliftc House. Bridge Stteel, Sancliac re, Notlingham NGIO 5BA

Please send mc Name and address of my nearest LVL dealer.

200K Dual Disk Drive(s) £389.00 (inc VAT)
lOOK Single Disk Drive(s) £265,00 fine VAT)

0petalmBSystem(s)&'£110.25(incVAT) Current Price Usl Only" 1 I FREE

lencloseaChequeFor. C.

m
please Debit My Access/Bare Iaycard

' Compatible with the BBC single drive imit

Disks are interchangeable with those
formatted on the BBC lOOK Drive
Operates either from the BBC DOS (available

with the unit) or from our optional Z80
card CP/M
Supplied complete with all necessary
connecting leads, utihty disk and full

operating manual.

Available from all

LVL Dealers.

Name-

Add resS' QT]
Pnst Code. Daytime Tel No.

l:
"Please enclose s.a.e. Allow 28 days (or delivery

Scientific House, Bridge Street, Sandiacre, Nottingham
NGIO 5BA. Tel; 0602 394000
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Look at our ^ buys!

Twillstar Computers
Limited

Out of this world product and
prices.

^ACORN
Dealer

BBC Service
& Information
Centre

BBC Microcomputer a'* P^'^es include vat

Model A e299
Model B £399
Upgrade Kit £51.75

Disk Interface Kit £109.25
Teletext £225
Dust cover £3.95

Speech synthesizer £44
1.2 Operating System.... ("Fiwng'^r^ £11.50

Disk Drives ^ii^"
All BBC compatible

We carry the complete range of standard, slimline

and 3" disk drives for the BBC micro, including

slimline switchable 40 to 80 track.

Just arrived at low, low prices.

200K cased Pertekdrive
- 40 track, 5V4'; double sided

400K cased Pertekdrive
- 40track, 574", double sided

Dot Matrix Printers

CP-80Tyle1 £305
{Friction and tractor feed)

Free Cable + paper
with printers

EpsonMXIOOFTIII
EpsonFXSOFT
Epson RX80FT
Seikosha GP 100 A
Seikosha GP 250 X
DaisyWheel Printer/Typewriter

Silver Reed inc RS 232
interface + 2K buffer - £431

NEW! Juki 6100 Daisywheel- £431

£431
£431
£305
£207
£276

•
STAR BUY

•
STAR BUY

Monitors
Microvitec 1431 - 14" colour

inc. lead - £287
Zenith 12" green £92

Official BBC Microvitek £95

A 1
4" British colour monitor at a price you really

can afford £228

Odds
Official Joysticks- £13
Compatible Joysticks - £15
(Damping control)

Stackpack - 1 cassettes CIO £5.50
Micromanagement light pen -^^^^^"^^v; ^23

Cassettes /^"'°'''^^^lXo6^'''y
All BBC compatible 1^ v^ana^w """^^-
Sanyo DR101 ^ .T7. £44.85
Elftone £32.20
Koyo M8150 mini £24.1

5

Official BBC cassette recorder •£29.95

Word Processing
BBC Model B, VIEW, Silver Reed
daisyvi/heel, Disk drive, Disk interface

all leads and manuals £1,199

Books
Complete range of books including:

Advanced 6502 Interfacing £11
Programming the 6502 £9.95

6502 Software Design £1 1 .50

Programming and Interfacing the 6502 £1 4.40

Practical Programming for BBC and Atom £5.95

Easy Programming for BBC Micro .^£5.95
35 Educational Programs for BBC Micro .*£6.95
Further Programming for BBC Micro £5.95
Programming for BBC Micro £6.50

Learning to use the BBC Micro £4.95

Basic Programming on the BBC Micro £5.95

21 Games for the BBC Micro £5.95

30 hour BASIC £5.95

BBC Micro Revealed £7.95

Games BBC Micro Play £6.95

Software
Complete range from Bug-byte, Program Power,

UK, A+F, Aconsoft, including: Missile base
Castle of Riddles Chess Snooker - Starstrip

Command • Countdown to Doom
SERVICE CONTRACTS TO EDUCATION AUTHORITIES
AT DISCOUNT INSTITUTIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL

ORDERS ACCEPTED.

zazBarclaycard and Access

We can't possibly list all we stocK so pick

up the phone and ring 574 5271 and just ask
- we'll be pleased to give you our best prices.

CARRIAGE ON COMPUTERS, PRINTERS ETC. CS.OO ^todelive^vch<tfge on large orders.

TWIIIstar Computers Ltd.,

17 Reglna Road, Southall, MIddx.

Tel: 01 -574 5271

Open SIX DAYS A WEEK - 1 0.00 am - 8.00 pm



BINDERS

Special offer

to readers

on binders

THESE quality binders have
been specially commissioned
for readers from a major British

manufacturer. They are available
exclusively through >)corn User
at an introductory price of £3.95
which includes postage and
packing.

So, l<eep a year's worth of

your favourite magazine in

prime condition, send for one
of these maroon, simulated
leather binders. Acorn User is

printed in gold on the front and
spine of each.

Make your cheque payable to

Addison-Wesley Publishers
Ltd, and send it to BKT
(Subscriptions), Douglas Road,
Tonbridge, Kent TN9 2TS.

Include your name and
address or use the form on
page 81 . Allow' four weeks for

delivery. With overseas orders,
add £2 for Europe (total £5.95)
and £5 for the rest of the world
(total £8.95, airmail).

CONTENTS ACORN USER

AUGUST 1983

NUMBER THIRTEEN 49
Beeb Forum
Secret data, taping screens,

disc data entry under
Ian Birnbaum's control

CT

Good newsand bad news
Souped-up US Beeb, threat to

BBC, new ROM, Electron,

latest software
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Colour painting
Four algorithms to fill outlines

byJimMcr egor and Alan Watt

r^: I'M

Acorn User Exhibition Random access files

Details of August's big event

in Hammersmith

.-. .-,
.*• ."
Im.. t»M

Graphics and printing
Two listings demonstrate graphics
with dump examples on two printers

Techniques
Tree structures and sorting

with Stan Froco

i«« !

All the fun of the fair

Hints and tips by Joe Telford

put some fun into computing

* * « *

* »
* * *

40/80 disc copier
Rupert Howell uses twin 80-track

drives to copy 40-track discs

Electron: son of BBC
micro
It's all keyboard, so take a
close look with Paul Beverley

How to submit articles: You are welcome lo send articles to the Editor of

Acorn User for publication. Acorn User cannot undertake to return ttiem unless a
stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. Articles stiould be typed or computer
written with double line spacing. Black and while photographs or trans-

parencies are also appreciated- If submitting programs a cassette or disc is vital.

Payment is £50 per page or pro rata. Please indicate if you have submitted your
article elsewhere. Send articles, reviews and information to; The Editor, Acorn
User. 53 Bedford Square, London WC1 B 3DZ.

Richard Harris puts Basic II

in perspective

,* tH.

Colour printing

Write your own screen dumps
or use George Hill's for Olivetti,

Centronics and Seikosha

Atom strings
Sort them out with programs
by Vincent Fojut

Reader services
Where it's all at

Tandy colour
The CGP1 15 is an XY plotter

for £150. Colin Bernard

connects it to an Atom

School software
Teachers review five offerings

on maths and English

Subscription Information: Send
your cheque or postal order made
payable lo Addison- Wesley Publishers

Ltd to: Acorn User. BKT (Subscription

Services) Ltd, Douglas Road, Tonbridge,

Kent TN9 2TS, England. Tel: (0732)

351216 Telex: 95573
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Competition time
Ciphers by Simon Dally

to exercise the mind

•••J •*••*

Review
Blackboard's Analogue to

Digital converter

Readers' letters

Answers, questions and comment
on software, printers, TVs. .

.

Subscription offer

You can't afford to miss

this page

104
User groups
Brussels, Kings Lynn,

Wellingborough get in

on the act

t *•• ••«
• •• *

I I." I :•"*.
* « •

Readers' free ads
Printers, discs, software,

all to swap or buy

IHH
Small ads
£10 buys an entry for

individuals to sell their wares

lie
Dealer list

It gets bigger every issue

CONTENTS

Cartoon by Rowan Barnes-Murphy

Editor

Tony Quinn

Editorial Assistant

Kitty Milne

Production

Peler Ansell

Tina Teare

Promotion Manager
Pat Bitton

Publishier

Stanley Malcolm

Designers and Typesetters

GMGraphics, Harrow Hill

Graphic Designers
John Clements
Phil Kanssen

Printed in Great Britain

by E.T.Heron & Co. Ltd

Advertising Agenls
Computer Marketplace Ltd

20 Orange Street

London WC2H TED
01-930 1612

Distributed to the News Trade

by Magnum Distribution Ltd

72-8 Fleet Street,

London EC4Y1HY
Tel, 01-583 0961 ^^BH
Telex: 893340 Magnum G.
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Addison-Wesley Publishers Ltd.

53 Bedford Square,

London WC1B3DZ
Telephone: 01 -631 1636
Telex: 881 1 948
ISSN; 201-17002 7

©Addison-Wesley
Publishers Ltd 1983

COMING SOON

Coming soon in Acorn User:

Electron:
more exclusive relevations

Discs:
hints and tips on how to use
them best

Drawing:
beyond circles and squares

Printers:
machine code dumps for

faster results

Games:
listings to type in and run

Logo:
school version reviewed
in detail

Reviews:
graphics digitiser, software,

disc drives

Pius:
Atom Forum, Beeb Forum and
all the regulars

Authors please note

We've been inundated with articles

for publication - many of an ex-

tremely high standard- Ittakes lime

to read them, try listings out and
edit them - which is the only way
to maintain standards. Also please

remember that magazines work

at least two months in advance.

So please bear with us if you

hear nothing for weeks (although

all submissions are acknowledged).

Thanks for your patience and
apologies for anyfrustrationcaused.

Annual subscription rates

UK £15

Europe £18
Middle East £20

The Americas and Africa £22
Rest of the World £24

These prices are inclusive of post arid
|

packing {air mail overseas) for 12 issues

All rights resen/ed. No part of this publication may be reproduced without

prior written permission of the publisher. The publisher cannot accept any

responsibility for claims or errors in articles, programs or advertisements

published. The opinions expressed on the pages of this magazine are

those of the authors and do not necessarily represent those of the

publisher, Acorn Computers Ltd, or Acornsoft Ltd, Acorn, Acornsoft. and

the Acorn symbol are the registered trademarks of Acorn Computers Ltd

and Acornsoft Ltd.
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Technomatic Official BBC Dealer
01-4521500 01-4509764 01-4506597 Telex: 922800

BBC
Model B £399
(price includes VAT. Cart. extra€8)

Complete Upgrade Kit £50
Installation £15

Individual Components and

Connectors available.

'VIEW BBC Word
Processor ROM £52

WordwiseROM £34.50 Teletext Adaptor £196

Wide Range of Business, Education and Fun Software from
ACORNSOFT, PROGRAM POWER AND GEIVIINI in stock.

BBC COMPATIBLE BVa" DISC DRIVES
These drives are supplied in BBC matching colour cases.

SINGLE DRIVES: 100K £150 200K£215» 400K£265
SINGLE DRIVES; with PSU100K £185 200K£260» 400K£330

DUAL DRIVES: with PSU 200K £355 400K £475* 800K £595
•These drives are provided with a switch between 40 and 80 tracks,

Carr.E6/ Single drive E8/Duai drive. Disc Cable: Single £8 Dual £12

Disk operating manual & formatting diskette £17.50

DISKETTES in packs of 10 ip&pE2/packi

Single Sided 40 tracks £15 Single Sided 80 tracks £24

Double Sided 80 tracks £32 p&p £2/pack

Lockable Box 30/40 discs £21 60/70 discs £32

Library Case £2 Drive Head Cleaning Kit: Safe Kit £30.00;

Floppiclene £19.50 + £2 carr.

BBC DISC SYSTEM
Disc Interface inc. 1 .2 operating

System £95 Installation £20

BBC Single Drive (100K)

£230 + £6 Carr.

BBC Dual Dri\ie(800K}

£699 + £6 Carr.

BOOKS iNo VAT- £1 pap/Book}

Basic Programming on BBC £5.95

30 HR Basic (NEC) £5.95

Let your BBC teach you to Program £6.95

BBC Micro Revealed £7.95

Assy. Lang. Program on BBC £8.95

Program the 6502 £10.75 6502 Games £10.75

6502 Software Design £10.50

BBC Micro An Expert Guide £6.95

Games BBC Computers Play £6.95

plus many more in stock.

^^kkA.

Offt^

T^T^^

BBC SYSTEM
PACKAGE

This package comprises of a

BBC Model B computer fitted

with disc interface and W.P. ROM
800K dual drive, NEC PC 8023 Printer and 12" Green

Screen Monitor. The system is supplied complete

w/ith all manuals, connecting leads and software

for stock control, invoice and statements and

mailing lists.

Package Price £1,500 a saving of £139.

PRINTERS
NECPC8023BEC
• 80 Cols. 100 OPS • F&T Feed

£345 + £8 Carr.

f

v.LaIcV

NEWEPSON RX80 & FX80
• RXSOlOOCPSSOCol. Tractor Feea ^t- tt'
• FX80 160 CPS 80 Col. F&T Feed. Full specifications on request.

RX80£298 FX80£389 MXlOO F/T3£425 Carr. /Printer £8

SEIKOSHA GP100A £180 + £6 Carr.

GP250A£250 + £8Carr.

Parallel Printer Lead £13.50; Serial Printer Lead £13.50

2000sheets9y2"x11" Fanfold Paper £13.50 + ESpa-p
Epson/NEC Serial Interface £60.

MONITORS
Microvitec1431 14" RGB
£249 + £8 Carr.

Microvitec203120" RGB
£319 + £10 Carr.

12" Hi Res Green Monitor

£99 + £6 Carr.

Also available Sanyo &
Kaga RGB Monitors

TheSMARTMOUTH - a speech synthesiser

ready to plug into the user-port, having an

unlimited vocabulary, yet simple to use. Very

economical in memory usage — typical words

using 5-10 bytes. (Has Aux. audio output

socket).

SMARTMOUTH is supplied complete with demo
and development programs on cassette, and full

software instructions. £37 + £2p&-p.

BBC Compatible Cassette Recorder
SANYO Data Recorder

DR 101 A superior quality data recorder with dedicated

computer output and monitoring facility on both

RECORD & PLAY. £39.50 + £1.50 p&p
SLIMLINE Cassette Recorder

complete with counter and remote

control £24.00 + £1.50 p&p
Cassette Lead £3.50

Computer Grade Cassettes SOp each or 10for£4.50

Please send SAE for our detailedprice list of electronic and computer components

We carry a wide range of connectors and assemblies. Microprocessors, RAMs, EPROMs, Crystals, etc.

Price Lists, Leaflets available on request. Large stocks enable same day despatch on most orders. Please check for delivery details.

Tpx^hnomatic Ltd
MAIL ORDERS TO: 17 BURNLEY ROAD, LONDON NWIO lED

SHOPS AT: 17 BURNLEY ROAD. LONDON NWIO
(Tel: 01-452 1500. 01-450 6597. Telex: 922800)

305 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2

PLEASE ADD SOp p&p &. ISi^o VAT
(Export: no VAT. p&p ai Cost)

Orders Trom Governmeni Depis. & Colleges eic. welcome.

Detailed Price IJsi on requeM.

Slock items arc normally by te\un\ of posi

ACORN USER AUGUST



NEWS

Beeb set for Atlantic crossing
ACORN expects its 'souped-

up' BBC micro to pass US
emission and safety stan-

dards this summer, in time

for a Christmas launch.

The US version will

include Acornsoft's View

word- processing ROM,
speech synthesis, disc and

Econet interfaces - and a

new operating system to

cope with differences in the

TV display. It is expected to

sell for $995.
Software is being prepared

to accompany the launch,

and the company is seeking

programs to market. Talks

with the major computer

chains have stalled until the

micro passes the regulations

and is available for evaluation.

The first BBC TV series

has been shown on America's

Public Broadcasting System
since April, and full-page

adverts have appeared in

magazines (mostly financed

by Acorn).

Plans are being laid to

export as much of the BBC
system as makes sense,

which includes second

processors and the teletext

adapter- although the latter

depends on a Ceefax-type

system being established.

Talks are underway with

American TV stations to look

into this.

Equipment will be made
in britain, but the BBC will

undoubtedly commission disc

drives in the US (the present

ones are either Italian or

Japanese in British boxes).

The disc filing system

will, said a spokesman, be

identical to that in the

British machines.

Coping with US televisions

has the major problem.

Although the 'spot' flys at

virtually the same screen
across the screen, there are

only 525 lines, as against

625 on British TVs. This

means the number of

vertical pixels is reduced
from 1280 to 1024, although

the number is constant

(800) in the horizontal

direction.

The table shows the

number of text lines per

screen page for the two
systems in each mode
(software writers please

note).

Machine code programs
and all the plot commands
are changed for the US. The
alterations to the operating

system have been made to

cope with these problems,

although present software

written in machine code will

not make sense to the new
machine.

Availability of the Z80
second processor will be a

big factor in the US, as a

vast amount of software is

CP/M-based. Initial reaction

to the BBC micro in the US
computer press has been
good (although the DFS has

A NEW B8C SERIES PREMIERING ON PBS APRIL 16
Check local lislings for enad limes and dates,

THE
CDfTlPUTER
PRacRftmmE

XJ^^J^X '" ^'«r and undpislaridablff idngusee, nvg wrim ftpQm^ wiiai

cDrnpuiflra jTB noi« rney wurk and In wh*( wayn iho^ are aTrKNng
oacciD'^ \pm

Cec't o\ Ehe iD haji-hour programs, ughipgriism 'jvf\t.f' aie

i^nuwn Mitw, iOO'eiSBB a 0\^B'Wi\ fistw or car«W and lyovkdra

;
ETTaclical ansvfsra to Bmit qupEiionfi nnouf cotnoi/ran

COMPUTER
I l*v/^ lbnir»M

BBC TV series and advertJsl

met with adverse comment
because of the limit on 31

files).

Noise emission has been
a major hurdle for the BBC
micro because of its

Text lines per screen page

Mode 0,1,2 3 4,5

UK 32 25 32
US 25 22 25

6

25
22

7

25
20

ng spread the Acorn name

processing speed. The FCC
(America's Home Office) is

tight on this point, and the

machine's case is likely to

be foil lined (as are most US
micros).

The second factor is

safety, covering flammability

and electric shock. The

States is particularly hot on

fire standards because of

bad experience with explod-

ing TVs in the 1950s.

The end of the BBC micro aswe know it
SOFTWARE and book
publishers may be pre-

vented from exporting

BBC micro products to

some parts of the vi/orld.

The Swiss engineering
giant Brown Boveri Cie

has already forced the

BBC to write Its name out

in full on the micro and
has had words with BBC
Publications.

Now BBC Publications

has warned book publish-

ers of the possibility that

Brown Boveri may prevent
the name BBC being used
on books bound for

Europe.

The Swiss company Is a

household name in Europe
and Africa and has
registered the name BBC
micro.

Auntie and her name-
sake appear to have

agreed not to use the
initials in each other's

territory. The BBC has first

refusal in Britain and
probably the Common-
wealth. The position in the

US is unclear.

The BBC has already
clamped down on un-

official use of its name
this year, and now ap-

pears to be on the

receiving end.

Trolley clamp

THE BBC has given its mark
of approval to a security

clamp and trolley.

With the clamp, a BBC
micro is glued to a metal

frame which is then locked

into a second frame fixed to

a desk or trolley. It costs

E30 and is made by Selmor

Engineering, which also

provides 'official' trolleys

and monitor shelves. Tel: 01-

247 3344.

ACORN USER AUGUST



NEWS

Zany balloon

prize time
REMEMBER GRIN? Well
it's zany caption time
again. Our picture shows
Maggie clone Alison
McGuJre at the recent
launch of Virgin's software.

The hand holding the
'water* belongs to record
supremo Richard Branson,
who looked set to christen
the confetti-covered 'first

lady'.

Your job is to think up a

'balloon' for the picture.

Entries on a postcard to
our usual address. Don't
know what the prize will

be, but our winners never
go short.

Second microfloppy uses standard interlace
HITACHI 3 in microdrive are

being marketed for the BBC
micro.

Double side discs holding

200k are used which are

enclosed in a rigid plastic

case.

The single drive costs

£225, and the double

version E399 with the unit's

packed side by side.

The disc interface is the

same as that used for 5.25

in floppies and it is claimed

files can be copied between
the two sizes.

Acorn had planned to

market microfloppies, but

backed out because of

standardisation problems

between manufacturers of

the new microfloppies.

However, Advanced
Memory Services of Warring-

ton have taken the plunge

and follow Bats and Cuman
into the Sin market.

Acornsoft will release

1 2 tapes for Electron
A DOZEN programs covering

languages, games and edu-

cation have been re-written

for the Electron in time for

the machine's launch.

Acornsoft boss David

Johnson-Davies confirmed

the 12 as: Forth, Lisp,

Snapper, Monsters, Meteors,

Starship Command, Chess,

Draughts and Reversi,

Creative Graphics, Graphs
and Charts, Tree of Know-
ledge and Personal Money
Management.

The major reasons for the

re-write are hardware dif-

ferences between the BBC
micro and Electron and to

speed the programs up as

the new machine is that

much slower (see page 43).

Several new facts have
come to light since Paul

Beverley's review of the 'Elk'

was written (he used a field

trials machine).

On production machines,

a plastic cover will be pro-

vided for the edge connector

at the rear of the machine to

prevent the power supply

being shorted.

Also, the MOS and Basic

will be incorporated on one
32k chip - but the second
socket will be removed so it

will not be possible to swap
languages as in the review.

And if you're wondering
what the little hole is on the

left of the keyboard in our

pictures, it's where a LED
will be inserted.

Acorn has confirmed that

a sideways ROM facility wilt

be provided in an expansion

box which will be 'available

shortly'. Included in this will

be printer ports and games
paddles, 'Expansion without

tears' is how the company
puts its.

There has been little

reaction at Acorn to press

reports of a computer price

'war.

Neither director was
available for comment on

whether there was any

likelihood of a drop in the

£199 tag quoted by Chris

Curry. However, the sugges-

tion in one paper of E120
was dismissed by a company
spokesman.

Middlesex Poly

summer sessions
SUMMER courses for begin-

ners and enthusiasts on
programming are being run

by Middlesex Polytechnic.

Access to a mainframe as

well as micros is included in

a week's session costing

£75, accommodation is

extra.

Middlesex has built up a

reputation for computer
graphics, mainly based
around the Picaso drawing

system, and students will

have access to this.

Contact the Admissions

office, Middlesex Polytechnic

1 1 4 Chase Side, London
N14 5PN.

Atom newsletter

THE latest copy of the Atom
User Group newsletter has

just landed on our desk.

It includes articles on

interfacing the Commodore
printer, Wordpack, Amber
2400 printer (now defunct),

BBC Basic board and
Prestel.

The group is run by Peter

Frost. See user group page

for his address.

Experiment witli transducers
PRESSURE and displace-

ment transducers for schools

and industry now interface

directly to the BBC micro

through the analogue socket.

Three devices, two for

displacement, are backed
up with display software for

pressure, velocity, weight

and movement experiments

(right).

The pressure transducer

is based on a Bourdon tube

and couplings can be
provided for any type of size

of tube. It covers PSI ranges
0-30, 0-60 and 0-200.

Movements of less than

1 mm can be detected by the

displacement devices, which

have been designed for

physics experiments such
as Young's modulus, and
Hooke's Law.

The makers, NTC Services,

will write special software

for customers. They're at

331 East Prescot Rd,

Liverpool LI 4 2DD. Tel:

051-228 4690.
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Draw with the BBC micro
and show the true potential of your machine

• D "5Fill shapes in one of 23 colours {Mode I) 356 496

Draw points, lines, rectangles, ellipses and circles

Smooth cun/es
Wire frame diagrams
Hidden line removal
Draw in perspective

Measure scaled distances
Ekta sketch lines, Half tone facility

Mirror images
Repeat image^ SS, enlarged, reduced, stretched

Actual colour displayed

Store up to 10 ellipses or circles in memory
Redraw any one of these at cursor position

Change any actual colour for one of 8 others

Clear screen, load screen, save screen
Print characters or numbers at any pixel point

Error messages for inconrect input

Fully comprehensive manual

This programme has been purpose designed by professional Graphic Designers

for simplicity and ease of use, and is undoubtedly the most versatile drawing

programme on the market at this time. There is no need to input any numerical

data, as aii judgements are made visually. The BBC Micro is the finest drawing

designs machine in its price range. Find out what it can do.

The A.B. Designs drawing programme costs only £35 for over 70 functions (Model B). Wlien ordering send Cheque/PO and include 50p
(orP&P, Please Include phone no, with all correspondence. For further infornfiation send SAtfand phone no. to A.B. Designs, 81 Sutton

Common Road, Sutton, Surrey. 01-644 6643 (closed all day Thursday).

S?TO5555M585!MS5:5?M?

S We
guarantee

^ 1. 7 day money back

g guarantee if not
~ completely satisfied.

2. 12 months warranty

on parts and labour.

3. No money will be

banked until the goods

are ready for dispatch.

D Remote socket for direct microcomputer control.

D Backed by the international Pye Organisation.

D High quality electronics and finish.

D Compact size (only 115 x 32 x 187mm).

n Pushbuttons for ease of operation.

D Tone control and automatic stop.

D Review and cue facility.

D Three digit tape counter with zero-reset button.

D Automatic recording level control.

D Electronic tape speed control.

D Envelope-type cassette cover.

D One-finger record operation (for non-computer use)

D LED recording/battery level indicator.

D Mains or battery operation.

--ORDER FORM-'

pluKiupply Pye DtfrOO uiomaiic dill ncorden
1 1*9,9) och formy

1 cncloK cheque for
*

D?bi1 my Acceti a/c with C -..-..-

. iDicrocoin|iu(er.

Accoi No EspiryDtit.

Signed ..

Nimc ...

Addrst

.

Send lo: Vdlomu Limilcd, Norbury Hoiuc. Norbury CrcKCnl,

H»e1 Grove. SiockpOR, Cheihin

Pltiit allow 1% diyi f(u delivery Dcix tu * Delete if not appbctble.
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NEWS

Programmable

joystick duo

TWO programmable joysticks

can be linked to the Beeb
using a new adaptor box.

Tine system is designed

so just one device can be

connected to the anaiogue-

in socket in the normal way,

or two though an adaptor

which interfaces the ana-

logue and user ports.

The adaptor can also link

one joystick and another

device to the Beeb.

Each joystick has a

keypad with 12 buttons, all

but two of which can be

programmed.
Voltmace, who make the

system, provide program-

ming notes on the system

and are keen to see

software written for it.

Each handsel costs

E10.95, and the adaptor box

El 3.95, Their address is

Park Drive, Baldock, Herts.

Tel {0462) 894410.

Basic on video

VIDEO tapes with integral

software are being marketed

to explain how to use the

BBC micro and teach

programming.

The three released so far

each cost £19.95. The first

is designed to help teachers

in primary schools use and
develop software. It includes

two programs.

Programming is covered

by the other tapes, which

come with three or four

programs. The software is

downloaded from a video

recorder onto audio cassette.

VHS and Beta versions

are available from Vector

Marketing, Denington Estate,

Wellingborough, Northants,

Tel: (0933) 79300.

Business spreadsheet in ROM
BEEBCALC - a ROM based
spreadsheet program - is

the follow-up to Computer
Concepts' Wordwise. The
£40 package is aimed at

homes and small bus-

inesses.

A spreadsheet is really

a grid of columns and
rows showing items and
figures. Beebcalc can
have up to 99 rows and 26
columns - analogous to a

sheet of paper. The screen
view at any time shows a

section of this 25 lines

deep and either 40 or 80
characters wide.

And not only can the

package display figure

and statistics, but these
can be translated into

graphs and pie charts

using an additional pro-

gram supplied on cassette.

Once saved in ASCII

format on disc or cassette,

the display may then be
loaded into a word
processor. It can also be

dumped to a printer.

The advantage of having

Beebcalc in a chip is that

it is immediately available

•3*04»»3^7
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Screen shots ot 40 and 80 character displays

using the *ROfM commands
to replace Basic. Some of

the ideas of Wordwise
have been incorporated by

Computer Concepts, such
as the use of cursor and
function keys.

Instructions for fitting

the chip in the BBC
micro's sideways ROM
sockets are supplied, as is

a manual and printed

insert for the function key
strip.

Two modes of operation

are available - menu and
display, each with their

own set of commands.
Escape switches between
the two. Ail but one of the

function keys are used to

provide editing, cursor

homing, justification etc.

Twelve other keys are

used, some in combination

with shift and variables.

• At least one of the big

High Street chains will

stock ROM-based software.

However, they are reluctant

to encourage people to

'open the box' and insert

the chips as they have no
computer expertise and
back-up.

Many dealers also un-

happy about chain stores

stocking BBC machines
and firmware as they fear

they will have to 'pick up
the tab' when problems
arise.

Interface card links to 1 MHz bus

School and pupils share profits from software
A SCHOOL in Essex aims to

beat the software shortage

by encouraging students to

write software. It then

shares any profits from the

programs marketed.

Tabor High School has

produced nine programs so

far, for O and A level. The
school markets the idea for

the student, and is selling

software at E2. 50 and £3.50.

A further 12 ideas are at

present underway aimed at

exam revision in biology,

and the school is set to

distribute software for outside

writers.

The first nine cover blood

and circulation, digestion,

heart, classification, heart

and circulation, digestion

and enzymes, breathing,

photosynthesis and simula-

tion of radioactive decay. All

run on a model B.

Christopher Smith is in

charge of the school project

at Courtauld Rd, Braintree,

Essex.

Bus interface

to Eurocards
EXPANSION is the aim of

Beebex - an interface card

to link the BBC micro's

1 MHz bus to Eurocards.

Control Universal says

the device costs £49 and
holds up to four cards, from

their own Cube range or

Acorn's.

A larger version designed
for rack-mounting, costs £41

and will hold 14 connectors.

Racks start at £72.

Applications include extra

memory, analogue interfacing

and digital input or output.

Up to 1 Mbyte of paged
memory can be addressed,

or 256 bytes directly using

the card.

Next on the company's
agenda is a paged ROM to

enable BBC Basic to talk

directly to I/O devices. This

should be available now.
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BBC SOFTWARE
GEMINI'S BUSINESS SOFTWARE
Written by professional Chartered
Accountants and coded by competent
programmers. Ideal for small and
medium sized companies. Now

available from stock.

CASHBOOK ACCOUNTS £52
One of Ihe mosi innovative programs on the
market. Replaces a manual cashbook system,
e.g. Simplex and ALL-in One. The program is

simple to use and will replace manual Cash &
Bank records. Gives you access to vital

management information as and when you want.

It enables you to keep more positive financial

control of your business.

The software is extremely well and lucidly

documented. Gemini provide a full technical

back-up and product up-date policy. The features

include:

Summary of VAT information for VAT returns -
Cumulative receipts and payments report

analysed over the standard profit and loss and
balance sheet headings - Options for

departmental analysis of sales and purchases -

Audit trail printout of all transactions - Journal
routine for entering transfers between accounts
and year end adjustment for debtors, creditors,

etc. - Trial balance ai any interval - Interfaces to

Final Accounts program to produce balance
sheet and trading and profit/loss account, etc.

FINAL ACCOUNTS
PROGRAM £52
Requires Cash Book module. This program will

take your cash book data to the logical

conclusion of balance sheet, trading and
profit/loss account and notes to the accounts i.e.

Fixed Assets, land and buildings and capital

accounts. Final accounts links to 'Beebplof for

graphic data presentation.

INVOICES &
STATEMENTS £17.25
A complete suite of programs together with

generated customer file for producing crisp and
efficient business Invoices and monthly
statements on your line printer. All calculations

include VAT automatically and the programs
allow your own messages on the forms
produced. This program gives you superb
presentation and saves time on one of the moat
tedious tasks in Ihe office.

COMMERCIAL
ACCOUNTS £17.25
A gem of a program. Daily Journal, Credit Sales,

Cash Book, Credit Purchases, Other Purchases,
Sales ledger, Purchase ledger. Bank accounts.
Year to date summary, A fully interactive

program suitable for all businesses. Files can be
saved and loaded and totals from one file carried

forward to another on cassette. Particularly

useful from a cash flow point of view and
immediate accessibility to totals for debtors and
creditors. Bank
totally supported with entries for cheque
numbers, credits and running balance,

MAILING LIST £17.25
A superb dedicated database to allow for

manipulation of names, addresses and other
data. The unique 'Searchkey* system gives you a

further ten 'user defined parameters' to make
your own selections. Feature includes the facility

to find a name or detail when only part of the
detail is known. It will print labels in a variety of

user specified formats.

DATABASE £17.25
The program that everyone needs. The most
valuable and versatile in your collection. Facilities

include sort search, list print if required. Can be
used in place of any card index application. Once
purchased you can write your own dedicated
database to suit your particular needs with a

limitless number of entries on separate cassettes,

STOCK CONTROL £17.25
Dedicated software with all that is necessary to

keep control of stock. This program will take the

tedium out of stock control and save time and
money. Routines include stock set up, user

reference number, minimum stock level, financial

summary, line print records, quick stock
summary, add stock, delete/change record and
more,

HOME ACCOUNTS £17.25
Runs a complete home finance package for you
with every facility necessary for keeping a track

of regular and other expenses, bank account,

mortgage, H.P,, etc. This program also allows
you to plot graphically by Histograms your monthly
outgoings.

BEEBCALC SPREADSHEET
ANALYSIS £17.25
Spreadsheet processors have proved to be
important tools for using micros in business,
scientific and domestic financial applications.

Without any programming knowledge at all. you
may;-

• Set up a computerised spreadsheet, with
chosen row and column names.
• Specify formulae relating any row or column
to any other,

• Enter your source data and have the results

calculated.

• Save the results on tape (or disc) for later

reloading and manipulation,

• Print the tabulated results in an elegant report
format.

• Access saved files and write own reporting or

graphics presentation programs for the results.

• Ideal for anything that involves repeated
re-calculation of results presented in tabular or

spreadsheet format.

BEEBPLOT £17.25
Presents numeric and string data together in

easily understood pie chart, histogram or graph
formal. Beebplot has a built-in interface to

Beebcalc and the final Accounts program of

Cashbook, The facility for mathematical function

plotting and screen dumps for Epson or CP-80
printers is also provided. Gives superb results

either from direct input of data from the
keyboard or via simple access to other software
data files, A must for business and education,

N.B. All the above prices are for CASSETTE
based Software, For DISC based Software please
add C3,00 per Software. When ordering please
specify the type of diskette required (40 track or

80 trackl,

• SPECIAL OFFER •
During the montfis of June and July

1983 we are offering the following

special discounts:

3 for the price of 2
5 for the price of 3
7 for the price of 4

(above discount does not include

Cashbool< and Final accounts)

Buy Cash Book & Final Accounts
together and pay

ONLY £82.75

Access Orders
Just phone your order through and we
do the rest. Tet: (0903) 50234/40588.

PLINTH FOR BBC MICRO
Protect your micro from the weight of the heavy
TV/Monitor. This sturdy plinth is attractively

finished in BBC colour. It can be used to support
a monitor or a printer. The micro slides

underneath comfortably. A must for every BBC
Micro owner, specially for those who have to

move/open their computer frequently.

Price: £11.95 (cam CI. 50)

BBC DFS MANUAL
A fully comprehensive disc manual for BBC
Micros. All extra commands are included. A
bargain at £7.50 (no VAT),

WATFORD ELECTRONICS
CARDIFF ROAD, WATFORD.
Tel: (0923) 40588. Telex: 8956095

EDUCATION Software

JUNIOR MATHS PACK (32K) £6.95
Makes learning fun for 5-1 1 year olds. This

package consists of 3 programs (menu driven)

that increase in difficulty as your child becomes
competent, A very good supplement to

standard educational methods.
WHERE? £6.95
Do you know WHERE? you are' This well

written program, using high resolulion graphics

offers timed tests on the geography of Great

Britain.

WORLD GEOGRAPHY (32K) €7.00
Beautifully drawn Hi-Res colour map of the

world illustrates and aids this graded series of
tests on capital cities and populations of the
world,

WORDHANG £7,80
(Age 7-13) A word guessing program based
on the well known Hangman game. Uses full

colour graphics. Complete with 260 woids
and the facility save your own list of words.
WORLDWISE E7.80
(Age 7-15, Two constructive geography
programs allowing children to build detailed

data bases covering both the UK and the
world. Encourages children lo refer to atlas

and reference books. Save the database
anytime,

ANIMAiyVEGETABLE/MINERAL £4.95
(Age 7-13). Provides an opportunity for

children to teach the computer to

differentiate between obiects. The program
tries to guess the object the child has

thought of, using personalised responses like

Mmm , . , I am thinking,

BRITISH GEOGRAPHY £6.95
Teaches a child the locations of Cities and
Ports using directional keys,

CAROUSEL £5,50
Aimed at junior school age. Sequences of

colours and sounds teaches a child to

concentrate.
HAPPY NUMBERS £7.80

(Age 4-6), No reading skills are required to

use this colour graphics number recognition

and counting program. Children build patterns

of flowers corresponding to figures, quickly

learning their significance,

INTROTO ARITHMETIC £10.45
4 programs - Additions, subtractions,
multiplications and divisions. Help stage.
moving graphics and colours. Worksheet
produced at the end of program. (5-7 years
old),

WRITING C5.50
Full screen demonstration of correct formation
of lower case alphabetic characters. Several
choice of sequence (5-7 years).

BEEB SPEECH
SYNTHESISER

VERSATILE SPEECH SYNTHESISER
UNIT FOR THE BBC
MICROCOMPUTER

Watford Electronics very own Speech System.
Specially designed so thai even a novice can

make his BBC talk>

SIMPLY the best' - An unlimited speech
synthesis system. Complete with
easy-to-follow manual. Controlling software
is in ROM so no Cassette Loading
problems'

PHONEMES for word synthesis - That means
unlimited vocabulary! No entra speech
dictionary chips 10 buy'

ENGLISH accent - Utilises inflexion techniques
to produce highly comprehensible speech,

EASY to use system - Just plug the software

ROM into a socket, the Speech unit into

the User Port, and away you go! No
specialised 'dealer upgrade' required!

COMPACT unit - The whole system is built into

a small case - easily tucked behind the

computer,
HOURS of fun! - Suitable for any application -

Games, Educational Programs. Specialised

Packages.

We know this all seems to good to be true but

DONT BE LEFT SPEECHLESS1 Order your
Versatile Speech Unit now!

MAIL ORDER AND RETAIL SHOP, TRADE AND EXPORT INQUIRIES WELCOME.
GOVERNMENT AND EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS OFFICIAL ORDERS ACCEPTED.
CARRIAGE: Unless stated otherwise, pleaaa add 60p to all cash orders. VAT: UK customers
please add TS"i, VAT to the total cost incl. Car.
SHOP HOURS: 9,00Bm to 6.00pm, Monday to Saturday. ACCESS ORDERS: Simply phona;
Watford (0923) 50234.
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WATFORD ELECTRONICS
CARDIFF ROAD, WATFORD, Herts, England

Tel: Watford (0923) 40588. Telex: 8956095 WAELEC

BBC MICROCOMPUTER

BBC Model A - £260
BBC Model B - £346

BBC Micro Model A to Model B
UPGRADE Kits:

Upgrade your Model A with our
Upgrade Kits and save yourself £ s s s

(Installation instructions supplied with

every kit)

BBCl 16K Memorv
(8 X 4816AP-3 lOOnSJ
BBC2 Printer User I/O Port

BBC3 Disc imerface Kit

BBC4 Analogue I/O Kit

BBC5 Serial I/O Kit

BBC6 Expansion Bus Kit

£16.00
£6.98

£85.00
£6.40
£6.70
£6.10

• Complete Upgrade Kit Mod. A to Mod. B
£43.00

Dust Cover for BBC Micro
(Protects your expensive Micro

from foreign bodies)

£3.95

DISC DRIVES
BBC COMPATIBLE

• CS50A - TEAC Cased with own Power
Supply, S/S 40 track, 5-^", TOOK £180
• C050A - TEAC Twin Cased with own PSU,
S/S, 40 track, 5-1-", 200K £350
• CS50E -TEAC Single Cased with own PSU,
S/S, 80 track, 5^", 200K £250
• CD50E - TEAC Twin Cased with own PSU,
D/S, 80 track, 5^", 400K £475
• CS50F - TEAC Single Cased with own PSU.
D/S, 80 track, 51". 400K £310
• CD50F - TEAC Twin Cased with own PSU,
0/S, 80 track, 5^" BOOK £599
• MITSUBISHI Slimline - Uncased, double
density. Double track, 5^", 1 Megabytes, track

density 96TPI, track to track access time 3mSec,
Plugs directly lo BBC Micro. OWLY £220
• SINGLE MITSUBISHI Slimline - Cased
with own PSU, DS/DD. 1 Megabytes. (400k with
BBC) £275
• TWIN MITSUBISHI Slimline Cased with
own PSU, DS/DD, 2 Megabytes. (BOOK with
BBC) £535
• Single Drive Cable for BBC Micro £8
« Twin Drive Cable for BBC Micro £12

15 year warranty on VERBATIM Diskeites)
10 Verbatim Diskettes, 51", S/S

T-/
£20

10 Verbatim Diskettes, 5|", D/S £30
f2 year warranty on WABASH Diskettes)

10 WABASH Diskettes, 5i", S/S £15
• 10 WABASH Diskettes, 5i". D/S £25

DISKETTE STORAGE
Attractive Continental designed, L0CKA8LE
Diskette Boxes, Strong plastic construction with
lockable lid. Smoked acrylic top and cream base
fitted with dividers and adhesive title strips for

ease of filing.

• M-35 Holds up to 35 mini discs £18 Icarr.

CI, 50) • M-85 Holds up to 85 mini discs £24
(carr. £21

PLASTIC LIBRARY CASES
for Disc Storage

5f' (holds 10)
8" (holds 10)

£2
£2.90

FLOPPY HEAD CLEANERS
Unless your office/home Is dust free, you should

clean heads at least once a week to avoid the

risk of cross contamination.

Simply apply the cleaner to one of the specially

formulated cleaning discs, insert into the drive

and initialise. If your system has no initialisation

program then insert the disc and open and close

the door 5 times.

£22.50

BBC
PRINTER

GP100A

10" Tractor Feed
80 columns, 30CPS

Normal S Double width Char.

Dot res graphics. Parallel Interface standard.

ONLY £175 (£7 carr.)

SEIKOSHA GP250X:
10" Tractor Feed, 80 columns. 60 CPS, normal
and double - width/height characters, 128
characters with true descenders in ROM, 64 user
definable characters in RAM (384 bytes)
Programmed printing (80 bytes of memory) for

storing your own print sequences, dot
addressable graphics with repetitive graphics
data printing, RS232 and Centronics parallel

interfaces standard, paper empty function and
buzzer, self test routine. All this for

ONLY £235 IC7 carr.)

INTERFACES
IEEE £54.95
PET £69.95
APPLE II £69.95
RS232 £69.95
BBC - Seikosha Cable £11.00

DUST COVERS
Fof SEIKOSHA GP80
For SEIKOSHA GP100/250

FRICTION FEED
ATTACHMENT
For SEIKOSHA GPlOO
For SEIKOSHA GP250

£3.75
£3.95

£22
£22

• Spare RIBBON for GP80
• Spare RIBBON for GP100
• Spare RIBBON for GP250

£4.50
£4.95
£5.95

STAK-PAK
The unique
computer program
filing and storage
system. Made of

tough black

plastic these
compact drawer
sections hold two
cassettes each
and lock together
vertically to form miniature cabinets of any
height. Each drawer section has two Agfa C12
Cassettes with labels plus external index card.

Five twin Paks {10 Cassettes) E6,00
(Postage El.OO)

NEC PC8023BE-C: ^

TOO CPS. Bi-directional, logic seeking, 80
columns, 7x9 Dot Matrix head, irue descenders
on lower case. Superscript, subscript and
underlining. Single sheet Friction or Tractor feed.

Hi-resolution block graphics. All this for only

£320 (£7 carr.)

INTERFACES
APPLE n

BBC - NEC Interface Cable

RIBBON

DUST COVER

£64.95
£11.00

£6.90

P.A.O.

EPSON PRINTERS

Epson RX80
100 CPS, 9x9 matrix, dot addressable graphics,

condensed and double width printing. Normal,
Italic and Elite Characters. Tractor feed, 10" max
width, bi-direciional, logic seeking, Centronics
Interface standard.

ONLY £285 (f7 carr)

Epson FX80
160 CPS, 11x9 matrix, proportional spacing,

superscripts, subscripts, dot addressable graphics.

Normal. Italic and Elite characters. Up to 256
user definable characters. Down loadable

character set. Condensed and double width
printing. Full proportional spacing. Four user

defined margin positions. Tractor and Friction

feed, 10" maximum width Bi-directional, logic

seeking Centronics interface standard.

ONLY £388 (£7 carr.)
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Epson MX100
136 columns, 15" carriage. Tractor and Friction

feed, 9x9 matrix. Speed 100 CPS,
Bi-directional logic seeking. Normal. Condensed
and Enlarged Characters. Also Emphasised,
Double and Underlining modes. Hi-res bit image
graphics. Superscript and subscript. Centronics
Interface standard.

ONLY £425 (£7 carrj

INTERFACES RX & FX
PRINTERS
RS232
RS232 plus 2K Buffer

IEEE 488
Parallel 2K

MX100 PRINTER
RS232
RS232 plus 2K Buffer

IEEE 488 (Interface BoardI
PET Cable
BBC Epson Interface Cable

£38.00
£75.00
£70.00
£62.00

£40.00
£60.00
£43.00
£20.00
£11.00

RIBBONS
MX80 FT
MX 100
FX80
RX80

£4.75
£10.00
£4.75
£4.75

DUST COVERS
MX80 FT
MXlOO
FX80
RX80

£4.50
C5.25
£4.95
£4.50

PAPER ROLL HOLDER £12.50

LISTING PAPER
8-^" X 95" Fanfold paper plain or ruled
(1000 sheets! £7 |Cl,50p carr.)

15" Fanfold paper (IQOO sheets)

£9 (Cl.SOp carr.

Teleprinter Roll (econo papefl £4 (Cl.BDp carr.)

CASSETTE RECORDER 8t

ACCESSORIES
Top quality Siimiine, portable Cassette Recorder
for Computer use. r/ains/8ailery, operated with

counter £24.00
(Carr. £1.50)

CASSETTE LEAD
For our Cassette Recorder to BBC Micro £2.00

CI 2 Computer Grade CASSETTES in library

cases. 40p

BEEBPEN
(BBC Wordprocessor in 4K ROM)

BeebPen has been written completely in machine"
code for the BBC Micro to facililale maximum
speed and number of functions. It is without
doubt one of the best things lo happen 10 BBC
Micro since its launch. BeebPen has been
designed to be as simple to use as possible
while slid retaining the maximum power and
versatility. Numerous functions include right

justification, block operations, text compression,
full cursor control with on screen editing, a full

set of printer options and editing in 80 column
mode. BeebPen ROM plugs into one of the ROM
sockets, no track cutting required.

Special Introductory Offer: £32.00

MONITORS
MICROVITEC 1431
14" Colour Monitor. RGB
Input, (as used in BBC
programmes) FREE Interface

Lead- £249 (carr. £7)

Interface Lead for Sanyo £8.

ZENITH 12" Green Monitor.
Hi-resolution £75 (£7 carr.)

MISCELLANEOUS CONNECTORS
Plugs Sockets

RGB (5 pin DINI 30p 45p
RS423 (5 pin Domino) 30p 40p
Cassette (7 pin DIN) 25p 65p
ECONET (5 pin DIN) ISP 25p
Paddles (15 pin 'D) ti^^O £2.15

Disc to BBC Power Plug 6pin 70p
Disc Drive Power Plug 4pin 60p

BEEB PLOTTER
Watford Electronics' BEEBPLOTTER will work
with 32K BBC Micro. Connects to Analogue
port. The unique design makes it accurate
and simple to use. The comprehensive
booklet supplied, describes its use in details

and shows some of the possible
applications.

The special features include:-

* Works in all graphics mode and any colour
selectable.
* Commands printed on Tablet and
On-screen instructions.
* Special routines enable pictures to be
quickly loaded from tape.
" Works with all operating systems and
ECONET. Tape and Disc versions available.
* Large drawing area (32cms x 23cms).
* Maps. Pictures and Diagrams produced
quickly and easily.
* Transparent tablet enables maps and
diagrams to be copied directly from books.
* Commands include line, circles and
rectangle drawings, infilling, full editing and
an easy to use copy and move feature.
* Screen dump routines included for Seikosha
and EPSON printers.
* Routines are included lo allow user to

incorporate pictures in their own programs.
' Designed by a professional teacher with
educational uses in mind.

ONLY £59 (£3 carr.)

EPROM PROGRAMMER for

BBC MICRO
At last! - the EPROM Programmer for BBC
Micro Computer from WATFORD ELECTRONICS
that will suit both your pocket and all your
requirements. Programs all popular types of

EPROMS from 2K bytes up to 16K bytes -

2764 — 2516 — 2532 — 2564 — 2764 —
27128.
This extremely powerful system is designed for

your needs of TODAY & TOMORROWI - BBC
Basic programs can be copied into EPROM and
subsequently re-loaded faster than from a disc!

Suitable for both hobbyist and professional
usersi

Just look at these features:

* COMPLETELY SELF CONTAINED -
Housed in its own sturdy case - Uses its own
Power Supply - Connects directly to the IMHz
Bus - Simple and Safe'
* FULL SOFTWARE SUPPORT- Comes
complete with simple to use ROM based
software - Facilities include Varification. Reading,
Virgin Testing, Writing, Editing, Saving, Loading
and more! NOTE I! - This software does NOT
simply comprise hastily prepared routines to get
you going, but is a professional, purpose
designed applications package.
* ACORN BUS COMPATIBLE - Use of the
IMHz connection complies with all Acorn
addressing recommendations - That means you
can still add-on such things as the TELETEXT,
IEEE 488 and PRESTEL Adaptors without having
to disconnect everything.

You don'i need just any Eprom Programmer -

you need WATFORD ELECTRONICS EPROM
PROGRAMMER Sysiem.

•k Introductory Offer -k

ONLY£65(£2carr.)
Price includes software in ROM

and Manual)

READY-MADE LEADS
for BBC
CASSETTE LEADS 7 pin DIN Plug
to 5 pin DIN Plug + 1 Jack Plug £2.00
to 3 pin DIN Plug ^ 1 Jack Plug £2.00
lo 7 pin DIN Plug £2.50
to 3 Jack Plugs £2.00
6pin DIN to 6 pin DIN Plug (RGB) £2.50
Monitor Lead, BNC to PHONO £3.00

BBC LIGHT PEN KIT
All parts available as per Acorn User's 'SHINE A
LIGHT Light Pen article.

Kit Price: £9.95

BBC JOYSTICKS
Two versions available:

SINGLE: Player type
TWO Players type

£7.00 each
£11.50 per pair

PRINTER LEAD 36"

Ready made printer lead to interface BBC Micro
to EPSON, SEIKOSHA. NEC, etc.. Printers,

ONLY £11

13 ROM SOCKET BOARD
Are you wondering where to fit new ROM based
software inside your computer in addition to the
BASIC. WORDPROCESSOR. DFS, and FORTH
ROMS? Then our add-on 13 ROM Socket Board
is the answer. Simply plugs into one of the four

ROM sockets currently available in BBC Micro.
There are only 4 solder connections to be made.
Full instructions are supplied.
Our 13 ROM SOCKETS BOARD enables the
User to increase the Sideways ROM capacity from
the basic four sockets on the main board uptc
the full SIXTEEN capable of being supported by
current operating systems. In addition the board
is designed with the facility to hold upto 16K
RAM, which when switched into operation is

automatically selected by any WRITE signal to
the Sideways ROM area. This gives the User the
ability to write a utility or language and upon
pressing break have the utility or language up
and running (new ROM software can be
developed and tested in situ.)

The Board gives the User, plenty of freedom to

explore the possibilities of the new paged ROMs
due in the coming months and offers them the

chance to develop their own.
All essential lines are buffered and the Board
meets or exceeds all timings for operation in ttie

BBC Microcomputer.

Supplied ready-built and tested

ONLY £35 (carr. £1)

Watford Electronics' own

BEEBMON
A ROM based machine code Monitor for the

BBC Micro. It enables machine code
programs to be debugged and altered easily

and quickly. Being a ROM. its Commands are

always readily available and occupy no USER
memory.
The special features includes facilities like:

TABULATE, MODIFY, FILL. COPY,
COMPARE, SEARCH (Hex 8. ASCIIl.

CHEKSUM. DISASSEMBLE, RE-LOCATE.
SINGLE STOP. SET BREAK POINTS.
SCREEN DUMP ROUTINE, DUMB
TERMINAL and many more facilities.

introductory Offer: £18

TEX EPROM ERASERS
* New Broom for EPROMS "

• TEX Erasers Sweep Clean •

EPROMs need careful treatment to survive their

expected lifetime. Rushing it could burn their

brains out. So cop-oul of this helter-skelter

world; take it easy the TEX way and give your
chips a well earned break. Cool, gentle and
affordable. EPROMPT does it properly.

Two versions avaitable:

• EPROMPT EB - The standard version.
Erases up to 16 chips. £32.00
• EPROMPT GT - Erases up to 32 chips. Has
an incorporated safety switch which
automatically switches off the UV lamp when the
Eraser is opened. £37.00

TEXTIME
(SOLID STATE ELECTRONICTIMER)
EPROM Erasers need just half an hour to finish

their job. It is the proper erase time for all

EPROMs. While the Eraser is busy you may take
a break but not for too long without our TIMER
on the job. Over erasing can shorten data
storage time. TEXTIMER will remember to switch
off the lamp and your chips will forget nothing
new. TEXTIMER will pay for itself in no time.

ONLY £15.00

• SPECIAL OFFER •
EPROMPT EB plus TEXTIME -

ONLY £42
EPROMPT GT plus TEXTIME -

ONLY £48
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EPROMS for BBC MICRO
1+ 25 +

2764-250nS £3.95 £3.50
27128-250nS £23.00 £19.95

EPROM PROGRAMMING
SERVICE

We now offer a while u waif EPROM copying

service (24 hours on Mail Order), Just bring

along the EPROM to be copied (we can supply

any type of EPROMs a! unbeatable prices) and
while you wail, we shall copy, test and varify the

copied EPROMS.
Copying Charge £2.00 per chip

(Quantity discount available)

^ NEW ^

BBC MICRO DFS
by

Watford Electronics

This new DFS is (ully compatible with

ACORN DFS and has many more features,.

The extra features include:

• Optional Double Difeclory (gives 62 Files

per side)

• 40 Track disc can be read on 80 track

drives (software swilchable)

• Worltfile saves typing of Filenames.

• All Format and Varify commands ROM
resident, so no costly utility disc needed,

• Special Commands are included to ease
transfer of Cassette programs to disc,

• Optional - Copy command available.

Price: DFS ROM only £42
Complete DFS Kit £85

(P,S. We shall exchange your existing

Acorn DFS ROM for this highly superior

Watford's BeebRom for £35).

BBC GAMES SOFTWARE
(BUG-BYTE)

SPACE PIRATES £6.95
SPACE WARP £7.80
GOLF £4.75
DRAGON QUEST £10,00
FRUIT MACHINE £4.75
CITY DEFENCE £6.75
MULTI-FILE £8.75
BACKGAMON £6.95

(COMPUTER CONCEPT)
ASTEROID BELT £7.80
CHARACTERS £5.80
HITCH-HIKER £5.95
SNAKE £7.80
SPACE HAWKS £7.80

(MICRO POWER)
ADVENTURE £6.95
ALIEN DESTROYER £6.95
ASTRO NAVIGATOR £4.95
CHESS £6.95
COWBOY SHOOTOUT £5.95
CAT a MOUSE £4.95
CROACKER £6.95
ELDORADO GOLD £5.95
FOOTER £5.95
GOMOKU £4.95
GALACTIC INTRUDER £6.95
LASER COMMAND £6.95
MARTIANS £5.95
MAZE INVADERS £4.95
MUNCHYMAN £5.95
MASTERMIND £4.95
MOONRAIDER £6.95
REVERSI £4.95
STARTREK £4,95
SWOOP £6.95
SEEK £5.95
TIMETREK £6.95
ZOMBIES £4.95

GALACTIC COMMANDER £6.95
MICRO BUDGET £7.95
ROULETTE £6.95
SPACE MAZE £6.95
KILLER GORILLA £6.95

^W&tdwi&&
WORDWISE Model B
WfIIiouI dciubl ihe mosi sophisticated prece of

software yel wntlen (or the BBC Micro. Wordwise
corirains all the usual word processing features

enablinc) characters, words, seniences or any defined
section of the text to be deleted, moved or copied

from one part to any other part of Ihe document. The
more comptei facilities such as search and replace ot

file handling commands are menu driven so That even
a beginner can understand hcivu to operate ihem.
Wordwise will work with whatever filing system is

(;urrentlv (mplementated. Supplied with full filling

instructions and a spiral bound manual. We believe

this word processor compares favourably with those
costing many limes as much,

Special Offer - ^^34

LOGON
This language ts very popular in American

schools as il is an ideal educational program.
It can graphically demonstrate the ideas of

defined procedures, sub-routines, loops and
even recursive programming. Gives excellent

introduction to LOGO language for young and
old alike. £9.95

FORTH ROM for BBC
This superb compiling language now available

in ROM. Simply plugs into one of the ROM
Sockets, £35.00

Full FORTH Manual £6.75

LOGO in ROM
This po,iular language now available in ROM.
Manual included with the ROM,

PRICE: £36.00

APPLICATION
SOFTWARE

CONSTELLATION (32K) £6.50
The great Bear! The Southern Cross! The Horned
Goat! See the night sky gloriously depicted in

hi-res graphics. Constellation has been adapted
and enhanced from our successful ATOM
program.
DISASSEMBLER (16/32KI
The most powerful, flexible and easy to use
Disassembler currently available for the BBC
Micro. Has 5 modes of operation from memory
dump to full automatic disassembly - ability to

identify any location in memory with a label -

operating system entry points and indirection

vectors are already labelled when the

Disassembler is loaded - ability to define a 'map'
of up to 72 separate areas of mactiine code -

output may be directed to the screen or a printer

- areas of code can be disassembled and output

saved on tape or disc in BASIC EXEC format for

later incorporation into user programs -

Machine-code programs may be loaded and
disassembled regardless of their actual run-time

location - the current set of labels, map and
associated data may be saved at any time on
tape or disc. This data can be reloaded at a later

date and disassembly continued - full error

checking and reporting is carried out at each
step - disassembler operated by typed
commands or the user definable user keys - full

instructions are supplied in the form of a 'HELP'
program - available on Cassette or Disc,

Cassette £6.90
Disc S/D £9.90
Disc D/D £9.95

EMULATOR £6.95
An extremely powerful and flexible Cassette

based machine code interpreter from Simonsoft.
Treats machine as a high level' language and is

in many ways analogue to BBC's built in BASIC
Interpreter, it can therefore be used as a

Monitor, Disassembler. Assembler and 'Peeko'

Computer,

Filer £8.95
A powerful file handling program for BBC FILER

allows the user to build up, manipulate, store

and retrieve data on the BBC. A very powerful

package indeed.

Computer Concept's Firmware

BEEB-CALC £34.00
A ROM based spreadsheet program, like

wordwise this firmware is fast and simple to use
- yet is a powerful spreadsheet analysis program,

considerably better than the original 'calc'

program - full floating point maths. Works in 40
or 80 column screen modes - variable column
widths- Works with either cassette or disc. This

ROM coupled with Wordwise can turn your

micro into an ideal small business machine.

DEBUGGING PROGRAM £19.00
A machine code program. Essential tor the

machine code programmer. An ideal complement
for the assembler built into the BBC machine.
Contains a full machine code monitor allowing

examination and alteration of memory, registers,

setting of break points and even single stepping

through machine code programs,

DISC DOCTOR £19.00
This ROM contains useful disc utility programs.
Enables recovery of any data off the disc

including deleted files etc. The full disc editor

allows the alteration ol any bytes directly on the

disc (or in memory), or the loading and saving of

any track or sector on the disc. Automatic
transfer of programs from tape to disc and vice

versa. Also includes a whole host of other useful

utilities - string search, function key editing, the

ability to format 35, 40 & 80 track discs,

PRINTER TOOL-KIT £19.00
This BOM includes routines for high resolution

screen dumps for both the EPSON and NEC
printers. Will work in any graphics mode with

automatic grey shading of all screen colours. The
most useful feature of this program is its

'spooling' capability. This enables data such as a

program listing of high res screen dumps to be
automatically spooled from your disc to the

printer while using your BBC machine for

running other programs.

* SPECIAL DISCOUNT OFFER «
We allow a special 10% discount on all

the above four Firmware when
purchased with our '13 ROM Socket

Board',

BOOKS
(No VAT on Books)

30 Programs - BBC Micro £4,95
30 Hour BASIC |BBC Micro) £6.00
6502 Application Book £10.25
6502 Assembly Lang.

Programming £12.50
6502 Assembly Lang, Subroutines £1 1,80

£10.50
£5,50

£10,95

£8.95

6502 Software Design
ACORN ATOM Magic Book
Advanced 6502 Interfacing

Assembly Lang, Programming
for BBC
BASIC Programming for BBC Micro £5,95

BBC Micro DFS Manual £7,50
BBC Micro Revealed £7.95
BBC Micro Instant Machine Code including

Software Cassette £34,00
Creative Graphics on BBC Micro £7.50
Discover FORTH - Osborne £ 1 1 .25

Easy Prog, for BBC Micro £6.50
Further Prog, for BBC Micro
FORTH Programming (Sams)
Getting Acquainled/Acorn ATOM
Graphs & Charts on BBC Micro

Intro to Micro Beginners Book (3 Ed.)£9.90

Let your BBC teach you to program £6.75

Micros in the Classroom £4.90

Practical Prog, for BBC & ATOM £5,95
Programming the 6502 £10.75
Mastering VISICALC (Sybex)

Structured Prog, with BBC BASIC
The BBC Micro An Expert Guide

£6.90
£12,50
£7.95
£7-50

£11.95
£9.50
£7.90

GENERAL SOFTWARE
JUNIOR MATHS PACK (32K) £6.95
Makes learning fun for 5-1 1 year olds. This

package consists of 3 programs (menu drivel

that increase in difficulty as your child becomes
competent, A very good supplement to standard

educational methods,

WHERE £6.95
Do you know WHERE you are? This well written

program, using high resolution graphics offers

timed tests on the geography of Great Britain,
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NEWS

Free bulletin board service for hobby micros
A NETWORK of nine free

bulletin boards fias been set

up for micro users to

exchange information.

Witfi a modem and suit-

able software, messages
can be posted and retrieved

on subjects such as hints,

items for sale, wanted,

personal - and tfiere is a

software library. The system

is geared towards hobbyists,

and the boards are supported

by computer groups, retailers

and hobbyists.

Although each is indi-

vidual, the communication
protocol is standard, and
runs through the RS232
interface.

[f you have terminal soft-

ware and modem, set up the

serial port at 300 baud,

word length 7, parity even
and stop bit 1. Once on the

system, a help command is

available - but don't just

hang up at any time as this

can have nasty results!

The Association of Free

Public Access Systems is

made up of nine bulletin

boards.

Details from Frederick

Brown. Forum 80. 421

Endike Lane, Hull HU6 8AG.
Forum 80 can also provide

terminal software for the

BBC micro.

News in brief

THREE primary programs
are the first fruits of a liaison

between Longman and
Ladybird publishers. Rally

covers maths, Terrible Tales

reading and size-estimation,

while Sheepdog encourages
problem-solving and compass
work.

The packs are E9.95
each {-J-VAT). Other programs
on maths and English are

planned for September.

BRISTOL University wants

to hear from people who
would be interested in

attending weekend program-

ming courses. Contact David

Wilde, Extra-mural studies,

32 Tyndall's Park Rd, Bristol

BS8 1HR.

EDUCATIONAL publisher

Ward Lock is to distribute

and market Chalksoft pro-

ducts for the BBC micro.

These include Punc-man
and Nosher on punctuation.

Letters and Capitals. The
company will give demon-
strations in schools.

PUFFIN are sponsoring a

national programming com-
petition to find original

software and games. The
company also plans to

release Micro Games, a

book of listings, in August.

TRANSFORMERS to filter

out mains spikes and
interference are made by

Cetromic Components in

Ware, Herts.

The company claims to

guarantee a 'clean supply",

no matter what the type of

disturbance. Tel; (0920)

871077.

Software on the radio
RADIO stations all over the

country have taken com-
puters to their hearts. Many
carry weekly features, while

several have already broad-

cast software.

Bristol's Radio West send
out software over the air

each week using two
methods. Some goes out

during Dafarama, but most
is broadcast when the

station closes down at 1am
with the channel's identifi-

cation code every 1

5

minutes.

The longest program ran

to 17 blocks and took 35
seconds. Listeners can

download listings during the

show to look at as they

listen.

Presenters Tim Lyons
and 'The General' can be
heard on Monday evenings,

and write most of their own
software (Tim has a BBC
micro).

In Leeds, the local BBC

WEST:
station has a fortnightly slot

on Tuesdays at 6.45 called

Abacus. It started when a

local user group approached

producer Jennifer Bowen
with the idea last summer-
She trained them up and
they still write most of the

show.
Software for eight mach-

ines has been broadcast,

mainly graphics and special

messages.

Radio Brighton also has a
fortnightly Tuesday pro-

gramme lasting 20 minutes.

London's Capital Radio is

also developing a BBC
micro system to use in its

studios.

Teacher study

packs from AU
SELF-STUDY packs on
micros are available for

teachers from the Open
University.

The first two - Aware-
ness Pack and Educational

Software - have been
produced for the BBC
microand include software.

The second is to help

teachers with experience

evaluate software.

Details from: Project

Manager, Micros in

Schools Project. Open
University, Milton Keynes.

Author in action

HINTS and tips author Joe
Telford is one of the guest

speakers at a user group

lecture in October.

He will give a survey on

educational software in

primary and special educ-

ation to Norwich and District

BBC Micro User Group.

This will be followed up at

the same group by a talk

from Chris Pointer and
Diana Thomson in November.

Paul Beverley runs the

groups and meetings are

held at Norwich City College

(see User Group page).

• Our apologies to Rob
Alecio of Oxford who was
uncredited in the July issue.

'Passing array variables' was
his article, but the covering

letter somehow disappeared.

Software makes

graphics easy

DRAWINGS on the BBC can

be produced using Easy
Graphics - a package from

Hexagon Software priced at

ei3.50.
Circles, colour filling and

mixing, rubber-band line

drawings, screen saving are

all provided, as well as

repeat function.

The package is designed

for non-programmers, and

includes a manual, demon-
stration program and program

generator. Tel: Dudley (0384)

232992.
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NEWS

THE OPEN UNIVERSITY

VAT program and game
BUSINESS software to help

cope with VAT returns and
invoicing from Understanding

Ltd has been converted for

the Beeb.

Vatkeeper takes the slog

out of filling VAT form 100
while Invoicer calculates

VAT and discounts, produces

invoices and customer sales

histories. Prices for these

systems range from £50.

A management training

game, Corptan, suitable for

A-level upward also has a

BBC version.

The products are aimed

at schools and small

businesses and come with

documentation.

Understanding Ltd are at

100 Cricklewood Lane.

London NW2 2DS. Tel: 01-

450 1144.

• Adventure-Zone Software

specialises in you-know-

what and hopes to provide

an advice service and pass

tips to and from players.

Write to 10 Ennis Close,

Harpenden, Herts AL5 15S
for details.

MUSE celebrates its first decade this month
MUSE celebrates its tenth

year this summer at its

annual conference.

The group exists to help

teachers and schools with

every aspect of micros, and

many of its leading members
are now household names in

the computer world.

Planned speakers at the

conference include John

Coll of Acorn, Roy Atherton

author of Structured Pro-

gramming with BBC Basic,

Eric Deeson, Bob Trigger of

Five Ways Software and

Colin Wells of ITMA.

Paul Bond a member of

the design team for the BBC
micro's operating systems
will be talking on the

subject.

Telesoftware, timetabling,

music, the BBC Buggy,

networks, Logo, interfacing

and persuading teachers to

write software will also be

covered.

The conference takes

place at Nottingham Univer-

sity on July 25-27. Member-
ship details are available

from the membership sec-

retary at MUSE. Freepost.

Bromsgrove, Worcs. B61

7BR.

Junk speciality

THE Computer Junk Shop in

Widnes specialises in

second-hand and obsolete

equipment.

Chips, printers, com-
ponents, boards and even

BBC micro keyboards have

been seen to pass through

their hands at computer

shows. If you're ever

crossing Runcorn Bridge,

they're five minutes away at

10 Waterloo Rd. Tel: 051-

420 4590.

Atom winner
ATOM user David Adams
has won first prize in a

schools computing compet-

ition.

His program sets up

multiple device tests on any

subject and analyses the

answers given by pupils.

Although written for an

Atom, the software has now
been converted for a Beeb.

David's reward was-ElOO,

with a further e200 going to

his school. He is a member
of the Manchester Acorn

User Group, and is just

turned 16.

PCBfor

Atom

sound

generator

ATOM users- upgrade your machine to

produce sound effects that will rival

those of the BBC micro by adding a

sound generator. The May issue of

Acorn User explains how to interface a

sound board based around the
AY38910 programmable sound

generator chip.

The printed circuit board to accompany
the article costs £5.38 (inclusive) and is

available from: Electro Technical
Services, 55 Raymond Road,
Hellesdon, Norwich NR6 6PN.

Interface

box for

BBC

micro

INTERFACE your BBC micro with a

specially-designed interface box
outlined by Paul Beverley in Acorn User
(see May's issue for the design and

June's for how to test it). For£1 1 .95 we
can provide a double-sided printed

circuit board with plated through holes,

and component overlay.

A kit of parts, as well as fully-built and
tested boards is also being made

available (should cost about £80 for

completed interface box). These prices

include UK postage and VAT. Please

allow 28 days for delivery.

Make cheques payable to Electro

Technical Services at 55 Raymond
Road, Hellesdon, Norwich NR6 6PN.
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DO YOU HAVE TIME FOR YOUR COMPUTER? DOES YOUR COMPUTER HAVE TIME FOR YOU?

Fast Load, Save or Update

Files and data

Remember!

Appointments

Pay credit card

Birthdays

Passport renewal

etc.

ACACIA COMPUTERS' NON-VOLATILE RTC + RAM WITH ROM SOFTWARE PROVIDES BBC MICRO USERS WITH
A SOPHISTICATED ELECTRONIC DIARY SYSTEM, AS WELL AS A FULLY FUNCTIONAL FILING SYSTEM.

DIARY

The diary has many automatic features such as

reinserting regular reminders. Reminders are

displayed on power-up or at a preset time. It has a

real-time clock and calendar which do not need to

be initialised on power-up. The alarm mechanism is

operational when the computer is used in virtually

all modes, unlike other diary programs.

FILING SYSTEM

Enables you to save programs, soft key strings,

power-up initialisation, etc. Includes many features:

wild-card filename search, file manipulation,

automatic compact, dating of files etc. etc.

EXPANDABILITY

Extra memory expansion will be available later from

ACACIA. The box supplied is large enough to house

these extra memory cards.

FEATURES

— Powered from BBC micro and has an extra socket

for powering disc drives or other peripherals.

— Alarm output for switching other equipment at a

preset time.

— Battery guaranteed for 3 years (typical life 6 years.)

— Easily installed; plugs into IMH2 bus, ROM
fitted in BBC micro paged ROM socket.

— Contains 4KBytes CMOS static RAM.
— Complete with full instructions.

ACACIA COMPUTERS

ORDER FORM

To ACACIA COMPUTERS LTD..

5 Coombe Lea, Bickley, Bromley, Kent, BR1 2H0.
Tel: 01 -467 5189

Please send me Non-volatile RTC -i- RAM diary/filing systems at the special introductory

offer price of £1 28 -• VAT each (£149.90 inc. VAT post and packaging).

I enclose Cheque/Postal Order for payable to ACACIA COMPUTERS LTD.

Name . .

Address

.Postcode Telephone

Signature

Please allow 28 days delivery N.B. Ref(uirns BBC micro niude! B iiiled with vhtsiud ! .0 uper.itirK| sysli^m, vr laii^t



Micronet and Beeb make news
IT SEEMS daft. Journalism

is supposed to be about

communication - conveying

facts and comments, news
or ideas, as quickly and as

simply as possible. But while

satellites link the world in

seconds, much of British

journalism seems to have

got little further than the age
of the quill.

True, most of us hacks

have managed to learn to

use a telephone and as long

as the copytaker on the

other end is not totally

dyslexic it is usually

possible to get the story

across. But oh, the struggle!

Like Robert Radford in

The Candidate, a typical

reporter as he bellows down
a crackling phone line can

be heard to mutter There
must be a better way . .

.'

Maybe though - thanks

to a BBC micro and
Micronet 800 - there is a

better way . . . and one
which promises soon to get

even better. For with a little

encouragement plus a bit of

firmware, ordinary Beeb
micros could be pioneering

a new, important area of

journalistic news gathering.

Now before anyone points

out that there are already

dedicated word-processors

designed for semi-dedicated

hacks to pump copy straight

into their newspaper's com-
puters, let's examine the

present position.

Probably it was a little

harsh to claim British

journalism is still clinging to

the quill as there are one or

two papers feeling their way
into the late 20th century.

The news agency Reuters

for instance is beginning to

Penfold reports on developments

which could revolutionise reporting

supply its reporters with

dedicated machines incor-

porating a small monitor and
an acoustic coupler for filing

from conferences. A few

provincial papers - the

Wolverhampton Express and
Star and Portsmouth Evening

News have also introduced

or are beginning to bring-in

'direct input'. But they are

few and far between, and

their systems are also pretty

expensive - especially if

they need a mini at the

other end.

So until now, computer-

transmitted copy, was not a

viable prospect for most

papers. But there is an

experiment underway which

could bring copy to your

local High Street gazette or

chronicle long before it gets

to Fleet Street.

Venture
The experiment involves

my BBC B, Prestel and a

couple of medical news-

papers based in Guildford.

The two papers are Doctor,

sent each week to every GP
in the country, and its sister

publication Hospital Doctor.

Though based out in the

sticks the Doctor papers are

go-ahead in the crowded
and competitive world of

medical journalism and
earlier this year began a
new venture with a Preste!

magazine (Page '27634).

My problem, as the

papers' parliamentary corre-

spondent is ensuring that

copy sent later in the week
arrives in time for the final

Friday deadline. Stories sent

by post on Mondays or

Tuesdays usually arrive well

ahead, but from Wednesdays
on it was never certain they

would be on the news
editor's desk when needed.

But with their Prestel

magazine, the two medical

papers naturally had a

Prestel terminal, and with

the advent of Micronet,

providing access to Prestel's

mailbox system seemed to

be part of the answer.

At Prestel the idea was
taken-up with interest. A
special pre-addressed Mail-

box page was set up for me
on the Enterprise computer.

(Eventually every Prestel

computer will be linked to

Mailbox.)

It was a start. But the

major problem was, and still

is, that you have to be 'on

line' to Enterprise the whole

time.

Now that is no problem

for sending one or two

frames, but two or three

news stories, each between
250 and 700 words, can

keep you on line for a long

time.

The answer is to be able

to tap in the copy off line,

save it as files on disc or

tape and then input when on

line to Prestel. That is not

possible on the present

software. But a new ROM
promised by Micronet will,

so it is claimed, enable you

to do that for about £11.

Coming about the same
time is a development which

probably is even more sig-

nificant. Micronet is planning

to bring out an inexpensive

hard-wired single chip modem
as an alternative to the

acoustic coupler. This will

plug straight into the

computer and a phone jack.

The importance of this is

that the BBC could be

equipped with a variable

baud rate modem.
And that opens up the

possibility of micro speaking

to micro. The present

acoustic coupler has a read

rate of 1200 but an output

rate of only 75. The variable

baud rates of the modem
should be read and output

both at 1 200 - for £60.

Question
It should also mean that

on a standard home
computer such as the Beeb
it will at last be possible for

every local paper with a

branch office in a neighbour-

ing town to be able to afford

its own 'wire' service. Or for

ordinary journalists, writing

for a number of different

publications, to be able to

write copy on a micro and
then 'phone it in.'

One question mark over

the suitability of the Beeb is

the standard of its keyboard.

This may surprise users who
compare it with the touch

boards of Sinclairs and Atari

400s or the dead skin feel of

the Spectrum. But for long-

term typing of copy, the

BBC's keyboard could do
with an up-grade. It's

surprising no one has yet

come up with one.
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1IBITOR NEWS . . . EXHIBITOR NEWS . . . EXHIBITOR NEWS . . . EXHIBIT^

A NON-VOLATILE RAM filing

system and electronic diary,

supported by comprehensive
software in a sideways ROM
will be demonstrated by

Acacia Computers.
The filing system is an

addition to the existing range

(Disc, Econet, etc.) with all the

advantages of static RAM (fast

access, no moving parts,

immunity to dust, etc).

A typical application will

be to automatically return

the computer to the state it

was in before being switched

off. For example, the user

softkey strings, screen mode
and character definitions

can be reinitialised, the user

port re-enabled and programs

reloaded.

The electronic diary takes

much of the work out of

keeping a diary. For

example, a reminder can be

set to automatically occur at

regular intervals, from 31

minutes to 31 years. It can

inform you of the day's

appointments, with messages
of any reasonable length;

either immediately the com-
puter is switched on. or at

preset times.

Of course, the diary

software never needs to be
loaded, and the alarm

system is operational while

the micro is used for

entering and running pro-

grams, word processing, etc.

The filing system/diary

unit has its own clock/

lACORN
USER
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calendar which keeps time

even when the computer is

switched off.

* * *

THREE new NEC program-

ming courses will be on
show: Beyond Basic, Struc-

tured Basic, and Interfacing

and Control on the BBC
Micro. Software displays will

include All Fingers Go! - the

NEC's fast typing course.

Users will be guided through

all NEC's offerings

including 30-Hour Basic - by

special software.

* * *

THE Computer Bookshop
will offer the best selling

books for all popular home
computers, including BBC
and Acorn.

Titles from 35 US and UK
publishers will be on display.

* * *
THE official BBC carrying

case will be on show this

the first time at the Acorn

User Exhibition.

Manufactured by Intastor

Micro Aids in tough, good
looking, durable fibre board,

the case is designed to

accommodate the micro

with separate compartments
for leads, cassette player,

and handbook.

This is the latest addition

to a growing list of BBC
micro support products

which also include the

official BBC programmers'

Kit (on sale at a specially

reduced price of £12), two

sizes of print-out binders

and a programmer's grip

binder.

* * *
MICRO-AID aims to help

people understand how to

use the micro by giving 'aid'.

The company switched all

its efforts to the Beeb in

1982.

All the software costs

less than £14 and in some
cases as low as El. The
range includes utilities,

games, education and bus-

iness programs as well as

hardware such as Epson
printers and Teac disc

drives.

* * *
AN EXPANDABLE console

will be on show from Silent

Computers.
It houses the BBC micro

plus disc drives with the

VDU on top. or BBC micro

plus drive plus second

processor or teletext

adapter. All interconnecting

wiring is kept out of sight

within the console.

Coming soon is a

matching bolt-on module,

allowing the console to grow
with your needs.

Micro owners who only

need a VDU stand will find

one to slip over the BBC and

allow adequate ventilation.

The stand acts as a dust

cover when the micro is not

in use. The console can be

fitted with a hidden bracket,

making a very good thief

deterant.

Acacia Computers
Acorn Computers
Advanced Memory Systems
Addison Wesley Publishiers

Ahl<ter Instruments
Ameeco Hydrospace
A.S.K.

BBC Pubiications

Beebug

C.J.E.

Computer Bool<shiop

Computer Concepts
Computer IVIarl^etpiace

Cumana
C/WP

Economatics

EXHIBITORS

booked In so far

Eiectronequip
Eltec

Gemini Software
Golem
Intastor-Pressboard

Kansas City Systems
K.S.J.

Laserbug
Leasalink Viewdata
Microvitec

Microwriter

Micro Age Electronics

Micro Aid

Mirco Management
Micro Ware
National Extension College
National Micro Centre
Opus Supplies
Portatel Conversions
Prentice Hall

Program Power
R.H. Electronics

Silent Computers
Sir Computers
Software for All

3D Computers
U - Microcomputers
Viglen

Watford Electronics
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NOlVtlMA^XIONS FOR REIST
PRINTER A^VARPS k 1 983

JUKI

SHINWA - CTI

HERMES

Please send technical details, printout samples and

local dealer details to:-

Nome: Position

Company:

Address:

Micio Peripheials, 69 The Street, Basing, Basingstoke, RG24 OBY

Best Stcu- STARDP 5 1 0/DP5 1

5

Matrix Printers

available for around£289 and£399 exVAT

• 80 Column (DPS 10),

136 Column (DPS 15)

• 100 CPS, Bi-Directional Logic

Seeking

•k Friction, Tractor and Roll Holder

as standard

-k Full standard features including

2.3k Buffer

Best Performer —
JUKI 6100 Daisywheel

available for around £399 ex VAT
• 18CPS - Bi-Directional Logic

Seeking

• 10, 12, 15 CPl + Proportional

Spacing

-k "Drop in" Daisywheel — Triumph

Adler Compatible
*- Supports all Wordstar features

• Diablo protocols — IBM Selectric

ribbon

• 2k Buffer as standard —
100 character Daisywheel

Best Newcomer - SHINWA -

CTI CP80 Matrix Printer

available for around £289 ex VAT
• 80 CPS — Bi-Directional Logic

Seeking 80 Column

• Friction and Adjustable

Tractor Feed

A" Patented Square Needles up to

9 X 13 matrix

• Hi-Res Graphics and Block

Graphics

Best Producer - HERMES 612

WPQ Printer

available torn around £1950 ex VAT

• Up to400CPS and Word Processing

Quality at 120 CPS
ir 10, 12 or 15 CPl — programmable

to 1/360" spacing

• 132 column at 10 CPI

Allnow on general release— see them at

your local dealer

Best Distributor:-

micro
Peripherol/ Ucl
69 The Street, Basing, Basingstoke, Hants. RG24 OBY
TEL: (0256) 3232 (12 lines) TELEX: 859669 MICROP G
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EXHIBITION
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Please send me Adult tickets Children's tickets

for ttie Acorn User Exhibition.

I enclose a postal order/cheque payable to Computer Marketplace

Ltd for £

Name .

.

Address

Post Code.

Daytime Tel No.

L
20

ADVANCE TICKETS &
BULK DISCOUNTS

The following prices apply for

multiple advance tickets

Up to 10 tickets:

Adults £2.00 each

Children ei .00 each

10-49 tickets:

Adults £1.80 each
Children £0.80p each

49 and over:

Adults £1.60 each
Children e0.60p each
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CUMANA
the 5 1/4" Disk Drive Company

Visit us on

STAND 38

at the

ACORN USERS SHOW
and take awaya bargain

Read the next issue of

this magazine for the

NEW PRODUCT DETAILS

Please complete and
return the reply

coupon for advance
information on our

NEW PRODUCT RANGE

The Pines Trading Estate,

Broad Street, GUILDFORD, Surrey. GU3 3BH.

Tel. (0483) 5031 21 Telex: 859380

-^n
For furttier details complete & return this coupon. Interests: Please send;

CuMANA Ltd
r
I Dealer n Brochure D '

* ^^^^ Education D Datasheets n

I
Address |

Business D Dealer Address List D _

I I

_ Tel. No Home Use D
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GRAPHICS

PRINTING SCREEN
DUMPS
THESE two pictures show screen dumps printed

on a Seikosha AP100 (roses, from April issue) and
Olivetti (triangles below). To produce the trianges,

type the listing in and run it. See George Hill's .„,

article for high resolution colour dump programs.
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GRAPHICS

CAGEY
GRAPHICS

THIS program by Mike Milne

draws a cylindrical cage in two
colours by rotating a rectangle.

Colour 1 controls the 'spokes' of

the base and top circles which
form the cage, and colour 2

decides on the colour of the

'bars'.

Just type the program in, run

it, and follow the instructions.

Limits are given for the size of

the rectangle, and the number
of steps in the rotation. These
may be exceeded to produce
some weird and wonderful

effects!

The colour input can also be

larger than the range given (1 -7).

and this will produce flashing

colours.

If you don't wish to input any
variables, just press return in

each case and the computer
chooses random sizes and
colours.
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TECHNIQUES

THE ROOT OF lInKE^
LINKED dala structures are an
important concept - especially for

hash tables - and rely heavily on
recursion {Acorn User May, July],

The list: A B C D E is a sequence
of items in order. A being the first

and E the last. To emphasise the

ordering we can use arrows:

A B -- C - D

For each item we need to know
only two pieces of information: its

name or value [A. 8. C, D or E): the

next item, if any is.

We can deduce further inform-

ation from this about the list. For

example, we may observe that the

second item after A is C by

observing the B follows A and then

looking at B and observing C
follows B, Item A need not actually

hold the information that C is the

Item two further along.

You may now be able to see how
this relates to hash tables (Acorn

User. July). Items with the same
hash value are put as a list,

containing their values, instead of

rehashing to find a space for the

multiple items In the table.

This requires a suitable way of

representing the information in a

computer - a 'linked list'. The first

piece of information, the name or

value of the item, is held as a

numeric value, character value or

string. To represent where the next

item IS we can use the address of

LIST^
Stan Froco

analyses linked

data structures,

outlines trees, and
produces a treesort

the next item in the computer's

memory.
Basic provides some useful

ways of doing this. We can set aside

some memory by using the DIfVl

statement: DIM fred%7.

Note that no brackets are used
because this is not an array

declaration. We are instead setting

aside an area of memory of eight

bytes, and fred% holds the address
of this memory. We say that fred%

points' to a 'vector' of eight bytes.

Two Basic operations are

available to get at this vector. The ?

operator can be used to look at

and set up individual bytes, eg
"^fredo/o = 37 and ?(tred% + 3) = 42.

Note that this second example is

identical to fred%?3 - 42.

Similarly we have I to get four

bytes at a time eg, !fred% = 2000 *

2000 and fred%!3 = 42000000.
We now have everything needed

to set up our list A B C D E, and
program 1 provides the code. The
first four bytes of each vector hold
the name of the item, and the

second eight point to the next item

in the list. tredl% points to the

whole of the list and is known as

the 'head' of the list.

All this may seem trivial, so I

shall deschbe a slightly more
sophisticated data structure.

Imagine an item with three pieces

of information: The name or value

of the Item; an item lollowtng this

item; a third item.

We could draw this as in figure

1. to represent a structure is called

a 'tree', where A is its 'roof and
there are two 'branches'. Notice the

symmetry, and that each branch is

itself a tree. Hence, C and D are the

branches of B and F and G are

branches of E. Items C. D, F and G
have no branches and are called

'leaves' of the tree. Figure 2 shows
a particularly useful tree which has
the property that all the numbers on

the left branch are less than the

root, and all the numbers on the

right branch are greater than the

root. Furthermore, its two branches
have exactly the same property. We
can write a small procedure to print

a tree like this with the numbers in

order. If we represent a tree like the

Frgure 1. Structure has two
branches, which inturn are also trees

B

C D F G

B E

D F

Figure 2.

special tree
Note symmetry of this

/\
25

'^ \

\

6

25

28 38

\

42

\
\4

./ 28 38

\
44
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TECHNIQUES

linked list earlier using three vectors:

itemlO line value of the

item!4

Item!8

holds

item

points to the left branch

points to the right

branch
we can use PROCphntval (program

2) to phnt the tree out in order.

Since the left and right branches

are both trees, we use a recursive

call to PROCprintval to print these

out. We know when we have
reached the bottom of a branch,

because leaves have their pointers

set to -1. If PROCprintval is called

with -1 it knows it has no printing

to do, and just returns,

All that is needed now is a way
of setting up an ordered tree like

this and we have another way ot

sorting numbers, treesorl. For very

large amounts of data it is even

more efficient than Shell sort {Acorn

User. June),

If we already have an ordered

tree, FNaddelement from program 2

will add a new item to the correct

place in the tree. If the new item is

less than the root, we use a

recursive call to add it to the left

branch, otherwise we use a

recursive call to add it to the right

branch. When we get to the correct

place at the bottom of the tree,

FNaddelement is called with -1 (the

pointer from a leaf). FNnewnode is

then used to create a new leaf, with

the value of the new item, and
since it is a leaf, left and right

branches are given the value -1 -

The main program uses

FNaddelement to generate a tree

and then print it. First an array

num% of random numbers is set up

for sorting. Then the tree, tree% is

initialised to -1
. This is of course an

ordered tree, but with no elements.

FNaddelement is then used lo add
each Item on to tree%. Finally

PROCprintval is used to print the

tree out in order.

Basic is not the best language

tor handling linked lists. The ? and !

operators provide greater flexibility

than their cousins PEEK and POKE,

but have been poached from

another language, BCPL {Acorn

User, April). Some languages have

been designed solely on lists, the

most famous being Lisp and its

successors Logo and Prolog. For

really serious handling of linked

data structures (which underlie all

large programs) one of these

languages is needed.

Program 1. Setting up the list A B C D E

!0 DIM fredlZ 7

20 DIM fred22 7

30 DIM ered32 /

40 DIM fred4Z 7

50 DIM frt?d52 7

60

80 fredlZ!4 = fred22 :RKM point to B
90 fred2X!0 = ASC("B")

100 fred22!4 = fred3X :REM point to C
110 fred3X!0 = ASC("C")

l^n l^^^JV''
= ^'•^'^''^ ^REM point to D

130 fred42!0 = ASCC'D")
70 fredUlO = ASC("A") UO fred42i4 = fred52 :REM point to E

150 fred52.'0 = ASCC'E")
160 fred52.'4 = -1 :REM point nowhi^re

10

20
30

40
50
"1

70

80
90

100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
[90
200
210
220
2 30

240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420

Program 2. Complete treesort

'^^'^ The main program

REM Sets up an ordered tree, and then prints it out in order

REM Set up numbers for sorting

DIM nuTn^(99)
FOR i2 = TO 99

nuraXCiX) = RND( 100) - I

NEXT iX

treeX = -1 :REM An initially empty tree

REM Put the values on the tree

mR i% = TO 99
tree% = FNaddelement (num%( i 2) , t ree%)

REM F-nally print out the ordered tree

n = 4

PROCprintval(tree%)
END

REM FNaddelement
;(********ft**

*

^30
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
710
720
730
740
750

IfH
^dds yalX to the tree pointed to by thistreeX

^^M .if ^^'^^^^^J !^ -1 w^ have reached the bottom and can createREM the new node tn the right place.
'-reate

DEF FNaddelement(val%.thistree2)

IF thi.stree% = -1 THEN =FNnewnode( val % )

REM Otherwise add to the left or right branch as appropriate.

^^
pfJI ^v.-^'^'^''^^^''

™^^ l:histree2!4 = FNadde lement ( va 1 %. thistreeS '4 )ELSE thistree%!8 = FNaddelement (val2, thistree2i8) ^ '
*• '^"^^'^'^^^^^ ^

=thistree2

**************ft***.,,*^ft^**^^.^.^^^^.^^^._,.^^^^^._^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^_^^^^

^^^ PROCprintval 1
**********ft**ft****ftVr**********ft**ft**.^ft**^^^^^^^^^^^._^._.,^^^._^,_^^^^.^^^^^^^^^^^*

REM Prints out the tree pointed to by locattreeZ

DEF PROCprintvalCiocaltree%)

IF looaltreeX = -1 THEN ENDPROC

PR0Cprintval(localtreeX!4) ;REM the left branchPRINT localtreeS!0
; :REM the root value

ENDPROc"'"^'^'"''^^"*'^^'^^ '^^^ ''^^ ^^^^^ ''""'^^

************ftft****^^ft.^^^^.^^^^^^^^^^^^^._^._^^^^^^^^.^^^^^^^_^^^^^^^^^^_^^^^^^_^

"^" FNnewnode ^
***ftftft*********ft***ft4**^^i^^^.^^^^.^^^^^^^^_^._^^^^^^^^^^^^^_^^^^^^^^^^^^^_^^^^^^

REM Create a new leaf for num?.

DEF FNnewnode CnumX)
LOCAL temp%

DIM tempX U
terap%!0 = num^ :REM the value
temp%.'4 = -1 :REM the left branch
temp%!8 = -J ;REM the right branch
- temp%
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.pi. MYSTERIOUS .p\.
III ADVENTURES III

FOR BBC MICROCOMPUTER MODELS A & B

Join the growing band

of Adventurers who

are enjoying these

absorbing and stimu-

lating programs. Step

into another world of

Fantasy, Magic, Mys-

tery and Sorcery. Only

your wits and cunning

can ensure success in

these scenarios!

WRIHEN IN

ULTRA-FAST

MACHINE CODE.

SAVE GAME
FEATURE.

SPLIT SCREEN
DISPLAY.

2.

3.

4.

5.

THE GOLDEN BATON — Venture into a strange province of

Sorcery and Evil Magic to recover the Golden Baton, a

priceless artifact whose powers are said to bring great Health

and Prosperity to the Land.

THE TIME MACHINE ^ As a Newspaper reporter you are

sent to investigate the eccentric professor who lives in the old

house on the Moors. What is his secret and why is his house
now deserted?

ARROW OF DEATH (R. 1} — A blight has fallen on your

homelands, the Baton has become tarnished and now radi-

ates a malevolent aura of Evil. Your mission is clear — trace

the source of this Evil and destroy. . , or be destroyed. This is

the first pari of an Epic Adventure although each part can be

played as a stand alone scenario.

ARROW OF DEATH {Pt. 2) — You now have the means to

destroy your enemy. . but you are far from home and this

land is strange to you. Can you cope with the deadly perils

which approach you and have you the strength to see your

mission through to the final conflict?

ESCAPE FROM PULSAR 7 — Alone on a gigantic Space-

Freighter, , , The rest of your crew have died horribly at the

hands of a mutated Zoo-Specimen, Your only chance of

escape is to reach the Frail Shuttlecraft, But the lurking

Monster is hungry and you are the only food it has left. .

.

"Adventures 5-

7.

CIRCUS — Your Car has run out of Petrol on a lonely road

miles from habitation. As you trudge relunctantly down the

road in search of help you are suddenly confronted by an

amazing sight, . , in a nearby field is a Huge Circus teni' But

this is no ordinary Circus as you will soon discover

FEASIBILITY EXPERIMENT — Far across the gulfs of time

and space, a dying race of super-intelligent beings search the

Universe for a Hero to save their existence . At length their

thoughts turn to planet Earth, You are chosen to be iheir

saviour in a bizarre scenario where death is a mere thought

away. .

.

THE WIZARD OF AKYRZ — You are in the Royal Palace,

8 The King beseeches you to rescue his daughter from the evil

wizard. If you succeed your reward will be priceless failure

will bhng certain death,

PERSEUS.AND ANDROMEDA — Travel into the realms of

9, ancient mythology. Battle with grotesque monsters and super-

natural powers as you search for the hidden secrets of myth

and legend,

TEN LITTLE INDIANS — This mystery begins with a train

'lO, journey into a strange country. What secrets are held by the

strange country mansion? What meaning is attached lo the

strange idols? Maybe you will find out it you live long

enough. .

.

10 require 32K RAM

Each ativenture comes attractively packaged for just £10.29 inc.

Dealer enquiries welcome

Available soon for ZX SPECTRUM, ZX81 (16K), APPLE II

III

III

SEND CHEQUE OR P.O. TO:

DIGITAL
FAIMTASIA DEPTAcu,
24 NORBRECK ROAD, NORBRECK, BLACKPOOL, LANCASHIRE
Tel: (0253) 591402
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SUMMER is the time for fetes and

fairs and the BBC micro can mimic

many of the novelty sideshows for

just a few pounds worth of

components. Let's start by counting

the cash. On stalls dealing with

money, there may be a need for the

micro to keep track of cashflow,

and we can exemplify this with a

reference to an admissions stand.

Let's look at what might be

required at the turnstiles. Normally

there will be separate entry costs

for adults, children and OAPs,

added to which there may be a

charge for a programme. The stall

normally gives out a ticket in return.

In addition, it would be helpful to

automatically cost groups, sort out

change, produce a balance for the

end of day and give attendance

statistics. The benefit of the

computer here is that the stall can

be run by one or two staff at most,

Joe Telford tests

your strength,

designs a
passionometer,
collects the cash
and prints tickets

for a summer
shindig

and the statistics will prove useful

for planning if the event is regular.

Program 1, can cope with

admissions, and be adapted.

Figure 1 is the insert for program 1

.

The only keys used by the operator

will be these function keys plus the

number keys. The program will

actually issue tickets (figure 2),

providing you have a 40 column

printer (in this case a Tandy

Graphics printer plotter, about £100

in the sales). If you don't wish to

have a ticket, simply add a line;

1950 ENDPROC
The other facility is to produce a

breakdown of admissions at the

end of the day. This is normally

produced on the printer so if you

haveni one available, remove the

VDU2 of line 1 71 0. The escape key

and autorepeat facility are turned

off to help the operator.

Now let's see how to use

program 1 . When it is run, the

screen will present the categories

for admission. As people come to

the stall each group can be entered

by pressing the appropriate keys.

For example, a group of three

adults, two children and a senior

citizen buying two programmes
between them would be entered by

statistics

Categories

f5

Cancel
f6

Enter

Confirm

f9

End
day

Adult

f2

Child

^3

OAP
/4

Progs

fi

OK
f8

NO

Figure 2
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HINTS & TIPS

pressing: Adult; Adult; Adult; Child;

Child; CAP; Progs; Progs,

As the keys are pressed, the

appropriate costs are shown and
totalled- Mistakes can be rectified

by pressing 'cancel' and starting

again, it the group has been
entered correctly the operator

simply presses 'enter'. The computer
then asks the operator to confirm

the entry. All confirmations are

answered with either OK or NO.
The computer "then helps out

with the adding up by inviting the

operator to type the cash given.

Once this is done and the 'enter'

key pressed, the program calculates

the change and asks for

confirmation, NO results in this

section restarting, while OK lets the

printer produce tickets, and returns

to the entry screen.

in

30

50
6B
7B
8D
90

100
IIB
120
13B
1^0
15B
16B
1 7B
IBB
19B
2BB
21B
22B
23B
lUH
25fl

26B
27B
28B
29B
3BB
310
320
33B
3A0
350
360
3 70

38B
3 90
'V00

^10
^,20

4 30
440
450
460
4 70
48B
490
500
510
520
53B
540
550
56B
570
580
590

REM*******i.**ir*m»**i,,n
REN* *

REM* FETE ADMISSIONS *

REM* *

REM* Copyright 1983 *

REM* *

REM* J. Telford. *

REM* *

REN*********************

REM Lose escape key
HEM and Auto repeat

*FX2?B,B
*FX11,0
MODE?
VDU23;82D2;l);fl;B;

REM find tnis proc to alter costs

PROC_setup

REM Main body of program

REPEAT
CLS
PROC_getpeop Le

PROC_checlt
PR0C_chan9e
PROC gi vet i ckets
UNTlI" FALSE

REM Procs start here;:::::::;::::

DE FPROC_setup
*KEr0 T

*K£ Y 1 A

«K£T2 C

•KEY3 S

*KEY4 P

•KEr5 Q

*KEy6 [M

*KEr7 Y

*KEY8 N

*KEY9 E

REM alter this nsKt tine to suit.

AduU = 2B:ChiLd = 12:0AP = 1B:prog = 5

Nadut ts = B

Nch i Ldren = fl

Noaps "^B

Nprogs =B
ENDPROC

DEFPROC^getpeople

REM temporary counters

If at any time the current totals

are required (except duhng a

transaction) the operator simply

presses 'statistics' and this

presents the latest totals. The totals

in the number column do not

include the number of programmes
sold, though the total income does
include the income from pro-

grammes. Pressing OK moves back
to the entry screen.

At the end of the day, 'end day'

is pressed. This prints out a copy of

the statistics page (figure 3) and
asks for confirmation to end the

program. Pressing NO returns the

program to the entry screen, while

OK ends the program.

Finally, it is worth explaining that

costs can be altered simply by
changing line 490. All costs are in

pence except the stats screen,

which is in pounds,

r\t many fetes, raffles take place

for any number of things from food

to computers. This often produces
a multiplicity of effort, in tearing off

stubbs and pulling numbers from

hats (or other objects). If the ticket

numbers or programmes are

numerically sequenced, there is no
reason why the Beeb shouldn't

pick out the lucky number. Program
2 is a short example of this. It could

even be used after program 1

providing the draws were made at

the very end of the fete. Load and
run the program. Answer the first

question, by typing in the senal

number of the tickets, and/or the

colour. Remember that the program
works with lucky programmes also,

simply by typing a comment such

60B TA=B: TC=B:TS=B:TP=0
61B CLS
620 REPEAT
63B A$=lNKEYi<B)
640
650 HEM find out what has been presse

66B
67D If A$="E" PROC_endday
680 IF A$="T" PROC stats:UNTIL FALSE
690 IF A$ = '-A" TA = T'R+1

7BB IF A$="C" TC=TC*1
710 IF AS="S" TS=TS+1
720 IF A$="P" TP=TP+1
730 IF AS="Q" UNTIL TRUE:GOTO6fl0
740
750 REM update screen
760
770 PRINTTAB(5,5) ;TA;" AduU/s

. . ."TA*Adu It ;" p'"

780 PHIPJTTAB{5,7) ;TC;" ChiLd/ren
"TC*Chi Id;" p"

790 PRINTTAB{5,9);TS;" Senior Citizen
/S. "TS*OAP;- p"

8BB PfilNTTAB(5,1 1) ;TP;" Programme / s .

.

, , • . "TP*p r og
; " p

"

810 TT = TA*AduLt+TC*Child-tTS*OAPtTP*pr
og

820 PRINTTAe(5,15);"Tota(,
.."TI;" p"

830
840 REM untiL the ENTER key is presse

d

850
860 UNTIL AS=CHR$13
870 ENDPROC
880 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
890 DEFPROC_check
900
910 REM this covers wrong keypresses
920
930 REPEAT
940 REPEAT:PRINTTAB(5, 2) ;'***** CON

F IRM? ****.'•

950 AS=GET$:UNTIL AS-"Y" OR A$:"N" OR
A$="Q"
960 IF A$="Y" UNTIL TRUE:£NDPROC
970 PROC_getpeop Le

980 UNTIL FALSE
990 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1000 DEFPROC_change
1010 REPEAT
1020
1030 REM This blanks confirm message.
1040
1B50 PR 1NTTAB(5,2);"

1070
1080 REM this covers change checking
1090 PRIfgTTABC5,17);"Cash given

1B6B REPEAT

11B0 PRINTTAB(23,'' 7); : INPUTCS
7110 cash=VALCS
112B UNTIL cash >= TT

n3B PRINTTA8(5.,19) ;"Gi ve change
.

.

" ; cas h-TT; " p"

1 14B
1 1 5B REM and again we confirm.
1160
1170 PRINTTAB<5, 2) ;"**•*• CONFIRM?

1180 REPEAT: A$ = GET$:UNTIL A$ = "Y" OR AS
="N" OR A$="Q"
119B IF A$ = "Y'- PROC_addon;UNTlL TRU£:E

NDPROC
1200 PROC^ge tpeople
1210 PROC_check
1 220 UNTIL FALSE
1230 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
1240 ENDPROC
t 250 DE FPROC stats
1260
1270 REM now give admissions to date
128B
129B CLS
130B PRINT • 'TAB{3);"******** Totals

so far ***•****"
1310 PRINT' 'TABC3);" Category Numbe

r Revenue"
132B PRINT'TABC3) ;"Adults "

-.Ha

du 1 1 s ;

133B PHINTTAB(5B); ; Nadu 1 1 s* Adu 1 1 / 1

B

1340 PRINT TAB( 3);"Chi Idren ";Nc
hi Idren ;

1350 PfiINTTABl30>; ;Nchildren*Child/
100
1360 PRINT TAB(3);"0AP's ";No

aps

;

13 70 PRINTTABC3O);"'";Noaps*OAP/10O
1380 PR INT'TABC3>;"Progrmnies ".-Np

rogs ;

139. PRINTTAB130); ;Npro9s*prog/10B
1 400
1410 ^EM work out totals: BUT TN=
1420 REM total number ot people only.
14 30

144B TN^Nadu 1 1 s +Nch

i

Idren'Noaps
14 50 TM=(Nadults*Adult)t(Nchi ldren*Chi
ld)*lNoaps*OAP)t(Nprogs*prog)
1460 PRINT'TA8(3);"T0TALS ";TN

147B PR INTTAB(30) ;' ";!«/ 100
1480 PRINT' TAB(3);"******** OK to con

tinue! *«**ii*»*"
1 490
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as 'White Programme'. Follow on by

typing the number of the first

programme or ticket sold, and the

last one sold. Pressing the space
bar now will start the random
selection. After 10 seconds the

program will select the winning

number and the display will freeze

until the space bar is pressed. After

this, the program waits until you

decide if another draw is required,

then ends, or repeats accordingly.

Users with printers available could

record the winning numbers by

adding lines:

235 VDU2
245 VDU3

which could lead to a printoui as in

figure 4.

Application of the computer to

jumble sales can be easily

performed by amending program 1,

in the case of stalls with few
different items,* or by more
conventional methods for stalls with

many products, t don't intend to go
into program production for each
stall, but I would suggest readers

be very sure of what they require

before coding a suitable program.

Oome sideshows at fetes aim to

entertain, and here the BBC micro

can add to the enjoyment. We are

going to concentrate on two

aspects of physical activity, which

can be produced with the help of

the BBC micro and a shoestring

budget.

These two activities require a

small hardware add-on, which can

be made for a few pounds. It is

simply a pair of hand grips

connected to the analogue port.

15flB REM wai t for ok.
1 510
1 520 RFPEAT UNTIL GET$="Y"
1530 CLS
1 540 ENDPROC
1550 ::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::
1560 DeFPROC_addon
1 5 70

1580 RE^ update permanent totals.
1 590
1600 Nadu L

t

s=Nadult s TA
1610 Nchi Ldren = Nch i Idrent-TC rS
1620 Noaps=Noaps»TS
1630 Nprogs=Nprogs'TP

1640 EfJOPROC
1 650 :::::::::::::::;::::::::::::
1660 DEFPHOC endday
1670
1680 REMember To erase the Line with
1690 REM yDU2 it you have no printer
1700
1710 V0U2
1720 PROC_stats
1730 PRINT
1740 VDU3
1750 CLS
1760
1770 REM Last chance to recover progra

IT

1780
1790 PRINTTABC5,10);"Ple3se confirm EN

1) of OAV
1800 REPEAT A$=GEr$:UNTIL AS--'" OH A$

= "N"
1810 IF AS="N"IH£N CLS :ENDPROC t SE P

R INT ' "Conf i rmed ! "

'

1820
1830 REM Program ends.
1840 REM resetting computer firs.
1 850
1860 *FX1E,0
1870 *FX220,27
1880 EMD
1890 ;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
1900 DEFPROC g i ve t i eke t s : CLS
1910 ~
1920 REM if you wish to give tickets
1930 REM manually add a line
1940 HEM ENDPffOC here.
1950
1960 IF TA>0 THEN PROC > s sue (" ADULT/ S"

,TA, Adult

)

1970 IF TC>0 THEN PROC_i s sue C
" CH ILD/ RE

N",TC,Chi Id)
1980 IF TS>0 THEN PROC_i s sue ("SEN lOR C

IT1ZEN/S",TS,0AP)
1 990 ENDPROC
200B [)EFPROC_issue(N$,No,Cs)
ZBie VDU2

2020
2030 REM alter titLe$ to suit.
2040
2850 titleS = "5t Michael's Church Fete"'

2060 number$="Admit "+STRS(No)+" " *H%
itl7B costS = STfi$(ND*Cs) + " p"
2080
2090 REM print t i ckets .

2100
2110 PRINTTflB(20-LENtitlel/2);titLeS
2120 PRINT' 'TAB<20-LENnumber$/2);numbe

2130 PRINT" TABC20-LENcostS/2);costS
2140 PRINT ' 'STfiINGI(39, '-')

21 50 PR INT '

2160 VDU3
2170 ENDPROC

Prog
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HOME & BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY

Probably the widest selection*^-—-)of software available by mail order.

All llK- mil iii.iniil.n'liiTi-i. iikliidiii!! An.rn S<i(l, UK (Siiuljiil, Surtrun ^-Iis^^iil'. Hiiy Hvle. P[L)j!ra[ii l\i"^'r. Hc-m'I. I'm^^oil.

AUNEW
All in Stock

(as long as you're quick) /
I

V

BBC
V MICRO COMPUTERS_^/

y

BBCuic^ocSfngs^^^^
onerating systemModelBWS^^^^^

BBC

-TSoh"

••••

EPSON :

BBC M.croU^^^^& Lead.

Modem N ^°
BC Micro into

Converts the BBC W^^^^^^.,er. ^^J^^^s^tte

iiiiiii'ii I ft* i.''^

^ BBC

— "ujij
now £29.90

^"cJ. cable

""^^/SS^^-£450.00

fEAC46T/80T
Switchable
double sided

Disc Drive
200K/400K
£366.85

VuH service

ior

tducatioE-

PROTECTIVE COVERS AND
CARRYING CASES
Polyester Cotton Cover 3.97

Soft PVC Cover 4.45
Hard Carrying Case .... 55.20

Soft Carrying Case .... 23.00

Cassette leads 4.00

SOFTWARE
Killer Gorilla, Program Power 7.99

RoadRunner, Superior Software

7.50

Centipede. Superior Software .7.50

ELTEC COMPUTERS
217 Manningham Lane. Bradford, BD8 "'HH.

Tel (0274) 7225 12.

lOYSTICKS AND SOFTWARE
BBC Joysticks - pair 13.00

BEEBSTICK - Fully proportional for

Computer Aided Design. . . , 29.75

JOYSTICKS GRAPHICS - Draw
and Save your own Line
Diagrams 5.75

JOYSTICK PACK 1 - Contains

"ZAP" and "ETCH A
SKETCH" 5.75

GRAPHSTICK - Computer Aided
Design for any joystick 7.95

HARDWARE
Sound Pick-off Module (Simple to

fit) 6.95

Loudspeaker in cabinet plus cable

for above pick-off 27.00

Loudspeaker plus Amplifier for

above pick-off (Blaster) 37.50

R.H. ELECTRONICS light pen
incl. software 45.94

All above prices include VAT
For full price lists or further details of any products send s.a.e.
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HINTS & TIPS

Figure 5.

D connector

2 •

4.
5'
6-

71-

Pin 8 &

strn*-^ 11 Pin 11^ 12

10

13

14
15 Pin 1

5

Hand grips

(springs or bolls)

Single

core
wires

NB. Resistor is 1 8K and joins pins 1 1 and

1 5 only. Wires leave pins 1 5 and 8 only.

Table 1 . Hardware list

Item Cost

18K resistor 3p
2 pieces wire Op
15-pin D connector 250p
Cover for connector 300p
2 grips Op

Total approx 553p

10 REM LUCKy NUMBER
20 REM RAFFLES PROG
30 REM <C) JOE TELFORD 1983
40
5B *FX1 1,0
60 REPEAT
70
80 REM get the base number/colour.
9B

100 PROC colour
1 10 ~
120 REM find range of sold tickets
130
140 PROC_range
15B MODES
160
170 REM do the draw
180
190 PROC_draw
200 MODE?
210
220 REM retain last number 'in case'
230
240 PRINT '"Last number:- ';CoLour$; t
";N$ Z
25D PRINT''-TAa key ends program"
260 PRINT"'RETUfiN continues"
270 *FX21,

1

280
290 REM check for END
30B
310 UNTIL GET=9
320 *fX12,0
330 PRINT' "'Bye":END
340
350 REM Procs start h e re ::;::::;::
36B
370 DEFPROC colour
380 ~
390 REM a colour or a code number
4B0 REM can be entered here,
410
42B CLS
450 PRINTTABC3,5);"Please type the co

Lour ANO/OR the"
44B PRlNTTAB(5,7);"seriaL number of t

he set of tickets."
45B REPEAT:PRINTrAeC3,1fl);STRlNG$C30,

46B INPUT TA8C3,10) ColourS
47B UNTIL ColourS>" "

480 ENDPROC
490 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
500 DEFPROC range

520 REMember tickes must be sold
530 HEM sequentially
540

55B CLS
560 PRINTTABC3,5);"Please type the nu

mber of the first"
570 PRINTTAB{3,7);"ticket sold:-"
580 REPEAT:PRINTTAB(;,10);STRING${3fl,

' ")

590 INPUT TAB(3,10) lowno
600
610 REM check for silly input
620
630 UNTIL lowno>0
640 PRINTTAB{3,15);"PLease type the n

umber of the last"

Program 2.

650 PRINTTABC3,1?);"ticket sold:-"
660 REPEAT:PRINTTAB(3,20);STRIN6SC30,

670 INPUT TAB(3,20) highno
680
690 REM check for silly input
700
710 UNTIL highno>Lowno
720
730 REM This is equivalent to putting
740 REM ones hand in Che hat'
750
760 PRINTTABC3,23);"Press SPACE bar t

o con t i nue" ;

77e *FX15,0
780 REPEAT UNTIL GET=52
790 ENDPROC
800 :::::::::::::::::::::;::
810 DEFPROC draw
20
30 REM turn off crsr

840
850 UDU23;8202;B;B;B;
S60
870 REM backn col is red, foregrnd
880 REM is yeUdw, white Sblack
890
900 C0L0UR129:CLS
910 C0L0UR3
920
930 REM print code centrally.
940

r$
950 PRINTTABClB-LENColour$/2,5);Colou

960 t=TIHE+1BB8
970 REPEAT
980
990 REM print random ticket numbers

1000 REM until one is finally chosen
1010
1020 PRINTTAB(0,15);STRING$(19," ")
1030 N$=STRS(RND(highno-tounot1)+(lown

0-1 )

)

104B PRINTTAB(10-LENNS/2,15);NS
1050 S0UND1,-15,RNDC255),4
1060 T1=TIME+20:REPEAT UNTIL TIME>T1
1070 UNTIL TIME>t
1080
1090 REM Whoopee
1 100
1110 ENVELOPE1,0,1,2,4,48,48,24,126,0,

0,-127,126,0
1120 SOUNDl, 1,100,20
1130 COLOUR0
1140

1150 REM copy THIS NUMBER DOWN FOR
1160 REM FUTURE REFERENCE
1170 REM OR ADD PRINTER OUTPUT
1180
119B PRINTTAB(B,25);"SPACE bar when re

ady"

;

1200 *FX21,1
1210 REPEAT UNTIL GET =32
1220 ENDPROC

page 31 >
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Ricksoft'

IBRARY

CO
SOFTWARE

' "Arcade Games- • -Adventures- - 'Educational- - - -Utilities

-iE Languages- - - -ROMS- - - and more

IVIost from £1

per fortnight

With up to

25% discount

C3

CO

----coming soon--- Discs, li

IS

Ricksoft

pens, Graphics tablet-
---

Membership £10

For catalogue andmembership

form send name and address to

Ricksoft 78,Warren Drive

Hornchurch Essex RM12 4QX

[ijjjj BourneEducational Software
HAPPY NUMBERS
Uses full colour graphics to present atiractive images to

encourage children to learn their numbers and count No reading

skills required for this very easy to use program.
• Children encouraged through atiractive flower collection and
happy/sad (ace responses to their entries.

• Full use of sound reactions, but onlv with correct answers'

• Incorrect entries show equivalent number, then original entry

counts to correct number. Records every entry lo identify

problem figures.

Suitablefof 4-6 year olds and BBC Model B,

WORLD-WISE
Two programs enabling children to build up fascinating

information banks on their favounte geography subjects. Covers
both UK and World ma series of 10 categories including, e.g canals, towns, antiquities, etc.

Your aliases and reference books well used as they try lo find a river that passes through the

Equator, or who buili the Parthenon! Features:

• Powerful teview/edii facilities to correct entries if required.

• Save and load the data a1 any time.

Personalised responses with attractive sound.

• Maintains extensive information on individual childrens' entries

Suitable for ages 7-15 and BBC Model B.

TIMEMANONE

TIMEMANONE
Children will love learning to teil the time and set the clock with

TIMEMAN ONE. Right/wrong answers shown by happy/sad faces

and figure climbing up (or down!) ladder On completion of each

stage the figure dances a jig to a tune and plants a (lag,

Choiceot any one of progressive stages comprising.

• Telling hours • Telling minutes • Telling hours and minutes

• Setting hours • Setting minutes • Setting hours and minutes

• Attractiveuseof sound, but level adjustable. • Children shown
the correct answer after each wrong entry, and the chance to try

again. • features full BES MONITOR - records individual chil-

drens' separate entries. • Ability and needs easily identified,

practice at specific stages can then be chosen.

Ideal for 4-9 year olds and BBC Model B.

DISKS

NOW
AVAILABLE

WORDHANG
Educational version of 'hangman' word game, with full colour graphics arid simple but

attractive screen layout. Children no longer find learning tospellachoreas they Iry to keep

him alivel Host of attractive features include:

• Lists totalling 260 v*/ords to suit reading age/subject. Facility to create and save own lists

-

ideal for that weekly spelling list!

• Time limit can be set for each guess
• Monitors individual childrens' performance - time lalien, list used, correct /incorrect

attempts, etc.

Suitable forages 5-13 years and BBC Model B.

QUALITY EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
".

. already proving very useful and popular envisage being widely used by children."

Mr 1. Wilson. Headmaster, Weybridge C E. Middle School,

AVAILABLE FROM GOOD BBC MICRO DEALERS

BES, DeptAU6,Bedfteld Lane. Headbourne Worthy, _ _ —
Winchester, Hants S023 7SQ. Tel: 10962) 882474 BBC

ANIMAL/VEGETABLE/MINERAL
Think of an object and see if itie computer can guess it correctly! Children love 'educating'

the computer as it fails to get the answer right,

• Stimulates fascinating (and educational!) discussions as to the difference between

alligaiors and crocodiles, and whether oil is vegetable or mineral,

• Encourages use of reference books as children try to find the answers to their own
questions.

• Maintains full information on individual childrens' entries.

Suitable for ages 7- 13 years and BBC Model A and 6,

All programs feature explanatory booklet, Postgage and packing FREE. For 2'1-hout

despatch by first-class post, send cheque to BES nowl

Code Iterti

19 Word-Wise

20 Wordhang
21 Animal/VagelablBi'Mmeral

22 Happy Nurnbers

23 Timeman One

I enclose cheque payable to BES

Cassette

Qtv Price

£8.97

£8.97

. £6.89

C8.97

£8,97

Disk

Qty Price

E1099
. no,99

C 10.99

. £10,99

£10.99

Name ,„

.1 Address

.
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HINTS & TIPS

Program 3
10 HEM****.********^^,^^^_^
20 REM. ^

60 rI;:
'^''P^'-^S^t 1983 !

110 M0OE1
120
130 REM Main orogram foUows
150 PROC array
1 62 REPEAT
17B PROC_caLibrate
180 PROC_teststrength
190 PROC detai Is
200
210 REM check for normal exit

230 UNTIL FN yesno="N"
240 M0DE7 ~
250 PRINT- '"Bye. "-END
260
270 REM error trapped exit

290 MODE/
300 PRINT':REPORT:PRINT" at "-ERL
510 PRINT'"Bye.":END
320
330 REM PROCS start here
340
350 DEFPROC_^caLibraie
3 5 4

355 REM setup screen -indows
3 56
360 PROC_setupscreen
370 PROC__print.essageC"PLace handgrips across open palms", 1,1) ^ ^

^J80^PROC_print.essage("of the co^peti

390 PROC printmessageC'Then press SPAtc oar ,!>^[j
394
395 REM wait for space bar
396
400 *FX1 5,0
'i10 REPEAT UNTIL GET = 3?
420 CLS
424
425 REM get calibration input

J26
REM and settle the pointer

^30 PROC_printnessageC'Please Wait ti
L

L
the pointer set t les ", 3, 1

)

44B offset = FN_At>CC1)*100 oiv 512
450 PROC_meter(offset,470)
^60 FOR OX=offset TO STEP-1

490 ENDPROC
495 : : : :

500 OEfPROrt^s^st^^^g^h''''^'^'"^^

505 REM ,0. test strength.

510 CLS
^^5?fl PROC_printmessageC"GRIP HARD!", 3,

530 REPEAT
534

536 r'eJ .1
^^^"'P-titor leaves hold of

337rL\°;s":/^^^^^^^^^^^^--

til't'ruL^enoJr'o"'"^"^"^^^^^^^^^'^'^'^
544

III
"'" ^"^^ ''^ -put to pointer

550 .alue=(val.e*100 div 512j-offset560 IFvalue>Lastpos THEN PROC meterCv
aLue,470):CLS:PROc_printmessage(A$(lNTC
<value)/10) J,3,1)

570 UNTIL FALSE

580 DEFPROC details
584
585 REM digital readout for i sees
J 00
590 CLSiPfiOC^printmessageCVou gripped^at -^STRSdaTtpos)." on t he s caL"'l J

600 t=TIME+200:fiEPEAT UNTIL TIM£>t
604
605 REM check for cheat 1

606
610 IF lastpostof fset>98 THEN650
614
615 REM check for strength
616
620 IF Lastpos>tabC10> THEN PROC_addo

624
625 REM show best ten
626
630 PROC_show
640 CLS:ENDPROC
645 :::::::::::::::
650 OEFPROC addon
654 ~
655 REM find place to put new name
30

660 flag=11
670 FOR I%=10 TO STEP-1
680 IF lastpos<tab(U) THEN flag = I!i:l

X " tJ

690 NEXT
?00 f lag=f Lag + 1

710 FOR 1X=9 TO flag STEP-1

III neS}"'^''''^'"'^'''''''^'="^^^«^
740 tabCf lag3 = Ustpos
744
745 REM enter name for list.
746
750 PR0C_printmes5ageC"rou are in thetop ten grippers! ",1,1)
760 REPEAT:VDU4
770 PRINT'-Please enter NAME >> "--iN

PUTNS(fLag)
780 UNTIL N$(f Ug)>CHRH3?J
790 ENDPROC
795 ::::::::;:
800 DEFPROC show

'"
804
805 REW clear gr. screen to sho« list

810 GCOL0,130:CLG:CLS
820 GCOL0,0

^J30
VOU5:MOVE-19^,550:PRINT•8IG GRIPP

840 FOR y=A00 TO -50 STEP-50
850 MOV£-192,r:PRiNT;tabC<400-y)/50O

';" ';N$((400-r)/50 + i)
t^/sb+i

860 NEXT : VDU4
870 ENDPROC
875 ::::::::::::::
88B DEF FN_yesno

'

890 CLS
900 PROC__printmessage{"y to continue

N to end",3,n
910 REPEAT I$ = GET$:UNTIL I NS TR ( " ry Nn"'

914
915 REM convert to uppercase
916
92B II=CHR$(ASC<I$) AND 223)
930 =1$
935 ::::::::::::::::::
940 DEFPROC setupscreen
950

97S
"^^ setup a purple background

980 VDU19,0,5,0;0;
990 GCOL0, 128: CLG

1000
1010 REM setup a yellow gr. window

Program 3 cont
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HINTS & TIPS

Program 3, page 34, cont

1020
1030 VDU2A,32;290;1248;974;
1040 GCOL0,130:CLG
1050
1060 REM setup a white text window
1070
1080 VDU28,';,30,38,24
1090 C0L0UR131 : C0L0UR1 : CLS
1100
1110 REM centre of gr area
1120
1130 VDU29,640;400;
1140 PROC_drawnieter C 500, 1 0, 1 0)
1 1 50 ENDPROC
1155 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
1160 DEfPROC drawmeterCr,M,S)
1164
1165 REM draw meter based on \circLe
1 166 REM outer arc
1167

n /"B MOVE -r,0
1 180 GCOL0,0
1190 FOR angle = PI TO STEP-.1
1200 DRAWr*COSangLe,r*SINangLe
1210 NEXT
1214
1215 REM inner arc
1216
1220 MOVE -rt2a,0
1230 FOR angle = PI TO STEP- 1

^1240 DRAWCr-20)*cOSangle,(r-20)*SINan9

1250 NEXT
1254
1255 REM do graduations.
1256
1260 MOVE -r+20,0:DRAW -r-20,0
1270 c = -1

1280 FOR angle = PI TO ST E P- ( P I / ( M*Sn
1290 c=c+1
1300 MOVE Cr-20)*COSangLe,Cr-20)*SI Nana

Le
^

1310 a=r*COSangLe:b=r*$INangLe
1320 a1 = Cr + 2O)*cOSangU:b1 = Cr+20)*SINa

ng Le

1330 IF (c MOD S)=0 THEN DRAWa1,b1 ElS
E DRAWa,b
1340 NEXT
1344
1345 REM add numbers
1346
1350 c=0: VDU5
1 360 MOVE-r-36,0
1370 FOR angle = PI TO -0.1 STEP-CPI/C

H))
1380 M0VECr+52)*COSangle-16,Cr+52)*SIN

angle
1390 PRiNT;c
1400 c=c+1
1410 NEXT
1414
1415 REM pointer centre
1416
14^0 M0VE-16,16:PRINT"0"
1430 V0U4
1440 lastpo5=0
1450 ENDPROC
1455 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
1 460 DEFPROC_printmessage (MS, l,c)
1470 COLOURc:PRINTTABC19-LENM$/2,l.);M$
1480 ENDPROC
1485 :::::::::::::::::::::::;:::
1490 DEFFN_ADCCchnL)
1500 =512-ADVALCchnL J0IV128
1505 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
1510 DEFPROC_meterCvaLue,rad)

REM rubout pointer
1514
1515
1516
1520 GCOL0,2
1530 va L=PI-CPI/100)*lastpos
1540 PROC_drawneedLe(vaL,rad)
1544
1 545 REM and redraw i t

.

1546
1550 GCOi.0,1
1560 vaL=PI-CPi/l00)*uaLue
1570 PROC_drawneedleCvaL,rad)
' tastpos=va Lue

ENDPROC

DEFPROC_drawneedleCangLe,r)

REM needle from 2 triangles

1530
15 90
1595
1600
1604
1605
1606
161Op1={r/2)*COS(angle-.04):q1=(r/2)*

S I N ( a n g (. e - . 4

)

16 20 p2=Cr/2)*COSCan9(.e + .04) :q2=Cr/2)*
SIN(angLe+.04)
1630p3=r*COS(an9Le):q3=r*SINCangLe)
1640 MOVe0,0:HOVEpl,q1:PLOT85,p2,q^
1650 PL0T85,p3,q3

VDU5;M0VE-16,16:PRINT"0";VDU4
ENDPROC

1660
1670
1675
1680
1684
1685
1686
1687
1690

1 710
10-IX
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760

h toy
1770
1780

DEFPROC array

REM
REM

A$C )=comments :NS() =names
tab{)=tabLe of values

DIHA$C10),N$C10),tab{10)
FOR IX = TO 10:READ A$CU)
N$CU)=" Kitty '*STR$CIX);tabCIX) =

NEXT: tabC0)=100:ENDPROC
DATA St rong as a fly

Just a baby-
This would be ok for a girl!
You are strong enough to pus

DATA
DATA
DATA
cars
DATA
DATA

AVERAGE
GOOD!

1 790 DATA HE-PERSON
1800 DATA SUPER STRONG
1810
1820
1830

DATA
DATA
DATA

***** CHAMPION *****
Cheat

!

This shouldnt occur normally
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HINTS & TIPS

Figure 5 shows the finished

product. Construction is left up to

the individual user, but the main

components are shown in table 1,

The handgrips shown are from two

old soldering iron stands, but large

metal bolts would do just as well.

The diagram is shown in figure 6

and it is possible for the resistor to

be located inside the ADC
connector.

WARNING! As usual, neither the

author nor Acorn User can accept

liability for harm caused to users

who connect this apparatus to a

dangerous voltage supply. The

ADC connector in this application

will apply a potential of approx 1.8

volts. This is normally sale, and the

unit has been used frequently by

the author and other people.

However, larger voltages could

prove dangerous, and mains

voltages are inevitably lethal.

Please ensure your ADC reference

voltage is about 1.8V before

connecting this appliance.

Soldering at the connector is

usually done quickly, while a good
deal of heat may be required at the

gripping end. With bolts, two nuts

may be used to sandwich the wire.

Now let's use this apparatus for

a test of strength. Well, actually, the

progam measures body resistance.

To cut down the effects of moist

palms, the program is automatically

calibrated for each person. There is

enough of a relationship between

strength and hand resistance for

the results to produce heated

discussion by competitors.

When you load and run the

program, the screen displays a

meter marked from to 10, and

gives instructions for calibration.

Once the grips are placed on the

open palms the space bar is

pressed and the program calculates

a handicap for the present gripper.

It measures and displays the

strongest gnp, until the grips are

released. The program also

comments, occasionally none too

pleasantly, about the user's

strength.

If the maximum strength

exhibited is in the 'big grippers'

table, he/she can record his or her

name for others to wonder at. The
program then cycles back to the

start tor the next candidate. (At a

recent fete, this program drew many
entnes at 5p a go from a large

group of teenagers keen to outdo

each other.}

It is possible to turn the strength

test program into a 'passionometer',

a particularly useful exercise at

parties. The main program is

identical, but a few lines are

altered. Once users are au-fait with

the strength program, using the

passionometer becomes easy. The
basic difference is that each
person in the couple holds one
hand grip, and in addition the

couple hold hands. Leaving loose

of a partner's hand indicates that

the "kissing' has stopped.

Again suitable comments are

made by the micro, and the

'intensity of kiss' is displayed for all

to see. Program 4 contains only the

changes to program 3. No lines

need removing, though two need
adding. Line 555 is particularly

important as it scales the 'strength

reading' into a 'kiss factor'. It may
need adjusting for the average

passion level of your local couples,

but whatever happens, it will be
amusing.

Program 4. Kissometeradditiot

luosely hold !^and= "
, 1 . X ;.

"
"~

383PR0C_printmes£Qge '
" -hen e^r-^. ^.--^^

i 1 5 - m i n c; 1 1 o c- s e I V "
. 7 ••

.

' ~ ' '

'
"
^

SSSPROC^priritmess-rige- -'^;rcc

HARC

5?©CLS:PR0C_printmes=Qg9(.-.nu y:-,.= ^^^
^t '-STR$(l:vs^Pcs^.'' on the ^mi^^^^T"^.

: M $ ( ( 4. - V V ,: 5 ra ^ ., ,

" '-'-'---
I
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GEnuni moreprogra

3 for the price of 2
^ |^^ ^39.90

5 for the price of ^
- |^^ ^9 35^

7 for,t the price ot * -^ ACCOUNTS

CASH BOOK ACCOUNTS
PROGRAM FOR BBC 32K,
TORCH, SPECTRUM 48K
NEW £59.95

One of the most innovative business

programs on the market. Replaces a

manual cash book system, e.g. Simplex and
'All-in-One'. Written by practising Chartered

Accountants, this practical program is

simple to use and will replace your manual
cash and bank records. By giving you access

to vital management information as and
when you want it. it will enable you to keep
more positive financial control of your

business-

The software is extremely well and lucidly

documented, and Gemini provide a full

technical back-up and product up-date

policy. Take a look at the information this

program will provide;-
• Summary of VAT information for VAT
returns * Cumulative receipts and

payments report analysed over the standard

profit and loss and balance sheet headings * Option for departmental
analysis of sales and purchases • Audit trail printout of all transactions.

* Journal routine for entering transfers between accounts and year
end adjustment for debtors, creditors etc- Trial balance at any
interval * Interfaces to 'Final Accounts' program to produce balance

sheet and trading and profit/loss account etc. * Spectrum version

may be used with Sinclair OR 80 column printer.

FINAL ACCOUNTS PROGRAM
FOR BBC 32K. TORCH,
SPECTRUM 48K £59.95
Requires Cash Book module. This program will take

^g^J^ your cash book data to the logical conclusion of

balance sheet, trading and profit/loss account and
notes to the accounts i.e. fixed assets, land and buildings and capital

accounts. Final accounts (BBC version) links to 'Beebplot' for graphic
data presentation.

Format: Torch disk, BBC disk/cassette. Spectrum cassette.

Special Offer — Cash Book and Bnal Accounts together — £95'

:.!Rffla.rsf;..v..'.';;H;

5 I

^'Gemini's range of software is in the vanguard
of the releases for 'serious* micro users ..."

(WHICH MICRO AND SOFTWARE REVIEW)

INVOICES AND STATEMENTS. . £19.95
Compatible with most micros. See table. Ideal for

the small business. A complete suite of programs together

with generated customer rile for producing crisp and
efficient business invoices and monthly statements on your line

printer. All calculations include VAT automatically, and the program
allows your own messages on the form produced. This program gives

you superb presentation and saves time on one of the most tedious

tasks in the office.

COMMERCIAL ACCOUNTS . . .£19.95
Compatible with most micros. See table. A gem of a

program, all for cassette, with the following features:- Daily

Journal. Credit Sales. Cash Sales. Credit Purchases-

Purchases— other. Sales Ledger. Purchase Ledger. Bank Account.

Year to date summary. A fully interactive program suitable for all

businesses. Files can be saved and loaded and totals from one file

carried forward to another on cassette. Particularly useful from a cash

flow point of view, with an immediate accessibility to totals for debtors

and creditors. Bank totally supported with entries for cheque
numbers, credits and. of course, running balance.

MAILING LIST. . £19.95
'9\ I Compatible with most micros. See table. A superb

1 dedicated database to allow for manipulations of names
land addresses and other data, Gemini's unique "searchkey'

system gives you a further ten 'user-defined parameters' to make
your own selections. Features include the facility to find a name or

detail when only part of the detail is known, it will print labels in a

variety of user specified formats.

DATABASE .. £19.95
Compatible with most micros. See table. The
program that everyone needs, the most valuable and
versatile in your collection. Facilities include sort search, list

print if required. Can be used in place of any card index application:

once purchased you can write your own dedicated database to suit

your particular needs with a limitless number of entries on separate

cassettes.^ STOCK CONTROL. . £19.95
r ^1 Z Compatible with most micros. See table. Dedicated

IkV software with all that's necessary to keep control of stock.

LL. 1-U. 1 1 This program will take the tedium out of stock control and
save time and money. Routines include stock set up, user reference

number, minimum stock level, financial summary, line print records,

quick stock summary, add stock, delete/change record and more.

pP^ HOME ACCOUNTS. . £19.95
ISa9| Compatible with most micros. See table. Runs a

I ffl ffl I
complete home finance package for you with every facility

LmAmJ necessary for keeping a track of regular and other
expenses, bank account, mortgage, H.P., etc. This program also

allows you to plot graphically by H istograms your monthly outgoings.

»1 WORD PROCESSOR. . .£19.95
Compatible with most micros. See table. This

Bj program features routines found in much larger and
-^ more expensive packages with a typical word length of 5-6

letters it allows for around 1000 words in memory at one time. Ideal

for the user who requires a simple program to write letters on his

computer. Features include, block delete, block insert, search and
replace, edit text, display text and more.

''Simple to use
**

'Ideally suited to the waymost offices run.

PERSONAL COMPUTER NEWS
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m SPREADSHEET ANALYSIS
BEEBCALC £19.95
DRAGONCALC £19.95
FOR BBC AND DRAGON 32. Spreadsheet
processors have proved to be important tools for using

micros in business, scientific and domestic financial applications.

NEW

POSITION Al RC SPACE 5185 T
II A II B II C II

1 -J.B. SNOOI^RT/APOT-BLACK
2
3
4

PROJECTED CASH FLOW YEAR ENDED

Oct. Nov.

5 £ £

6 INCOME
7

8
9
10

Sales

REVENUE EXPENDITURE

11786 10944

11 Purchases 500 500
12 Advertising 500 1000
13 Director's salaiy 1596 1596
14 Salaries 2216 2216
15 Rent
16 Telephone 300
17 Insurance 200
18 Printing, statioiiar^i

Repairs & renewals
400

19
20 Hire of equipment

COMMAND BCDEFGPRSTW?
60 60

Without any programming knowledge at all. you may:-

Set up a computerised spreadsheet, with chosen row and column names.
' Specify formulae relatmg any row or column to any other.

Enter your source data and have the results calculated.
' Save the results on tape (or disk— BBC) for later reloading and manipulation.
' Print the tabulated results in an elegant report format.

Experienced u.sers may access saved files and write their own reporting or

graphics presentation programs for the results.

Some typical applications: —
" Small business accounting applications, e.g. profit and less statements and
cashflow projections, break-even analyses etc.

Investment project appraisal— anything from double glazing to oil rigs!

' Comparing renl/lease/buy options.
' Proces,sing the results of scientific experiments or field studies.

Engineering calculation models.

In fact, anything that involves repeated re-calculation of results presented in

tabular or spreadsheet format.

/iM/fM p
/ ^

Sinclair Spectrum

16k cr 4Bk • • • "•" • •
Dragon

32k m B4k • • • • • •
VIC ?D

IIBk +1 • • • •
Srnclarr ZXBl

IIBk +1

Grirnrlv

Newbrain

Sharp

MZBDA • • • •
Sharpmm • • • •
Sharp

msm • • • •
BBC Micro rroriel

A or B 32k • • • • • • • • •
Alan

400/800

Torch • • • • • • • • •
Epsor

HX-2Q •
CommotlDre 54 •

h^^
BEEBPLOT& SPECTRUMPLOT £19.95

Ismt ii 1 'Jit: !>HI I 1 -nci

nnv
HPH MAR

.niH,,'
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Mflv flPR_ nun
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Program Availability Chart:- 3
r

/c-Et;

OCT

important new additions to

the Gemini family. Present

numeric and string data

together in easily-

understood pie chart,

histogram or graph format,

Beebplot has a built-in

interface to Beebcalc. and
both Beebplot and
Spectrumplot have built in

interfaces to the Final

Accounts program of

Cashbook, The facility for

mathematical function

plotting is also provided. The BBC version has a high resolution

screen dump for the Epson or CP-80 printers, and the Spectmm
version dumps to the Sinclair printer via the copy" key, A very useful

program that will give superb results either from direct input of data

from the keyboard or via simple access to other software data files, A
must for business and education,

Dealer/Trade enquiries invited— generous trade discounts
for quantity. r»o « /\O tf^PO
SpecialACCESS card instant sales I ol* ||/lMri^
hotline for prompt despatch... *^^*» XF«-r-^vr»*
24 hr Ansaphone Service.
All enquiries other than credit
card sales to 03952-5832

Gemini. Functional Software Specialists. 9, Salterton Road,
Exmouth. Devon. EX8 2BR

5165

PLEASE SEND URGENTLY

IPlease note Items as pnced excepl BBC/TORCH DISKS please add C4 extra hr
40 track and £5 /or 80 Irack fonvall

i
I

I

Name
Address

Machine Type^

1 enclose

Memory Size

.

Make cheques and postal orders payable to Gemini Marketing Ltd.

Access Number ,^__

Signature_^

GEfninJACCESS
ONLY MARKETING LIMrXED

Gemini. Functional Software Specialists,
9 Salterton Road^xmouth, Devon EX8 2BR
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CaEmini

ATTENTION
Dealers

Wholesalers

Distributors

Multiples
The demand for serious/business software

for the microcomputer is inevitably

increasing rapidly!

Take a look at our exciting range of quality

software. Interested? Then talk to us

about our advantageous terms and ask
for our dealer pack, or a visit by one of

our qualified sales staff.

For a full description of our product range
see previous two pages.

ACT NOW!
FULL DEALER

LIST NEXT MONTH.

GEminJ^H MARKETING LIMITED
Functional Software Specialists.

9 Salterton Road Exmouth Devon
EX8 2BR Tel: 03952 5832

A J SOFrVtTABE
for BBC

'The Record Changer'
32K £19.95 Cass. £24.95 Disc.

for indexing, membership iists, directories, inven-
tories, budgeting, etc., etc.

don't buy a database In the dark-
check the spec!

'The Wordsmifh' 32K for Centronics 737/739

AND NOW FOR EPSON FX60:
£19.95 Cass. £24.95 Disc.

For Reports, Essays, Thesis, etc., etc.

Forget controi codes - let "Wordsmith'
realise your printer's potential

Options Timetable 32K
£14.95 Cass. £19.95 Disc.

A must for every secondary schooi. This programme
helps with the timetabiing of pupiis' 3rd year option
choices. Try the effect of any changes to your
Options Timetable and iet the micro do ail the
donItey work.

Simple Word Processor 32K
£9.95 Cass. £14.95 Disc

Picture Maths
£9.95 Cass. £12.95 Disc.

An arithmetic practice Program for primary schools.
Uses the BBC Graphics to keep the pupils' interest.

Venn Diagrams
£9.95 Cass. £12.95 Disc.

Solve the Venn Diagram problems. Primary/junior
pupils.

Tape Catalogue
£5.95 Cass.
Catalogue all your tapes using this program and
never lose one again.

Copy Disc

£9.95
Copy disc to tope, tape to disc M/C, Data or Basic.

Forget HEX addresses this program does it all.

ROM Read
£8.95 Cass. £11.95 Disc.

A machine code program to read the contents of
any ROM socket and copy to RAM, tape or disc. Not
to be used for illegal copying.

Machine Code Disossembter
£5.95 Cass. £7.95 Disc.

CDC disc drives cased PSU from £215 + VAT. cables
inc. Send for details.

Epson Printers

FX80 £370+ VAT *j. „« r«rr
RX80£270+VAT ^^OO^arr

BBC Epson Cable £15 + VAT

Normende
Not only the cheapest, but the best
Switchable 14" RGB Monitor/Colour TV
£250 inc. VAT and cable, £8.00 carr.

Royalties for quality software

AJI prices VAT Inclusive except where shown
AJ Vision Service Ltd 61 Jeddo Road
London W12 9ED
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THE 40/80
DiscsouunoN
Rupert Howell
gets around the

problem of

copying 40 track

software onto 80
track discs with

two 80 track

drives

OWNERS of 80 track drives will

almost certainly have discovered

how difficult it is to copy 40 track

software onto 80 track discs

particuiarly wfien no 40 track drive

is to hand. Program 1 overcomes
this problem by reading alternate

tracks ol an 80 track drive to

enable it to copy 40 track discs.

The program requires a dual 80

track disc system and creates an

80 track disc from a 40 track

source disc, altering the catalogue

as appropriate so space is not

wasted.

Once you have loaded the

program insert the 40 track source

disc in one of the 80 track drives

and an 80 track disc in the other.

The program requests the drive

number to copy from (0 to 3) and a

drive number to copy to (0 to 3); it

then automatically copies the

conents of the 40 track disc onto

the 80 track, and changes the

catalogue to specify tf>at the

remaining hall of the disc is free.

Make sure you put the correct disc

in the correct drive - and that the

40 track disc is write-protected to

avoid disasters.

Screen mode 7 is automatically

set so the program can dimension

a large array (W%) which it uses to

buffer the data read from the disc.

After being given the two drive

numbers, it copies the 40 tracks of

information to the destination disc

in blocks, using procedures

SETLEN , READ40 and WRITE80.

First. SETLEN selects the

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

100
1 ID
120
130
140

IF HIMEM<87C00 THEN MODE
PRINT'"40-80 Disk Copier

DIM XX30,WJi20480
NT% = 8

osword=SFFF1
osc 11 =&FFF7

V0.10"»

INPUT
INPUT

"Drive
"Drive

to
to

copy
copy

f rom
to

"01%
•'OZX

FOR I%=D TO 39 STEP NT%
IF I% + NT%>40 NT% =40-a
FOR J%=0 TO NT%-1

150 PROCread40CD1%,IX+JS:,0,10,wX + 2 560
*J%)

160 NEXT J%
170 IF I%=0 PROCsetlen
180 FOR J%=0 TO NTX-1
190 PROCwrite80CO2X,IS: +J%,0,10,wZ + 256

0*J%)
200 NEXT
210 NEXT
220 END
230
240 DEF PROCsetlen
245 YX=X% DIV 256
250 $X%="DR."+STR$(D2X) CALL osc ti 1

260 A%=S7E:CALL osword
270 W%?&107 = X!:?1 :W%?S10(; = X%?2 1
280 ENDPROC 1

290 1
300 DEF PROCwri te80CDR%, TR%,SC%,NR%,W 1

310 LOCAL 1%
320 ?X%=DR%:X%?5=3:XX?6=&4B:X)! >7=TR%:

X%?8=SC%:X%?9=NRX OR £20
330 I% = D
340 REPEAT
350 E%=FNDC10,WX)
360 I%=I%+1
370 UNTIL E%=fl OR I%>5
380 IF E%<>0 PRINT"Error " ; G 2 ; at "

;
1>R%;"/";TR%;"/";SCX: END

r

390 ENDPROC
400
410 DEF PROCread40CDR2^TR%,SC%, NR%^WX

420 LOCAL IX
430 PROCseek (TR%*2)
440 PROCset (TR%)
450 ?X% = DR%:X%?5 = 3:XX?6 = &53:X%-> 7=TR%:

X%?8=SC%:X%?9=NR2 OR £20
460 I%=0
470 REPEAT
480 E%=FND(10,W%)

Program 1 . page 36 k-
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DISCS

< page 35

490
500
510

UNTIL E%=0 OR I%>5
IF E:£<>0 PRINT"Error ";E%;"
at •;DR%;-V;TR%;"/";SC%:END

520 PROCset (TR%*2)
530 ENDPROC
540
550 DEF FNDCT%,W%)
560 LOCAL A%,Y%
570 XX\ 1=W%
580 YX=X% DIV 256
590 A%=&7F
600 CALL osword
c'c = )i:%rT%

620
630
640
650

660
670
680
685
690

700
710

DEF PROCseek(T%)
?X%=DR%:X%?5=1:X%?6=&69:X%^7=T2
E% = FNDC8,0):lF E%<>fl PR I NT" Fa i Lu

r

to seek
ENDPROC

track ";T%:END

OEF PROCsetCT%)
IF CDR% AND 1) RZ=S1A ELSE R%=812
?X% = DR%:x;i?5 = 2:X%76 =87A:X%77 = R%:x

E/i = FNOC9,0)
ENDPROC

destination drive and uses an
operating system call (OSWORD
A=&7E) lo set the size of the

destination drive on the disc by
poking the W% buffer, which
resides in Basic memory, (This will

eventually be vi/htten to the

disc, freeing the rest of the disc

space.)

Then READ40 reads a number of

tracks (NT'/oi liom drive DR%, track

TR'Vq. starling at sector SC% tor

NR% sectors and stores them in

W%, In this procedure, the track

number is multiplied by two (line

430) to simulate a 40-track drive.

WRiTESO simply writes the track

buffer to the destination dnve
without modification.

The function FND, used by the

latter two procedures, calls the disc

filing system to command the 8271
floppy disc controller chip to

perform a variety of functions it

Program 1

takes two parameters, the command
number and an argument.

Errors are trapped in READ40,
WRITESO and SEEK. They produce
the standard error codes in the

same way as the DPS.

The program will operate on

model Bs with series one MOS and
any DPS,

This is the 40 to 80 solution, can
anybody supply the 80 to 40
answer'^

See us at the

Acorn User Exhibition
Cunard Hotel Aug 25-28 STAND No 32

WITH MORE BRANCHES THAN
ANY OTHER ACORN DEALER

WE OFFER

ONE-STOP SHOPPING
FOR YOUR

BBC MICRO
CALL IN AT YOUR LOCAL BRANCH

FOR FRIENDLY ADVICE
AND SERVICE

SEE A COMPLETE DISPLAY
OF HARDWARE & SOFTWARE

TO BUILD UP YOUR
BBC MICRO SYSTEM

SOFTWARE
PROGRAM POWER
BUG-BYTE
SUPERIOR SOFTWARE
A&F
SIMON HESSEL
MOLIMERX
PHOTRONICS
ACORNSOFT
PERIPHERALS
DISCS SINGLE/DUAL
TORCH Z80 DISCS
CUMANA DISCS
PRINTERS
JOYSTICKS
MONITORS
B&W/COLOUR
LIGHT PENS
BBC BUGGY

Large range of books,

diskettes, cassettes &
printer paper always in

stock

Easy Parking at all

brancties

TOLWORTH
230 Tolworth Rise South,

Tolworth, Surbiton

Surrey KT5 9NB
Tel: 01-337 4317

SUTTON
30 Station Road,
Belmont, Sutton,

Surrey SM2 6BS
Tel: 01 -642 2534

EALING
1 14 Gunnersbury Avenue,
Ealing, London W5 4HB
Tel: 01-992 5855

RICKMANSWORTH
Greystone Works,

The Green, Croxley Green,

Rickmansworth,
Herts. WD3 3AJ
Tel: {0923) 779250

MILTON KEYNES
Unit1,Heathfield,

Stacey Bushes,
Milton Keynes MK12 6HP
Tel: (0908) 317832

NEWBURY
1
26 Stanley Road,
Newbury,
lBerks.RG14 7PB
Tel: (0635) 30047
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AMS
announce the 3"disk drive

Simply plug in-ready to run

^ Format and verify Utilities

*^ ondislcorEPROM
"^ ^ Interface cables

^ Manual

^ Free disks

NB When used with some computers, boin

drives and disks have a double density

, capability- Educationaland Inslitutiorial

\ oitiers welcomed.

* 100k-£225
« 200k-£399
includes VATand delivery to your door

The neatest and best disk option ever
We've taken the brilliantly engineered and proven Hitachi 3"

driveand housed it in rigid steel , textured and coloured to match
your BBC Micro. And we've added cables, manuals, utilities

on diskand EPROM, free disks-everything you need to

upgrade your machine.

Japan,

home of the

major disk drive manufacturers,

has decided to make the new 3"

disksa standard. And no wonder.

Not only are they strong and

easilystored, they give lOOKper
side, and you simply flipthem

over in the same way as a music

cassette. The small light on the

casingremindsyou which side

you are using.

Thedisk istotally encased in rigid

plastic, with no exposed sur-

faces, is easily inserted with one

hand and simply removed by

pressi ng the eject button

.

A unique feature of the new
disks is a mechanical tab

which prevents overwriting of

precious data. And of course,

you can switch it back when
necessary.

Reliable and Robust
The Hitachi drive boastsa brush-

less direct drive motor, the best

possible system for trouble-free

use. AMS-3 units simply run off

the BBC power supply-they

don't need their own supply and
there's no need to worry about

corrupt data.

The standard interface lets you

usethedisk drive with most other

computersand in tandem with

5V4" drives.

High Speed Access

The disk drive provides a track-

to-trackaccesstimeofonlySmS,
much faster than old-fashioned

drives.

Reliable delivery
You can now order your AMS-3 by mail order direct

from Advanced Memory Systems Ltd. Theunitsare

delivered by courier service, complete with every-

Ihing you need to get started. Just plug in the

tables, and away you go.

Fill in the coupon belowand wewillsendittoyou
ivith our full no-quibble money-back guarantee.

Advanced Memory Systems Ltd, Woodside
Technology Centre, Green Lane, Appleton,

Warrington, Cheshire WA4 5NG.
Dtsk Or iveb supplied by Hilachi Europe Ltd.

RING (0925) 62907 .M-HOURS.

TOi Advanced Memory Systems, Ltd, Woodside

Technology Centre, Green Lane, Appleton.

Warrington. Chestiire WA4 5NG.

Please send me by door-to-door counef

;

(qty) AMS-3 (S) single disk drive at £225 each

with free disk.

(qty) AMS-3 (T) twin disk dnvesat £399 each

with two tree disks.

(Prices include EPROM, utility disk, cables, manual. VAT

and delivery).

Please send me by post, il not with drives:

(qty)doublesided(100Kx2)disksat£4-95each.

(qly) packs of fiveat £22
.
50 per pack.

(qly) ulihty EPROM at£I5.

I
encloseachequefor£

Name
Address .-

.TblHcLPostcode

Signature

Pleaseallow up to 28 days for delivery.
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ARE YOU OUT OF
THIS WORLD?
SOFTWARE PROGRAM WRITERS

SILVERSOFT want to hear from you...

We are looking for out of this world, original,

creative arcade action games utilising cosmic graphics

written for any of the popular range of

home computers.

If you think the games you have invented would

challenge other space travellers contact:

Dougie Bern at SILVERSOFT LIMITED, now,

London House 271/273 King Street London W6
Telephone: 01 .748 4125.

jlE^VXtf'£Vi'V^^^ rMP^^
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ELEaRON

ELECTRON
SON OF BBC MICRO
WHAT follows is not really a review

of the Electron, but rather the

results of playing with a field trial

machine provided by Acorn. Also,

there are one or two details not yet

finalised, and no doubt modifi-

cations will be made to the

operating system before the

launch.

Obviously we will make compari-

sons with the BBC micro, but not

with other micros. No doubt there

will be plenty of other people to do
that! The aim here is to give a few

facts.

To say the Electron measures
340 by 160 cm probably does not

give you much real idea of its size,

but figure 1 might. As you can see,

it appears the Electron is all

keyboard, and not much else. The
size has been kept to a minimum
by having an external mains

transformer, integral with the mains

plug. Unfortunately, this is so large

that on some double mains sockets

there is not enough room to use the

adjacent socket.

Inside the case there are two

circuit boards - one for the

switched-mode power supply and
the other for the computer itself, the

Paul Beverley finds

out what Acorn's new
machine can do,

and how similar it is

to the BBC
two being separated by a partition

which gives the case extra rigidity.

Power from the transformer enters

on the right side, and along the left

side are cassette socket and

connectors for outputs to an RGB
monitor, a black and white monitor,

and a colour or black and while

television. (The sockets are clearly

labelled - on the underside of the

case!) The only other output is an

edge connector in a recess along

the bottom edge of the back of the

case.

The main board contains a

6502A microprocessor running at

2MHz, two 16k memory chips

(Basic in ROM and operating

system in EPROM), four RAM chips

(32k total), nine simple TTL chips, a

quad operational amplifier chip, a

handful of discrete components

and last, but not least, a huge ULA!

The keyboard Is a full QWERTY
version, with full depression keys,

but they .don't seem such good

quality as on the BBC micro. There

are 55 keys (compared with 73 on

the BBC), but they are well used,

and the only functions not included

are tab and shift lock. What is more,

there is an extra facility. Of the 55
keys, 29 can be used for entering

whole Basic keywords, such as

REPEAT. INPUT, PLOT etc. This is

done by the FUNG key, which is

used rather like CTRL or SHIFT. For

example, <func> A, produces
AUTO, <func> C, produces
COLOUR, and <func> R, produces
RUN with a carriage return.

However, if you have got into the

habit of using abbreviations don't

worry - they are all 'exactly the

same as in BBC Basic. And the

Basic chip bears a remarkable

similarity to that in the Beeb. As
with the Beeb's function keys, you

have the alternative of using them

for the entry of single characters,

including user-programmed char-

acters.

Although the Electron does not

have the ten red function keys, the

same facility is provided by using

the FUNC key in combination with

the number keys to 9. This

reduces the key count by 10 and
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produces exactly the same effect

as the BBC's function keys.

Screen editing is identical to the

BBC, using cursor keys along with

the copy key, and here again there

is a saving on the number of keys.

In this case it has been done by

combining the cursor and copy
keys with the five keys adjacent to

them on the BBC. To get the two
characters on each of these keys

instead of the normal editing

functions, they are used in

combination with either the SHIFT
or CTRL One minor ghpe here is

that COPY IS above RETURN key,

and then, where a BBC user would
expect to find COPY is the DELETE
key! This can be frustrating, and a

menace in an environment where
Electrons are used alongside BBC
micros.

*KEY10 will program the BREAK
key and *KEY1 1 to 15 the cursor

and COPY keys. This means any
software written for the BBC which

relies on function keys, can run on
the Electron. Another single key

saving has been made by

combining the and @ characters.

One of my main concerns is

Interfacing, and in this respect I am
a little disappointed in the Electron.

Apart from the cassette socket and
the various output display devices,

the only other form of interface is

an edge connector which provides

address and data lines for

hardware, such as a printer

interface, user port, Econet
interface or perhaps a modem.
Unfortunately, no information was
given about this in the provisional

manual. The only clue is that the

operating system can access
pages &FCOO, &FDOO and &FEOO.
&FEOO to &FE07 are used for

addressing registers in the ULA,

but as well as FX calls 150 and
1 51 . they seem to have implemented

(but not yet documented) FX calls

146 - 149, associated, in the BBC,
with Fred and Jim - the 1 MHz bus.

Whilst mentioning the edge
connector, it is worth making two
comments about its design. First

the good news ... at each end of

the recess in the back of the

computer is a huge bolthole so

add-on units can be securely fixed.

Now, the bad news ... if you leave

a metal object lying on the table

behind the computer (in my case a

jack plug provided with the

cassette lead), it can go underneath

the edge connector and short out

Figure 1. Size comparison

BBC micro

.Electron

the power supply! It wasn't until the

second time this happened that I

realised what was causing the

machine's demise.

The power supply is designed so
that although it does not seem to

suffer any long term damage by
being shorted out, it stays dead
until left switched off for several

minutes.

of surprisingly, the Acorn
designers have gone out of their

way to make the Electron

compatible with the BBC micro.

This can be seen by comparing the

two memory maps - and they look

identical. First, there is 32k of RAM
and 32k of ROM. The ROM
consists of 16k of Basic and 16k of

operating system. Of the RAM, S'Ak

is used by the operating system,

and V^k is kept for the user's

machine code routines, so Basic

programs normally start at &E00 as

they do on the BBC. The remaining

RAM is used to provide program
and data storage and graphics.

The Electron has seven of the

eight modes provided by the BBC
microcomputer - the only one
missing being mode 7 - the teletext

mode. The graphics are identical

with the BBC (OS 1.2) so that you
have at the one extreme mode
which provides a resolution of 640
by 256 in two colours, and then

trading off the resolution against

the number of colours, you can go
to mode 2 with a resolution of 160
by 256 in 16 coiours. Two of the

modes, 3 and 6, are text only, being

80 characters and 40 characters

respectively by 25 lines. If you
need graphics but only want to use
10k of RAM for the screen then

modes 4 and 5 provide either 2 or

4 colours, with a resolution of 320

by 256 or 1 60 by 256 respectively.

On the BBC micro, graphics are

provided by a standard CRT
controller chip - the 6845 - plus a

ULA to extend the controller's

memory range and provide a colour

palette. It was this ULA which gave
problems in the early stages of

development of the BBC micro.

Figure 2. Comparison of speeds of BASKk i

(Timings are given using the onboard time

BM1 BM2 BM3

BBC micro

Electron

Drop in speed (%)

0.64

0.86

34

2.8 8.0

3.7 10.7

32 34
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Acorn's designers were trying to

include more and more functions

within one ULA, and in the case of

the video ULA were pushing it to

the limits of its specification by

running at 16 MHz to get the

necessary resolution in mode 0.

The Electron ULA not only

contains the colour palette circuitry

but also the CRT controller action

SK using the P.C.W. bench marks.
:irre clocks.)

3 BM4 BM5 BIVI6 BM7 BM8

5 8.5 8.9 13.7 21.2 5.0

7 11.4 11.9 18.2 28.1 7.1

\ 34 34 33 33 42

of the 6845, although without the

6845's full programmability, For

example, there is no facility for

sideways scrolling by reprogram-

ming the 6845. This means
programs such as Rocket Raid and
Planetoid which rely heavily on

sideways scrolling, although they

run on the Electron, produce a

garbled screen. Also some games
such as Snapper make use of

hardware timers in the second
6522 VIA on the BBC micro and
will not run properly on the

Electron without external hardware,

again since there is no 6522 VIA.

and for the same reason, there is

no user port. The lack of 6522s
also means internal timing has had

to be taken over by the ULA. The

ULA also contains control circuitry

for the cassette interface which

makes it a busy little chip! Actually

it's not so little - it's a 30mm square

68-lead ceramic package.

he two machines are compatible

as far as the cassette interface is

concerned, so programs from the

BBC can be loaded into the

Electron and vice versa. The

Electron will not load at 300 baud;

it accepts *TAPE3, but continues to

load and save at 1200 baud. Once
programs have been loaded, many
will work directly on the Electron

provided they use the operating

system commands. (Beverley's on

his hobby-horse again!) Hobby-

horse or no, if you have written your

programs using the operating

system commands, they will

transfer straight to the Electron

without modification! If programs

use mode 7, they are run using

mode 6 and will usually run out of

space because of the 7k difference.

One sad omission is the

absence of sideways ROMs,
though the operating system

software can cope with senal

cartridge ROMs. These would

presumably be mounted in one of

the extension modules. However, it

is worth noting that if you take out

the Basic chip and put in a

different language, the Electron

seems quite happy. For example,

View and Computer Concepts

Beebcalc both run on the Electron,

although Wordwise does not since

it relies on mode 7.

Where the Electron's hardware

does not match up to the BBC, as

much as possible has been done

to avoid it causing errors. For

example, a program which calls for

mode 7 doesn't produce 'Bad

mode', but sets up mode 6 and

does the best it can to obey PRINT
instructions, (For example teletext

double height characters are

printed twice!)

here was little in the field trails

manual about FX calls, but a few

hours digging un-earthed the calls

in figure 2. Naturally those calls

concerned with the A to D
converters or the RS423 serial

interface have not been imple-

mented, but most of the others

have. Again, compatibility allows
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SYSTEAA,THAT'S SOEASY
i»I»] J?T7i> i

IT'S PROFESSIONAL CAPABILITIES
«>IT|»J:]liT»]:^:l4iif^L5RL

RLDiCmSER SVSTEiTl

V

The PI- Drgitiser System enables >ou lo reproduce comple\ pKlures and

diagrams, or produce original designs. qiiickl>. easily and accurately.

The package consists oTthe "Graphics Digitiser' incorporating a tracing pud

(mapped out by rectangular grid) 256mm x 20?mm and the 'Control Program'

(tape or disc). This includes sticli leaiures as automatic parallel, \eriical.

horizontal or diagonal lines, construction of boxes and circles from two probe

positions, free hand draw, fill and oiiiline. move and scale, immediate edit ant! ilic

abilitv to save completed screens as files or reproduce by line primer.

Burlon Road. Burton-on-Trenl. Staffs.. England (0283) 217905

U.K. Distributor ^* ^ Scientilic House, Bridge St..

Sandiacre. Notts. Telephone: (0602) 394000,

DOIM T dU T ! an expensive digrtiser

or graphics package, until you've seen . .

.

3SV Graphics makes the graphics facilities on your B.B.C. micro
(32k) easily accessible, even to non-programmers. All commands
are entered from the keyboard, and allow you to draw maps,
graphs, technical drawings, computer art, even animated pictures.

Here are some of the features:

ir Draw lines (any thickness), boxes, circles, ellipses, arcs, and
many more.

it Measure distances and angles, find x.y coordinates.

ir Full cursor control, including on/off and variable speed.

•k Fill or shade any shape.

ir Change colour and/or pallette, dozens of extra coloiirs +
shades available.

ir Change mode (works in modes 0, 1, 2, 4 or 5).

ir Auto repeat facility (probably the most powerful feature).

ir Amazing rubber band (helps with perspective).

ir Mix text and graphics.

Save on tape and use in your own programs.

EASY GRAPHICS was onginally written as a programming aid,

but has now been fully developed into what is probably the most
versatile graphics program on the market Must be seen to be fully

appreciated.

Includes demonstration program, program generator

(allows you to redraw your pictures) and full instructions.

P&P included.

Write for more details or send cheque/PO to:

li

Includes demonstration program, program generator

(allows you to redraw your picture) and full instructions.

HEXAGON SOFTWARE
17. Straits Road, Gomal, Dudley, Wast Midlands, DY3 2UR.

Telephone: 232992.^

I
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calls such as *FX2 and *TV to be

accepted, but nothing is done with

them. (*FX - selecting the output

channel works to some extent. That

IS to say that if you select *FX3,2 it

disables the screen, and 3.0 re-

enables it.)

Some OSWORD calls are also

implemented. Certainly those which

access the system time cloci<, the

interval timer and the sound

channels all appear to work

normally. Also there are all the

normal operating system routines

such as OSFIND, OSBGET, OSCLI

etc. I have not bothered to check

these individually since they are

called by Basic and therefore must

be present for Basic to work

properly.

All the VDU driver routines are

implemented although VDUs 1, 2

and 3 need additional hardware

and software. There are however

none of the advanced graphics

routines (VDU23,0, etc) used for

altering the various registers on the

6845 CRT controller chip, since all

these functions have now been

incorporated into the ULA, This

unfortunately means that although

the Electron supports all seven of

the modes which used the 6845 it

does not allow some of the clever

tricks possible on the BBC micro.

However, one of the VDU 23,0

routines has been maintained, and

that is lor switching the cursor on

and off, It has been arranged so

existing software runs normally, but

when the cursor is switched off and

you attempt to do screen editing,

you do not get the inverted cursor

which moves around the screen for

copying various bits, so you have

to switch the cursor back on with

VDU23;l,1,0i0;0;.

rour sound channels have been

incorporated into the ULA, but it will

only produce one channel at a

time, and the envelope command is

more limited. This means programs

which call the sound and envelope

commands run, but do not sound

the same.

As far as speed is concerned, a

quick look at the results of running

benchmarks (figure 2} will show the

Electron aparently to be between

32% and 44% slower than the

BBC. This is because of the way

memory is arranged. It is too technical

to go into, but Acorn has used four64k

x1 bit chips to makeupthe32k RAM
to keep down the cost. This means
each byte that has to be read from

or written to memory has to be

dealt with in two, four-bit nibbles.

During such RAM access, the

processor clock is effectively

stretched to 1MHz - the same
technique as used on the BBC for

the 1 MHz bus. Thus if you look at

benchmark 8 which deals with

arithmetic functions, you will see it

is noticeably slower than other

benchmarks since it makes so

much use of RAM while doing its

calculations.

So what about graphics? Yes.

you've guessed it - this is where

you see why the Electron is less

than half the cost of the BBC
model B. The speed of the graphics

routines is reduced not only

because of the slow access to

RAM but also because they have

done away with the 6845 CRT
controller chip (a good example of

the so-called 'software/hardware

trade-off). How slow? Well on

average, programs with a lot of

graphics take between two and

three times as long as the same
program run on the BBC micro

computer. Persian (User Guide.

p46) for example, takes 108

seconds on the Electron as

opposed to 44 seconds on the

BBC -a factor of 2.45,

'
f seems therefore that the

Electron is basically a cut-down

version to the BBC model B. That is

to say it has 32k of RAM, but does

not have any of the following

facilities:

*. RS423 interface.

«' analogue to digital converters,

' 1 MHz interface bus,

Tube interface,

. printer port,

"' user port,

c. sideways ROMs
-' 300 baud option on cassette

interface.

• mode 7

However, it does have the added

facility for single key entry of 29

different basic keywords. in

addition to the 10 function keys,

and the programmable cursor, copy

and break keys. Also, all of the

above items, except the last two,

can be added externally says

Acorn.

*FX Function

O Report OS version

3 Select output stream

4 Change effect of copy
and cursor keys

9 Set flash rate (mark)

10 Set flash rate (space)

1

1

Auto repeat delay time

1 2 Auto repeat interval time

13 Enable various events

(all work except ADC and

RS423 events)

14 Disable various events

1$ Flushes a given class of

buffer

1

8

Empties user key buffer

19 Waits for vertical sync pulse

117 Reads the VDU status byte in

the X register

1 1 8 Uses the sign bit of X to

indicate if CTRL is pressed

1 29 Read a key with a time

interval

130 Read machine high order

address

1 31 Read top of RAM address

1 32 Read bottom of display

RAM address

1 33 Read lowest address for a

particular mode
1 34 Read text cursor position

1 35 Read character at text

position

136 Motor control

137 Insert character into a

buffer

138 File options

145 Get character from a buffer

146 Read from page &FC
147 Write to page &FC
148 Read from page &FD
149 Write to page &FD
1 50 Read from page &FE
151 Write to page &FE
181 Read flash (space) time

(set by FX10)

182 Read flash (mark) time

(set by FX9)

21 1-21 4 Set effects of CTRL-6

225 Set base for fO - f9

226* Set base number for

<func> A- P

227' Set base number for

<func> Q - /

242 Reads cassette motor status

Figure 3. List of FX calls which
work on Electron OS 0.31
(* - calls which are extra

to the BBC OS).
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BEE6TAPE
THE COMPUTER MAGAZINE ON A CASSETTE!

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLER
Experience the tensJonI Get nine aircraft safely down on the

fogbound runway before time and fuel run out. A realistic

simulation of an air traffic control situation. Includes radar and

flight data displays. For the Model B.

THE BANK MANAGER
Worried about the impact of microcomputing on your bank

balance? Trying to work out if you can afford that disk drive? THE
BANK MANAGER handles income, expenses, standing orders,

etc easily and simply and keeps track of your spending.

CALORIE COUNTER
A boon to weight watchers! CALORIE COUNTER contains details

of almost two hundred basic foods and calculates the calorie

content of your meals quickly and accurately.

How much would you expect to pay for ready to run software like

this? Two pounds? Four pounds? Eight pounds? Well, as part of

a subscription to BEEBTAPE each of these programs costs

around 70p. They're just three of the programs published in issue

four of BEEBTAPE along with more software, hints, tips, news
and views. Previous issues contain more games, utilities,

business and educational software. Backnumbers are available.

BEEBTAPE is published six times annually and a year's

subscription is just £21 or £30 if you want it on disk (any format).

BEEBTAPE gives a new meaning to value for money. We bring

you MORE value for LESS money or you can have your money
back!

EDMICHODATA

CSL MICRODATA
4 Greenbarn Way, Blackrod, Lancashire BL6 5TA
Telephone; 0204 694265

Small School Study Packages

are designed to a high specification by a team
of experienced teachers and programmers for

use both at Home and in School. Based on
the well established techniques of individual-

ised learning schemes, the Packages consist

of a structured suite of objective matched
computer based lessons, review program and
Post Test, using to the full the capabilities

of the BBC Micro.

All packages are supported by a Manual containing package description,

user notes, exercise material etc.

Titles include:

The Theorem of Pythagoras (Model B) ~ Designed to teach the Theorem
of Pythagoras and its applications, the package consists of a suite of

5 lessons, Review and Post Test with diagnostic plus Manual,

First Steps in Algebra (Model B) - Designed to introduce experimentally,

using animated graphics and 'mapping machines', simple operations and
the use of variables leading to the solution of simple linear equations.

The Package consists of 5 lessons. Review and Post Test plus Manual.

Mental Arithmetic Tests (Models A(32K) & B) - Designed to help

implement the recommendations of the Cockcroft Committee that there

be frequent practice of Mental Arithmetic, the Package provides Tests at

7 levels and 3 degrees of difficulty and is aimed at youngsters from age 8
to 14, covering most areas of basic numeracy. The Package contains two
versions, one for Class use, the other for the individual student at Home
plus the Manual. A Tables Practice program is included.

All Packages are priced at £6.95 inc.

But send for a full description and list of titles available and in

preparation to:-

Small School Software, 41,Sinah Lane,

Hayling Island, Hampshire P011 OHJ.

Excet Measuring Unit
SOFTWARE SUPPORTED MONITORING INSTRUMENT-BBC MICRO

Enables the BBC (B) to measure and display accurately:

POSITIVE & NEGATIVE-VOLTS* AMPS + WATTS
OHMS + TEMP +LIGHT * TIME

FEATURES RANGES
Up to 6 simultaneous readings Temp - 10 to 1 10 deg C
Graphical or digital display

Auto scaling and labelling

Plots any 2 variables

Menu driven options

Full software support
Unlimited choice of scales

Event analysis facility

Teaching display Mode

Resistance to 1 E6 ohms
D.C. Volts40v.p.d.

D.C. Current to 2000 mAmps
Power to 80 watts
Light to 100 (uncalibrated)

Time to 1 E6 sees (hrs mins
sees)

Accuracy: error generally <1
per cent

£77-50
Includes instrument, temperature probe, light sensor, electrical

probes [3 sets}, leads, connections, software on cassette, full

instructions, application notes, p&p

excet systems 16a High Street
llfracombe
North Devon

BBC SOFTWARE
Quality software produced by professiorials and used in

hundreds ofschools throughout Great Britain

FUN WITH WORDS B £8.00
Start your fun with alphabet puzzles in GUESS A LETTER. Continue your
play as you team about VOWELS, know the difference between THERE and
THEIR and have games with SUFFIXES, After working so hard reward
youreeff with games of HANGMAN. Leaming should be fun. The tape
includes ALPHA. VOWELS, THERE?, SUFFIXES and HANGMAN.

EDUCATIONAL- 1 A or B £8,00
Hours of tun and leaming for children aged 5 to 9 years. Animated graphics
will encourage children to enjoy maths, spelling and telling the time. The
tape includes MATH1, MATH2. CUBECOUNT SHAPES, SPELL and
CLOCK.

EDUCATIONAL - 2 A or B E8.00
Although similar to Educational- 1 this tape is more advanced and aimed at 7
to 12 year olds. The tape includes MATH1, MATH2, AREA, MEMORY
(Model B only), CUBECOUNT and SPELL.

GAMES OF LOGIC AND CUfSINING A/B £8,00
For children and adults alike. The tape includes AUCTION, FLIP. REVERSE.
TELEPATHY and HEXA 15 (Model B only}.

SUPERUFE B £6.90
Fast (machine code) version of a popular 'Game of Life' in a large universe,

KATAKOMBS B £8.00
Are you cunning enough to discover and seize the treasure in the
Katacombs AND return alive? What and where are your enemies? Can you
outwit them? Yes? Then your adventure will take you through unending
forests, besides tumbling streams, over lonely plains to desolate ruins and
finally underground to the tortuous Katakombs.

UTILITIES A/B £8.00
Behind the mundane title lies an assortment of useful procedures and
functions which can save you hours/days of programming effort: date

conversion, input and validation routines, graphic routines (cube, rectangle,

etc), sorts, search and many more.

• •• SPECIAL OFFER ••*
Arry 3 cassettes for £20.70

Add 50p p/p per order. Please state your model.

cheque/po to GOVZM LTD, Dept A
77 Qualitas, Bracknell, Berks RG1 2 4QG. Telephone: (0344) 50720

DISCS - TORCH Z80 pack - BOOK, second processor with 64K RAM.
CP/M' compatible operating system + system software. £890 incl. of VAT.

Delivery free within 30 mile radius otherwise £10 delivery charge.

EPSON PRINTERS - phone for details.
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CHECK OUT DISC DATA ENTRY

TAKE a blank formatted disc, type

in listing 1 and run it. Note that you

get an error. Wipe the disc clean

with *ENABLE followed by

^DESTROY*.*.
Now change line 30 to

PROCTEST rTEST2", 20) and re-

run. No error this time.

The error in listing 1 can be

explained as follows. When TEST1

is saved, 60 disc sectors are

rserved for it. However, it takes up

very little space. When ANOTHER
is saved, it is placed in the sector

directly following the end of TEST1

.

When an attempt is made to

save new data under the old file

name TEST1 , the disc operating

system automatically allocates the

space occupied by the old data 'f9

TESTl. However, this is less than

required for the new data, and so a

'can't extend' error results. Changing

line 60 to:

IF D%-10THEN F=OPENOUT(A$)
ELSE F=OPENIN(A$)

(or in Basic 2, OPENUP(A$) ) doesn't

help.

This problem is most likely to

occur when the program user is

allowed to name his own files.

There are two solutions. First, don't

allow the user to save data under a

file name which already exists.

Listing 2 illustrates how to do this.

Second, delete the file with the

same name before saving the data.

Listing 3 illustrates this approach-

Some commercial programs may
not cater for this problem. When
testing a piece of software which

allows you to name your own disc

files, test it in the manner of listing 1

.

IAN BIRNBAUM sets out to improve

your programming techniques on the

BBC micro.

He will answer reader's questions

in this column and develop their

Ideas - as well as giving some of his

own. But the real aim is for readers

to provide the questions and the

answers.
At least £5 will be paid for any tip

published, with £10 for those which

merit a one-star award and £20 for

real humdingers!
The idea must be original and be

described clearly and fully. It should

not have been published before.

Your contribution should be typed

or printed, with any substantial

listings on cassette, but only

included to make a point.

Send your hints or questions to

BBC Forum, Acorn User, 53 Bedford

Square, London WC1B 3DZ. Please

include a self-addressed envelope if

your contribution is to be returned.

We cannot answer letters

individually, but a cross-section of

common and interesting points will

be covered.

SYNCH DELAY BY

CHRISTOPHER FEWSTER
IN ANSWER to Paul Hopkins (April

Forum), listing 4 will cause the

computer to wait until the next

synchronisation pulse occurs.

However, on operating systems

after OS 0.1, this can be
accomplished by a call to OSBYTE
with the accumulator containing 1 9.

The program is run and then, when
the routine is needed, CALL or JSR
WSYNCH. This routine works on

the principle that whenever a

vertical synchronisation pulse

occurs, bit 1 of the register at

&FE4D is set to 1 (bit and bits 2-7

signal other interrupts). When
WSYNCH is called this bit is

continually tested (lines 60 and 70)

until a synchronisation pulse is

delected. As there are 50 of these

each second, the routine operates

very quickly.

If notification is required of each

pulse, then, as far as I am aware,

either OS 1 .0 or 1 .2 is required. The

pulses can then be detected using

even handling. After *FX14,4 the

operating system indirects via &220
whenever a vertical synchronisation

pulse is detected. Using the

guidelines set out on page 465 of

the User Guide the necessary

routine can be written and the

contents of &220 and &221 altered

to point to Its start.

J OPROCTEST ( "TEST 1 "
„ 1 O )

2CF-DPEW0UT < ANOTHER" ) ;; F'RXNT#F „ t '•

z Pi OSF#F

40END
'50DEF PROCTEST (A*. D%1
60P=^DPEM0IJT(A$)

BOCLOSE#;'
™ ^^^^^^^^"f^^^^TRING.d.Z, *) :FRINTi:..NEXT

90ENDPR0C
Listing 1 .

^OQN ERROR ip frp_, ^^
..?OINPUT-^N^„L ^-J^='^I>6 THEN 40 ELSF<-r .

l^y^^OEm^OC ^^*^ X.=^EO. V,.,c= CALL.PEF7

Listing 2.

lODM ERROR IF ERR=?<D6 THEN 40 ELSE ^- Rest p-f e^rror TTIJii^i^
20INF'UT^"Name of file"„A$

trapping

30PRGCDELETE(A*)
40REr-1 Rest o-f proqrcim
SOSTOP

lOOODEF PRaCDELETE<A*)
1010«M::E0-"DEL, "a*: XX=^S.E0: Y-C=S.r::CA[ I. S<FFF7
1020ENDPR0C

Listing 3.

applng.i.

J

10 P%=&D01
20 1

30 .WSYNCH
40 SEI

50 .LOOP

60 LDA&FE4D
70 AND#2
80 BED LOOP
90 CLI

100 RTS
110 1

Listing 4. Synchronisation delay
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COMPUTER COMPANY UMITED

choice for BBC microcomputers

BBC COMPUTERS
Model B
Model B + Disc Interface

Please phone to check delivery

BBC MICRO DISC DRIVES
BBC31 Single 100K Drive

Expandable to 2 x 1 0OK
BBC32 Dual lOOK Drives
BBC33 lOOKUpgradefor

BBC 31
BBC 34 Dual 400K Drives

BBC 35 Utilities Disc (supplied £25.00
onlywithBBC31,32.34)

AM Drives except BBC 33 supplied cased
with Connecting Leads.

£346.95
£441 .95

£199.00
£330 00

£140.00
£575.00

PRINTERS
NEC 8023 Printer

(Carriage E10)
£320.00

NEW
1

Shugart Single 100K
Disc Drive

(Fully compatible
with BBC Micro)

£199 + VAT
Carriage £5 + VAT

Utilities Disc

with Word Processor
£25 + VAT

Supplied complete
with all Connecting
Cables

Expansion slot

for second Drive

£140 + VAT

Fast ex-stoch dettveryby
Securicar...

All prices exclude VAT.

BBC 2

BBC 3

BBC a
BBC 5
BBC 6

All kit:

BBC UPGRADE KITS
BBCA2B CompleteAtoBUtigrnde £«4.75
BBC 1 1GK Uemorv CIS.00

Prmter User 1 Kii t 7.S0
DisclnleifaceKil £3S.0D
nnly stippliad with Disc OrivEs
Analogue Input Kit £ 6.70
Serial! ORGBKil £ 7.30
Bus Expdnsior Kil

upplied nvilhi full tiiiiny

iciions

BBC CONNECTORS
BBC 21 Primer Cable and Amphe

Plug [nol aisertiBledl

User PonConneclorand
Cable 36
C^sseilG Lead
7PmOinPlug
EPiriDJnPlug
5 Pm Dm Plug

DiBcl Cable 3aW IDC lo

2 n W way Card Edge
Drsc Power Cable
Analogue Input Plug

8r Leve'
BBC66 iMBusConneclor

* 36" Cable

BBC ACCESSORIES
BBC45 Joysticks (perpaii
BBCB7 Ep'omProgramm

(assembled I

e 6.46

£1300

£ 2 4fi

£ 3.5D
£ O.BO
£ 0.60
£ D.60

£1200
£ e 00

£1130
£57 95

S8ED4
SBe02

SBEOl

SBX01

SSB01
SBLO?
SBL01

ACORNSOFT
FOR THE BBC
SSE03 Business Games

Tree ol Knowledge
PeekoCon^puler Inc

Manual £ 8 65
Algebfail Manioulalion
PK £ 8 65

Creative Graphics
Cassette £ 8.65

SBXO! Graphs a Charts
Cassette £ 8.65

Desk Drary Inc Manual f S.65
Lisp Cassette E14.K
FdiiIi Cassette £14 65

SBG01 Philosophers Quest £ 8 65
SBG07 Sphinj. Adventure £ 8 65
SBG03 Monsters £ 8.65
5BGn4 Snapper {8 65
SAG 15 Planetoid £ 8,65
58G06 Arcade Action £1035
S8GD5 Rocket fiaid £8 65
SBG13 Meteors £ B65
SBG14 Arcadians £ 8.65
SBG10 Chess £ 8 65

ACORNSOFT BOOKS FOR THE
BBC MICRO
SBD01 Creative Graphics £7 50
SB002 Graphs Chans £7 50
SBO04 Lisp £ 7 50

Font! £ 7 50SBO03
• Pli

Aco
e ring tor cu
oft products

ent delivery on
etoie ordering

BBC MICRO COMPOfgeNTS
-1516 1O0NS £ ?25
6622 £ 3 19
71LS244 £ 59
74LS245 £ 69
74LS163 £ 34
DS3691N £ 4 50
538LS12DN £ 4 50

UPD7003 £ 4 50
S271 £36 00
20 Way Header £ 1 46
26 Way Header £ 1 76
34 Way Header E 2 06
40 Way Header £2 32
15Way DS1.I t Z15
5 Way DmSkt £0 90
5 Way Dm Ski £0 90

BBC SOFTWARE IN ROM
Wo'bp'otessor "Vpew"

...iram CastAngllas
ss leading supplier

MIDWICH COMPUTER COMPANY LIMITED
RICKINGHALL HOUSE. RICKINGHALL. SUFFOLK IP22 1HH

TELEPHONE (0379) DISS 898751
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KEEPING SECRET DATA BY NIGEL BEASLEY

WHEN writing quiz programs for

schools or adventure games it is

annoying if the user can simply

look at the data statements and
work out the answers. The following

procedure will cause the information

following a DATA statement to

disappear when the program is

listed.

When writing the program, put a

space as the first and last pieces of

data in the statement, eg;

10 DATA (space), Oxygen,

Xenon, 3, (space)

When the program is complete type

in listing 5 and press return after

each line.

Then list your program, and the

text or figures following the data

statement will have disappeared!

The data can still be read as

normal, but take care because the

first and last bit of data in each line

will be the instruction to turn output

to the screen on and off. This can

be overcome by simply reading

these commands into a string

variable and ignoring them.

The program works by putting

VDU control codes into the place of

spaces, which turn the output to the

television or monitor on and off.

VDU 21 turns output off and VDU 6

restores printing (User Guide pages

380, 382). The correct place to put

the commands is found when a

unique pattern of numbers occurs

in memory and the commands are

inserted. The code to do this is put

high in memory to avoid

interference with other programs.

BY BOBBY HESSELBO

FUNCTION keys can be programmed
to carry out a set of instructions

without them being seen on the

screen. Precede the instructions

with 1E1R1C1@ and end them with

IDIM. For example try

*KEYOIEIR!CI@ X%=X%+1

:

P.X%:D!rvI

in any graphics mode.
The control codes are equivalent

to VDU5 ; GCOL3,0 and VDU4.
Hence, text is plotted in logical

colour zero in the exclusive - OR
mode.

Listings. Hiding dataMODE 7

T-/.=TOP

P"/.=PAGE

PASE=&7000
NEW

10 FOR Ay.=p5c TO -p-/.

20 IF ?A-/.=220 AND
A"/.?l=32 THEN Ay.?l=21

30 IF ?A7.=32 AND
A'/-?l=13 THEN ^AJC^B

40 NEXT
RUN

PAGE=Py.

KEYS AND

BUFFERS

BY ALEXANDER SELBY

THE User Guide says the extremely

powerful facility of inserting keys

into the buffer is limited to the 1.0

operating system, but using listing

6, keys can be insered on a 0.10

machine.

All you have to do Is, having

initialised the machine code in line

10, set $&930 equal to the siring

you want inserted, and CALL
INSERT. Control characters can be

accessed using the I on the top

right of the keyboard as with

function keys. The buffer has a

maximum capacity of 31 characters.

10

L%:
5900

listing

[OPTS

Keys
into

buffer
Wrthoso

^^^^;.?i°.^-cMp;^^^^^^
'^SERT:

•Nx-Ln:t^L^rsiDA&
AND^3 930,X:

CMP:/f:
13:

124.

sSfSSEtov..
bnep%

+8:

20
INX.

S«930
JMpi

LDX&92 F:

'GOTO2
0,'M' CALi INSERT

TAPING SCREENS

BY ANTHONY ROBINSON

F YOU have created stunning

artwork on the BBC micro and want
permanent record, the simple

utines below will load and save a

screen onto tape.

10 REM LOAD SCREEN
20 VDU 21

30 *LOAD SCREEN
40 VDU 6

Mode Mode B Model A

0,1,2 3000 -

3 4000 -

4,5 5800 1800

6 6000 2000

7 7000 3000

960 REM SAVE SCREEN
970 VDU 21

980 *SAVE SCREEN
FFFF

990 VDU 6

SSSS

Where SSSS, the start address, is

the value of HIMEM in hex (given

by PRINTS HIMEM).
For the different modes, the

value of SSSS is given by:

For a model A, replace FFFF by

4000, and on a model B by 8000.

The screen saving routine

should be placed in a Basic

program to run once the screen

has been completed. The program

will pause at line 980 until the

return key is pressed, so allowing

the tape to be positioned before

recording starts.

VDU 21 and VDU 6 disable, and

then enable the VDU drivers so the

message 'record then return' and

the file name are not printed on the

screen, or dumped to tape.
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Microware presents
the latestne^vs^
onBBC
N.B. 40/80 Format Switch - call for information

Reports are coming in that

Microware, the authorised dealers

forBBC and Epson, are being inundated

with orders and enquiries from BBC micro

owners. It is believed that this unprecedented

activity is the result of

the wide range of

products on offer and

the competitive pricing

policy of the company.
The most dramatic

recent development is

the exclusive ZL range

of floppy drive sub-

systems.

Further news items, of interest to BBC micro users, are

the Hantarex monochrome monitors with green or

amber screen options, A full range of Epson printers are

available from stock, including the

RX 80 at £295 and the FX 80
andMX 100. High quality

Dysan and Memorex floppy

Type\|^ Capacity

inMFM
Capacity

BBCinFM
No. of files

on BBC
Price Members

discount%
ZL141B 250K lOOK 31 175.00 10

ZL141 250K lOOK 31 225.00 5

ZLH2 500K 200K 62 315.00 5

ZL241B 500K 200K 62 220.00 10

ZL241 500K 200K 62 265.00 5

ZL242 1Mb 400K 124 415.00 5

ZL291B 1Mb 400K 62 290.00 10

ZL291 1Mb 400K 62 355.00 5

ZL292 2Mb 800K 124 575.00 5

DFS Manual

-

- Format disk available.

diskettes start at £L62 and are always

available.

(DMicroware
Showroom: 637 HoUoway Rd London N.19
Telephone 01-272 6398/6237. Telex 297598



COLOUR-FILL
Interactive computer painting is

much in vogue in advertising and

television where expensive hardware

is used lo generate images from

scratch, or enhance them. The

technique uses a lightpen. or

similar device, lo select colour from

a menu and 'paint' on the screen.

In this sense, the lightpen replaces

the artist's brush, and can even

simulate the texture of brushstrokes.

All this may sound very exotic

and expensive, but the BBC micro

can imitate these systems. The

basic requirements of interactive

painting are: to define or drav^

outlines {Acorn User, June); to

colour these regions from a menu
of colours.

The colour photos with this

article show convoluted regions

being filled by different colour fill

algorithms. Another requirement is

to be able to extend the colour

range available on a device by

mixing or 'dithering' colours, as

shown in the dragonfly illustrations,

A later article will deal with mixing

and drawing using a joystick to

produce these pictures.

This article will examine how to

fill regions using just flat colour.

Four algorithms are presented, two

use a queuing technique and two

use recursion (July issue). It is

worth reiterating that BBC Basic is,

as far as we are aware, the first

dialect of this language to

implement recursion.

Filling the interior of a closed

region can be done using the

triangular fill facility (PLOT 80-87).

However, not all closed figures can

be easily filled using this as the

computer must have detailed

knowledge of the shape of the

region being plotted. For example,

to fill any regular or irregular

polygon, given an ordered sequence

of vertices, we can use the simple

expedient of moving to any point

within the interior before plotting to

each vertex (figure 1). Colour fill

then proceeds at the same time as

tracing the boundary. Life becomes
more complicated, however, when

such a figure contains a hole or

concavities. We end up with a

filling technique that depends on

the shape of the figure. Imagine

Jim McGregor and
Alan Watt explain

colour fill routines and
give several examples,

including the new
PLOT commands

Figure 1 . Plotting and filling a

polygon using triangles

Figure 2. Colour fills must cope with
convoluted regions

trying to define a sequence of

triangle filling operations that would

colour the castle pictured.

Anyway, in interactive painting

the outline will have been drawn

before the colour fill takes place

and clearly we want to be able to

fill any region no matter how
convoluted (figure 2). Such

algorithms allow us to draw a

closed region and select a colour

to fill it

Algorithms that fill the interior of

any closed figure are sometimes

called 'flood-fill' algorithms and

work by assuming the region to be

filled is delineated by a boundary

of pixels in a non-background

colour and that the interior of the

region is '4-Gonnected'. This means
all pixels within the region can be

reached one from the other by a

sequence of any of the movements

up, down, left and hght.

There are two approaches to this

problem; one is recursive, and the

other uses a FIFO (first in, first out)

queue. The simplest colour fill

algorithm we can design is

recursive. We start from an arbitrary

point working outwards to adjacent

points, eventually visiting the whole

region (algorithm 1). If, however,

you insert the procedure in a

program, it will work only for very

small regions. For larger regions,

the program will terminate with the

error message 'no room' because a

long sequence of recursive

procedure calls have been entered

and not yet terminated.

To see how this happens, look at

the configuration ot pixels shown in

figure 3. If we start the fill process

by calling PROCfillfrom with

parameters that specify pixel 1 ,
the

tree of procedure activations shown
in figure 4 is created. This process

will continue and as the pixels in

the region are visited, the tree of

procedure activations will get

deeper and deeper. A procedure

call will be terminated only at a

dead end, for example at pixel 4.

Each time a procedure is activated,

storage space is used up for

holding parameters, local variables

and a record of where to return to

when the procedure is terminated.

This space is freed only when the

procedure terminates.

There is thus a limit lo the depth

to which the recursion can be

extended, and for a region of any

size the limit will soon be

encountered. Notice also that in

this example when a long chain of

recursive calls is eventually

terminated, most of the other

recursive calls that then take place

will be unnecessary and will

terminate immediately. This re-

dundancy is, however, necessarv if
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\^A M ^^ The London ACORN-BBC
Atom:
Full hardware and software support.

BBC:
Model A £299

Model B £399

Memory up-grades £21 ,99

Repair service and component supply-

Printers:

SelkoshalOO £215

Epson MX80FT/3 £385
SCM Daisywheel £485

Cassettes:
Matched Cassette Recorders £26

Monitors:
12" Green Screen

{Hitachi/Phoenix) £110
12" Colour (Kaga) £255
14" Colour (BMC/Cable) £255

Discs:

TEAC40-track £199

Shugart twin 40-track £299

TORCH dua! disc drive with Z80

processor, 64K RAM, CP/M and

FREE software £780

Eprom programmer:
Specially designed (or BBC. Programs

1 2 different Eproms including 271 28.

Includes screen software £95

(dealer enquiries invited)

Add 15% VAT to all prices. Carriageexlra.

Centre
Suppliers to Schools and Colleges

Maintenance Contractors
Tapes:
Top Tape; see adverts in Radio Times,

OFF Records beats all published prices.

Stationery:

Moore Paragon main agents. Large

selection of continuous stationery,

forms and labels.

Books:
Browse through the Computer Book
Department for educational, scientific

and business applications.

COMPUTER HOUSE
58 BatterseaRlse

Clapham Junction

London SW111HH
Telephone 01-223 7730

5t JOHNS hILL

.*J

i Winuwi IrBTP HR tlillihan Juntdgn
Bvl 19.3', 3B45,flB.(>8. IV, 170. MLi

LAVENDER HrUL

OFF RnraRiM...

(A3. SOUTH CIHCULABI BATTERSEA RISE. SW1I

New Showroom:
OFF Records would expect you to buy

best value. Spend some time in the

relaxed atmosphere of our new
showroom to find out exactly what you

are getting for your money,

OFFware:
CHARAID for the design of a block of 4

characters in any graphics mode
including mode-7. Outputs VDU23
commands, teletext commands and

printer commands to screen or printer

together with actual design. Substantial

software with more than 20 well-

documented commands. Indispensible

for graphics work.

£7.50 p.p. & VAT incl.

ATlLITYcontains seven essential

routines for the disc based Atom:
COPY, -COPYT. -COPYD, -RENAME,
PURGE, -BACKUP. 'AUTORUN,
£25 p.p. & VAT incl.

Vacancy:
OFF Records are looking for a bright

spark with good knowledge of both

software and hardware. Initially a

Saturday job with a view to full-time

employment.

TIMESHARE YOUR COLOUR
MONITOR WITH THE FAMILY

14" £249 inc. VAT
16" £299 inc. VAT

ffiffi^

)3

COLOUR TV
PLUS RGB MONITOR PLUS PAL VIDEO AND AUDIO

PortnTel-LUXOR RGB 37 1

1

EXCELLENT

RESOLUTION

AND GEOMETRY

BBC MICRO LEAD INCLUDED

PORTATEL CONVERSIONS UMITED.

25 SUNBURY CROSS CENTRE.
SUNBURY-ON-THAMES.
MIDDLESEX TW 1 6 7BB

Telephone: Sunbury-onThames 88972

NEWARK VIDEO CENTRE
PRESENTS

SUPER CLEAR COMPUTER
DISPLAY-AND A TV!!!

AN RGB MONITOR
WITH TV RECEPTION

141'

16"

16"

20"

22"

26"

A2102/5/RGB £275.00

B3104/RGB £299.00

B3404/RGB
B6100/RGB
B7100/RGB
B8400/RGB

£350.00

£365.00

£399.00

£465.00

REMOTE
CONTROL

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 12 MONTH WARRANTY,
A 6 PIN DIN LEAD AND CARRIAGE.

GRUNDIG TV's - GRUNDIG APPROVED DESIGN
EDUCATIONAL AND QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

AVAILABLE

For further detai/s — Mon-Sat:

NEWARK VIDEO CENTRE LTD
108 London Road, Balderton
Newark, Notts NG24 3AQ

Tel: 0636 71475
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PAINTING

the algorithm Is to cater tor a

convoluted region. With a large

memory the simple recursive

algorithm might be usable, but on a

micro, it is unsatisfactory.

Algorithm 2 is non-recursive and

uses a FIFO queue. This is shown

in the course of filling our castle,

although vje have only included a

pair ol circles in the program that

drives the algorithm.

Filling proceeds with 'diagonal

wavefronts' and the algorithm is a

little more complex than the first.

PROCfilllrom is initiated from a start

point which is coloured and added

to a queue (by calling PROCfill).

PROCfillfrom then repeatedly takes

the first point from the queue and
examines each of the neighbouring

N, S, E and W points (by calling

PROCfill for each in turn). Each

time PROCfill is called, it colours

the point given {if not already

coloured) and adds that point to

the end of the queue. Adding to the

queue in this way ensures the point

will subsequently be removed from

the queue and its neighbours

examined.

The reason the queue is made a

FIFO is to ensure duplicated points

are quickly removed to prevent the

queue becoming too large. If for

example we made the queue an

ordinary stack (LIFO or last in first

out) it would gradually grow and

run out of memory.
For the queue, we use two

arrays, one for x-coordinate and

one for y-coordinates. Two variables

indicate the positions of the 'first'

and 'last' items in the queue. The

arrays are treated as circular, so

when the end of the queue reaches

the end of the arrays, the queue is

'wrapped around' and continued

into the free space at the start of

the arrays. PROCfillfrom repeatedly

takes the next point from the queue
until it is empty. Although algorithm

1 only works for small regions and

algorithm 2 is slow, both are worthy

of study because of their simplicity.

A common provision in graphics

systems that operate with a raster

scan display (eg a TV) is a

horizontal fill facility. This will

typically be given the (x,y)

coordinates of a point and will

colour-fill pixels to the left and right

of the given pixel as long as these

pixels are in the background

colour.

On the BBC micro, the 0.1

(D®

®®

fillfrom ((?)]

tillfrom ^5)j

filiffom

Figure 3. Pixel configuration

(Jllfrom JQ)j
- ^-^'''^ Figure 4. Procedure

""^^°'^ m activations tree

200
210
220
230
2A0
250
260
270

DEF PROCfiLL-fromCx,/)
IF POINT<x,y)>0 THEN ENDPROC
PLOT 69,x,y
PROCf iLLfromCx,y+4)
PROCf

i

tLfromCx^y-4)
PROCf iLLfrom(x+4,y)
PROCf ULfromCx-4,y)

ENDPROC

Algorithm 1. Simple recursive colourfill- only suitable
forlarge machines

10
20
30
40
50
60
70

90
100
110
120
130
140
150

200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310

330
340
350
360
370

390
400
410
420
430

450
460
470
480
490

INPUT "RADII", r1,r2
MODE 1

GCOL 0,1
PR0CcircLe(r1,640,512)
PR0CcircLeCr2,640,512)
PROCfi LLf rom(640+Cr1 + r2)/2,512)
END

DEF PROCci rcLeCr,xc,yc)
LOCAL t

MOVE xc+r,yc
FOR t=1Q TO 360 STEP 10

DRAW xc+r*COSCRAD(t)),yc+r*SIN(RADCt))
NEXT t

ENDPROC

DEF PROCfi Ufrom(startx,starty)
DIM queuex(500), queuey(500)

first=1 : last=0
PROCf iLLCstartx,starty)
REPEAT
PROCunqueue
PR0CfULCx,y+4)
PR0CfiUCx,y-4)
PR0CfnLCx+4,y)
PR0CfiLUx-4,y)

UNTIL f irst=<Last+1) MOD 500
ENDPROC

DEF PROCf iLLCx,y)
IF POINT(x,y)>0 THEN ENDPROC
PLOT 69,x,y
PROCqueije(x,y)

ENDPROC

DEF PROCq,ueueCx,y)
Last=CLast+1)M0D500
queuex( Last)=x
queuey(Last)=y

ENDPROC

DEF PROCunqueue
x=queuexCf 1 rst)
y=queueyCf irst)
f irst=Cf irst+1)MOD500

ENDPROC

Algorithm 2. Single pixel FIFO queue
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Mixing colours extends the range available.
In this case, three shades have been mixed in mode

Operating system did not provide a
horizontal fill, but this was rectified

in later versions with a new set of

PLOT instructions.

Algorithm 3 uses recursion again
and also uses the new feature of

OS 1 .2. Because the recursion

operates on 'units' of lines rather

than individual pixels, the algorithm

can be implemented on micros.

Note from the colour illustration

that the filling now proceeds with

'horizontal wavefronts'. As we have
seen already, the simple recursive

approach leads to problems
involving the depth o! the recursion

and the queue method is

preferable. However, a recursive

approach is possible for moderately
sized regions. Although this also

involves a new problem with

recursion, this can be easily

overcome. Incidentally, you should
not be impatient if this algorithm

appears to stop without filling the

complete region. The recursive

procedure calls take time to

'unwind'.

First, we present a Basic
procedure that implement a
horizontal fill without the new PLOT
commands. The method is vital for

OS 0.1 and can be seen as an
explanation of using the new PLOT
facilities presented later.

A call of PROCfillalong will first

colour-fill to the right of the given

pixel until a non-background point

is encountered. The same is done
to the left. Both scans are carried

out using the subsidiary procedure
PROCdirectionfill whose parameter
'dir' indicates the direction of the

scan. As a result of calling

PROCfillalong, the two non-local

variables 'leftx' and 'rightx' are set

to values indicating the extent of

the strip that was filled. The value of

'xstep' will indicate the width of a

pixel which will depend on the

graphics mode. For example, in

mode 1, 'xstep=4'. PROCfillalong is

called from PROCfillfrom which is

given a point, and starts by filling
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PAINTING

These pictures show a complete
colour fill; algorithm 2 in action

(note diagonal wavefronts);

algorithm 3 as sky is coloured with

horizontal wavefront; algorithm 4
(note difference between action

of 3 and 4)

the horizontal strip in which the

point specified by its parameters

lies. It then calls itself recursively to

fill from each pixel above and

below the strip just filled. In this

procedure we have committed the

venial sin of using a GOTO. We
would like to write the main loop

as:

FOR scanx = leftx TO rightx

STEP xstep

PROCfillfrom(scanx, y + ystep)

PROCfintrom(scanx, y - ystep)

NEXT scanx

but this will produce the error

message 'too many FORs'. This is

because a recursive procedure call

200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430

DEF PROCfULfromCx^y)
LOCAL Leftx, rightx, scanx

IF POINTCx,y)>0 THEN ENDPROC
PROCfniaLong(x,y)
scanx=Lef tx

PROCf
i
LLf rem C scanx, y+y step)

PROCf ill from (scanx, y-y step)
scanx=scanx+xstep

IF scanx<=rightx nOTO 2S0
ENDPROC
DEF PROCfiLLaLongCx,y)
LOCAL nextx

PROCdirectionfiLLCx,y,xstep)
rightx=nextx-xstep
PR0Cdirectionf1LlCx,y,-xstep)
Lef tx=nextx+xstep

ENDPROC
DEF PROCdirectionfiLL(x,y,dir)

nextx = x

REPEAT
PLOT 69, nextx,

y

nextx=nextx+di r

UNTIL POINT(nextx,y)>n
ENDPROC

Algorithm 3a. Horizontal line fill using recursion

DIV 256

300 DEF PROCfiUaLong(x,y)
310 PLOT 77,x,y
320 X%=CPbLock : Y%=CPbLock
330 A%=S0D : CALL 8FFF1
340 leftx=(!CPbLock AND 65535)
350 nghtx=(!(CPbLock+4) AND 65535)
360 ENDPROC

Algorithm 3b. Using the new PLOT77 command
in PROCfillalong
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PAINTING

is appearing inside a FOR
statement and any FOR statement
entered during a recursive call

behaves as if it was inside the outer

FOR statement. The FOR nesting

limit is 10 which is soon
encountered. Also presented is an
alternative version of PROCfitlalong

that uses PLOT 77 for horizontal fill,

now described. The statement
PLOT 77, X, y scans left and right

from the pixel specified by x and y
until it reaches the last background
point in both direcions. A line is

drawn between the two points

reached. The rightmost point

becomes the 'current graphics

point', and the leftmost one the

previous graphics point We now
need to set 'leftx' to the x-

coordinate of the previous graphics

point and 'rightx' to the x-

coordinate of the current graphics

point For this we use the OSWORD
call at lines 320 and 330. This uses
a block of store declared at the

start of the program by:

5 DIM CPblockS

You need not understand the

details of OSWORD. The above
version of PROCfillalong is exactly

equivalent to that described earlier,

although faster.

It is worth mentioning briefly

another PLOT command that could
be used to speed up execution of

the loop in PROCfillfrom {lines 250
to 280). The statement PLOT 92, x y
searches pixels to the right of (x,y)

for a background point and sets

the last non-background point

reached as the current graphics
position. Use of this in the last

algorithm would reduce the delays

while the recursion 'unwinds'.

Finally, note that all recursive fill

algorithms can run out of room for

large or highly convoluted regions.

The horizontal fill methods described

here could all be reorganised to

use a queue. This approach is

taken in algorithm 4 which also

makes use of PLOT 92. Note the

difference in filling patterns

between algohthms 3 and 4.

McGregor and Watt's new book,
The BBC micro book: Baslcsound
and graphics has now been
published by Addison-Wesley
at £7.95

"""""'""'-'•—"-
™- „e„ P.OT oo..an.3

5

6

200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310

320
330
340

350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420

430
440
450
460
470

480
490
500
510
520

530
540
550
560
570
580
590

DIM CPbLock 8
f^lM fromxq(100),toxq(100),yq(i00)
I>EF PROCfULfromCx^y)

PROCfiLLaLongCx,y)

PR0Cunqueue3

PROCcheckaLong(y-ystep)
UNTIL first=Last+1

ENDPROC

t>EF PROCcheckalong(y)
LOCAL nextx

IF POINT(fromx,y)=n thpw

PROCfiLLaLongCnextx^y)
PR0Cqueue3(Leftx, rightx y)
PROCfindbackCnextxJ) '^

nextx=backx
UNTIL nextx>tox

ENDPROC

DEF PR0Cqueue3(fx,tx,y)
Last=(last+1)M0D 100

ENDPROC

DEF PR0Cunqueue3
fromx=fromxqCfirst)
y=yqCfirst)

ENDPROC

tox=toxq(first)

100

DEF PROCfiUaLongCx,y)
PLOT 77,x,y '^

A^-i^n.^^^"" = Y%=CPbLock DIV 256A%-&Od : CALL 8FFF1
l-eftx=(!cPbtock AND 65535)

END^r'Sc'^""''''''^^^^^^^
and 65535)

DEF PROCfindbackCx.y)
PLOT 92,x,y
X%=CPbLock

: Y%=

600
610
620
630
640
650 ENDPROC

A%=80D : CALL SFFF1
backx=(!(cPbtock+4)

CPbLock DIV 256

AND 65535)+xst ep
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Software News
BBC SOFTWABE

front the professionals

This program is a highly accurate computer simulation of the flight of the Space Shuttle Columbia from the

initial countdown through the launch period, the launch itself and into a stable orbit. The crafl may be

manoeuvred within the orbit and then dropped out to finally fly through the atmosphere to a safe touchdown.

The attraction of this simulation is its authenticity. So far as is possible, it follows the actual parameters of the

first Columbia flight with only one or two minor exceptions. Tfie shuttle, of course, starts its flight pointed

vertically into the sky and carries a huge fuel tank to provide the fuel for its three main engines in addition to the

solid fuel rockets which provide the major thrust to lift it off the ground. Two minutes into the flight the rockets are

jettisoned, having burned all their fuel. The count-down for take off starts at T-20 seconds. At T-10 seconds the

shuttle motors start firing, but the shuttle remains tethered until T = 0. When the shuttle blasts off, the pilot must

guide the craft into its orbit by controlling its attitude and track. A number of guidance controls are supplied,

together, of course, with control of the shuttle motors' thrust.

The simulation may be started at one of three points in time: either at take off, at a point where the Columbia
is in a stable orbit round the earth, or finally, prior to landing. Measurements of speed, fuel and so on may be

selected for either Metric or Imperial measurements. All of the physical forces which acted upon the actual flight

are taken into account. One departure from fact has been included in that the two solid fuel rockets have had their

thrusts increased from 26 to 36 million Newtons so as to give the pilot an increased latitude for error. In other

words to make the take off easier.

A fascinating program, the more so because it follows fact so closely. Available for the Model B

Tape version El 4.95

Inclusive of V. A. T. but plus 50p P & P (if ordered alone).

TEL: [0424] 220391/223636 MOUMERXLTD
A J HARDING (MOLIMERX)

1 BUCKHURST ROAD, TOWN HALL SQUARE, BEXHILL-ON-SEA, EAST SUSSEX.

SOFTWARE CATALOGUE A4 size stamped addressed envelope for 17p.

TELEX 86736 SOTEXG
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DISCS

M ACCESSAND
BASIC II

THIS article deals mainly with disc

systems. Although tape can be
used to hold data, it suffers from

several failings. First, it is only

practical to use one file at a time.

Second, speed of access is slow

and, perhaps most importantly, only

sequential files can be used.

As an example, consider the

simple problem of how to hold a

name, address, and phone number
in a file as A$, B$, and A%.
One option is to use a so-called

sequential file, where the sets of

data are saved in turn; thus

PRINT* X%,A$,B$,A%, (X% is the

channel number explained later.)

Some form of loop and data

statements could set up the file, or

a simple routine of inputs, followed

by PRI NT#, This, however, has
several drawbacks. To find one of

these sets means going through

the whole lot until the correct one is

found. Changing one set or part of

a set causes chaos -the whole file

needs to be loaded, the correction

made, and then all saved again,

This is necessary because the data

is packed together; if one item is

lengthened it will overwrite the next,

if it is shortened, an error will occur

when trying to read the next item.

Simple variables such as A$ are no

longer acceptable; to hold all the

data in memory, dimensioned
variables are needed, with a

dimension at least equal to the

number of sets of data.

This last point moves us to

another problem, memory space. A
lengthy program, one with a lot of

data, will soon run out of memory in

anything other than mode 7. But

there is a way round many of these

problems - random access files.

Random access files store data

on the disc In a set format. This is

established in advance, usually

based on the longest likely string.

Consider how data is stored on a

disc. Real variables (eg A, PHONE)
are stored in six 'bytes', &FF,

followed by the five bytes of its

value. Integer vanables are stored

as five bytes, &40, plus the four

byte value. Thus both forms of

numeric variable are of fixed length.

Richard Harris

puts the record
straight on file

handling and the
new Basic

String variables are held as &00,

then a byte equal to the length of

the string, then the string itself.

Thus string variables are the

difficult ones! Note that it is the

storage pattern which would cause

an error if sequential file strings are

shortened. The interpreter would

expect &00, &40 or &FF to follow,

depending on which sort of

variable came next. If a byte of an

incorrect value is found, a 'type

mis-match' error results-

Let's take an example for string

variables. It might be that 30

characters is chosen as the

maximum name length for a string

variable and 80 for the address.

With the sets we need, the strings

take 80+2 and 30+2. whilst the

number takes five bytes. This is a

total of 119 bytes per set - not

ideal, but more on that later.

Now for the most important

feature of random access files. It is

possible to move a pointer to any
position within that file, and load

data from that point; this assumes
the first byte pointed to is the

correct one of &00, &40 or &FF as

previously explained. Thus any one
set can be picked out by moving

the pointer in multiples of 119,

starting at 0, not 1 . Indeed only one
item need be read, if the pointer is

moved a further 32, then 82 bytes.

Just as important is that any one
item can be changed, by moving

the pointer to the correct point and
printing the new value. Numenc
variables are no problem as long

as a real variable is not written to a

place formerly an integer! The only

proviso is that strings do no!

exceed the set maximum length. If

they are shortened no problems
arise; the length byte is changed
accordingly.

The overall advantage of this is

that the size of the program is of

much less concern, and the

amount of data irrelevant, assuming

the disc has enough capacity. This

allows space to write a long 'user

friendly' program.

We can now have a brief look at

what the various Basic commands
do. The first one needed is

OPENOUT;

X%=OPENOUT("address")

X% is the channel number given to

a file which the operating system

has made available for data. Up to

five files can be used at any one

time - trying to open more causes

an error. OPENOUT opens a new
file and if a file of that name already

exists, it is deleted. A file name (in

this case address) is entered into

the disc catalogue and 64 sectors

of the disc are reserved for that file.

If 64 consecutive sectors are not

free an error results. The only

exception is when a previous file is

deleted; the length of that is used.

Now, 64 sectors is equal to 16k

bytes, so if two files are opened,

they will be 64 sectors apart. Note,

however, that as soon as the file is

closed any unused sectors o( those

64 are free for other files, more on

this later.

OPENOUT also sets two further

Basic keywords, PTR# and EXT#;

PTR# X%=119*n
length%=EXT# X%

X% is again ihe channel number.

PTR# is how the pointer referred to

earlier is controlled. Thus if n=1 in

the above example, the pointer will

be moved to byte number 1 19 (the

120th byte, since is the first).

EXT# holds the current length of

the file; after OPENOUT it will be 0,

since no data has been saved. It is

not set to the end of 64 sectors;

they are only reserved for use if

wanted. Thus PTR# is used to

move around random access files,

whilst EXT# can rest whether the

end of a file has been reached, or

will be reached. For example;

IF (PTR# X%)+119 > EXT# X%
THEN . ..
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SOFTWARE - Programs ihai are guaranieed lo luni Save hours ol work and worry with

Ihps(r iiKlities and praiiiical programs on casselte oi disc

Double enrry 4 columns wirli accounts

Complements CASHBOOK uvith ageing & analysis

Holds 21 B addresses System wilh 6 opiions,

2 Sons, Labels, 2 Searches & Update
In two pans to handle weekly or monltily PAVE & Nl

lor lOOemployBes Supported
Eilra (No VAT|
Database' Calcsheet with up 10 255 columns, string

or numeric data, sorts, searches, calculations, with

full print facility

Emra |No VAT)
Beat Bruce Forsyth at his own game
Fast moving game simutalion of a minefield

Word game French, German, Italian Spanish

PaoBr printout of large leil & graphics

Graphic maps of U K ,
EUROPE & WORLD

Calculate distance between any two places
Full colour flags of the world Siqocsltons

Sialislics ofltinng over 30 results

PROC to search a BASIC program & alter it

PROC 10 list variables used in a program
PROC to clear Resident Integer Variables

A combination of programs 501 , 503 8. 503
Design, display 81 store graphic characlers

IVJachme code son for up to 255 mlegets
A very fast BASIC sort 1 000 items in 42s
A Cominalion ot 501 to 507 Siiperbvakie

Second language ROM for either OS
ROM Superb (asl & easy Wotdprocessor OS 1

Various titles (or It^e BBC Micro from |No VAT)

C12 Computer quality ba«ed m 10's

MEMOREX Soft Sectored 40 track 5 35'

FX80F T, 160CPS.3F0UNT5 Graphics
GP 100a Printer SOcps. 80 columns, iractor

Sliinlire Disc drives suitable tor BBC Micro with

Power supply. Format disc & Manual
Single Sided, 40 Track OTHERS AVAILABLE
SiamlCBS steel supporl protects your micro

ADD VAT TO ALL PRICES, FOR COPY ON DISC ADD El .50

NO PACKING CHARGE.

If you want further information before parting with your hard

earned cash send for our new brochure to:-

Micro-Aid (AU)

25 Fore Street. Praze, Camborne, Cornwall TR14 OJX,

Tel 0209-831274

m? CASHBOOK
uiri LEDGER
104 MAILIIVG

lOfi PAYROLL
(WorMI

lOSa Manual
106 MEMO CALC

lOfla Manual
?01 CARDS
vm BATTLE
?fi;i HANGMAN
301 BANNER
302 DISTANCES

303 FLAGS
304 STATPAK
FiOl SEARCHBAS
50? PROCVAR
fini PROCFLUSH
504 PROCAID
Mlh DEFCHR
hOH SOHTM. C
507 SORTBAS
SOH UTILITY A
BOO FORTH
601 WORDW1SE

701 BOOKS

801 CASSETTES
810 DISCS

Wl NEW EPSON
905 SEIKOSHA
910 NEWTEAC

TOOK
9Z0 VDU STAND

£5 95 R
£5 95 6

£5 95 B

Z13 90 B
£2 50

£9 95 B
£2 00
£2 95 A H
£2 95 R
£7 95 R
£2 95 A 3

£3 95 R

£ 3.95 H
£8 95 B
C 1 95 A H
£ 1 95 A B
£ 1 00 A B
£3 45 A B
£ 295 A R
£ 1 00 A B
£ 1 00 A B
£5 95 A B
£34 74 H
£34 74 B

£6 95

£4 50
£1995

£379 00
£195.00

£193.00
£1995

miero-JIid expand
to serve you

NEW TEAC SLIMLINE DISC DRIVES NEW
(Cased with their own Power Supply,

Manual & Format Disc)

100k £199.00 -200k £265.00

400k £345.00 - 800k £619.00

NEW EPSON FX-80 PRINTER NEW
leOcps, 40, 80 or 137 columns.

Elite, pica, italic, proportional and
emphasised text in three sizes and

nine languages. Tractor, roll or

sheet paper feeds.

RRP £379.00

EPSON RX

80 PRINTER

£279

VISIT US ON STAND 7

AT THE ACORN USER
EXHIBITION

AID at last!
Assembler Interactive Debug for your BBC Micro

withDUALSCREEN"
Essential for beginners

'Invaluable for experts

AID IS a unique machine code
onvtronm^nr tor the BBC micro which
brings the user friendHnesa of BASIC to
the yt/or/d otmachine code.
CdpablFol ^upporlmg ihr dpvplbpmemorihe most
ndyanci'ii mActiioe caae programt ii i^ dlso the

«4»n1ial companion lothe romplstebsg inner

FUo mo't du iuBchinv code proyrani^ f>avF To div
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happen 6d AID vviM ejiecur« ihcm an in^irui^iun at it U'n
diia55ernbJpdpfpg^anilJ4tina''^9P^''*^*"'^^***^h*"B'"ff'*9**^
For Ehe experienced t^ro^fdmrneF AID provides a Nrsi cl0» mc
progrum development lime Sm^le ^leppmg. breakpojnis, regitl

cotte iniicrtLDi leacure iar advanced appJicBlion^ Plui nl

proflram tcreen and AID' t debugging screen

ty displaykng .^

nihe pfQce^sor
ir With a hntr of Bt^vunced laciliires to cui
ir and memory /nodilication and a unrque

PLiALSCHEEN aimbjitaneous support at your

?ar
Ctfl, rJiii.j nrJir nLl iliii

lic^^ilH'fJjkuu^il ana luaijrrtrr

irtUicaltoni Auionidlif, diHaise-nbiy Pioni
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li!,i IdtiNry RfJiuriie iirrmovc tJn?Hiii) jrvij Continm'
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PiuviiiM&anclrtirrerLrttiiirfistDrsliiluS'MpJ^yb A
X.Y.SanriPCisyj'ilefiplusflflgti.i-.

S'ngfe ^Eepphng ol progpflmv vn-ih cycNtai

dif^d&iiUinliiv tistm [jr^Vii^ub^ tif^'i-nt ^nn
d^TirifllioH mBiPumnn adrfrfrfttes A^jiomntir

iI|i<lmI">^1ii-|| lii^itsiou

Mode 7 BcrHiTn with procufisciE staT^iS ififSpl^v

Juyidrr. rUbiin^cmbler iHWplJW mgicjn. c,oir\rt\3ni\

tirifl.'BpearNneand AiOmPssdflefmt
DUAISCRFFN L^ultimnnc rflcnvidrv nl pruqrarn
^rrferinripinHi-"""J TriEiy andu^r tnrrrnarnl

AllFjp mr.Miio'y dltei pracyssoi Jogi^lE-rii oi "ivtin

TlagtMt^
fntry tiyCAl.i I'oiT. HA&lt pmqtflm DtC[jmmdn,f
IwBl clean rtiurn 1q BASIC prouriimal mnrh""

RelGc-iiabri-WhthAfD'fcreliji dio-^icii^itT

TirslPd*iTtiU&0 Tdr^dT?
Comprehensive uss' n Lucie

DUALSCREEN Js ihe uniqut
other debugging pFograms
an esseriTial pari al the debugging p'oi

feature of AID which i

e code hreakpoml, berore ir

licallv re-e&l4blisbr« v-^i

flchie^ied vmiih only 1 ^K addHional screer> c

available tor developing msch

h If. in he able in man
giin*i screen wheneve
liskFig lis owr> mode 7 -,

icodegraphi

es it stand out from all

Jnve yraphiCb dk^ylavb, and lh.ii

•n as ibe program ejreculps AiO
ed eiThei at CALL bom SASIC »t

fhen yOEr relurn la your program
It ruc

sstpc

The most advanced machine code A.I.D. yet for

aspiring machine code programmers or experts!

LINCOLN DepTDP2, 22 LaganWalk

Ml _->^.,^^n.„-r Peel Hall

Microsystems ManchesterM225WG £15
includes

VAT
andp&p

Mole Computer Products Ltd

offer

BBC Microcomputer
Compatible

Disk Drives

MOLE lOOSUBSYSTEM MOLE 200 SUBSYSTEM

Single drive 1 x lOOK
£173 + VAT

Dual drive 2 x 200K:

£346 + VAT

MOLE 300 SUBSYSTEM MOLE 400 SUBSYSTEM

Single drive 1 x 200K
£193+ VAT

Dual drive 2 x 200K
£386 + VAT

MOLE 500 SUBSYSTEM MOLE 600 SUBSYSTEM

Single drive 1 x 400K
£243 + VAT

Dual drive 2 x 400K
£486 + VAT

Utility disk and start up information £5 + VAT

Fully compatible with your BBC microcomputer
Powered from your BBC microcomputer
Cased in a cream metal case, complete with all

necessary cables and connectors.

Please add £6.80 p &. p per system, and allow approximately
28 days for delivery.

We do NOT supply the disk interface.
For further information send s.a.e. to:-

Mote Computer Products Ltd, 1 St. Albans Road
Kingston-upon-Thames, Surrey. KT2 5HQ
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10 DEF PRDC£aveCL%'J
20 LOCAL J-/., K'/.

30 RESTORE 120
40 FOR J-/.= i TO 8

50 READ Ky.;;PTR» X-/-=L-/.+K%
£0 PRINTtt X-/-,m(.J%')
70 NEXT
80 PTR# X-/.=Ly.-i-13G
'30 PRINTfl: X%,fl-/.(:i),fl%(:2),fl5if3^,qy.f4-j

nS ENDPROc'""^*^""'^''
X%=.Ly..251

= PRINT« xy.

120 DflTfl 0,17, 29, 46, 148,152, 175,166
1 o u

140 DEF PROCloadCjy.-)
150 LQCPL K%,LS
160 RESTORE 120
170 FOR Ly-=1 TO 8
180 READ Ky.~

190 PTRtt XV.=J%+Ky.
200 INPUT** X%, P*(Ly.)
210 NEXT
220 PTRtt X:i=J%+195

24^ IZ""/^^^^^^^
Listing 1.

Another keyword Is provided to

detect the end of a file, EOF#; eg

REPEAT . , . UNTIL EOF* X%

EOF* returns a true value when the

end of the file is reached, otherwise

a false value is returned.

A further variety of OPEN is

available, which seems to bfe the

cause of most confusion, called

OPENIN. Note that OPENUP in

Basic II is exactly the same as

OPENIN in Basic I. Basic II has

also got OPENIN, but with a

different meaning. First, OPENIN/
OPENUP again assign a channel

number to the named file; they do
not create a new file. Each of these

commands allows previously-saved

data to be read or changed. They

also allow extra data to be added to

the end of the file. OPENIN sets

PTR* to but EXT* is now set to

the length of the file.

In theory there are no restrictions

on extending a file except the size

of the disc. In practice, a file can

only be extended up till the next

one. If a program is saved

immediately after a data file, no

extension is possible unless the

program is deleted, if unlimited

extension is needed, a blank disc

should be used initially, and

nothing else saved on it (or

*COMPACT used). If more than one

file is needed, all should be

OPENOUTed together (which will

space them 64 sectors apart) and

then nothing else put on the disc.

Larger files can be set up with

"SAVE (DFS manual),

OPENIN in Basic II only allows

reading; changing or adding to the

file is prevented.

The last few commands are the

easiest to follow. They allow

reading and whting to the disc;

INPUT* X%,A$,B$.A%
inputs 3 variables

PRINT* X%,A$,B$,A%
writes 3 variables

A%=BGET#X% and BPUT*X%,A%
read and write one byte. With

random access files the following

approach is needed;

Y%-1 1 9*n:PTR* X%-Y%:
INPUT* X%,A$

PTR# X%-Y%+32:INPUT* X%,

B$
PTR* X%-Y%+1 1 4: IN PUT* X%,

A%

This is a simple example to cope

with our data. A more complex set

of read and print data sets is given

by listing 1

.

This is very similar to the simple

example, but uses DATA statements

to set the value of PTR*. The initial

value of PTR* is set by the

procedure parameter. Note also the

apparently wasted printing of in

line 100. This brings us to how the

operating system works, and the

final, important Basic command
CLOSE*.

Data manipulation is not done

directly on disc. Blocks of 256

bytes are transferred into memory,

are read or changed and then

printed back to the disc. The next

256 bytes are then brought into

memory. This produces the greatest

speed and efficiency if the data of

one variable does not cross this

256 'barrier'. Indeed, sets of data

should be kept within these 256

byte blocks (starting at 0), eg 64 or

128, etc, bytes per set of data.

Listing 1 needs almost 256 bytes

for each set; the final PRINT* X%,0

Is to ensure the full 256 bytes are

used and that the next set starts in

the correct place.

Any changes to these 256 bytes

will not be transferred to disc until

the next set is read in, which would

lead to problems at the end of a

program, with 256 bytes left in

memory. The command CLOSE*
X% closes the file with channel

number X%, so no further data

transfer can take place; it also

ensures the last 256 bytes are

correctly put on disc. CLOSE*
closes all open files. It is essential

to use CLOSE* at the end of a

program, and not simply escape or

break.

It is perhaps worth mentioning a

further advantage of random

access files, A pointer can be
saved with each set of data, which

if loaded into PTR# points to the

next related set; thus an

alphabetical series (for example)

can be obtained quickly without

having to enter the sets in order,

A few final points on data

storage. First, the operating system

contains routines to do all of the

above from machine code.

However, with programs highly

dependant on disc access, the disc

transfer rate is usually the limiting

speed factor. If very fast sorting

from disc is needed, a different

approach must be used. *LOAD
and *SAVE move data much faster

to and from disc and could be

used to put a large block of data

into memory. This does have

problems though, particularly of

memory size (again!) and ease of

manipulation.
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When all the cowboys have gone

Kansas will

still be here/
The Cowbovs easily recognisable by their exaggerated claims, low,

prices and usually private address. Which means very amateurish

programs rather badly produced and just nothing like what you
expected, that is of course if you are lucky enough to get a copy

which will load in which case try and get it replaced...

How different with Kansas. For starters we've been in the publishing

business from this address for 25 years. But what's more we are the

longest established software publishers in the business, and as such

will still be around long after most of todays crop of cowboys are Ion

gone, which of course we will have to be to stand by our guarantee!

The production is on the finest equipment available, and

actually being able to record a copy on each side of the

cassette at different levels, so to suit the wide variation

of automatic gain controls in cassette players- which

is why Kansas programs load!

t:r^"

The product is professional—with printed labels and
inlay cards in colour.

The service is the best in the country. Every order

is cleared the very same day it is received, whether

cheque or credit card, and despatched by our private

Post Office collection at 4.30 every working day.

All first class and by the quicker metered mail.

Back-up There is always someone on hand should you
have any difficulties or need any advice.

But best of all is our guarantee. Should a program fail,

your fault or ours, it will be replaced absolutely free

of charge, this year, next year or in ten years... It's

guaranteed for life!

This level of service can only be given direct. Kansas programs are therefore not available in shops

They can however be purchased 'over the counter' at our Stand at all the major exhibitions

JUST RELEASED-A brand new Adventure

'-X ^

Ring of time
Legend tells of a time-ring belonging to 2or, an evil

magician of the Middle Ages. Your task is to find it.

Adventurers will find this new one from Kansas more
difficult than the Dracula Island Adventure, with some
unusual twists and very tricky situations.

Again it is a traditional Adventure, completely logical

of course, with all the normal ingredients, with the many
objects and locations always in the same places and
the objects remaining where they are dropped.

Crocodiles, mad monk„ cowled figure, skeleton and the
like, together with the vortex all make your journey more
difficult, if not downright impossible!

The Ring of Time is our second in the Kansas series
for the BBC Micro, and a natural progression, being just
so much more difficult and involved.

But for those who become completely stumped, we
operate a 'Help* service, with either a little or a lot

of help being given over the telephone...

£9.50 all inclusive

If you are a newcomer to Adventures, these are purely logical games
whicfi can take weeks to solve. Dracula Island (£9.50) is a good starter

See us at the ACORN USER EXHIBITION
CUNARD HOTEL AUG 25-28 STAND 10

Recognised Brand Leader in microcomputer software^nsas
^ ^^ Kansas Titw 5Kansas Crty Systems, Unh 3. Sutton Springs Wood, Chesterfield, S44 5XF. Tel. 0246 850357
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BBC OWNERS
Why not consider the HOBBIT FLOPPY TAPE SYSTEM for your computer?

The HOBBIT gives you all the facilities you would expect from a floppy disc at a fraction of the price.

"The HOBBIT takes the drudgery out of using cassettes and with its excellent performance outshines any

cassette recorder I have seen." Personal Computer News.

Brief Specifications

-w- Read/Write speed of 750 BYTES per second

^ Capacity: 1 0IK BYTES per CASSETTE

i^ Average access time 22 seconds

i^ Up to 138 FILES per CASSETTE

"w" Completely automatic-no buttons to press

^ Fully built, boxed and tested. Just plug in and go

^ System can support TWO DRIVES

Available from stock PRICE £135.00 plus VAT

Also available for NASCOM computers PRICE £120.00 plus VAT

£3 p&p. Access and Barclaycard accepted

For more details contact:

Ihnn CnmputEr Praducts
KILN LAKE, LAUGHARNE, CARMARTHEN, DYFED, SA33 4QE. Tel: Laugharne (099 421} 515

»<

EuroCUBE 6502/6809

One small Eurocard -more computer than ever

EuroCUBE is just one, small 100 x I60mm Eurocaid but it

is an Industrial Computei of exceptional power and

versatility.

The user has a choice of 6502 or 6809 niicroprocessors.

Programs can be developed on a full CUBE development

Eurorack or on any other nucroprocessor development

system in a high level language such as Industrial BASIC

or machine code.

EUROCUBE has four memory sockets whose function and

position in memory is fully user selectable. For example,

the first socket might contain a 4KB operating system

EPROM, the second a BBC BASIC interpreter in ROM, the

third the user's BASIC program in whatever size EPROM
IS convenient, and the fourth might contain 8KB of battery

backed non-volatile CMOS RAM.

An on-board calendar clock is also supported by the

battery, and provides the time of day to 1/lOth second

and the date correct for the whole century.

EUROCUBE communicates with the outside world

through 20 digital i/o channels, RS423/RS232 serial port

and the hill CUBE/Acorn data bus through which the

entire CUBE/Acorn range of video, disk, analog, solid

state switches and other peripherals can be controUed.

£139
Exc. VAT. No charge for Operating System Software

Control Universal's new 150 page catalogue and technical overview

is now available free of charge. Please contact us for your copy, or

ring one of our engineering team to discuss your application.

^ A
Control Universal Ltd

The Hardware House

Unit 2, Andersons Coun,

Newnham Road, Cambridge CB3 9EZ

Telephone (0223) 358757
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••COLOUR & PATTERN
DUMPS-—

••

George Hill takes you step-by-stepthrough

to producing hard copyof colourscreens

In a previous article {Acorn User.

June) screen dumps of the on/off

type were covered. The following

conventions used then will be
continued here:

• 'byte' will refer to the byte being

built up to send to the printer;

• X and Y (and X% and Y%) will

refer to screen coordinates;

• X and y (and x% and y%) will refer

to small variations in X and Y

while building up printer bytes.

The problems of mode dumps
and of ^colour', or more accurately

pattern' dumps, are closely allied.

They arise from the number of dots

necessary to give full screen

coverage.

The X direction in mode has a

resolution of 640 pixels per line,

while the resolution in the Y
direction is only 256 pixels per

column. A printer with fewer than

640 dots per line will have to print

the picture 'sideways' (figure 1),

This might indicate that we can
print a full screen dump with only

256 dots per line, but distortion

would result because mode
pixels are rectangular. To illustrate

this, try program 1. The horizontal

line is twice as wide as the vertical

one. Thus we need two dots per

Program 2. Mode screen dump for the Olivetti

1000 REM DUHP0
10B1 REM to dump the screen in HODE0 o

n the OLIVETTI spark-jet printer
002_REM CONTROL is the code to definethe image

1003 DIM CONTROL 15

1005 REM call printer
*fX5,1
REM enable printer and clear

FOR
REM

FOR

1006
1BB7

r

1008
1009

DU1
1010
1011

printer
1012 FOR
1013
1014
1015
1016
1017

te*1
1018
1019
1020
1021
1022
1023
1024

VDU2, 1^10,1, 10
REM send CONTROL

pape

to printer via V

1=0 TO 15:VDU1,C0NTR0L?I:NEXT
scan screen and send data to

X%=0 TO
Y%=0 TO

byte=0
FOR yX=0 TO
byte=byte*2
IF POINT(XX,YX+yX)>B THEN byte=b/

1279 STEP2
1023 STEP 32

31 STEP 4

NEXT
V[>U1,byte
NEXT
NEXT
REM di sabLe pri nter
Vt)U3

END

Program 1 . Mode line

demonstration

pixel in the Y direction, and one dot

in the X direction. This needs a

minimum of 512 dots per line from

your printer. Seikosha owners
cannot obtain a full dump of the

mode screen in a single scan.

The solution in these circumstances

is either to split the screen, and
dump it in two halves, or to miss a

bit off.

When designing screen dumps it

is helpful to draw a diagram of the

screen, in the orientation in which it

is to be dumped. Us corners are

labelled with their coordinates,

which makes writing the controlling

X and Y loops much simpler. Figure

1 illustrates the two obvious

choices of orientation, referred to

as plan A and plan B respectively.

Plan A will be scanned by a

loop:

FOR Y-1023TOQ STEP-N
FORX=0TO 1279 STEP M
NEXT NEXT

Plan B is scanned by:

FOR X=0 to 1279 STEP N
FOR Y=0TO 1023 STEP M
NEXT NEXT

In mode 0, it is necessary to repeat

a dot in the Y direction. This is

usually easier to accomplish on the

'dot-band' printer using plan B.

There are inevitably special

cases, so general programs are

less easy to write. Two typical

phnter oddities are the Olivetti's

ability to print twice as many dots

in the vertical direction as in the

horizontal, and the Seikosha's

seven-dot wide ban. The dumps
used to illustrate mode printing

are for Olivetti and Centronics 739,

(For the latter I am indebted to lain

Cameron from Inverness,!

In program 2, the Olivetti dump,
lines 1000 to 1010 set up the

printer to dump the whole screen.

CONTROL, which is sent to the
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BEEBCALC
Following on from WORDWISE this ROM based spread-

sheet program is extremely simple to use though still

very powerful. For applications that require a 'spread-

sheet' or a table of figures to be manipulated this ROM
will be invaluable. It need not be limited to just the
obvious business applications of financial planning but

Is also Ideal for home budgeting, etc. Includes many
speciat features such as the ability to transfer 'sheets' to

WORDWISE for inclusion into reports. 40 or 80 column
screen display, changeable column widths etc.

£34.00+ £1.00 p&p + VAT

WORDWISE
The renouned word processing package. Still clearly the

market leader with sales now over 10,000, this has
become "the standard" word processor for the BBC
Micro — and it's still receiving very favourable reviews.

Wordwise will work with tape, disc or Econet and
includes automatic word counting and full control over
text entered into the system. Supplied with a detailed

spiral bound manual and an excellent free typing tutor

program.
After 6 months on the market there is still no other pro-

duct as simple to use and as powerful as Wordwise.

£39.00 + £1 .00 p&p + VAT

mdpH^iS^

WdFdwis^
THE WORD PROCESSOR FOR THE BBC '

ANDROID ATTACK
A brilliant new game. The quality of the graphics and the

smooth animation make this game unsurpassed. You
are in the middle of a maze being chased by various

androids, your only weapons are your hand laser and a
quantity of land mines. These can be dropped at any
point in the maze and later detonated under remote con-

trol. Beware of the "Smiley" master android and watch
your oxygen levels — the lower the level the slower you
move. Many different skill levels and a high score table.

This is how "SNAPPER" should have been.

£8.95 incl.

OMPUTER
ONCEPTS

16 Wayside, Chipperfietd, Hertfordshire. WD4 9JJ

Telephone: Kings Langley (09277) 69727

Dept AC6
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PRINTERS

••
printer via VDU1 at line 1010, sets

the vertical resolution to one (the

last figure in inverted commas), and
defines the picture to consists of

32*8 dots horizontally (256 double-

width dots for the Y axis}, and 80*8

dots vertically (the 640 small dots

for the X axis). The screen is

scanned, building printer bytes in

the conventional fashion, in lines

1012 to 1021.

In program 3, the Centronics

dump, (presented as a procedure),

the printer is set up in lines 1000 to

1050. The escape sequence merely

sets the printer into graphics

modes. The screen Is scanned in

lines 1070 to 1180. Notice the

adjustment to byte at line 1140, as

the Centronics graphics characters

start at 32. Line 1150 sends the

byte to the printer tv^ice, giving

double dots in the Y direction, to

account for the rectangular pixels.

Line 1 1 70 sends the carriage return

to the printer (code 1 3 is not

recognised as a graphics character

by this printer).

The 'fiddle' necessary for the

Seikosha is present In the 'pattern'

dump printed later in this article,

and readers should be able to write

their own mode dump using the

same principle.

Figure 1. Screen orientation

(0,1023) TOP (1279,1023) (0,0) (0,1023)

PLAN A

O T
T PLAN B O
T P

M

(0.0) BOTTOM (1279,0) (1279,0) (1279,1023)

Figure 3. Patterns for
mode 1, 4, 5 dumps

Figure 2. Epson dot patterns

note gaps overlapped loucfiing

ii u

Normal
mode

Condensed Dol pattern for

mode most other printers

COLOUR

any single

dot will do

2

t
should be
tMo dots
NOT used
for colour 1

Figure 4. Epson dot patterns for MODES 1 , 4 & 5

• • •

• • •

Colour

Figure 5. Preparation of dot patterns

PIXELS
having the

colour shown

• • • -*

• • • • 4

byte tor pass 1

byte for pass 2

For the line-of-dots printer

Program 3. Mode screen dump for the Centronics 739

pri nter

1000OEFPROCDUMP0
1010REM for CENTRONICS 739
020REM caLL printer

1030*FX5,1
1040REM enable printer, cleard set graphics mode
1050VDU2,,1.13 1 ?7 1 77 , ,„
1060REM screen scan
1070FOR x%=S TO 1279 STEP 1?
1080FOR y%=0 TO 1023 STEP I
1090byte = ^^ ^

1100FOR x%=11 TO STEP -2
1

1

10byte=byte*2
1120IF P0rNTCX% + x;^,YX)=1

e + 1

1130NEXT
1140byte=byte+32
n50VDU1, byte, 1, byte
1160NEXT
1

1

70VDU1,13
1180NEXT
n90REM return to

d disable printer
1200VDU1,27,1,19,3
1210END'-

1

3

2

For the dot-band

type of printer

PIXELS having
the COLOURS

shown
t 1

byte 1 byle 2

At this point it is opportune to

introduce 'the Epson problem'.

Readers with MX80FT - type

printers will be wondering why they

produce oval circles in simple

dumps. The reason is that Epson
have used an asymmetrical dot

matrix, in which spaces between
vertical dots are different from

those between horizontal dots. In

normal print mode (corresponding

to 480 graphics dots per line) the

horizontal spaces are bigger than

the vertical ones. In condensed
mode {960 dots per line) the

situation is reversed (figure 2). A
satisfactory solution in mode is a
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Mail or telephone order:

Barclaycard or Access Credit Card

accepted.

fBARCLAYCARD

ViSA

Only detective or (aulty goods may be

returned.

MICRO MANAGEMENT ORDER FORM AT COST

CODE ITEM QTY e P f P

CREDIT CARD No. SUB TOTAL

NAME BARCLAY/ACCESS P&P

ADDRESS TOTAL

MICRO MANAGEMEN
32 Princes Street, Ipswich, Suffolk. Phone: (0473) 59181



ELECTRON BOOKS
from Addison-Wesley

To coincide with Acorn's official launch of the

Electron at the Acorn User Exhibition, we are bringing out two exciting new

books for an exciting new machine, with more to follow later

START PROGRAMMING
WITH THE ELECTRON
Masoud Yazdani and others

Although one copy of this book will be

supplied free' to everyone buying an

Electron, many will want extra copies, so

read on ...

Entering the world of personal computing

with this book is rather like asking a friend

who knows their way around computerland

to hold your hand and give you aguided tour.

Although the writing style is relaxed and

informal, the book does follow a well-

structured approach which owes more than

a little to Seymour Pappert's philosophy

of learning.

It is written in English rather than

'computer-talk', and there are glossaries of

BASIC keywords at the end of most

chapters for quick reference. The book gives

you enough information to get you started in

programming independently, without losing

you in a maze of technical information that

you really don't need at this early stage.

Another benefit is that it helps you find your

way around the mass of information in the

User Guide and begin to find out how the

system works by carrying out experiments.

Contents:
• Introducing the Acorn Electron

• Writing a song

• Talking to turtle

• Playing with numbers

• Structured problem-solving

• Helping turtle ma maze

• Input and output

• Collections of objects

• Have a chat with your micro

• Sounding out your Electron

• Pretty pictures

• Computer games

Included at the back are complete listings of

the programs used in the book, so you can

start programming on your new micro right

away

August 1 983 20 1 1 4604 5 £6.95

THE ELECTRON BOOK:
BASIC. Sound and Graphics

Jim McGregor and Atan Watt
From the authors of The BBC Micro Book

comes this complete beginner's handbook to

the brand-new Electron, It gives you

everything you need to know to transform

your new micro from an inert box to an

exciting box of tricks ...

First, there is a thorough introduction to

BASIC programming on the Electron, with

clear and simple explanations of all the

terms, so that you can begin writing your

own programs at a very early stage, Then

you're treated to over 1 50 pages on the

Electron's sophisticated sound and graphics

capabilities, with illustrations and sample

programs to try throughout.

So by the end of the book, you'll be fully

equipped to invent and play your own
computer games, write and play music, and

produce animated graphics - all m the

comfort of your own front room.

Contents:

• Communicating with your programs

• Doing calculations

• Choosing alternatives

• Loops

• Statements within statements

• Handling lists

• Procedures and functions

• Special effects with characters and strings

• Graphics

• Sound
• Animation

Appendices

August 1983 0201 145146 £7.95

THE ELECTRON TAPE:
BASIC, Sound and Graphics

For the less nimble-fingered, we're also

producing a cassette tape of all the program

istings in the book, which will be available

either separately or as a complete pack with

the book.

Watch your local computer store for more

information on these and other forthcoming

books and software for the Electron and the

BBC Micro, or send for our new
Microcomputing Catalogue now!

Addison-Wesley Publishers

53 Bedford Square. London WC I B 3DZ
Tel: 01 -63 1 1636
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••

••
plan B dump, similar to program 3.

The printer is set to condensed
graphics, 768 dots per line, and
byte is printed three times instead

of two. The 'problem' works to our
advantage in 'pattern' dumps which
follow, as it allows us to use a three

by two matrix for patterns, giving

more variety than the more normal
two by two matrix. The oval circles

become round in these dumps.
Simple on/off dumps are less

than satisfactory in use with colour
graphics, as they cannot distinguish

between, say, red and yellow which
look very different even on a black
and white screen.

Modes 1, 4 and 5 will handle
four-colour modes which are

returned by the Basic function

POINT(X,Y), as the numbers 0,1,2

and 3. (VDU 19 does not affect

these values.) For normal pattern

dumps (ie non-Epson) we can
represent these by the dot patterns

in figure 3. There is more freedom
on the Epson, typical patterns

being shown in figure 4.

Information about a single pixel

will be carried in two printer bytes,

{three for the Epson), whether in

plan A or B. For the 'dot-band'

printer, plan A is easier. There will

always be a fiddle necessary on
any printer which phnts an odd
number of dots in its band {eg the

Seikosha). The principle of

preparing dot paterns is illustrated

in figure 5.

If lines of dots are printed, it will

be necessary to scan each line of

pixels twice, printing different

selections from the underlying

patterns on each 'pass'.

There are two ways to store the

patterns. The first, and more familiar

to most Basic users, uses arrays.

The principles were previously

discussed in an article on the

Epson dumps published in

October's Acorn User, but here is a

brief recap.

The patterns must be split either

vertically {for the dot-band printer)

or horizontally (for the line-of-dots

printer). The resulting numbers will

be called up in two ways;

• by whether they are for bytel or

byte2 (or pass 1 or pass 2) and
• by colour.

They are therefore stored in a two-

dimensional array (figure 6). The
first parameter tells whether a

PRINTERS

Figure 6. Storing dot patterns in arrays

p12,0) P(2.1)

•

1

•

P(2.2}

•

•

•

•

PC

P(1,0l

colour

PO.i)

colour 1

Figure 7. Translating the
patterns in figure 6 into

numbers

Aftey element Binary Decimal

P(1,0)

P(I,1)

P(1.Z)

P(1,3)

P(2,0)

P(2,1)

P(2,2)

P(2,3)

00

01

10

n
00

00

01

11

Figure 8. Storing a complete
pattern as a single number

Pattern

•

•

colour 2

• •

• •

Binary

number
Decimal
value

HeKadecimal
value

-1001 -» 9 -> &09

->1111 -».15 -¥ &0F

colour 3

Figure 9. The information stored in 4 bytes

[

colour
3

t
colour

2

t

Not used

"^SB
I
q|o|o

|
o[i |i h

|

i "o] QTo|Q]Tf o]o]T q[o1o| o
|

o|o|i|o [o|ciIo1 o"|o|o|o |o|lsb

colour
1

2

t
colour

Figure 10. Dot patterns for the mode 2 dump

colour

• •

• •

•

1

• •

• • •

2

• • •

• • •

• • • •

particular member is for bytel or

byte2, the second tells the colour it

represents. Thus for a pixel with

colour 2, we would select P(1 ,2) for

bytel , and P(2,2) for byte2. The split

patterns are translated into binary

numbers, giving values for the array

elements shown In figure 7.

For future expansion into

assembly language, I recommend
everyone to become familiar with

'byte indirection', one of the BBC's
best features, derived from its Atom
ancestry. First, both sections of the

pattern for each colour are stored

in a single byte (figure 8).

We can access the first element
by obtaining 9 DIV 4 = 2 decimal =
1 binary, and the second by
obtaining 9 MOD 4 = 1 decimal =
01 binary.

The patterns are stored by first
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reserving space at address pattern,

by the statement DIM pattern 3.

This reserves four bytes lor our
patterns, which will contain the 32
bits of information shown in figure

9. This information is stored by the

line

!pattern=&0F090200

which is the binary information

translated into hexadecimal. The
correct pattern for colour n is

accessed by the command
pattern?n. Thus (pattern?3) MOD 4
will extract the number wanted for

bytel. representing a pixel whose
colour is 3.

In simple dumps involving a

single dot per pixel, we 'rotate the

byte one bit at a time by multiplying

by 2, but in pattern dumps the

printer bytes must be rotated two

bits at a time, so we multiply by 4.

The Seikosha dump for modes 1, 4

and 5 (program 4) uses this

approach. It is a plan B dump with

the patterns stored in lines 1002
and 1003.

Line 1006 defines the top and
bottom coordinates, chopping a

little off each, to allow the 480 dot

line length to cover most of the

screen in a single scan. Line 1007
starts the scan.

Lines 1008, and 1019 and 1020
are necessary to cope with the

seven-dot wide band of the

Seikosha. Four pixels are read each
time. When the first band is printed,

the bottom dot (corresponding to

the most significant byte (MSB) of

the printer byte) is lost as the MSB

1000 REM DUMP!
1001 REM M0DEU5 du-np for SEIKOSHA AP-

100A
1002 DIM pattern 3
1003 ! pattern =8 0F090800
10B4 REM enable pr i nt e r, c tea r paper Sturn on graphics mode
1005 V[.U2,1, 10,1,10,1,10, 1,8
1B06 bottoni = 82:top=bottoni + 9S9
1007 FOR XX=0 TO 1279 STEP 28
1008 FOR spH t!l = TO 1

1009 left=12.sptitX:right=Left+15
1010 FOR rX=bottom TO top STEP 4
1011 byte1=D:b)'te2 =

1012 FOR xX=ri9ht TO Left STEP -4
1013 colour = POINT(XX + )(S,yX)
1014 IF cotour<0 THEN cotour=B
1015 b)'tel=byie1*4:b)'te2 = byte2*4
1016 byte1=byte1+pattern?coLour MOD 4
1017 byt e2=by te2+pattern?coLour DIV 4
1018 NEXT
1019 IF splitX=1 THEN byte1=byte1 DIV

2:by te2=byte2 CIV 2

1020 byte1=byte1 OH
128:byte2=byte2 OR

1021 V0U1, bytel, 1,byte2
1B22 NEXT
1023 NEXT
1024 NEXT
1025 REM cancel graphics mode and disa

Die printer
1026 VOU1,15,3
1027 END Program 4. Seikosha dump

for modes 1, 4 and 5

I

must be set to 1 (line 1020}. When
the second band is prepared, the

pixel with the lost dot is read again,

but this time the other dot is

removed (fine 1019), before setting

the MSB to 1, Thus at line 1012, x%
steps alternately from 15 to 3 and
from 27 to 15, reading the '15' pixel

twice. Lines 1016 and 1017
prepare the bytes as indicated, and
line 1021 prints them.

All simple dumps are unsatis-

factory in mode 2 as the range of

colours is loo great for anything but

a pattern dump. We need to be
able to represent at least eight

colours, and 16 would be
necessary if all the flashing colours

needed separate patterns. Fortun-

ately, the flashing colours normally

flash against a background of a

page 89

Program 6.

Procedure to
run a dump
automatically

1000 OEFPROCDUMPIT
1001 DIM value 4
1002 A2=a87
1003 !value=U$R{8FFF4)
1004 fnode = >/a lije?2
1005 IF mode = 3 OR mode=6 OR iiiode = 7 THE

N 1014
1006 JriaxX = FNmaxCmode)
1007 col=128+P0INTt 1279,0)
1008 VDU4
1009 VDU28,f!.axX,31,maxX,31
1010 C0L0Uficol:CLS
101 1 PAG£=TOP+&100
1012 IF inode = 2 THEN CHAIN"DUMP2"
1013 IF moc(e = THEN CHAIN"DUMPB" ELSE

CHAIN"DUMPU5"
1014 CLS
1015 PRINrTAB(0,15);"Not a graphics MO

DE"
1016 ENDPROC
101? DEFFNmax CM)=10*2-{3-M MOD 3)-1

1000 REM DUMP2
1001 HEM 8 tone picture dump for use

with OLIVETTI spark-jet printer
1002 HEM passX used as counter for 2

passes per line
1005 HEM Array PZCn,m) used to store

bit patterns
1004 REM n is the pass

o Lour
1005
1006
1007
1008
1009
1010
ion
1012
1013
1014

e the
1015
1016

and is the

DIM PX{2,8)
P5i(l,0)=0:PX(2,0)=D
P'iC1,l)=0:PX(2,1)=4
PXC1,2)=2:PXC2,2)=4
PX(1,3)=4:P%C2,3)=10
P!i(1,4)=1D:PSC2,4) = 5
P%(1,5) = 5:P!i<2,5J=11
PX(1,6)=13:PXC2,6)=11
P':(1,7) = 15:PX(2,7) = 15
REM CONTROL is the code to defin

image
DIM CONTROL 15
$C0NTftOL=CHR$C27)+"G120;80;64;2"

+CHR$C27)+"Z"
1017 REM call printer
1018 *FX5,1
1019 REM enable printer and ctear pap

e r

1020 VDU2, 1,10, 1,10
1021 HEM send CONTROL

FOR

to printer via

1=0 TO 14: VDUl, CONTROL? I :NEX

printer
1024 FOR

REM scan screen and send data to

1025
1026
1027
1028
1029
1030
1031
1032
1033
1034
1035
1036
1037

1038
1039
1040
1041

TO
TO 2

1279

STEP -4

STEP 16

1 5 STEP

y%=1023
FOR passX=1
FOR XX=0 TO
byte=0
FOR xX=0 TO
byte=byte*1 6

colour = POINT(X!i + x%, YX) HOD
byte=byte+PX(passX,colour)
NEXT
VDUl, byte
NEXT
NEXT
NEXT
REM send formfeed to clear
VDUl, 12
RFM di sable printer
VDU3
END

Program 5. Eight tone picture dump
for the Olivetti in mode 2

paper
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FINANCIAL GAMES
BBC Model B

THE WORLD TRAVEL GAME
1 or 2 Players,

Choice of Game,
'Exciting, Tense, Competitive and

even Educational'

• • • • •
Travel the World; Journey by air, rail and road.

Exchange currencies; Buy souvenirs; Book tickets.

Cope with hijacks, strikes, robbery and other problems

inherent with travel.

Visit countries as diverse as Russia & the Falklands.

Your aim is to collect 6 souvenirs and return to

LONDON intact!

-£6.95-

GREAT BRITAIIM LTD.

You are P.M.
and Chancellor of

'Great Britain'

You must select the Party you wish to represent and your
aim is to stay in office for as long as possible. You must
control inflation and unemployment, maintain the
exchange rate, introduce social reforms and stay popular.
The game is split into sectors: country profile, shopping
basket, budget day. reform opportunities, manifesto, and
most important election nights (a telling timej,

A COMPLEX GAME THAT YOU WILL NOT TIRE
OF IN A HURRY

-£5.95-

INHERITANCE

Gt. Uncle Arburthnot
is dead.
You stand to inherit!!

A 2 part game. Prove your financial accumen in Part 1 by

investing wisely at the stock and metal markets; if

desperate try the casino or the horse races. If you are

successful you will enter the world of big business in Part

2. Find the secret formula for paradise cola; manufacture
and market the drink; cope with strikes, fires, frauds, cash

shortages, etc. Your ultimate aim is to become a

millionaire! A MAMMOTH GAME PACKED FULL OF
FEATURES

-£5-95-

See Reviews in:

Acorn User Dec '82 - Personal Computer Jan '83

Trade Enquiries Weicome. Special De,als for Schools.

Simon W. Hessel (DeptA)
15 Lytham Court, Cardwell Crescent, Sunninghill, Berks.

Telephone: Ascot 25179

24HR DESPATCH - ONE YEAR GUARANTEE - MONEY-BACK IF NOT SATISFIED
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COMPUTERCAT
Quality Software
BBC MICRO

TOUCH TYPIST (32K) -£9.95 Educational and useful

Are you a keyboard pecker? Improve your typing skills. Your
computer is your tutor, monitoring and evaluating your progress.

Fully documented. Many already sold to educational institutions.

OTHELLO (32K)-£8,95 Highly recommended
A favourite board game brought up to date with superb graphics

and sound.

SNIG (32K)-£6.95 Addictive

Not just an ordinary snake game but a super-fast arcade type

needing exceptional reflexes and co-ordination.

BOUNCE lt6/32KI-£4.95 A must at the price

NEW and FRUSTRATING. Like all ball games it is the timing that's

important. Kids love it.

GRIG BLITZ (32K) -£5.95 Highly recommended
A fast action arcade game with scintillating multicolour graphics

and sound. DEFEND your territory by shooting down the GRIG
INVADERS. Ten play levels of increasing difficulty- Are you good
enough to reach level 10?

DATABASE {32K)-£12.95 Good value

Organise your records. Add, change, search, delete and display

routines. Shell SORT. MENU driven and user friendly.

COMPENDIUM (32K)-£5.95 Three for the price of one
4 up {Version 1), 4 up {Version 2), Poke the peg. Three board
games to test your powers of logic. Four colours and sound. A
challenge for 1 or 2 players.

Professionally written

AH programs on cassette with instructions/
documentation

Price includes P&P • Delivery by return

Deduct £1 per cassette for 2 or more cassettes

Stop press: Star printer DP 510 £270 + VAT + £10 carriage.

224 Chapel Street, Leigh, Lanes. (0942) 605730

SOFTWARE WRITERS.

EDUCflTlQNflL PROeRftHS REQUIRED.

Have you Mritten any Educational Software for the BBC

Micro?.

YES!.

Then this column could be used in future issues to

advertise your program. Ue are interested in EDUCfiTIONAL

programs initially or gaiies that have an educational

aspect to then.

Just send us a copy of your progran on tape and we will

evaluate it, for the originality of the idea, the

contents of the progran, and whether it is a viable

product to market.

A reply is guaranteed with an indication of how we found

your program and whether we intend to Market it.

Send your programs to:

DIAL SOFTWARE,

72 Downend Road, Downend, Bristol BSU 5UE.

OTomic
f=KHin€.COD€

A book containing 23 fully explained machine

code programmes for the Atom.

DATA SORTS • MODE 4 CHARACTE RS«
GAMES«POOLS PREDICTION •TOOL KIT«

Over 50K of programmes in 1 book for £5.75 inc.

Book and Cassette (source code) £15.50.

Book and Cassette (ready to run) £15.50.

Cassette only £11.50.

RTOmLDflD
If you now own a BBC don't throw away your

tapes, for ATOM LOAD allows you to load Atom
tapes directly into the BBC Micro (Model B).

BBC-TYPE BASIC ©ATOM BASIC •ATOM
TEXT FILES«ATOM MACHINE CODE^
ATOM DATA FILES•
Checks for Syntax differences, checks for direct

addressing of memory, disassembles machine code,

and in all cases flags possible errors.

On Cassette - All this and more for only £9.75 inc.

ECCE Productions. 3^73 Station Road,

Sidcup. Kent. DA15 7DR.
01 302 1667. (Mail order onlyl

BBC

BBC

Spectrum nO/COm
GIANT ADVENTURE GAMES

1) COLOSSAL ADVENTURE: The classic mainlrame game "Adventure"
with all ttie orjgmal treasures & creatures + 70 extra rooms.

2) ADVENTURE QUEST: Through (orest. desert, mountains, caves, water,

fire, moorland and swamp on an epic quest vs Tyranny

3) DUNGEON ADVENTURE: The vast dungeons of the Demon Lord have
survived H(s fall Can you gel to their treasures tjrst?

Every Level 9 adventure has over 200 individually described locations and is

packed With puzzles - a game can easily take months to complete. Only
sophisticated compression techniques can squeeze so much in! Each game
needs 32K and costs £9.90

FORTH, FORTH TOOLKIT
"r q FORTH" runs on 1 6K or 32K BBC Level 9 Computing are pleased to

microsandcosts £15 It: announce a new toolkit for

* follows the FORTH-79 STANDARD "rq FORTH" on 32K BBC micros,

and hasfig-FORTH facilities; K costs only £10 and adds the follow-

* provides 260 FORTH words; ing facilities to FORTH:
* is infinitely extensible; * a 6502 assembler, providing

* has a full-screen editor; machine-code within FORTH;
* allows full use of the M O.S; * turtle graphics, giving you
* permits use ot all graphic modes, easy-to-use colour graphics;

even 0-2 (justf); • decompiler routines, allowing the

* provides recursion easily; versatile examination of your

* runs faster than BBC BASIC; compiled FORTH Programs;

* needs no added hardware: * the full double-number set;

» includes a 70 page technical • an example FORTH program, and
manual and a summary card; demonstrations of graphics;

* has hundreds of users. * other useful routines.

• AA/COm A»teroid» m/c,g £7.90^'^^'> Galaxy Invaders m/c,g E5.90
Extension Basic . .. £15/£30 ROfVl Missile Defence m/c.g £7.90
Adds 30 new keywords to BASIC Super Gulp eb.g £4.90
Compression Assembler 2 E12 S-games cassette misc £5 90

Small Source + high speed (Full range in catalogue)

ALL PRICES INCLUDE PAP AND VAT All programs are in stock and will be sent witfim

2 days of receipt. Please send order or SAE lor catalogue, describinq your micro, to:

LEVEL 9 COMPUTING
Dept A ,229HugtiendenRo3d, High Wycombe, Bucks. HP 13 SPG
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SIRIMliS
TESTING&

fORnNC
Vincent Fojut comes to the aid of

frustrated Atom users with three handy routines

ALTHOUGH Atom Basic has many
advanced features, Atom users

would be the first to admit the

machine has some idiosyncrasies.

Anyone who has ever tried

converting a program from another

version of Basic to run on the Atom,

wilt appreciate the problems.

One example is strings. Most

versions of Basic, including the BBC
dialect, allow strings to be

compared using any of six

relational operators (=, <>, <>,

^ equal

<> not equal

< less than

> greater than
<^ less than or equal
>^ greater than or equal

However, Atom Basic is different-

Whilst strings can be tested for

equality, you cannot directly carry

out other relational tests. So,

IF$A = $B THEN ... is fine.

IF $A < $B THEN ...is invalid

1000
1010
1020
1030
1040

1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110

1120
1130r
1140

1150
1160

1170
1180

REM ATOM BASIC STRING
REM RELfiTION TESTER.
REM USES VflRIRBLES X.Y 8, 2.
i

REM ON ENTRY. X 8< Y POINT
REM TO THE TWO STRINGS TO BE
REM COMPARED.
i

REM ON EXIT. X 8. Y REFLECT THE
REM RELATION BETWEEN THE STRINGS
REM ( =. <>, <, >, <=, >= )

Z=-l
DO

2=Z+1
UNTIL X?Z <> Y?2 OR X-^Z
X = X?2; Y = Y?2
RETURN

Program 1. String relation tester in
Basic

Let's imagine, you wish to sort a

series of strings into alphabetical

order. On the face of it, such a

process may cause Atom users

some concern. How do you sort

strings if you apparently can't test

which is greater, or less than, the

others?

Take heart! There are several

ways of tackling such problems,

each with their own merits. In this

case, what we need, ideally, is a

general-purpose routine which

allows us to carry out any relational

test on any two strings.

A couple of subroutines which

match our requirements, are

provided here. Though functionally

identical, one is in Basic, the other

in machine code (to suite all tastes).

Whilst the Basic version is possibly

easier to incorporate into programs,

the machine code equivalent does,

as one might expect, offer speed
advantages. To demonstrate the

subroutines in action, a useful

program for sorting variable-length

strings is also provided.

As can be seen from the Basic

version, program 1 , operation of

the routine is quite simple. The

Basic variables X and Y are

reserved for the routine. These must

point to the two strings being

tested, before the subroutine is

called by the main program. The

strings are then compared,
character by character, using Atom
Basic's byte indirection operator

'?', until a mismatch is found. It the

two strings are equal, scanning

stops when the end of a string is

detected.
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IF YOU HAVE A BBC MICRO

THEN YOU NEED

ti^^EP^S^S::^^ is the newsletter ofthe Independent National BBC Microcomputer Users Group. Ifyou want

e best source ofinformation on the BBC Micro you can't do without

terest - hardware, software, business, games or education then

No matter what your

has something for you.

..i^^ErX:^:^::^ has available many special offers including dust covers (for computer, monitor, printer,

sks), cassette leads and 1.2 ROMS FOR ONLY £5.50 INCLUSIVE - THE CHEAPEST PRICE ANYWHERE!

lembers Only)

:^^iSr\^^::^ defies description - send offfor a sample copy and you'll find that it sells itselfto you. See one

d you'll be hooked for life!!!

lease supply me with

lease send the goods to:

AME

] more details about and your special offers

] a sample copy for £1.00 and an A4 SAE (ITppostage)

] 1 UK 12 Month Subscription for £12.00

] 1 UK 6 Month Subscription for £6.00

] 1 Overseas Surface Mail Subscription for £14.00

(air mail rates on application)

ADDRESS

inclose a cheque/PO for £ • p made payable to LASERBUG.

ease send the form to LASERBUG Dept. A, 10 Dawley Ride, Colnbrook, Slough, Berks., SL3 OQH.

.^
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Once a mismatch or end of

string is encountered, the two

variables, X and Y, are set up to

reflect the relation between the

strings. For example, if the first

string is less than the other, X will

be less than Y on exit. This relation

can then be tested in Basic, using

IF or UNTIL statements.

For instance, the following will

test if $A is less than $B:

X=A; Y=B (set up X and Y to

point to the two strings)

GOSUB r (call the 'relation test'

subroutine)

IFX<Y...(ie IF$A<$B...)

Similarly, using the machine code
version (assuming a start address

of R), to test if $AA(1) is greater

than or equal to $AA(2);

X=AA(1}; Y=AA(2) (set up
pointers)

LINK R (call machine code subr.)

IF X>=Y... (ie IF $AA(1) >=
$AA(2)...)

In this relatively simple way, a

comparative test can be performed

on any two strings.

The machine-code version of the

routine (program 2) follows the

same fundamental algorithm as its

Basic counterpart. It is used in

exactly the same fashion - ie X and
Y point to the pair of strings to be

examined, before the code is called

via the LINK command. On return,

X and Y will, as before, reflect the

relative status of the strings.

Once program 2 has been run,

the code generated can be saved

as a separate machine-code file.

Since it occupies a mere 44 bytes

in this form, loading time should be

trivial, thus encouraging use of the

routine.

There is a particular advantage

in using the variables X and Y with

an assembly-language program,

since the LINK command auto-

matically passes the low-byte

values of the Basic variables A, X

and Y into the A, X and Y registers

of the 6502 processor. Consequently,

once the machine code version has

saved the X and Y register contents

in zero-page, it need only pick up

the second-order bytes from X and

Y to set up pointers to the strings

being compared. Note that the

routine requires four zero-page

bytes for use as string pointers -

any four locations in the range #80
to #AF can be used.

100 REM ENHANCED STRING HRNDLER
110 REM FOR THE flCORN ATOM.
120 REM ALLOWS FULL SET OF RELftTIONflL
130 REM OPERATIONS TO BE PERFORMED
140 REM ON STRINGS IN ATOM BASIC.
150 ;

160 DIM LL<3>,L<1)
170 FOR N=0 TO 3; LL<N>«-1; NEXT

REM POINTER FOR 1ST STRING
REM POINTER FOR 2ND STRING
REM LEAST SIGNIFICANT BYTE
REM OF BASIC VARIABLE "X"
REM LEAST SIGNIFICANT BYTE
REM OF BASIC VARIABLE "Y"

240 INPUT"ASSEMBLE FROM (#)" H
250 INPUT"LIST ASSEMBLY <Y/N)"$L
260 IF «L«"N" P. $21
270 FOR N=l TO 2j P=H
290 ;

290 REM ON ENTRY. THE X 8. Y REGISTERS
300 REM HOLD THE LO-BYTE VALUES OF
310 REM THE TWO STRING POINTERS
320 REM (PASSED VIA THE 'LIHK^ COMMAND)
330C

180 F«#80j
190 S=#82;
200 X=#339j
210
220 Y«»33A;
230

340=LL0
350 STX F Nset up strimS Ptr. 1

360 LDA X+27 \<2-nd byte of BASIC
370 STA F+1 ^ variable "X")
380 STY S \set UP string Ptr. 2
390 LDA Y+27 y2nd byte of BASIC
400 STA S+1 ^ variable "Y"

)

410 LDY e#FF ^Y=-l for Pre-increment
420=LL1
430 INY ^9et next chars
440 LDA (F).Y ^ in strings
450 CMP <S).Y ^ and compare.
460 BNE LL2 Mf unequal/ exit.
470 CMP e#0D \check if end of string
480 BNE LLl ^continue if not.
490 'LL2

500 STA X Nset UP 'X' 8. 'Y'
510 LDA <S),Y \ to reflect result
520 STA Y N of test.
530 LDA 60 szeroise 2nd bytes
540 STA X+2; N of 'X'
550 STA Y+27 N 8. 'Y',
560 RTS
5703
580 NEXT
590 P.«6 1
600 END 1

Program 2. Machine code version of program 1 1
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style and sophistication

combined with modem technology
has produced...

A 14" British colour monitor at a price

you really can aFFord. £199.50 plusVAT.
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To put the routines into

perspective, program 3 gives an
alphanumeric bubble sort which
accepts a series of variable -

length strings, sorts them into

alphabetical order using either of

the routines described, and prints

the results. It can easily be adapted
to suit individual requirements.

There are a great many different

sorting techniques available to the

programmer. Although not the

fastest, this bubble sort is relatively

easy to code and understand
{Acorn User. June).

The sort program assumes the

machine code version fo the string

relation tester is being used
assembled with a starting address

of #2800. If the Basic subroutine is

used, simply change the LINK R'

on line 390 to 'GOSUB r', where r'

is a label on the first line of the

Basic subroutine. Try both versions

and compare their relative speed
performance,

A point to note is that the sort

algorithm does not change the

physical position of the strings, but

re-arranges pointers to them. This is

a lot quicker, though the end result

IS effectively the same.

It should also be mentioned that

RE Ms. indentation and the like,

have been used purely for clarity.

These should be removed if the

sort is to operate as speedily as

possible, especially REMs within

FOR . . . NEXT loops- Basic abbrevi-

ations and multi-statement lines

will also help, The latter is

particularly relevant to the Basic

version of the stnng relation

subrouting - it can, in fact, be set in

one line.

Clearly, sorting string data is a

common requirement, and is a

prime example of the need to test

strings for more than just 'equality'.

The routines outlined above cure

this shortcoming in Atom Basic,

and provide general-purpose

easy to use, and speedy
techniques to meet such require-

ments.

I hope I have shown that you
don't necessarily need to put up
with any niggling deficiencies m
your chosen machine. If your micro

lacks a certain feature (and no
computer is perfect), improvements
can be made using relatively

simple techniques, given a little

effort and imagination.

100 REM STRING SORT PROGRAM FOR THE
110 REM flCORN ATOM. DEMONSTRATES
120 REM STRING RELATION TEST ROUTINE.
130 i

140 R«#2800j REM RELATION TEST PROC
150 INPUT"HOW MANY STRINGS TO SORT"S
160 S«S-1j IF S<0 END
170 }

180 REM ARRAY AA WILL HOLD POINTERS
190 REM TO THE VARIABLE-LENGTH
200 REM STRINGS ENTERED
210 ;

220 DIM AA<S). T<-1)
230 e-1

240 FOR N-0 TO S
250 PRINT '"STRING " N+1
260 INPUT *T
270 AA<N)bT
280 T»T+LEN<T)+1
290 NEXT N
300 i

310 REM IF 1 STRING. NO NEED TO SORT
320 IF S"0 GOTO P

330 i

340 REM (ALPHANUMERIC) BUBBLE SORT
350 FOR N=l TO S
360 FOR B=S TO N STEP -1

REM PERFORM RELATIONAL TEST
REM ON TWO "ADJACENT" STRINGS
X=AA(B);Y=AA<B-njLINK R
REM SWAP STRINGS IF LOWEST
REM VALUE NOT "UPPERMOST"
IF X<YjT=AA<B);AA<B)»AA(B-1);
AA<B-n«T

NEXT B
440 NEXT N
450 }

460 REM OUTPUT THE SORTED STRINGS
470 ;

480 PRINT $14
490PPRINT' "STRINGS IN SORTED ORDER""
500 FOR N=0 TO S

'

510 PRINT N+1," ".$AA(N)'
520 NEXT N
530 PRINT $15
540 END

Program 3. Variable-length string sort

370
380
390
400
410
420

430
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Available Now
Full instructions enclosed Patent applied for.

Yes it's here! A complete sound system for the B.B.C. Micro,
realistically priced at £21 (Inc. V.A.T.) plus £2.00 post and packaging.

{domestic market only).

MICROVOC-the BBC Sound System
MICROVOC is a complete sound system designed specifically for the BBC micro,

capable of use with either speech synthesis or computer produced music.
Using the BBC micro's own power, MICROVOC can literally fill the average sized

room with a quality of sound you may not have believed possible.
Supplied with robust, ultra modern, spherical speakers, which can be free standing,
to compliment the BBC machine, or fixed to the wall, or indeed out of sight on the

underside of your desk, MICROVOC brings out the true quality of the BBC micros sound facilities.

Thejexternal speakers can be disconnected at will leaving MICROVOCs vojume
control to operate the internal speaker of the BBC micro.

OUR GUARANTEE - None of the original components of the BBC micro,
including the cabinet need to be modified in any way to install 'MICROVOC

Our prime concern whilst designing 'MICROVOC was to ensure that your BBC
micro warranty would remain unaffected.

MICROVOC can easily be fitted in five minutes and requires no drilling, soldering,
or any technical expertise whatsoever. It can just as easily be removed, leaving

your BBC micro in its original condition.

MICROVOC simply plugs into existing fittings on the BBC micro and makes use
of the 'Reset' and 'Econet' apertures at the rear of the machine, which on current

models are covered with a thin plastic film - removal of this film is relatively simple.

If your BBC micro suffers from the infuriating 'Buzz' then you will also need
'Buzzgo'. 'Buzzgo' simply plugs into the 1 Mhz Bus to eliminate the infernal buzz. If

purchased with 'MICROVOC, Buzzgo costs an additional £1 (Inc. VAT). For
separate purchases Buzzgo costs £2 (Inclusive).

M ICRO-ADVENT (A subsidiary of Advent)
Ashlyn House, 113 Writtle Road, Chelmsford, Essex.
Opening hours 9.30am - 3.00pm Monday - Friday.

Telephone: 0245 59708
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READER SERVICES

BACK ISSUES
July/August Hit' lir:^! i3bUe
Ailit:ies on drawing lech-

riique'i ttie BBC Conipuler
Progiamine macfiine code
grapnics. questions ami
answers, fiintsand lips sound,
inierlacing scienlilit; tnslfu-

menis, dumb lerminals toi U.l

nidctiines disc drives Econel
111 sclwols

September Ceelax lelesoM-

waie Beau in business mailing

hsi.simpleliles 30 Hout Basic

cou(se an on a micro music

BBC micro as a keyboard extta

Atom comiTiands BBC Basic

board ULA design. lelelGKl

graphics machine code
graphics analogue inpul.

schools Iraining 01 casselle

bug patch

October Elef.-lron details, BBC
TV series - conlessions, Iwo

Epson graphics dumps.
Seicosha GP1 00 dump. World-

wide networking lor BBC
micro garbage handimy voice

ROMs, sound pilcti envelope
moving graphics ZX punier

tor Atom, RGB colour separ

alions tor Atom, bioleedback
book reviews.

BACK ISSUES of magazines are
available (except July and Feb-
ruary) for £1.25 each from BKT
(address below), which includes
postage. Please make cheques
payable to Addison-Wesley Pub-
lishers Ltd. For the July/August
and February issues, we offer a

photocopy service (right).

Nowember Teietexi second
SBC rv series, matihme ctjde

series 1 programming loruin

Trek III speeding up
graphics Bomber game
lisling, 7 lone Epson grapti

ics dump Aiom yraphic:,

manipulation, dumo lermmd-

lor 6 1 machine, iirewon-

graphics, ediling lips

December BBC TV in schtwils

machine code 2 - registers

piogramming Forum pfogram
generators carols, hinls and
lips Logo and turtle graphics

inschoois inlroduciionioprn

cedures sottware review. Atom
word processing looibox ''

view, 16 colour graphics c'l

model A sorling, sound en
velope design

January M E P school launch
'FX commands tor sound
second BBC TV seiies macii

me code 3 - Iwo passassembfv
disc drives (or Ifie Beeb pr'i

giamming torum prfjgrdn.

protection micros in sr:ho(il.'. -

new series Commodore Pi^'

printer used wilh Beeb BB'.

programs written on an Atun.

extra Atom memorv f j

ENQUIRIES about subscriptions

and back issues should be sent to

BKT. The company will also accept
credit card subscriptions by phone:
(0732) 351216.

Overseas enquiries for bulk
orders should be made to the
publisher's marketing manager.

BINDERS
WE CAN now offer binders which will

easily hold a dozen Issues of Acorn
User at the special price ol £3.95 each
(includes postage). These quality

binders have been specially commis-
sioned in a maroon, simulated leather

finish with 'Acorn User overprinted in

gold lettering. Please make cheques
payable to Addison-Wesley Publishers,

and send the order to BKT (address

below). Overseas readers can order

binders for £5.95 {Europe only) or

£8.95 (rest of the world}. The binders

will be despatched by air mail.

PHOTOCOPIES
PHOTOCOPIES of articles in early

issues are available for 1 6p per page
(includes postage). Write to Acorn

User Photocopies, 53 Bedford Square,

London WC1B3DZ.
Please note this service is sub-

ject to a minimum charge of 50p.

REPRINTS
ORDERS can be taken for reprints of

articles in Acorn User. These can be
done in colour on good quality paper.

Costs vary according to the number
ordered. Write to: Acorn User Reprints,

53 Bedford Square, London WC1 B 3DZ.

SUBSCRIPTION
ORDER FORM

To ensure prompt regular delivery of Acorn User, send this form
(or copy) to: Acorn User, BKT (Subscription Services) Ltd, Douglas
Road, Tonbridge, KentTN9 2TS, England.

Please open one year.s direct subscription to Acorn UserO 2 issues). Annual suPscription rates (please tick approonaleDoxi

D UK £15 Europe £18 Middle East £20 D Ttie Americas & Afnca £22 D All other countries £24

Preferred Method of Payment: Please complete the appropriate section and delete where necessary(')

UK Subscribers: I enclose my cheque/postal order' tor £ payable to Addtson-Wesley Publishers Limited

Overseas Subscribers: I enclose my cheque/international money order/sterhng/bank draft* for payable to

Addison-Wesley Publishers Limited.

Binders: I enclose a cheque lor £ Piease send . binder(s| ai £3.95 eacri (UK only)

Credit Card Payment: Please debit my Access/Amencan Express/Barclaycard/Diners Ciub/tvlaslerCard/Visa*

Account number.
Important Note: H you are paying bycredil card, (headdress
you give fof delivery of Acorn User must be the same as the

address lo which your credit card accouni is sent

Signed

Name

Position

School/College/Company

Address

Date

AUI3 Please use block capitals \
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HOME STUDY COURSES
30 Hour BASIC

A beginner's BASIC programming course.

Available in 3 editions; Standard, ZX81
or Spectrum.

Structured Programming in BASIC
A second stage BASIC programming course.

Beyond BASIC on the Beeb:
6502 Assembly Language Programming.
An easy introduction to assembly language.

All 3 courses available now as NEC
correspondence courses. Write for free

leaflet/enrolment form. {30 Hour BASIC text

only is available, price £5.95 post free.)

MICROTRUST SOFTWARE
30 Hour BASIC

2 cassette tapes containing 62 programs from
30 Hour BASIC, for BBC Micro use only. Boxed

with instruction booklet.

£11.96 inc. VAT (post free).

Crossword Puzzler

Programs to create and play puzzles plus

4 sample crosswords, boxed with instruction

booklet. Available in BBC Model B and
Spectrum editions.

£5.00 inc. VAT (post free).

NATIONAL EXTENSION COLLEGE
Dept 45, 18 Brooklands Avenue,

Cambridge CB2 2HN

WORDSWORTH

BEFORE YOU BUY

A BBC WORD-PROCESSOR
ASK YOUR DEALER THESE QUESTIONS:

Will i1 prim a 1 0OK document at one command?

Will il personalise a standard letter to 999 club members at one command'

While it IS doing that, can I type up itie minutes o1 ttie lasl meeting and save tfiem on tape?

Can 1 see all ttie lime how my pfint-oul will look, using an ordinary television set?

Can It use the upside-down italics feature ol my Obscuro Printer

(wittioulmy havingtobuy aneittra tapelor ElO)?

Can I embed printer codes at any position within a text line'

Will it align my 8-decimal-place figures, and add them up automalicaify tor me?

Can I lock the keyboard in case the cat goes lo sleep on It?

Can I search and replace, centralise text, count words, etc?

Does It work with all BBC operating systems, using cassettes?

IF ALL THE ANSWERS ARE YES,

AND IT COSTS LESS THAN £20,

BUY IT.

IT MUST BE WORDSWORTH!
ALSO AVAILABLE DIRECT, PRICE £17,25. FROM

IAN COPESTAKE ,W2,

23 Connaught Crescent, Brookwood, WOKING, Surrey. GU24 OAN

Telephone 048 67 Brookwood 4755

Printing service available. Disc versions supplieid to special order.

ACORN/BBC DEALER
& SERVICE CENTRE

* BBC Model B Computet 99.00

BBC Computer Dust Cover 3.99

* BBC/LVL Single lOOK Disk Drive 285.00
* BBC/LVL Twin lOOK Disk Drive 3S9.00

Disk Drive Covers 3;99

* Torch 280 CMsk Pack 897.00
* 14" Microvitedi Colour Monitor 287.50
* 1 2" Sanyo Green Screen 90.83
* H" Sanyo Colour Moratqr 27B.OO
* Gmndig 1 4" Colour TV/Monitor 22S.OO
* Seikosha GPIOOA IMnter 229.84
* Seikosha GP280Z Printer 274.85
» Epsom FX80 Printer 503.70
« Epsom RX80 Printer 332.35
* Epsom MXlOO Printer 839.33
* Silver Reed EX44 inc. Interface Typewiiter/Piinter 516.35

Tape Recorder Leads
Din to Din + Jack 3.95

- Din to 3 Jacks 3.93

Wotdwiae ^y -_ 39.95

View j/^ 59.80

Acorn Sott from.. 9.95

BBC Software (all titles) 10.00

Educational Software from.. 5.69

Books - hundreds of titles S.AX- for Bat Price including VAT
* Carriage £8 inchiding VAT.

VICTOR— TORCH — OSBORNE

pDAia^

n
f.4C0RN

121, Dudley Road.

Grantham,

Lines.

0476 76994/70281

100, Boughton,

Chester,

Cheshire.

0244 310099

WEST OF
SCOTLAND

BBC & ATOM DEALER AND
SERVICE CENTRE

HARDWARE
Model A £299.00 inc.

Model B £399.00 inc.

Postage & Packing £6.00 inc,

SOFTWARE

Acomsoft Bug Byte Program Power also

30 Golf Fruit Machine Dodgems
Send SAE for full list

MONITORS
PRINTERS

A selection on display A

Upgrades carried out

Disk and Econet interfaces fitted

Also a wide selection of books and magazines

WEST COAST PERSONAL COMPUTERS
47 Kyle Street

AYR
Tel 0292 (285082)
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ATOM

THE addition of a low-cost colour

graphics printer to Tandy's range

stands to benefit Atom and BBC
owners as much as anyone. The
CGP115 has a Centronics parallei

interface which hooks up to the

Atom with ease.

The printer arhves well packaged
with paper, spare pens and power
pack, together with a simple but

well presented manual. The
printer's size, or rather lack of it,

belies its potential, and the

narrowness of the paper became
only a minor disadvantage when !

worked out how many times I

would really need greater width.

And so on to using this Oriental

masterpiece. The printer, unlike

others in this price bracket, is not

dot-matrix, but is more akin to an X-

Y plotter. The print head consists of

a rotating mechanism containing

four ballpoint pens (black, blue, red

and green), each software select-

able. The printer contains routines

for drawing, rather than printing, the

full ASCII character set with upper
and lower case (with true

descenders), and Japanese script!

The ASCII/Japanese output is

selected by a DIP switch along with

serial/parallel input, line feed on/off

and character size, {40 or 80
characters per line). The latter is

also software selectable. The
parallel interface is a standard

Centronics.

Switching on shows some of the

thought that has gone into the

design of the software. The pens
are vibrated into life and then each

in turn draws a small box to get the

ink flowing and warn the operator if

a pen is low on ink. Changing the

pen is a few seconds work and
poses no problems. A self-test

routine is invoked if the paper feed

switch is pressed when the printer

is turned on, and results in the full

character set being drawn using all

four pens.

The phnler has two modes of

operation, text and graphics, and at

switch-on the text mode is selected

with the character size determined

by the DIP switch.

In text mode, five ASCII codes
are used to control backspace,

reverse line feed, change colour

and select graphics or text mode,
and in this mode high quality text

may be produced, albeit rather

slowly at 1 2cps (program 1 ).

However, it is in the graphics

^""^CQLOUi
Colin Bernard
describes his

adventures with the
E150CGP115
graphics plotter

) from Tandy

10 REn LISTING ONE
28 @=0

30 REn TURN ON PRINTER
10 P. $2
50 REn FOR EACH COLOUR
60 F.C=0 TO 3

It p^'.f
'^^^" ^^^^Hics nOOE

ne REn^Go BncK to text hgde

130 REn PRINT text
H0 P. "COLOUR "C
150 REn CONTINUE LOOP
160 N,

;^^0REn^SUITCHOFEPR,,,,,

'f
f^E^ END OF PROGRnn

•iy0 E,

Programs Text printing

COLOUR

COLOUR 1

COLOUR 2

COLOUR 3

Same size example

mode that this printer really scores.

As previously mentioned, it

behaves as an X-Y plotter with the

pen having a horizontal resolution

of 480 steps, each 0.2mm. The
vertical direction has the same
resolution but without limit, and the

accuracy of the paper feed is main-

tained by a tractor feed using small

pins on the paper roller.

Once in the graphics mode, the

printer is controlled by passing to it

any of 1 3 control codes, (all

10 REM LISTING TWO

^0 p. "ax ^ 2y = ^5'"

^0 S = J;REn SET FLnG
50 GOS. 190
60 P." 3 2"
70 GOS. 230
50 P. ""C H OH"
90 s=0jREn CLEAR Fi nc

100 GOS. 190
110 P. 2 5'

120 GOS. 230
130 P.$3iE.
H0 RE\^ SUBROUTINE ] -
150 REn SETS PRINTER TO PRfNT

]f
REn SUPERS OR SUB. CR pT

\ll '^.^T '^ ^-- --

190 P.'«]8"S0"'-n''

Program 2. Equations

3x'+ 2y''- 45

C,H=OH

Same size example

alphabetic), together with any other

information required. Program 1, for

example, will give one line of output

for each pen, the colour being

selected by outputting a 'C

followed by the variable containing

the required colour code, (0-3).

Note also the use of ' to force a

carriage return which is required for

some codes.

Controlling the print size is more
complicated because the size, in

characters per line, is passed using
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002 GALAXIAN
Arcade qualitv game using machine code, vi«id

Mode 1 colour. Moving Stars, Hi-Score, Bonus

Ship, Flagships, Swooping Aliens and Exciting

Sound Effects.

Runs on a model B for C6.95 inc.

003 APOLLO

Lunar Lander with a difference! 4 stage game

comprising Orbit, Long Range, Mid Range,

Detailed Landings, Limited Fuel, Hall of Fame,

Sound, Moon Walk etc.

Runs on a model B for E6,95 inc.

«> c: o R t^ H X CH380 t_E ^^

fM OOM

---- SSi

v»v,^

'<^-^...p'4^^J^£'. ^^^>&

^ i-y

.\V-i

'

m
NOW

004 BLACKJACK, TEXTPRO. DISASSEMBLER

1 tape containing 3 programs representing

incredible value tor money.

BLACKJACK is like the arcade game, but uses

much better graphics so real you could pick

them off the screeni

TEXTPRO is a simple word processor, offering
,

text scrolling, cassette routines, line editing,

justification, insertion and deletion, variable line

widlh and page length, data verification, line

centralizing and printer commands including page

scrolling, large print and variable spacing. Full

instructions and function key labels supplied.

DISASSEMBLER lists object code and Assembler

mnemonics. Includes a pause function, primer

option, page mode and only occupies 4.5K of

RAM. Full instructions and function key lables

supplied.

Runs on a model B for E6.95 inc.

eUNSMOKE
005 GUNSMOKE is the latest release from SOFTWARE INVASION. It's completelv different from any

game you've played before. Superb realistic sound effects - high speed animation - nail biting action -

fantastic highly detailed graphics, mixing colours to produce brown, grey and olive in addition to the

normal shades. You play the part of a Wild West Gunslinger, dodging bullets and trying to to shoot

bandits as they appear in doors, windows, alleys and on the roof. There's sixteen different bandits who

need no provocation to fill you full of lead. If you manage to kill them all, it's not over, day turns to

night and the nightmare begins again.

50 Elborough St., Southfields,
If you're quick on the draw, this game's for you!

GUNSMOKE runs on a BBC Micro model B and costs just £7.95 inclusive. LondOn SW18 5DN.
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ATOM

18 REn LISTING THREE
20 REn SELECT GRAPHICS nODE
30 P.«2$]8'
-^B REn 12 TRIANGLES REQUIRED
50 F.L-1T012
50 REn SELECT RRNDOn POSITION
^0 X=f^.R.^300;Y=-n.R.^300
80 REn USE ABSOLUTE HOUE
30 P."n"X%"Y'

100 REn SELECT RANDOn SI2E
110 S^A,R.^20
120 REn DRAUJ TRIANGLE

H0 REn DRAW REST
150 N. ;E,

THEN END

Program 3. Random triangles

i ^ \

Sample screen dumi

10 REn LISTING FIUE
20 Din AI

30 P.*2$J8"R0,-]5a,2^0,0"J
40 p. -i",

50 P. "Xl,-20,10"»
60 P."HX2,20,10">
^0 P."HX0,16,5"'
80 P."HX0,-16,5"'
90 p, .X0.., M^g..,

100 B=30jH=15;C=0jGOS.200
110 P. 'X]"'"L3"'
120 B=-100;h=80jC=0;GOS.200
130 P. "C2"»"L5"'
M0 B=100;h-80;C=I;GOS.200
150 P. "C3"-"'L0"»
160 B=100;h-80jC=0jGOS.200
i;^0 P."n0,-]50"''X0"'"A'"
180 P. "DONE"'

'

130 P.$3;E.
200 $A="n"
210 F.I—200TO200 S 4
220 *s^I/B*PI
230 IF C=0;Y=TCSlNC;rSJ*HJ
240 IF C=l ;Y=^cCOSC^SJ*h:
250 p,$n I","Y' ;$A="D"
260 N. .;R.

Program 5. Graphs

A A

A
A

Sample triangles

10 REn LISTING FOUR
20 KEn SET UP BIT STRING
30 Din U7

40 S'J=«10204080,-US4=«J020-708
50 REn DEnO PROGRAn
60 CLEAR 4

^0 nOUE 0,0;DRAW 255,0
80 DRAU 255,0;DRau 255, ISi
80 DRAW 0,19l;DRAU 0,0

100 noUE CA.R.^256JaA.R..,92j
110 F.L-1TO20
120 DRAW CA.R..256:,[A.R..,92J
1 o0 N.

140 P,$21
150 GOS.9000
160 P.$6$7$]2;E

IZ '/"JZ^""
''"-"'^'' SUBROUTINE

y0i0 P.$2«i8"n0,-400"».'j.',
9020 F.Y-191TO0 S -I

8l40x:0""''°"^'''''-^'^^^^^=^^^-
9050 GOS.a
8060 IF Q G.d
90709X^X.1,-]F X<256 G. 9050
9080 N. ;p.$3;r

9090dP."n"^CX*1.8J","^[Y:*:l
9l00fX-X^l,-IF X=256 G e
8110 GOS.a
9120 IF Q 6. f

9I30eP,"D";i'[X*l.8J%"^fY*l
9140 G.9

9I50aP=X/8+n9l-YJ*32t«8000
3160 Q=C?P8.CU?[X8.7J:<>0i
3170 R.

Program 4. Screen dump

JJ

n

Same size graph page 87 >
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Join thejet set.
The Acorn Spark-Jet printer

employs the very latest dry-ink

printing technology, resulting in fast,

clean and virtually noiseless printing.

This is all due to its advanced

serial matrix printhead. Electronic

impulses fire minute part-

icles of the carbon rod at

liigh speed through a 7x7
dot matrix, producing

extremely high-quality

lettering and graphics time

after time.

And, as there are no

moving parts within the

head itself, the action is as

quiet as a whisper.

In addition, the Acorn

Spark-Jet printer is also

capable of handling high

resolution graphics and plotting.

It works with any 8 bit micro-

computer, via the Centronics parallel

interface, and is specially recomm-

ended for use with the BBC Micro

(also designed and built by Acorn

Computers Ltd.) to form a thoroughly

professional word, copy and graphics

processing system.

All printing is logic-seeing and

bi-directional and can be executed in

normal, double height, double width

and underlined characters.

And yet, with dl these advanced

features,the Spark-Jet costs only £365.

Not only that, but you also

receive a free program on cassette

that enables you to 'dump' graphics

from either monitor or TV.

If you're interested in joining

the jet set, simply call in at one of the

^^ dealers listed below. Hell tell

^PftCORN y*^^ everything you need

CdMPUTER to know

Mii:no\i\\\(;KMi;vr
:i2rrinr.-s.siir.>i.ipswi<-h.SuiToikii*i n.»(;.

IHT.iVHHI.

MicnosTvu:
47Clii.M[KSlriTi.N.-w|..jrv.|{.Tksliir.-.06:J541'J:i<».

CdVII'llKHSHIIiAl.l/

7:^ ^llrlll.Sl(.,l. l{..riiliiril. Kss.-\. I)7n8 6(1725.

JHSSOPMIcmtKIKCTHdMCSIIVnTKI)
I llil^>.7l,r^^<.'S1^(•ll,^.ln(lorl^;28M^.

(ii-7:s'i;i2:j2/72')iH5i.

v;i.i.itr,(;K\iiti:o

2(i'li>lti'iiliiirii(:.iiirllI(>a<l.l.i>nil.>ii%l.(ll-:>K<li:i:!R.

rvui.!.s'i\ni:(i\!i'i:'ii:nsi.i\iiTi:i>

l7Kcf;irKiHuad.Souihall,Mi(l.!l.-si'xl'H2 5l'L.

l)l-57tS27l.

fMOlVli)
2l)K\1jvlM[ikli<i;Kl.S(>iill]Vt<H)ill<>r<l.l,i>n(i<mi:i8.

(ii-r>iir,772i.

i.i;As,Ai.i\Kvii:\Mi\T\LiMrn:i)

SricrililK' I lou.sr. ltriit-:rSl[Vi'l.Saniliacri'.

N<>llmf:liaMi\(;il):.H\.(lrt)23W4Jl4/3%<J7().

r\Kniri'Mii:K(ti;(nii'L'n:KS

46(lliarli-sSln'rl,(lanlil'l.(ilairior^an.

0222 :{7:i()7l'.

LKWiiv/iDMKimn (:i:viHK

]'2\ Hr^riilSlri'cl. l,raiiiiMfTUiiiS|ia.Viarttiik

n0262')21l.

HDSKIFCTHKAI,
157/161 KiiifisiiiiiUiiail. I'(irlsimi[iili-llaiiip^l

[)7(tr.HI2.|.7H.

TWH :ki:M lA.M COMi'l TKR CKN'IHI.

72llialliRoad.Twirki'nhani.Mid(lli'si'V

(l!-«'»l 1(.I2,

kh:i.i.\S(:(t\ii'(:iTini\i{ki;T

2271>iirlMiiiiillil{iia(I..Svili'nli;im.l.omlonSK.

l)i-6W62ll2/4.:iW.

26 4Q^.

AU 8
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ATOM

page 85
10 REri LJSTER
20 REn

40 REn
''^^'''^^ ^^^^'""^ PROGRm

58 REn ftHENOED 13-"i^B3

?0 DJn K20.a8,T255;REn STRINGS

80 REfl GET PROGRfln (Sf^HE

90 P-«J2;iN."PR0GRfln TITLE "Sk
100 JF iK=- G.I30
1-10 IN. "ENTER DflTE "«D

120 REn TURN OFF SCREEN
130 p. $2]

M0 REn TURN ON PRINTER
150 P.S2

160 REfl PRINT HEADER IF PRESENT
i;=0 IF, 4K="" G.2.10
180 GOS.e
130 P.*K

200 P.'tl8-C0-"fl'.SH*n*n'
210 F.L = 1 TO LENKiP," '-n
220 P." ON "sn'j.

230 REn nAJN PROGRfiH
240 P-P+]

250 REn CHECK FOR END
260 IF ?P=«FF G.z

220 REN PRINT LINE NO
280 L=?P*256tp?ijP.p^2,|~=0.j^f

230 REn SELECT BLftCK PEN
300 P.tl3'-ce"'-f\-

310 REtl CLEAR FLAG
320 F=0

330 REn CHECK FOR QUOTES
310 IF C?P.34;D0 C=C.l;U.C?P=34

350 REn REnOUE LEADING SPACES
360 DO IF ?P=32 P=Ptl
320 U.'^p<>32

380 REn GET LABEL, IF PRESENT
390 IF ?P>36 AND ?P<]23 a=?P;P.p^.i

^00 REn CHECK FOR REn GR 's.

^10 aK = ''REn";IF C?P=?K;GOS.cjtF F GOSe;C-LENPiG.560 ^-t^.n- f- GOS.

420 IF ?p.g2 GOS..iC=LENPiG.l,

tSB REn CHECK INDENT WORDS
140 GOS. a

150 IF F G.490

160 REn CHECK UNINDENT WORDS
420 GOS.b

"60 REn CHECK FOR END OF LINE
"90 IFC?P=80D U=0iG.560

620 IF N-0 OR N=l G.670
630 F.,?-1TD N-I
640 p. ..

650 N.

660 REn PRINT LINE
670 $T = $p;$7t|;=..,.

680 P.ST
690 p:=p+c

200 JF R-0 P.- jG.240

210 REn PRINT EnBEDDED REM
720 GOS.e iJF U=l P.sij
730 F.L=-5T0LENTvCN*2J
240 P. ' "

750 N.

760 p.sp
220 R=0;u=0
780 P=PtLENP
230 p.

800 G.240

810 REn END OF PROGRAn
820ZP. 'sie'"C0"'"fl"'
830 P. "PROGRAn SI?E -TOP-«2900" erj

840 P. FREE SPACE =>'«3900^TOP" BYTES

850 REn TURN OFF PRINTER
860 P. $3

820 REn TURN ON SCREEN
880 P. 46

910 E.

920 REn SUBROUTINES
330 REn ==^========
940 REn
950 REn

rNG"KESRPs''°^^^'^^^°^^^-™'™-T
970a«K="DO";iF C?P=?k ;&DS. c ; IF F;G.I0]

980 *K=''FQR"nF C?P-?K;G0S.c;1F F;G.I0

390».--F.";IFC?P=7KiGOS.ci,FFG.,0i

1000 R.

10 N=Ntl jI:.i;G.|090

NHNG kZorT"^" '' ^^"^ ^-—
1030b*K--N.";,FC7P=7.;GOS.c;IFF;G.,08

>040*K=-NEXT>-;IF C?P..K ;GOS. c ; ,F FiG.l

'050 SK=.'U.";IF C?P.?K;G0S.c;IF F G.,0b

1060*K--UNTIL.',IF C?P=.K;GOS.c.-IF F G.

1020 R.

1080 N-N-IiREn DECREASE INDENT
•090 C=C^LENK-2;r.

"00 REn SUB. TO CHECK FOR *K

ll20dF=!

130 F.^----0TO LENK-]
140 IF 2?K<>CCt2)7p p.g

1150 N.

150 R.

n-90 IF U P.$] ,

200 U--=Ut I ;R.

^ page 89

Program 6.

New listing aid
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BBC EXPANDABLE CONSOLE
A professional console to house
disc drives/2nd processor/

Torch dual drives/Ieletext, etc.

All untidy wiring out o1 sight in

the strong aluminium console in

a matching textured colour.

Coming soon a bolt on extra

module for extra expansions.

Also available a matching printer

stand, yes stack your paper

under the printer.

—mrwwmm^^'

PRINTER/VDU STAND
BBC owners who only need a

VDU stand will find the stand

slips comfortably over the BBC
with adequate ventilation allow-

ed for. After use the micro can

be slid UNDER the stand acting

as a dust cover when micro not

in use

PRICES ;

BASIC CONSOLE as shown
only E39.99 + £4.00 p/p
PRINTER/VDU STAND
only C14.99 + £2.00 p/p
Please add V.A.T, at 15%

For further information enclose sae or send cheque to,

Mail Orde
Only

Viewing by
arrangement

' Si/ent 01-801 3014
27 Wycombe Rd
London N17

24 hour
ansaphone

Please allow 28 days for delivery
See us on
Stand 25

BBC32K
EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

FOR ECONOMICS

'AN INTRODUCTION TO
NATIONAL INCOME MODELS'

by Robert Jones
(Lecturer in Economics, Trent Polytechnic)

Five programs on cassette which invite the user to

build and explore an economic model. Extensive use

of graphics to simulate the effects of changes in the

economy. Complements most introductory courses in

economics, e.g. A level. Topics include: consumption

function, equilibrium income, the multiplier, the role of

the government, foreign trade.

Ideal for class or individual use.

£1 5.95 inclusive of manual, p&p

BEECON EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
(Ref AU)

16 Kingrove Avenue,

Beeston, Nottingham, NG9 4DQ

B1TS&
BYTES

44 Fore SUIfracombe. Nth Devon. Tel: (0271 ) 62801

ACORN DEALERS. BBC, DRAGON,
VIDEO GENIE SALES & SERVICE

EPSON HX20 COMPUTER

Atom Micros

Colour Monitors

Seikosha GPIOOA
Printers

Epson Printers

Monitors- 12" B/W

Monitors- 12" Green

5^" Disc Drives

(C/WP.S.U. &CASE}

BBC Upgrade Kits

BBC printer interfaces

by Floppy Discs

C-12 Cassette Tapes

Cassette Recorders

Continuous Stationery

Software

Software
written to order

REPAIRS
& SERVICE

To all Micros

6 PUNC-MAN 9
Is more than just a game. TWO animated
amusing programmes which help children

(7-11 +) with their punctuation. Nosher gobbles

the punctuation marks, then YOU - as

Puncman - put them back . . , BBC 'B' and
Spectrum 48k.£7.95.

STORY'A
"Spanish Gold'' is a picture story-book on the

screen. It allows young children (7-11 +
according to reading age) to control the

direction the story takes. Several endings and
full colour graphics. £6.95. BBC 'B' only.

HANDWRITING
Christopher Jarman s 'Basic Modern Hand'
computerosed! Two suites each consisting of

five programmes and each suite costing £9.95.

"LETTERS" draws lower case letters grouped in

families: "CAPITALS" draws upper and
numerals. Interactive, full-colour, and sound
{which can be turned off!) Spectrum versions

also available.

Details of these and more (sae please) from:

Lowmoot Conage(/\[J 7)
Tonedale
WELLINGTON

I
-ppv Somerset TA2 lOAL
LI lJ 082 347 71 17

TRADE/EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME,
Vo^^m
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a formula that results in a rather

limited size of characters for the

range of the variable that may be

passed (0-63). For example, if this

variable is set from 0-3, the

character size that results is 80. 40,

27 and 20 characters per line

respectively.

The print direction may also be
software controlled in a similar

manner to the pen colour by

outputting a 'Q' followed by 0, 1,2
or 3. Combining 'Q1

' for top to

bottom print with 'S63' for one
character per line enables banners

lo be easily produced, if somewhat
wasteful of paper.

Program 2 shows the use of the

print size command to produce
either a subscript or a superscript

depending on the setting of a flag-

Note the use of the 'A' command to

return to the text mode, although

this is not always necessary, since

text may be output in graphics

mode using the 'P' command.
The plotting facilities of the

CGP1 15 are extremely versatile,

offering move and draw commands

with absolute or relative addressing.

One useful feature Is the ability to

combine several addresses together

in one command. In program 3, 12

random triangles are drawn using

absolute addressing in line 80 to

get the position of the triangle, then

combined relative addresses in line

120 to actually draw the triangle.

Since the plotting commands
available are similar to those used

by the BBC or Atom, high

resolution graphics may be easily

transferred from screen to paper by

modifying the existing software. The

only time this may be a problem is

when the bit pattern is poked
directly to the screen memory. This

cannot be done directly with this

type of printer, but program 4 is a

screen dump to transfer mode 4

graphics from screen to paper.

Graphs are obviously no

problem, with commands being

available to draw positive and
negative X and Y axis, and the

ability to move the origin around

the paper. Program 5 demonstrates

graph drawing and is in fact an

'Atomised' version of a program

taken from the manual.

One of the major uses of a

printer is for program development
Being able to see the whole listing

makes bug hunting easier, and
problems can often be seen more
quickly than when working from a

screen. Program 6 improves this

facility. It is designed to sil in the

upper text area of an Atom, from

8200 on, and will take any program
in the lower text area and do a

formatted print-out. All REMs are

highlighted in red, and the first

REIVI of a group causes a linefeed,

thus paragraphing the coding. The
program standardises the spacing
between line number and statement

and indents according to the

nesting level if in a FOR/NEXT or a
DO/UNTIL loop. Listing 6 was
obtained by the program listing

itself (cassettes are available from

the author at £3.50).

CGP1 1 5 Colour Graphics Printer.

£149 from Tandy stores. Pens, £1.99
for 3. Paper rolls (4y2in x 1 50ft),

£4.99 for 3.

^ page 72

different, colour. I have therefore

used only eight patterns for colours

lo 7, and repeat them for colours

8 to 1 5. The patterns are shown in

figure 10, The pixels are

rectangular, so a four by two matrix

is used (six by two for the Epson).

The approach differs between dot-

band and line-of-dots printers. The
former will require the preparation

and printing of four (or six. printer

bytes, putting two bits into each.

The latter will require that each line

is scanned twice, and the printer

byte will have to be rotated four bits

at a time by multiplying by 16, A
program of the first type, written for

the Epson, was published in

November, The techniques are not

identical to those above, but the

principles are unchanged.
Program 5 is a mode 2 dump for

the Olivetti. The patterns are

defined in lines 1005 to 1013. The
picture is defined in line 1016, in a

similar way to the mode dump.
Line 1 030 takes care of the

flashing colours, by translating

colours 8 to 15 into to 7

repeated. The screen scan, byte

preparation and printing are as

usual, for a plan A dump.
The dumps have been presented

in three groups, dumping modes 0,

145, and 2 respectively. It is

possible by amalgamation, or

turgid programming, to write a

single program to dump all modes.
I have avoided this, as the

complexity makes them difficult to

explain simply. One normally knows
which mode a graphics program is

written in. and can select the

appropriate dump. The approach
advocated in the previous article

was to save the dumps as

procedures and merge them on to

the graphics program, calling them

up as desired. There are other

ways.

One IS to chain the graphics

dump. This is perfect for disc users,

no unwanted 'searching' messages
appear, and the dump runs

automatically. It is possible to

suppress the unwanted messages
by the trick mentioned in the June
article, or by using the appropriate

*FX3 call, which does not operate

as in the User Guide, and whose
workings will be discussed

separately- The second approach is

to have a small procedure to select

and run the appropriate dump for

you. I do not find this valuable, but

the program brings together

threads culled from the pages of

this magazine. It leaves your
original graphics program intact,

and ready to be re-run.

The procedure is called

PROCDUMPIT and uses the USR
function to check the current mode
in lines 1001 to 1004. An error

message is issued if the program is

not in a graphics mode (lines 1 005,

1014 and 1015).

FNmax determines the maximum
X text parameter, and lines 1006
and 1007 define a single character

text window, which lines 1007 and
1010 fill to the current colour. The
appropriate program is then loaded

above the ohginal by resetting

PAGE (line 1011) and RUN.
Disc driven micro owners should

now reset PAGE to &1900, and
tape users to &0E00 to recover

their original program. This can be
inserted as the last line of each
DUMP program. Note that your
three dumps will have to be called

DUfvlPO, DUtVIP145, and DUMP2.
All the dumps used so far are

slow, taking up lo 30 minutes for a

complete screen dump in the worst

cases. In the next article I will

introduce a small dose of assembly
language to liven the proceedings.
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REVIEWS

PRIMARY PROGRAMS
John Corder and Gary Hunt examine five educational packages

AS THERE is so little software

around for the BBC micro which
might be classified as 'educational',

we were keen to try five short

programs from Schoolsoft.

Addition deals with pairs of

numbers between one and nine. If

the user answers correctly, two
notes sound and, after a pause to

print the complete sum, the

program moves on. An incorrect

response produces a buzzing

signal and the message: 'That's

wrong Peter. Watch the men to see
what the answer should be.'

Simultaneously, the sum is

displayed using the appropriate

number of matchstick men who
walk across the screen to the

answer box.

After 1 questions a work record
appears which shows ail questions
with their correct answers, a tick or

cross to show whether the user got

each one righl, and a total. 0,1 or 2

IS classed as 'poor', 3 to 5 is 'fair', 6
to 8 is good and 9 or 10 superb.

A number of criticisms could be
made. Children who made mistakes

were unable to read the computer's
response and watch the graphics
at the same time. They found the

language used too difficult - and
showed it to be superfluous by
concentrating on the graphics
alone.

To run the program again pupils

are invited to press the space bar.

If any other key is accidentally

depressed the program stops and
ihere are no instructions to type

RUN to restart. Obviously, with

young children in mind, it would
have been far better, and easy, to

depress any key to restart. It would
also mean less disruption.

The Subtraction program involves

numbers less than 10 and, when a

mistake is made, a double-decker
bus moves across the graphics
section of the screen. For the

question 3-2= the bus has three

people on board, two of whom get

Simple Addition £10; Simple
Subtraction £10; Simple Multi-

plication £10; Simple Division

£10; Carousel £5. From School-
soft, 19 Shadwell Grove,
Radcliffe-on-Trent, Nottingham.

off at a bus stop. The bus then

moves to the final stop where the

remaining person alights to deliver

the correct answer of 3-2-^1, This

answer (lashes for a short time. If

the child has difficulty, pressing the

space bar splits the colours of the

people on the bus. All the black

ones alight first and those that

remain are blue.

As with several of these

programs, and this one in

particular, many children enjoyed
the graphics so much that they

made deliberate mistakes. After 10

questions a result sheet is

displayed similar to thai described

in the addition program. This

happens in the multiplication and
division programs as well.

Multiplication deals with small

questions up to 5 x 5, If the answer
is correct the program moves on to

the next question, if not a steam
engine appears (complete with

sound effects) with the appropriate

number of round dots lined up on
its tender. For example. 4 X 3 is

represented as four layers of three

dots. The child can again ask for

help- For example, with the

question 4X5=, four groups of

five dots will appear in the graphics
area above the engine.

The format of Division is similar

to that of the previous three. The
most difficult question was 20/4=.
An incorrect answer produces a

cricketer who bats the appropriate

number of dots into boxes. For 16,

he would bat four balls into four

boxes.

Text saying the answer is wrong
and that the child should look at

the pictures, only appears for about

six seconds. None of the children

could read it in that time and they

again found written instructions

unnecessary.

Many children commented that

there was no facility to delete an
error. Some children also found

initial difficulty because, after

entering their name at the

beginning of each program, they

are not told to use the return key.

Nowhere else in these programs is

this necessary.

Carousel is similar to the game
'Simon' where a sequence of

coloured sectors appears and the

user has to remember and record

them in the correct order. If he/she
is successful, an extra colour is

added to the sequence; if the order

is incorrect the proper sequence is

displayed. Children enjoyed playing

this game, although those who
have Simon at home tell us it does
not stop after a sequence of 10

colours has been recalled as this

program does. Our reactions to the

programs were predictable; a

mixture of disappointment, enjoy-

ment and that feeling 'if only we'd
been there at the beginning.,,'

Minor changes could make them
much more acceptable to teachers.

Nevertheless children enjoyed and
benefitted from using them.

Comment was passed as to how
useful it is to know whether
children are getting the answers
hght by listening to the sound
effects.

Of the limited amount of software

available, the programs are

probably the most suitable material

we have yet found for children at

the early stages of these processes.

It just seems unfortunate that the

problems we found in a couple of

weeks could easily have been
anticipated.

• John Corder and Gary Hunt
teach at Oval Primary School In

London,
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Everything fortheAcorn and BBC microcomputer user.

ACORN USER EXHIBITION
Cunard International Hotel

"'^'^'^-

The Acorn User Exhibition at the

Cunard, Hammersmith will house the

largest display of Acorn products ever

assembled under one roof. It will be four

days of non-stop entertainment and
education for parents and children alike.

The new Electron, the second
processors for the BBC micro, the BBC
Buggy, all the new software and hardware
will be on show. There'll be competitions,

prizes. Acorn experts to answer your

technical questions, demonstrations and
lots and lots of bargains.

If you are an Acorn owner, or just

thinking about being one, you can't afford

to miss it.

,^ Opening hours: August 25th-27th,

25-28 August 1983
Admission charges: Adults £2 per

ticket. Children £1 per ticket.

We have arranged for nearly every

exhibitor to redeem the cost of your ticket

when you buy something from their stand.

Group rates: 10% discount for parties

of 10 or more.

Buses: Frequent services from central

London.
Tubes: Hammersmith Broadway-

Metropolitan, District and Piccadilly lines.

Car Parking: Several car parks in the

immediate area.

For details of exhibition stands and
advance ticket sales contact Computer
Marketplace Ltd, 20 Orange Street,

London WC2H 7ED. Tel: 01-930 1612.

pm August 28th, 10am-4pm.

ANCEBooRTnoTcoonn^vmmsnmnBnRfyvour tickets niddv^ncp

Computer Marketplace Ltd, 20 Orange Street. London WC2H 7ED.

Please send Adult tickets at £2 Childrens tickets at £1

enclose a cheque/ postal order value £.__ payable to Computer Marketplace Ltd.

catm

COMMAND YOUR OWN SPACE STATION
FOR JUST £49.95.

At the Microage Space Station,

you're always in command. Sit at the
controls and you'll see everything laid

out neatly before you.

There's room for your printer,

monitor, keyboard, cassette recorder
and disk drives and a handy draw for

programs and manuals.
The Microage Space Station takes

off for just £49.95 from our launch pad
at 135 Hale Lane, Edgeware, Middlesex,

If you prefer we'U send it direct by
inter-galactic courier or mail order, as
earthlings put it, adding £8.00 to the

price, when you send your order.

When you're running a busy
universe, you need total control and
with the Microage Space Station you
have it.

Comes in kit form with easy
assemble instructions.

I
TVi MMMi'ftgi-MJcLtiniinnirjmileil 13^HflJi?i^!iB I'.'lyware MkMHw

CkiiKB rush ine lljuanLtvl Sjace Stauans al C57 96

liiirtiiding duUreiv <- VAT) lEsiclcsBaehequeliBL,
01 ilsbii rnv Acii^s^k^ corrJ.

il™71

niimbei I l__l L -1—1 i_i i_i I I r

I teippti miCRDflGE Microage Electronics Limited, 135 Hale Lane, Edgv^fare,

Middlesex; teleptione 01-959 7119.
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Official BBC
Programmers Kit
for all BBC Microcomputer users!

Dc-luxe BBC Programmers Kit consisting of:

* 1 00 sheet flowchart pad with
de-luxe BBC grip binder

:fe 1 00 sheet saeen layout pad with
de-luxe BBC grip binder

*1 00 sheet symbol design pad with
de-luxe BBC grip binder

PLUS super quality BBC ringbinder to store

your programes and notes

Ail items finished
Inofficial BBC Uvery

OncVAT)

your BBC Microcomputer dealer,

or in cases of difficulty add £1 post and packing

and order direct from:

Intastor Micro Aid% FREEPOST,
Strouct Gloucestershire GL6 1BR.

See it on stand 12A
at the Acorn User Exhibition.

SPECIAL EXHIBITION KIT PRICE - ONLY £1

2

or items can be purchased separately.

Also available!

NEW BBC MiCTocomputer Transit Case.

VBA Q
Trade Enquiries welcome.

BBC
MICRO
INSTANT
MACHINE
CODE!
Yes, it's true. Instant machine code from a good
subset of BBC BASIC. Type your BASIC program
into your model B BBC Micro, trigger the

compiler, and your program Is changed almost
Instantaneously into superfast machine code.

For £34.95 you get: Cassette version of the

complete compiler {along with a version of the

compiler for use with discs, ready for when you
upgrade, the disc version being dubbed on the

cassette after the cassette version); complete
compiler listing; extensive documentation and
instructions. The compiler was written by Jeremy
Ruston.

THE BBC MICRO
REVEALED
By Jeremy Ruston
'.

. .destined to become the bible of all BBC microcomputer
users. . .'(Personal Computing Today). Ifyou've mastered the

manual, then this book is for you. Just £7.95

LET YOUR BBC MICRO TEACH YOU TO
PROGRAM
By Tim Hartnell

'.
. .takes you further into the cloudy areas ofthe BBC machine

than anything else I've yet seen. .
.' (Computer and Video

Games). If you're just starting out in the world of programm-
ing, then this book is the one for you. Forty complete
programs, including Othello/Reversi, Piano and a host of
dramatic graphic demos. Just £6.45

Interface, Oept. AA

44-46 Earis Court Road, London W8 6EJ

Please send me:

( ) INSTANT BBC MACHINE COOE-tape and book-£34.95

( ) THE BBC MICRO REVEALED-Ru5ton-£7.95

( ) LET YOUR BBC MICRO TEACH YOU TO PBOGRAM-
Hartnell-£6.45

I enclose £

Name

Address
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COMPETITION

SOLVE THE PLAYFAIR CIPHER AND WIN 2 ACORNSOFT TAPES
CODES, ciphers and secret writing

are as old as man himself. From the

day people discovered secrets to

impart, they had to devise means of

rendering them meaningless or

invisible to prying eyes.

One of the earliest methods was
devised by the Greeks whereby a

message was written across thin

strips of parchment wound tightly

round a cylinder. When unravelled

it could be read only by someone
who had an identical cylinder to

wrap the parchment around!

Julius Caesar used a simple

substitution cipher for his military

communications - eg A became B,

B became C, etc - the sort virtually

anyone can crack within a few

minutes. In this respect he was
typical of many great military

figures who, despite the fact that

most advances in cipher technology

have occurred because of the

demands of the military, become
too involved with waging war to

ensure professional cryptographic

security is preserved. The brilliant

Polish and British cryptanalysts

who deciphered messages from the

German Enigma machine in World

War II {see Acorn User, October)

time and again found their way into

the system because of sloppy

discipline on the part of the

German operators.

The Elizabethan age saw
explosion of interest in these

matters, perhaps because of the

activities of Sir Francis WalsiTigham,

one of Elizabeth I's principal

secretaries. Many historians believe

he was the founder of the modern-

day police state with a network of

spies and informers going hand in

hand with repressive political

measures.

One of the more famous ciphers

of the day was Francis Bacon's

bilateral cipher, which relied upon
a printer using two different type

founts in setting a given passage.

The differences between the founts

had to be unnoticed to the casual

reader, but could be picked out by

those in the know. Elizabethan

printing was frequently a slapdash

affair but this hasn't prevented

generations of avid members of the

Baconian society from poring

through the First Folio to prove

their hero wrote Shakespeare - and
left a message to prove it.

For those who like this sort of

thing, a fascinating and in places

hilarious book called The Shake-

spearian Ciphers Examined is a

must. It's a close analysis by

William Friedman, one of America's

top cryptanalysts in World War II, of

the methods employed by such

diligent Baconians as I. Donnelly

and ryjrs Gallup to prove their case.

The book demonstrates, using the

same deciphering techniques as

the Baconians, that Shakespeare
was written by the Earl of Oxford.

Christopher Marlowe, Mrs Gallup -

and even the Friedmans themselves!

Modern-day ciphers are, of

course, computer-based (often

using prime numbers well over

three hundred digits long) and are

generally thought to be unbreakable.

Nevertheless, the principle that

what one man can do another can

undo remains - and history is

littered with examples of 'unbreak-

able' codes being solved, the

Enigma machine being only one
example.

For this puzzle we're giving you

a Playfair cipher to unravel. This

cipher was devised by a talented

Englishman, Sir Charles Wheatstone

(1802-75), in the 1850s, and named
after his fhend Baron Playfair, who
did much to promote it.

It gained enthusiastic approval

because of its ease of use

combined with its high security

features, and continued to be used,

with modifications, throughout

World War II. A simple version

works as follows. First the alphabet

is reduced to 25 letters (J is

dropped) and a five by five grid is

set up - the Basic equivalent of

programming the computer to DIM
GRID(5,5).

The alphabet is then inscribed

on to the grid using a keyword or

phrase known to both sender and
receiver, let us say in this example:

to be or not to be that is the

question. Each letter is used once
only, so our actual keyword is

TOBERNHAISQU. Then the remain-

ing letters of the alphabet are

placed on to the grid in

alphabetical order, to give:

T O B E R

N H A I S

U C D F

G K L M P

V W X Y Z

Suppose we wish to send the

message the unjust war will soon

be over, we first remove all blanks,

substitute an I for any Js, and split

it into Iwo-letter groups (digraphs).

Where any pair of letters is the

same a padding letter (Z) is

inserted and again Z is added at

the end if the final letter is left on its

own. Our message now looks like

this: TH/EU/NI/US/TW/AR/WI/LZ/
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LS/OZ/ON/BE/OV/ER.
To encipher each digraph you

look at the position of the relevant

two letters in the grid and for each
letter substitute the letter which is

in the same row as itself but in the

same column as its partner. Thus

TH become ON and EU becomes
OD. There are two other points to

note. First, where both letters are in

the same row substitute the letter

immediately to the right of each
letter (HA=AI}. Second, where both

letters are in the same column
substitute the letter immediately

below each letter (OU=HK).
If any of these operations go

over the edge of the grid, simply

scroll back to the beginning of the

row or column. Therefore HW^UO
and BR = ET.

Our fully encoded message now
looks like Ihis; ONODH SFHOV
SBYHP XPARW THERT WRT
(placing it into five letter groups is a

cryptographic convention).

It is easy to understand why this

cipher became so popular. The
standard method of attacking any
message is to make a frequency
count (the commonest letters in the

English language are ETOANt). but

a frequency count here is of little

help because each letter can be
virtually anything, in addition, the

ease with which this method can
be learned gives it a flying start

over its more time-consuming
competitors.

All the same, Ihe Playfair cipher

suffers from weaknesses which lay

it wide open to attack. First, though
the frequency count of the

individual letters has been stymied

there are digraph charts available

for almost every language [the

commonest digraphs in English are

TH,ER,ON,AN,RE,HE,IN.ED,ND,HA,
AT,EN,ES.OF,OR,NT,EA,TI,TO,IT).

Because TH will always become
ON (in our chart) sooner or later Ihe

enemy will have enought material

to crack it. Of course, we could get

round this by running the encoded
message through another Playfair

cipher and yet another ... but then

we would lose its big advantage -

simplicity. A second weakness is

that - as Enigma showed - when
operators are asked to use
keywords of their own devising,

time and again a lack of

imagination lets them down and
they revert to using their initials or

names of girlfriends. Worse still,

they sometimes use keywords
linked to the text itself through an

association of ideas. The final and
most fatal flaw is that a digraph is a

mirror image of its enciphered

version. In other words if TH
becomes ON then HT becomes
NO: this enormously assists the

cryptanalyst.

The following message in the

form of a Playfair cipher has landed

on your desk. The only clue is that

you're up against the same
operator you met in Acorn User

before. He's known to favour

keywords of a literary flavour - eg
titles of plays, books or poems.
Also, it is suspected that

somewhere in the message the

word HITLER occurs.

KMUIL OMRNF ESRKU KAEKF
KROMR LSVLO RWROL OUICO
MKGEB EOGLV LOLRK MfVlBWC
KSFNM GRBEC ORHCB CDWDT
CKNOY lAKAR EXFIC EEGCG
CECMT NKPAL RWSKG MLOCN
GAOLW TVZFQ SIBMO MRLSP
AICWK UTGPG NWKPE BWORW
FQISN SWRAR BIVMG E

What is the message?

This month's competition for under-

13s. Please give your school and
class with your answer. Find the

highest number you can using all

the digits from 1 to 9 once and
once only which can be formed by

multiplying two other numbers
which together contain all the nine

digits once only,

Answers on a postcard please to

August Competition. Acorn User. 53

Bedford Square. London WC1 to

arrive not later than September 5.

APRIL RESULTS
Result of April's competition
An excellent response to bothcompe.tions and it's good tosee a I you under-13s pro-gramming away.

thZo^
^"^"«' as to whether

in K !
^"'' ^^y^ °' *he weekon Which a new century cannlt

^^2'n.s yes: Sunday. Wednesday

Ihe 100 entrants got right

by KING and KNIGHT were 3721and 327184. Only two wrong
entries to this one.

ChIr.?'*'""rf''^^'^V**='*'BeltofCharlton Park School, QiosJames Wilson of Lanark andaiw. Laugharne of Northwich,
Cheshire to whom Acornsof
packages have been sentSeveral readers sent in math-

IZlr'
Proofs of the Centun,problem, the most concise andelegant Of Which came from J GBanks of Rickmansworfh

THE LITTLE I

VERSATILE, RUGGED, FAST

AND GOOD VALUE IS

CHRIS SMITH'S OPINION

THE Blackboard Electronics Ana-
logue/Digital Converter plugs into

the input/output user port on the

underside of the BBC micro via a

ribbon cable. It is powered from the

computer, making it versatile,

convenient and fast, Analogue
signal can be converted to eight-bit

digital readings in less than 9^s so

frequencies of 1 KHz can be
resolved. Blackboard Electronics

talks of a faster machine being
produced in the near future which
will be able to cope with radio

frequencies.

The processor section compnses
a variable gain amplifier (XI to

XI 00); a high impedance input
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REVIEWS

buffer (10''); a level shifter; and a

switchable, variable, two-stage,

bilateral current source ranging

from 1A to 10mA, each infinitely

variable down to zero.

So we have in effect a unit which
will act as a large screened storage

oscilloscope, or as a large readout

three-digit multimeter. This versatility

means the machine can interface

the computer with a large number
of transducers, including resistive

types, directly and safely {although

the VIA must be fitted to the model
A).

The software supplied is well

written and can be adaped for

individual needs. The instructions it

gives are easy to understand and
use. The makers even mclude a

listing, which shows their open
mindedness, and desire to see it

used wherever possible. An
example of this is given in the

instructions where details of an

inverted display from resistive

transducers and pH probes and
light-dependant resistors (LDRs)are

given.

The A/D Converter can be used
to measure sound (an example is

shown in figure 1). and, in its faster

modes, will resolved whistling into

a sine wave.

Voltages can be measured easily

(up to 25V), either as a graph or large

digits. This has parlicular advantages

and uses in the lower secondary
school where class voltmeters are a

ranty, and expensive.

Voltages as low as 25mV can be
measured using the internal

operating amplifier and a further

amplifier is available from BE which

will monitor even smaller voltages.

It should be stressed here that the

machine is thoroughly protected

against idiots who Inadvertantly, or

deliberately, apply high voltages, I

don't recommend it, but the

buttering would protect it against

even mains voltages.

Several attachments are available

as optional extras. One is the LDR
light detector which can be used
for a number of different

experiments (the calibration graph

supplied works out actual light

intensities). One interesting experi-

ment is to point this sensor at a

mains driven, incandescent light

LACKBOARD
J< F! ECTRONICS

bulb. The trace speed can be
increased to demonstrate the

100Hz wave form of the filament

heating and cooling in response to

the 50Hz mains voltage.

This particular piece of apparatus

can be used also as a

plasmagraph to measure heartbeat

simply by putting the probe over a

finger, increasing the gain, and
adjusting the trace position button

(not easy, but well worth it when
you've got it). An example trace

from the plasmagraph is shown in

figure 2. The ranges of options that

the converter can be used for is

only limited by the user's

imagination and inventiveness.

There are two reservations which

occur regarding this machine. The
first is whether the average science

teacher should be encouraged to

buy an A/D Converter when a

model B comes With four

converters supplied. The answer is

that it depends what it will be used

for. There is no doubt that the BBC
A/D chip is delicate, and is nothing

like as sensitive, adaptable, or safe.

Neither is it as fast (the Blackboard

Electronics converter is over 1000
times as fast).

My second thought is the need
to use more than one converter at a

Blackboard's black

box A/D converter

is reasonably priced

at £79. The user port

cable and jackplug

give a good idea

of its size

time- It could prove rather irritating

having discovered this device, not

to be able to measure more than

one parameter at a time. Perhaps

we shall see a multimonitor

appearing in the range offered by

Blackboard Electronics fairly soon.

My last comment concerns the

instructions which come with the

machine, which, while not poor, are

certainly not particularly helpful. I

was pleased to hear therefore that

BE have decided to distribute their

equipment through Philip Harris

(the science education suppliers).

The advantage of this association

with Philip Harris in terms of

national support may be obvious,

but the disadvantage is even more

so, because the company has had

to almost double its phces.

However, they are still fairly

reasonable (table 1).

A/D converter with £79,00
program listing

/VD program cassette £9,50
A/D disc for 380Z £12.00
Leads C27.0C -£35,00
Accessories (micro- £20,00

phone, ligtit sensor,

temperature sensor)

Infra-red detector £7.50
Electronic ECG £46.00
6522 VIA £5,00
Power interface £94.00
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EXTENDED WARRANTIES
Full parts and labour guarantees for the BBC Microcomputer at a price

you can afford from Cambridge Processor Services.

Please note we also carry out A to B upgrades and include in the price our

full 1 or 2 year guarantees on the whole machine.

For a model A or B BBC Microcomputer a full

1 year guarantee costs just £1 8.40 and a full 2

year guarantee just £27.60. If your micro has a
disc interface add £5.75 to either price or £6.90

for an econet.

A basic A to B upgrade costs £74.75

including a full 1 year guarantee on the whole

machine or £83.95 for an upgrade and full 2

year gurantee. Please telephone for prices on
disc, econet and speech upgrades.

If your Micro is still under warranty just fill in

the expiry date on the coupon* and your

guarantee will start from that date. Should your

machine already have a fault simply return it to

us (provided the manufacturers warranty has
expired) and we will repair it and issue a full 1

year guarantee for £29.90 or 2 year guarantee

for £39.10. Please add £5.75 to either price if it

has a disc interface or £6.90 for an econet.

Should your computer malfunction whilst

covered by us simply send it to us and our

expert staff will repair it within 5 days of receipt

and return it to you free of charge.

For you and your Micro's peace of mind send the coupon today!

Please tick service required

D If disc interface fitted add £5.75 to price.

n If Econet fitted add £6.90 to price.

D I enclose £18.40 for a full 1 year guarantee.

D I enclose £27.60 for a full 2 year guarantee.

D I enclose £29.90 for an immediate repair and full

1 year guarantee.

Signature

Initials

Surname .

Address ..

n I enclose £39. 10 for an immediate repair and full

2 year guarantee

n I enclose £74.75 for an A to B upgrade and full

1 year guarantee.

n I enclose £83.95 for an A to B upgrade and full

2 year guarantee.

WARRANTY EXPIRY DATE
IF APPLICABLE * / /

Access card number:

Postcode.

Make/Model: ...

Serial Number:

Telephone

Telephone Orders and Enquiries:

Madingley (0954) 210212. ACCESS only.

Send remittance and micro (if applicable) to:

Cambridge Processor Services
Dept. A, 25 Parsonage Street,

Cambridge CBS 8DN

This offer applies to mainland UK only and does not apply to major damage caused by abuse.
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MUSIC NOTES

Sir. After testing the published

cassette of my Quicksilva Music

Processor, I would like to clarify some
points about the software.

The absence of a I'unction-key label

has been pointed out to Quicksilva.

and I hope to see this included in the

package shortly. Cassette labels will,

of course, be provided.

The three music files are each

nearly twice as long as necessary and

should finish at blocks &1A. &26 and

&28 respectively. This is also being

corrected.

A minor point is the 'helicopter'

sound effect given in section 7.1 of

the booklet. Channel 1 settings should

be: 1 09 92 a and not: 1 09 00 0.

Andy Williams

Burton-on-Trent

TV SHUDDER

Sir, I am writing about the problem

Acorn users are finding with 'shudder'

or 'frame jump' occurring when ^ames

such as Defender are run on ordinary

TV sets.

This fault is caused by the fact that

in many modern TV sets there is a

chip controlling the line and field sync

pulses.

These sets have a TDA 2571 or

similar IC which divides the 625 lines

down to one for the field sync pulse,

which is where the 'shudder' occurs.

This method is used because in remote

parts of the country the transmitted

TV signal is so corrupted that there

are no distinguishable sync pulses,

and yet a picture can be received, so

this information is used instead to get

the sync pulses.

On high speed games such as

Defender, the ULA video processor is

caught out and misses the first few

lines of video information, which is

off screen and not seen anyway. With

these lines missing the sync pulse

occurs progressively later and hence

the 'shudder', because the auto sync

circuits detect this and attempt to re-
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sync the set with a 'jump'.

The same problem occurs with

VCRs, so TV set designers have a

button on the front of a TV set to

disable the IC and use the mains

frequency to lock the picture.

So please note this button is called

the 'VCR button' and must be used.

We have done a lot of research into

this problem as it affects most

computers - not only the BBC. Also

we have tried a large number of

changes to the BBC and have not yet

damaged or blown anything up, but

many times it never works and hangs

up, When things were switched off

and restored the computer worked

perfectly.

P. Sipos

Surrev

SEIKOSHA HELP

Sir, In November's Acorn User,

George Hill published the final part of

a program for printing a 'test card'

direct from the screen onto the Epson

MX80 FT2. (Would this be known as a

'screen print program' and be known
as 'software'.)

I do not have the Epson but a

Seikosha GPIOOA, bought to help me
with my 'O' Level computer studies.

My problem is that I cannot control

my printer, it remains functional only

in its preset mode,

The manual supplied might just as

well be written in Japanese lor all the

sense it makes. The retailer cannot

help, and despite promises to supply 'a

modified software program' to enable

'graphics printing', has yet to do so.

1 need to print programs for my
school which contain charts and

graphs, for example, sine and cosine

curves.

Andrew Causer

Birmingham

My sympathy for your bafflement

with printer manuals. An information

sheet on the Seikosha was written as

part of the review of the Seikosha in

July's issue. It includes example
programs and a translation of the

vital bits of the manual from the

'Japanese'. Copies are available from

the Acorn (/ser office (50p plus SAEJ.

An assembly language dump
program was published in the

October issue of Acorn IJ.ser. This is

scantily documented, but type it in

[absolutely no mistakes allowed!],

and then run it. Typing CALL BEGIN
will cause it to dump the screen. A
future issue will contain a shorter

hybrid (Basic plus assembly

language) screen dump for this

printer. The series of articles on

printers will, we hope, have helped

you in understanding your printer,

and in writing your own screen

dumps , which are 'software'.

f^'C'C''! SON-MFC, p.. ,.

;
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Algotek Computer Co Ltd

11 Wood Street Wakefield WFl 2EU
Tel 0924 369555

Use your BBC micro
to Control the Mains
• Safe control of two 13A mains outlets

• Individual switching of each channel

• No special knowledge required

• Direct interface to any parallel port

• Adaptors available for Sinclair and BBC micros

• With full instructions and demonstration programs

Code Pnce

Two-channel relay with 13 Amp sockets, indicalor LEDs, control connection

and instmctioEt manual R2 £29.95

Conneciois tot foui units (8 channels): lot BBC model A: R2A £H75

tor BBC model B: R2B £9,95

adaptor for the Sinclair range (ZXBO, ZXS 1 or Spectrum): H3C £19.50

Please add postage and pactmg to all otdeis £1.50

SJ research
Philip, Spence-JoaeB & Associates Ltd.,

108 MiU Road, Cainbhdge. CBl ZBD

Telephone: (0223) 69921

CONTEX
Adult Educational Software

for the BBC computer

TYPING TUTOR 32K
Specifically designed for the BBC micro the 90 smoothly

graded lessons teach, train and encourage you to become
quickly proficient at touch typing. Keyboard display

highlights each lesson. Word scan error checking, times

(wpm) and recommends next lesson. Audio keyfeedback,

metronomic pacing beat, many user configurable options.

Instruction booklet supplied £9.99 inc.

SPREADSHEET 32K
A complete and versatile 'calc' program and tutorial.

Models containing over 1 000 cells can be built using up to

26 columns and 99 rows. Equations, constants or text in

any ceil. Emphasis on ease of use includes copy, row/col

insert, delete, totals, headers, variables, row colours, save

and restore. Tutorial, application examples and docu-

mentation of the all Basic program for those who wish also

to explore the design. £7.99 inc.

Cassette based. Professional software and service

always. Special Offer! Deduct £1.50 if both programs
ordered together.

Cheque/PO payable to 'Contex Computing'
(A5) 15 Woodlands Close, Cople. Bedford MK443UE
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LETTERS

ANNOYING CLICKS

Sir. My BBC mode! B seems to have

an intermittent fault in that

occasionally the TV picture 'freezes'

and the only way out is to break.

First, I would be interested to know
what might be causing this and

second, although Basic programs can

be restored using OLD etc, how can 1

get back commercial machine code

games programs, such as Acornsoft's

'Snapper' and 'Planetoid', since OLD
and RUN (or 'RUN) do not work in

these cases?

Incidentally, why does the cassette

relay [ I assume it is the cassette relay)

make such an irritating clicking 'noise

when a program is being loaded? From
time to time I get a loading problem

when the machine fails to spot the

beginning/end of a block and there is

no corresponding click from the relay.

Could this be a cause or a symptom of

a fault elsewhere?

I should add that both the above

problems occurred before and after a

recent OS upgrade from 0.1 to 1,2 and

no fault was found when the upgrade

was performed by the dealer.

M. Gibson

Staffs

The most likely causes of your

picture 'freezing' are mains or static

glitches. A possible cause could be
overheating of the machine. Your
second query: commercial machine
code games can't be recovered

because of the software protection

built into them. You'll just have to

re-load tbem.

The relay clicks every time a

block is loaded. If the block doesn't

load, the relay doesn't click - it's

that simple! If your machine fails to

spot the beginning/end of a block

then it would be a fault on tbe

cassette, not your micro.

NEW GUARANTEE

Sir, 1 have recently had my model B
upgraded to take a disc interface. This

was carried out by Retail Control

Systems within my original six months

guarantee period.

According to your October 1982

issue, this extends the maker's

guarantee by three months. RSC deny

all knowledge of this, although they

do state that their work is guaranteed

for three months.

I should be most grateful if you

could make it clear to me if my
maker's guarantee is extended.

S. Belcber

Essex

Our news item in October repeated

Acorn's statement to us at that time.

However, their official line now is

that the three-month upgrade

guarantee has no effect at all on the

main guarantee.

EMPTY RAM

Sir, On switching on my BBC model B

and typing 'OLD', I invariably get the

'Bad program' message, even though

nothing has been entered. On using a

memory display program, the contents

are always the same - a series of

several lines with the same number

3328 all of which consist of the word

trace followed by six lines of hashes

(#]. Entering a new program clears

this; but does it indicate a faulty chip

anywhere, and are there any serious

problems that could result from it?

David Evans

West Midlands

The reason for the 'Bad program*

message appearing when you switch

on and type OLD is that the RAM is

empty. You don't have a faulty chip

and nothing is wrong.

FOREIGN TV

Sir, I have a BBC model B and as I am
going to live in Cyprus, I would like

to know what problems I would have

in using the computer with a domestic

TV,

I have been informed that TVs
bought in the UK have to be adapted

for use there. Does this mean that my
computer will need some sort of

adaption? If so could you tell me how
much the conversion would cost?

David Guest

London WCl

Cypriot TV is not compatible with

the BBC micro. The modifications

required to make it so are complex

and expensive. Your best bet would
either be to take a monitor or a

British TV with you and use a

transformer to cope with mains

voltage differences.

TELLY SOUND

Sir, In the May issue of Acoru User

you published a letter from B.

Sharrock and said it was not possible

to have sound through the TV set.

I enclose details of the method that

I used to achieve sound through a TV.

I have glued the sound modulator

to the top of the existing video

modulator, allowing a slight offset for

the lid fixing screw.

The capacitor value was selected

by trial and error. A larger value gives

better sound quality but a reduction in

picture quality and lOOpF is about the

maximum.
The 5V supply can be obtained

from the PCB track connected to pin

16 of IC 45, while OV can be obtained

from the track connected to pin 7 of

IC47.

My computer has had this unit

fitted since June last year and has

suffered no ill effects.

J. Doggett

Middx

not
cooneeled

ioopfX^ -€

Existing

Video

modulator

(Astek)

n
UM 1263
Sound
modulator

(AsIek)

Conned OV to

^ modulalor case

Sound output Ifom computer eg PL16

QUEST BUG

Sir, I would like to point out a small

bug in Acornsoft's Phiiosphers Quest.

It will treat any command starting

with A (eg Attack] as a crawl

command.
IN PROCW. which starts at 5750,

the input is compared with a list of

known commands, J is returned as D if

not found. J is initially set to in line

5752 but reset in line 5760 to 6.

If the command word is less than

the first word (B) on the list,

ENDPROC is reached with J still =6.

If crawl is entered J=6 hence

Attack=Crawl. This is easily

corrected;

5775 IFX$<FNSTR{L,I) OR
X$>FNSTR(H.1J THEN J=0:

ENDPROC
Neil Washbrook

Middx
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AT LAST!!

THE BROADWAY DISC DRIVES
FOR THE BBC MICROCOMPUTER

* DUAL BOOK, SINGLE 400K.

^ USES NEW MISUBISHI HALF HEIGHT DRIVES

^ MANUAL, FORMAT DISC, AND LEADS INCLUDED

t^ CHOICE OF COLOURS-OATMEAL AND CHOCOLATE

^ AVAILABLE NOW-DIRECT OR FROM SELECTED DEALERS

ALREADY IN USE BY MANY
LEADING COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES.

* PR1CE-800K £599 + VAT
400K £325 + VAT

PLEASE SEND ME

QTY BROADWAY 400

BROADWAY800
FURTHER DETAILS

Name

Address

I enclose cheque for

My Access/ B'card No is

BROADWAY ELECTRONICS
THE BROADWAY, BEDFORD

Tel; 0234-213639
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LETTERS

CENTRONICS DUMP

Sir, I am searching for routines to

dump graphics screens from my BBC (B)

to a Centronics 739 printer. I must have

written 20 letters, al! enclosing stamps,

to receive two replies, both negative.

Can you make any suggestions? I would

be very grateful even to be pointed in the

right direction. We don't ail own Epsons!

A. Cameron
Inverness

To write any sort of printer dump it

is necessary to have a copy of the

relevant sections of the manual.

Mr Cameron kindly supplied these,

and the dump program [program 1)

was written and sent. It worked first

time (remarkable that!], and other

programs for the Centronics 739

have been written since, which Mr
Cameron has kindly tried out.

His printer seems to be suffering

from a lot of breakdowns though. Do
other readers have similar problems

with this printer? The print quality is

superb, but reliability is important too!

1010 REM nflIN PROGRAM
li3£0 PROCPR INTER
lesei pRocscRN
1340 PROCDONE
1050 END
I960 DEFPROCPR INTER
1070 REn CPLL AND ENRBLE PRINTER
1030 *FX5.1
1090 VDU2
1100 REM SELECT GRRPHICS MODE
1110 VOUl. 2?-, 1,37,1,43
1120 ENDPRrX
li;?0 DEFPROCSCRN
1140 F0RV:-;=1S23 T0 :;TEP-£4
1150 fi:irk:-;=0 TO isrs step4
1160 bate=0
1170 FOR a:';=£3 TO s':TEP-4
liae bytie=bBte-*2

.bife^r ^^^^'-^^^-^»eTHEN byt*

1£00 NE.'^T

1210 bBte-bwte+i^E
1££0 VOUl.bute
1230 NEWT
U'40 VDUl. 13
1250 NEXT
ISee EMDPROC
1270 LiiEFPROCDONE

,A^P®
^^" SEND CPNOELLING ESCAPE SEUUENUE AND FORMFEED - tl .l.

1250 VDUl.,27.1,.15',1.12
1300 REN DISRELE PRINTER ftND BEEP
i'-ilS) VDU.3.. 7
1020 END-PROC

WEARTH WARNING

Sir, I recently experienced an unusual

fault on my BBC model B which

resulted in damage to output buffers

on the computer and input buffers on

a printer connected to it.

After considerable detective work
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by the engineer of the Guildford

Computer Centre, the fault was traced

to a third piece of equipment, the

distribution board to which all of the

system except the printer was
connected. This had a faulty earth

lead. The result was that leakage

currents were flowing in the signal

circuits, damaging the buffers.

The story illustrates two important

points. First, make sure all system

earths are sound when interconnecting

equipment. Second, when trouble

strikes, there is no substitute for a

good dealer who is prepared to back

up his sales with service.

Dr. T. Wilson
Surrey

FORUM ERROR

Sir, A misprint occurs in the listing in

Beeb Forum. July page 49. The

command to save the program and

data together should be;

'SAVE "Progname" EOO XXXX
where XXXX is the hex value of the

number printed by [he previous step.

The purpose of the technique is to

save memory space by avoiding the use

of numerous data statements within a

program.

Robert Ward
Hull University

GAELSETT UPDATE

Sir, Thank you for June's careful

review of Gaelsett's Extended Colour-

Fill Graphics software. However Mike

Milne seems to have been using the

earliest version of ECFG (circa Nov-

ember], and has therefore concentrated

on the facilities available with ECFG
in mode 2, in line with the demon-

stration programs he had.

ECFG is in fact supported in all

graphics plotting modes, and experi-

ence has shown that mode 2 is rarely

the best when ECFG is present.

For instance, in mode 5, the screen

can simultaneously show 289 different

graduations of colour-mix from the

6561 available in mode 2, all accessed

via the more user-friendly VDU
18,L,32,,.. ECFG option, withoul

recourse to non-zero values of 'L'.

Other sets of 289 shades can be

chosen by use of VDU 19,... state-

ments, and extra shades beyond the

289 by use of 'L' of VDU 18,L,64

And all this at a saving of 10k of

RAM against mode 2!

For high-resolution graphics, mode
1 provides the same facilities as above

for mode 5, but with a typical pixel

resolution of 1/32 x 1/32 inches on a

14 inch monitor, so that ECFG's

colour-mixing shows much less

graininess, and is therefore preferred

over mode 2 in terms of both the

ECFG capability as well as line-

drawing resolution. On a non-ECFG
machine, execute VDU 23,240,&AA,

&55. &AA, &55, &AA, &55, &AA, &55:

VDU 240,240,10,13,240,240.18,1,129,

16 in mode 1 versus mode 5.

The other point I would like to

mention is that ECFG is not so much a

'program' as a machine-code extension

which adaptively grafts itself onto

whichever version of the operating

system it finds in the machine. In this

way ECFG facilities are available in

Basic, or via OSWRCH calls in

assembler, or as VDU statements

executed from the keyboard. It will

survive use of the break key,

ECFG has been designed to adapt

itself to any future MOS, which is

illustrated by the fact that it has been

found to work without modification

on the Electron. This is the more

remarkable since ECFG uses un-

supported jumps to MOS locations,

otherwise it could not be implemented

in Vak.

David Reader
Gaelsett

PLUG TO BLAME

Sir. My BBC B has had two of the

heart-sinking faults described by

several others but I haven't seen my
simple solutions published in Acorn

User. The first fault was the TV
picture apparently 'falling' several

times a second. I found that the plug

going into the TV aerial socket had an

unsoldered shield wire and the cure

was to split this plug and clamp half

the strands between each half of the

plug before pushing back the plug's

outer cover.

The second fault was the 'Block?

Header? Data? Rewind tape' message

often obtained when trying to load

programs I'd written and saved

myself. My tape recorder has an

automatic recording level control and

putting a 2kohm resistor in series in

the microphone lead connecting the

tape recorder and the computer

worked perfectly for me.

Martin Urban
London

W1



THEPROGRAMTHATSIIAPS
AHEADOFALLTHEREST...

Programs forthepeople'

THE MOST FANTASTIC

ACTION GAME FOR

THE BBC MICRO!

FAST ARCADE PLAY!

MODE 2 COLOUR GRAPHICS
AT ITS BEST!

FIVE TUNES!
INCREDIBLY ADDICTIVE!

AVAILABLE NOW
ATYOURSOFWARE
FOR ALL DEALER

0Niy£8.95

SEE IT NOW AT YOUR NEAREST SOFTWARE FOR ALL DEALER! RAM ELECTRONICS (FLEET)

COMPUTER PLUS GAMES WORKSHOP Hants GU13BPA
Unit 37 RDS ELECTRICAL LTD

AB & C COMPUTERS Watford. Herts WD1 2LH Birmingham Shopping Centre 157-161 Kingslon Road

1 \ Stock SIone Road COMPUTERS FOR ALL Bummgham B? Portsmouth Hams P02 7EF

St Ausleli 72 Nortfi street GHAVESENO HOME COMPUTERS RITCHIE ELECTRONIC
|

Cnrnwall PL25 3DW 39 The Terrace 31 North Parade

ANGLIA COMPUTER CENTRE COMPUTERIST Gravesend. Kant Bradtord. WbsI Yorkshire

88 Si Benedicts Street KANDYS STORKROSE LTD

Norwtcti, Norlolk Nfi2 4AB 40 High Street 44 Stiroton Street

A&D COMPUTERS COMP-LEASE Hunlingaoo London NW1
143A Fore Street 121 Oueensway, Alsager Cambridgeshire PE18 6AD SUPERIOR SYSTEMS LTD

Exetet. Devon Cheshire ST7 2SP MANSFIELD COMPUTERS i78WestSireet.Sheltieid

BLADEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS DIGITAL FANTASIA 7gRaiclitleGale Soutti Yorkshire SI 4ET

?2 Glynne Street. Farnworlti 24NorBreckRoad Mansfield SOUND ON SOUND
Lancashire BL4 7DV NarDreck, Blackpool FY5 IRP NoltsNG18 2JB 64 Lawtor Streel

BRAINWAVE LTD EMPRISE LTD MICROSTTLE CDngieton, Cheshire CW12 IRS

STATACOM LTD24 Crown Street 58 Easi Streel 29 Belvedere

Ipswich. SuMolV Larsdowoe Road. Balti 234 High Street

BRIDLINGTON COMP CENTRE Essen CO 1 2TD MICROWARE Sutton. Surrey

46 Market Place, Old Town ESSEX COMPUTER CENTRE LTD •3 Si Peiers Lane TECHNOMATIC LTD

Bridlington V0I640L 150 Uoulstiam Street Leicester 17 Burnley Road

J W BAGNALL LTD MODEL PLUS London NWIO
18 Salter Street FALSOR COMPUTERS 55AWesl Street. Boston TOMORROWS WORLD
Stafford STI6 2JU 8 St Georges Arcade Lincolnshire PEI2 BON Esplanade. Lerwick

8INDERMAN LTD NORTHERN COMPUTERS Shetland Isles

12C Manor RoaO FAREHAIM COMPUTER CENTRE Churchlield Road THE VIDEO PALACE

London N16 5SA 56High Streel, Farefiam Frodsham, Cheshire 52 Kensington High St

CARLTON COMPUTERS LTD Harts P016 7BG OFF RECORDS London we
4 Swanstons ftoad GALAXY VIDEO LTD Computer House WATFORD ELECTRONICS

Great Yarmouth SO High Street 68 Batlersea Rise 33/35 Carditl Road

Norfolk NR30 3NQ Clapham Junction, London Waltord Herts WDI BED

CASTLEHUHSTLTD RMK ELECTRONICS LTD YORKSHIRE MICROCOMPUTERS
1291 High Road Hintofi House Station Road 28 Ramshill Road, Scarborough

London t^20 SriqhtonBfJMAO New Miiton. Hants BH23 6HZ North Yorkshire Y011 2QF
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SUBSCRIBE & SAVE

WE HATE to tell you this, but
your subscription may well be
running out. In fact, if you
started with the October 1 982
issue there are only two more
issues to go! So now is the
time to send off.

'But why should I?'

That's a good question and
we know it's not easy to part

with that extra £3, but
here are five very good
reasons:

1. If you get your subscription
form into us by
September 30, the sub-
scription will run tor

1 4 months, whether you
are renewing your order or
starting up a new
subscription.

2. NOT ONLY do you get two
extra copies of Acorn User,
but also a complimentary
copy of Programming Hints
and Tips for the BBC
micro. This book has been
culled from the past year's

issues and will be
published in August at

£6.95 (Only on orders
before September 30.)

3. NOT ONLY do you get two
free magazines and a free
book, but also access to

our special subscriber's
offers. In the last issue
this took the form of £1
discounts on four exciting
new books for the BBC
micro. In the next issue,

subcribers will receive an
insert giving them £1 off

entry to the Acorn User
Exhibition in August.
These special offers are
not retrospective, but
there will be others, so
don't miss out- subscribe!

4. Not only do you get free
magazines, a free book
and special discounts, but
also your own magazine
delivered straight to your
door each month.

5. The price of the magazine
is bound to go up, but this

will not affect subscribers.

We reckon this is pretty good
value for your extra £3. In

fact, spending an extra £3
could save you £1 3-95 - beat
that for value!
You've seen the com-

petitition, and the past year
has shown that only Acorn
User gets the exclusive
stories; only Acorn User gets
the facts; only Acorn User
gets things right (well, most
of the time) - and Acorn User
gives you the best ideas from
the best authors and the real

experts.

When you add it all up,
there's only one magazine
you can choose. And you
can't afford to miss this offer.

So fill in the form below right

now, cut it out and send it off

to save yourself time, hassle
and money. Remember, Sept-
emberSO is the date limit for
these offers, and you must
use the coupon below. Also,
we regret that this offer can
only apply to the UK.

SUBSCRIPTION SPECIAL -2 FREE ISSUES PLUS BOOK
Please open one year's direct subscription to Acorn User starting October 1 983.

I enclose a cheque for £15 payable to Addison-Wesley Publishers Limited.

Name

Position

School/College/Company

Address

NB: This offer is only valid on this form. So cut it out and send to: Acorn User, BKT(Subscnption
Services) Ltd, Douglas Road, Tonbridge, KentTN9 2TS.AU13
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E3IBEEBUG rSE BBC MICRO

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO THE BBC MICRO

MEMBERSHIP NOW EXCEEDS 18,000
BRITAIN'S LARGEST COMPUTER USER GROUP

18,000 members can't be wrong — BEEBUG provides the best support for the BBC Micro.
BEEBUG Magazine- NOW 64 PAGES devoted exclusively to the BBC Micro.

Programs— Hints & Tips— Major Articles— News— Reviews — Commentary.
PLUS members discount scheme with National Retailers. PLUS members Software Library.

10 Magazines a year. First issue April 1982. Reprints of al! issues available to members.

SCREEN SHOTS FROM PROGRAMS

..4

ELLIPTO JUNE 1983

RETURN OF THE DIAMOND
JUNE 1983 b JULY 1983

FOUR IN A ROW APRIUMAY
1983

BARCHART APRIL/MAY 1983

Magazine programs now available on cassette to

members at £3.50 inc: VAT & p&p- see April/May
issue for details.

February Issue: Pingiam Features: BEEBMAZE - Find your way through the

lyndom maze, guided by 3D vji?ws from jnstde the maze -an excellent game
FIVE-DICE A Beeb implementalion ol YAHTZEE IRI, a novel dice game.
Also a listing of WINDY FIELD -a creation Irom Acornsott, SPIROPLOT
screen doodler, and a complete memoiv displav program in a user key. Plus

Machine Code Screen Dumps for the Epson and Seikosha Printers; articles on
USING FILES, IDEAS ON ANIMATION llndudiiig a Roiaiing Cube program!,

an Introduction to the Use of Procedures, a Survey of Books on ihe BBC Micro,

and a Roundup of Disc System Hints. PLUS a variety of HINTS, TIPS AND
INFO, including a single VDU command to perform a SIDEWAYS SCROLL.
March Issue: Program Features: Life (32K), Aitilleiy Duel (16K'32KI,

Square Dance, 3D Rotation (will rotate any objeci). Primers for the BBC micro
- Review of Epson, Seikosha, Tandy and Olivetti. What to do with ihe new
Operating System, Disc Formatter Program, and full Disc instruction set,

Newcomers article on Text and Graphics Windows PLUS How lo get a new
Operating System ROM and a special deal on Wordwise (members only).

April/May Issue Special Anniversary Issue — Contains index to the
whole of BEEBUG Volume 1. Music Composer ceate complex 3 part

hattnonies with tins synthesiser Progiam. Colour bar chart generator
program, Beeb implementalion of rhfi Connect-Four Game. Invasion —

a

16k, Plus Revievtf of Tape Recorders for the Beeb: a Basic Program Editor,

which lists variables and procedures, and executes Find and Replace in a Basic

Program; Reviews of Acornsoft Games and Ihe Torch Z80 Disc Pack. Disc

Menu Program NewcoiTiers inuciduciion to Mode 7 How to save Ihe

iinsavable; and a routine lo print Double Height Chataciets in all modes.
June Issue: Program Features: 'Return of the Diamond* A 16k adventure

game, 'hedgehog' a well implementeri 'frogger' type game, and Ellipto, Create

your own off the shelf sound effects with Sound Wizard. Plus articles on Usirig

Files. Rotating and Expanding Characters, Using Printers, and How to

multi-program the User Keys. Reviews of The Hobbit Floppy Tape
System, Adventure Games, and a Comparative Review of Wordwise and
View, Plus FX Call Update, Disc Program Auto-relocaiot. Wordwise
Update, and more BBC Book Reviews,
July issue: Games; Robot Attack (32k) and Anagrams, a 1 6k word game

Watching the Beeb at work a sample program to show your micro at woik
An introduction to discs what are they and are they worth getting. Balloons

-a coloured animation. Make your micro speak like Kenneth Kendal. Bad
Program Lister- lists programs even when the corTipuier pronounces them
'bad'. Reviews of Epson and Seikoshas new printers Five books of programs
reviewed, plus more software reviews. Using Files Part 4 A full disc sector editor

program - to read and retrieve lost disc files, and tiow to modify Acornsofl's

Planetoid. Plus hosts of useful hints.

BEEBUGSOFT: BEEBUG SOFTWARE LIBRARY
offers members a growing range of software from

£3,50 per cassette.

BEERUG NEW OPERATING SYSTEM OFFER

BEEBUG members can now obtain the new 1 -2 OPERATING SYSTEM
ROfVI at around HALF PRICE

See BEEBUG Magazine February, March or April for details.

As a result of BEEBUG negotiations with Acorn the ROM now may also be
offered by other user groups to their members.

1. Starfire (32K). 2. Moonlander n6K). 3D Noughts and Crosses (32K). 3.

Shape Match (16K) Mindbender (16K). 4. Magic Eel (32K). 5. Cylon Attack

(32KI.6, Astro-Tracker (32K1.

Utilities: 1. Disassembler (16KI, Redefine (16KI. Mini Text Ed (32K|.

Applications: 1. Superplot (32K1. 2. Masterfile (32K).

^3% DISCOUNT TO MEfVIBERS ON THE EXCELLENT WORDWISE
WORD PROCESSING PACKAGE -THIS REPRESENTS A SAVING OF

OVER £5.00.

Send £1 ,00 & SAE for Sample
Membership; U K £5.40 for six months, £9.90 for one year.

Overseas one year only: Europe £16.00, Middle East £19.00, Americas & Africa £21 .00, Other Countries £23.00

Make cheque to BEEBUG and send to: BEEBUG Dept 13, 374 Wandsworth Rd, London SW84TE
Send editorial material to: The Editor, BEEBUG, PO BOX 50, St. Albans, Herts AL1 2AR
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Do you have a BBC Micro?

FED UP WITH LOADING

AND SAVING FROM

CASSETTES?

Viglen have the

answer!

NEW SLIMLINE DISK DRIVES from £150
"Teacs" and "Cannons" at realistic prices. Cut leading/saving times

from minutes to seconds. b\" Disc Drives (up to 500K)
Double Sided
ONLY

£190
All drives come cased to match the BBC Micro.

Complete with all necessary leads, ready to plug

in and use with BBC Model B with DFS.
*Also Disc formatter and user guide £15.

See us at Stand 11

B

ACORN USER EXHIBITION
Cunard International Hotel 2^^S:^ies

Where you can try our disc drives and exclusive console!

VIGLEN Computer Supplies
Unit 7, Trumpers Way, London W7 2QA

Tel: 01-843 9903

Two free

disks with

eacfi drive

purchased.

To: Viglen Computer Supplies, Unit 7, Trumpers Way, London W7 2AQ
Please send me:

A Single Drives:

B Track Switchable:

DISK DRIVES - All BBC compatible
100K -£155 C Dual Drives:

200K-E190
400K -£210

D BBC Disk Interface
IJncl. 1 2 ROM & titling 48 hours!

E Disk
or debit my Access/Barclay card No

200 K - £325
400K - £395
800 K - £435

P.O. A.

£15

Name ..

Address

Signature
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PERSONAL ADS

• COLOUR MONITOR 22"

RGB input, new and unused

as unwanted gift. Made by

Ramtec Corp. Only E99 for

fast sale. Also voice

synthesis and recognition

only E95 ono Tel; Orpington

(0689) 35353

• ATOM 16k ROM (inc

FPR, Ross toolbox) 12k

RAM, PSU, over £80 books

and software (inc Forth and

games), all manuals, only

e200 Tel: Aycliffe (0325)

312731

• LISTINGS. Machine

code 5p A block. Wordwise
text lOp A block. Screen

dumpsd lOp. Cassette labels

tp each. Cassettes with

instructions and A4 SAE. to

C. Urquhard. Postprint 12

Melrose Ave, Paisley PA2
9JA. Tel: Brediland 3386.

• PROFESSIONAL
PRINTER (eg used on oil

rigs). British DRl - 6123 Dot

matrix 106 CH/Sec bi-

directional RS232 input,

friction feed, normally E900+.

As new, boxed £120 ono. J.

Goldsmith 8 Albert Street

Bury St. Edmunds.

• BBC B 1.2 OS, Epson
FX80 FT, Cables, cassette

recorder, plus joysticks +
Acornsoft, and books and
Acorn Users and lotsmore.

£650 ono. Huddersfield

43917 after 6pm

• ATOM 8k ROM, 64k
RAM, includes PSU, user

group newsletters, and
manuals. Worth E220. Offers

around £145 Please contact

Mike Powell, 2 Downsell

Road, Webheath, Redditch,

Worcs. or Tel. REdditch

(0527) 43037.

• BBC Compatible cassette

recorder (as recommended
by Beebug) in excellent

condition £1 7.50 ono.

Cambridge (0223) 245799.

Also Basic II chip wanted in

exchange for Basic I and

cash.

• DISK DRIVE: Two Canon
61 08 drives in case with

PSU and fan. Double sided,

double density 48TP1. Brand

new and unused in packing.

£280. Tel: Windsor 63573.

• EPSON RS232 2k serial

interface board for MX,FX or

RX. Brand new, unused.

£50+ £2 p&p to include

manual. I.S.Crawford 3

Schofield Way, Bloxham,

Banbury, Oxon Tel: (0295)

720812

• BOXED BBC model B
hardly used. Series 1 O/S
welcome tape plus other

progs. Plus some books

£300. Phone Keith Simpson,

evenings Heme Bay 69967
or Seaford 894567. Week-

ends Heme Bay only.

• ATOM for sale with

separate power supply,

maximum RAM and VIA

fitted, plus quality software

on cassette ana ^^oks.

Offers around £120 the lot.

Tel: Rotherham (0709)

552580.

• ATOM 12k-l- toolkit year

old PSU leads, manuals,

masses of software Acornsoft

packs 1,4,8,9.11 + adven-

tures. All Micromania.

Galaxians. Chess, Invaders,

Swarm, Frogger, Defender,

Centipede, Packman,
Scramble. £100 Tel: Spalding

840 607 (evenings).

• ATOM as new 12k RAM,
floating point ROM, toolbox

ROM, books and software

including Forth Bargain

£160. Tel: 0602-392554
(Nottingham)

• MUST SELL Atom to buy
BBC. 12k RAM, FP and
Wordpack ROMS, printer

interface plus Epson cable.

£100 worth of software. All

for £150, Phone 0748-
833700 (North Yorks).

• ATOM 12k RAM IGK
ROM 6522 Ross software

ROM joysticks. Invaders,

Astrobirds, 747 books. Atom
joysticks. Atom magic, Atom
business, getting acquainted

. PSU Only £150 Ring

09457 80780 After 5pm.

FREE PERSONALAD SERVICE
A new feature for readers.

Sell your bits and bobs, no charge!

Why not sell that old Sinclair and make a few bob? Just fill in the

form below to a maximum of 32 words (one in each box) and send it

to Acorn User Free Ads, 53 Bedford Square, London WC1 . Use
capital letters, and remember your name, address or telephone

number. This is a free service to readers - no companies otease.

One entry per form only, and we cannot guarantee any issue.

(A)

• ATOM 12K+12k. plus

floating point ROM, manual

"AT&P", ten software cas-

settes, & cassette player

£125 ono. PSU 5V5A £10
(cost new £250) Tel:

Bedford (0234) 67067
Evening/weekends.

• ATOM: 12k RAM, 12k

ROM. All leads, manuals,

18A PSU. Good condition.

Also 1 k RAM board (unfitted)

and Acornsoft Soft VDU.
Offers please P.A.Sadd

Surrey Court, University of

Surrey, Guildford, Surrey.

• ATOM 12k/12k (FP)

printer buffers VIA colour

module Ross utility ROM
with 6 way socket oakleaf

joystick interface BUS/printter

sockets Soft VDU games
pack 1 5VPSU, getting

Acquainted mags, listings,

Offers 0483 570082

• ATOM 12k+16k, Disk

drive, ROM switch, utility

ROM Wordpack ROM, BBC
board, green monitor. All

manuals. All for less than

price of disk drive! only

£300. Phone Sandy (0767)

80126.

• ATARI VCS for sale: with

joysticks, and paddles and

five cartridges: Tennis.

Dodge'em, Asteroids, Com-
bat, and Space invaders.

El 20 ono. Also Donkey
kong cartridge £15. Phone

(061) 653 6063 and ask for

Tariq.

• COMMODORE PET 8k
computer own monitor.

sound box, lots of programs
perfect condition, ideal for

schools, £250 or exchange
for B & O hi-fi or Super 8

sound films etc. Luton

24985, 9 Turners Rd, Luton,

Beds.

• TRS80 level 2 16k.

Plenty of programs, lightpen

and assember, offer me
£325. Ring (0272) 667296,
Bristol, Avon.

• FOR SALE: eight

Acornsoft cassettes. Arcade

and Adventures. Upgraded
to disc, hence selling

cassettes, original packaging,

£5 each ono, will sell

separately, S. Linsley, 4
Jackson Close, Easthamp-

stead, Bracknell, Berks

29883.
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Sdiomond/oft
A better way of computing

HOME ACCOUNTS BBC MODEL B £14.95

Complete home finance system packed with sensible facilities to

help you maintain up to date records ot your BANK, CREDIT
CARD, LOAN and SAVINGS ACCOUNTS. Keep (rack of

CHEQUES. RECEIPTS. AUTOMATIC BANKERS ORDERS,
BILLS WAITING PAYMENT and much more, fopp—-—

-

An essential asset for home or dub, / J^ 'H >\T

m.95 /-

MATHSPELL BBC MODEL A/B £7.95

A must lor every concemed parent of a6-1 Oyr- old. Makes learning

fun, helping leach ADDITION. SUBTRACTION.
MULTIPLICATION, DIVISION, TABLES and SPELLING.
Incorporates our unique grading feature which grows and
develops with your child.

To Diamondsofl Ltd., FREEPOST Cheadle Hulme, Cheadle,

Cheshire SK8 5YB. Tel: 061-4858705 (24 hrs,)

Please supply:

D copies of HOME ACCOUNTS ei4,95each

D copies of MATHESPELL e7,95each
n copies of BOTH TOGETHER £19,95 each

I enclose cheque/P.O. to the value of E .

Name:

Address:

HIGH SPEED A/D STORAGE INTERFACE

Versatile stand alone unit enabling remote

recording and storage of signals for later

analysis by BBC (B) or oscilloscope.

* Non volatile storage {2K HAM)
* Integral mams supplies.

* Sampling Rate 100Hz 125Khz
* Buffered D/A output
* Variable input gain.

" Converts any oscilloscope into a

storage 'scope.

* Transducers & probes available

Supplied with Instruction Maunal
and Operating software.

Price £199 plus VAT & pp

3
GRAFITEK ELECTRONICS LTD.

10 Allanmead Road
Bristol

BS14 9AS
Tel- 0272 838214

Electronequip
Authorised BBC Dealer, and service centre

NEW PRODUCTS

Utility Disc for BBC
Contains VER F0BM35
F0RM40 and F0RM80
Cost 9.95

BBC Sparkj et Printer
New quiet printer
for BBC. Friction 6

tractor feed 80cps.
Cost 379.50

Torch Z80 Disc pack
800K dual disc drive
plus Z80 processor
with CMP compatiable
operating system.
Cost B97.00

TORCH Computer
BOOK to 21. 4M disc
drives. High tes.
colour monitor. Plus
autodial modem.
From 2795.00+vat

NEW Epson FX80
Fxao 160cps printer
in stock. Friction
and tractor feed +

proportional spacing
Cost 458.85

BBC 2 BBC Model B Micro Computer 399.00

BBC 3 BBC Model A Micro with 32K 333.50

BBC A BBC Model A Micro with 32K and VIA 339.50
BBC 5 BBC Model B with Disc Interface 469,00
BBC 6 BBC Model A with Econec Interface 356.00
BBC 7 BBC Model B with Econet Interface ^56. 00
BBC 8 BBC Model B with Disc & Econet Interface 526.00
BBC 21 BBC Model A to B Upgrade 99.82
BBC 28 Econet Upgrade for BBC 92.00
BBC 23 BBC Acorn Memory Upgrade for Model A 3A.50
BBC 27 Disc Upgrade for BBC B (inc fitting) 92.00
BBC 30 BBC 14" Colour Monitor 287.50
BBC 33 Sanyo SM12tg Green Monitor 15MHz 90.85
BBC 34 BMC 12E Green Monitor 18MHz 113.85
BBC 35 Karga K12A 12" Orange Monitor 129.95
BBC 41 BBC Single lOOK 5.25" Disc Drive (ANDOl) 265.00
BBC 43 BBC Dual 800K 5.25 Di.sc Drive (AND02) ,. 803.85
BBC 44 Single Disc Drive (lOOK) for BBC (Teac) 205.85
BBC 45 Single Disc Drive (200K) for BBC (Teac) 263.35
BBC 46 Single Disc Drive C400K) for BBC (Teac) 343,83
BBC 47 Dual Disc Drive (200K) for BBC (Teac) .. 411.70
BBC 48 Dual Disc Drive C400K) for BBC (Teac) .. 526,70
BBC 49 Dual Disc Drive (BOOK) for BBC (Teac) .. 687.70
BBC 50 Epson FX80T 160cps Printer 458.85

ATM 2 Acorn Atom assembled 12K ram 184.00
ATM 26 Atom New Power Supply 1.8A 9.66
ATM 21 Floating Point ROM for Atom 21.85

Large stocks of software for BBC and Atom, Business,
Games and Educational. Send for comprehensive lists.

14" Colour portable Monitor/TV

This Monitor/TV is not a modified tele-
vision as many TV/Monitors are, hut a
14" Monttor/TV which has been designed
to porforn both functions. It has RGB
and Composite video and sound. An RGB
cable for a BBC is supplied as stardard

Cost 259.90 Trade enquires welcome

Large sloctis Prices incluslvB ot VAT
All prices inclusive o1 postage excepi micros 30D

All Upgrades etc. are rdled free o1 charge and thecompuler
fully re-lesied. Access and Barclaycard Welcome

^>4C0RN
COMPUTER Electronequip

36-38 West Street. Fareham, Hants (0329) 230670
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• UK101 8k RAM, cased.

Some games, manuals.

£100 ono. or will exchange
for black white/green monitor.

Phone Stevenage 59424 or

write: Bunting, 1 Fry Road,

Stevenage, Herts. SG2 OQG

• VIC 20 +CZN + £100
softw/are £160 ono. VIC

1515 printer and paper

£1 80 ono. Machine code
monitor, 3k RAM +£50
books £60 ono or all for

£380 ono will split. Tel

Newbury (0635) 298861.

• ATOM BBC Board, only

£30. Mr D. Upton. Phone
Earlswood 2620.

• TWO BBC ROM boards

for Acorn Atom with manuals

£35 each. Wrockwardine

Wood School, Telford, Shrop-

shire, Phone Telford 612461.

• TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
Silent 700 printer terminal.

Lots of paper, full service

manual. 300 baud, 20MA
serial interface. £150 +
carriage. Mi N. Adiam, 1

5

Saracens Rd, Southampton,

Phone Chandlers Ford

62513.

• CHEAP PRINTER.
Nascom IMP dot matrix. Suit

BBC, with M/C screen dump
program and all literature.

Only £150. Phone Lichfield

(Staffs) 23919 Benson 2

Saxon Walk, Lichfield. Staffs.

• PRINTER Acorn AP100A,
parallel cable to BBC,
graphic dump program, 500
sheets paper, all for £200 or

swap for a BBC compatible

disk drive and cable, Phone-

James Bridson, Barnsley

(0226)41753.

• TV/VDU Panasonic
TR1206 12" B & W TV,

converted for direct compo-
site video input from BBC
A/B (or Atom with minor

mod). Gives Sharp 80 col

text, £40, Data available.

Buyer collects. Carroll,

Aldershot (0252) 22539
7.30 pm.

• RD DIGITAL TRACER by
RD Laboratories £25. Only

twice used before returning

my Spectrum as faulty. Mr
Bird, 26 Cooks Spinney,

Harlow, Essex CM20 3BJ

SMALL ADS

A new service for enterprising readers and small companies. For

£10, you get up to 32 words, one insertion only. Appearance in a

particular issue cannot be guaranteed. To advertise, simply com-
plete the form below in block capitals with one word per square.

Remember your name and address or phone number! The £10 is a

standard fee up to 32 words (no morel).

• ATOM owners! Build a

colour module for under

£1 0, Full technical details

including demonstration

programs - £3. Also games
tape Bowling, Wordsearch
(12kRAM) - £3.40. K. White,

86 Neal Road, West
Kingsdown, Sevenoaks,

Kent, TN15 6DQ,

• ADD a numeric keypad to

your BBC computer to make
it like a grown-up micro. SAE
for details to P.T, Squire, 16

Priory Park, Bradford-on-

Avon, Wilts. BA15 IQU.

• EDUCATIONAL program.

In 'Stepstone' the user

directs computer across

poisonous stream using up,

down, left, right commands,
Graphics and sound. Model
B Beeb. Junior sSchool

teacher consulted. £5.50

per copy. Phone (051) 336
2812.

• YOUNG children like

micros! Educational software

for three to nine year olds.

High quality and graphic

software at very cheap
prices. SAE for details, Dave
Maddocks, 18 Brian Avenue,

Stockton Heath, Warrington,

Cheshire.

• GRANGE ADVENTURE
BBC B. An exciting new

adventure. Plenty of riddles

and humour £7.95. Wordwork
word editor for BBC B 64
pages of text £9.95.

Cheques to R.A.Lober, 1

3

Pwll-y-min Crescent, Cardiff

CF5 6LR,

• AT LAST a real cricket

simulation with a full

scoreboard. £7.50 tape,

£8.95 disc for B or A. From
S. Grist, 127 Waxwell Lane,

Pinner, Middx. Price includes

P&P.

• MUSIC cassettes in 3-

part harmony for the Beeb.

(1) sixty hymns (2) five

Bacharach tunes (3) six

Back Little Preludes. £5
each cassette. Ashford, 9

Wetlmeadow Gardens,

Shrewsbury, SY3 SUP or Tel

51666.

• SUPER CHALLENGE,
the game of strategy. Full

instructions in program.

Model A version £2.50.

Model B version £2.95.

State A or B, and pay J.

Dale, 3 Westbourne Avenue,

Hull, Yorkshire, HU5 3HN.

• KEEP 800 program index

records on tape/disa Features

include I/O, insert, amend,

delete, search, sort, list. £4.

{SAE for programs list). Ian

Loynes, 30 Woodfields,

Brlston, Norfolk.

• BBC programs listed,

machine code disassembled

5p a block. Screens
dumped, cassette labels

printed 5p each. Cassettes

only please with instructions.

PO, cheques to C. Urquhart,

1 2 Melrose Ave, Paisley,

Scotland, PA2 9JA.

• BBC model B program

development utilities: Link-

editing, Consolidation with

subroutine libraries; Job
logging; Basic virtual memory
allowing unlimited program

sizes; Editor; etc. Disc-

based, Basic-2. £15. To: C.

Gouyon, 51 Codenham
Straight. Basildon, Essex
SSI 6 5DJ.

• PLAY Acornsoft games?
Now add extra lines, fuel

change speed, overcome
lack of fingers problem, full

easy to follow instructions

£3. H.B. Smith, 33 Ropers
Lane, Wareham, Dorset

BH20 4QT.

• FX and OSBYTE CALLS.

8 page booklet listing all

codes {including those un-

documented by Acorn). £1 +
SAE to Dave Maddocks, 18

Brian Avenue, Stockton

Heath, Warrington. Cheshire.

£1 SMALLAD SERVICE
Please include your cheque for £10 made payable to

Addison Wesley Publishers Ltd. This is the standard

fee. Don't forget your name, address or phone
number. Send cheque plus form to Acorn User Small
Ads, 53 Bedford Square, London WC1 B 3DZ.
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Announcing more exciting

programs for the BBC.
Acornsoft is the software division of Acorn

Computers, the company that designed and built the

BBC Microcomputer. Here are four more exciting

programs, all designed to get the most from your BBC
Micro.

Magic Garden (£9.95) is a cassette based on

Shirley Conrans successful book. It's a problem-solving

program which provides the complete beginner with

instant answers to the tjuestions of what to plant and

w here. Simply tell the computer whether you prefer

a shrub or a flower, the type of soil, light and shade

conditions and required flowering time and the

computer will come up with a selection of possible

plants.

Draughts&Reversi (£Q.95)isacassetteeontaining

two traditional board games for you to play against

the computer. Both give a graphic display of the hoard

on the screen and you can enter your moves with either

keyboard or joystick. The games can be played al

varying levels of difficulty and on the higher levels you

will find the <:omputer to be a very worthy adversary.

Hopper (£9.95) is a game on cassette which can

be played with either keyboard or joysticks. Hop the

frog across the busy motorway trying to avoid four lanes

of fast-moving traffic. To get a<Toss the river to the

frogs lair vou must leap on to the logs and turtles hacks,

but beware of the diving turtles, the crocodile and

the snake.

BCPL (£99.65) is a flexible modern structured

language that's very easy to learn.The package consists

of a BCPL language ROM, a 40/80 disc and a 450 page

llser Guide.The disc contains the BCPL Computer,

a Screen Editor and a 6502 Assembler. BCPL is

particularly good at handling Input and Output and is

ideal for writing utility programs and to develop games

and commercial packages.

Shirley Conrarfs

Magic Garden
fortheaSC Microcomputer McmM B

riow'^*FTr-.aMES

Draughts
and Reversi
foithe B8C McrocomputerModds A and B

y^.=n°n°
u\WI
is3 0.^

How to get Acornsoft pn>g]ams.

If you're a credit card holder and would like to

buy the programs shown in this advertisement, or il you

would like to know the address of your nearest stockist,

just phone 01-200 0200.

Alternatively, you can buy the programs directly

by sending off the order form below to:

Acornsoft. c/o Vector Marketing. Denington Estate,

Wellingborough, \orthanls NN8 2RL.

Also use this form if you would like lo receive

the current free Acornsoft catalogue.

Please allow 2H davs for delivery

S" (Iredil Card Holders. Telephone 01-200 0200.

I

To: Acornsolt.r/oVccUir Marketing. Denington Estate,

Wel!ingl>oroiigh- Ni)rtluinl>; NN8 2RL.

IMeue^p s<Mu! me the I'ollowing:-

i'i{in;n\\i \'H\a: VLAKOn

I) rauphlw& Ri'viTsi H'i.*-)'^

Mlipp<T £t».')5

IW I'l. S.')').f}3

TdTAI,

TOT\L

(Cddc
Arnrni

SBX04

SBG2(I

SBG23

SN!,03

1 enclose PO/checpir payable to Acornsoft Ltd.

Or charge mv credit card.

Card ^unlbe^ ^ ^ ^

(^rll.\/lli^l.'^^/\i^^ilA\..^^s(l).•l.•l^)

PU-asc send me the Acornsoft brochureD
INamc^ -

—

Add ress —^

—

. Postcode.

Signature.
AUB

H.-iM.T,-.! \... \ry2-ilM. V\T No. 2IS Hllli 85
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DEALER LIST

Official Acorn a
Acorn dealers stock and

nd BBC dealers
service the BBC micro, Atom attended technica seminars in Cambridge to ensure that

Computer, Acorn systems and Acornsoft software. The they deal effectively with customers' enquiries. In addition,

Acorn dealer not only sel s computers and peripherals Acorn supply dealers with specific test and diagnostic

but provides vital customer support. Most have recently equipment to speed fault findin g-

LONDON 3D Computers 3SL System Support GLOUCESTERSHIRE KENT MIDDLESEX SOMERSET TYNE AND WEAR GwenI Computers

BrarnsTorm Cornpulor Manor OoaO Services Computer Shacir Kent lilicro Systems Da VincI Compuler Somerset Business Atomline Newporf

Solulions N7 Cnddlnglon Lulon Sandbach Cheltenham Canlerbury Shop Computers Whitley Bay 0633 215006

01-263 6a^6 Homes Conn nonfat 09367 3842/61249 0242 564343 0227 50200/503HS Edgwaro Taunton 0632 532051 Hlghtand Compuler

BulPef MicroSWie Computer Services li^ilBOulp Ltd Medway Computers 01-952 0526 0823-52149 HCCS Systems

01-769 2987 BlggtesAade
0767 317300

CLEVELAND Gloucester Ltd MicToage Electronics The Compuler Room Gateshead Burry Port

UD Computers W5 Customised 0452 411010 Chatham Edg^are Veouil 0632-821924 05542 70517

01-992 5B55 Electro nics Ltd 0634 826080/66 1 547 01959 71 19 0935-20268 Quality Services KB Computers

D«an3 of KenSFnglon BERKSHIRE MiddleebiDugti HAMPSHIRE The Data Store 0?wlse Computers Group Llangollen i

W8 Computer Psripharal 0642-247727 Ameeco Lid Potts Wood Harrow STAFFORDSHIRE Newcastle Upon Tyne 0691 72 651
1

01-937 7896 Supplies Andover 0689 26698 01-429 1060 Computerama 0632 814646 N E Wales
f

Deans of Ksniniami Reading CORNWALL 0264 58744 Twickenham Stafford Microprocessor t^nire

W3 0734 418383 Brewer & Bunney Baaingstohe LANCASHIRE ComoulBi Centra 0785 41899 WARWICKSHIRE Flint

01 -723 4630 3D Computers Camttorne Computer Cehlie B £ 8 (Computers) T*ickenham Computer Cap in Leamington Hobby 0244 816236

DfrecE Dfita Marlteljng r^ewburv 0209 712661 BBSingatoke Bolton 01-891 1B12 Newcastle Centre

LIS SWl 0635 30047 Microtsst Ltd 02Se 52263 0204 382741/384599 Twillslar Computers 0762 628785 Leamington Spa SCOTLAND
oi-flS'i soi6«09e Kenneth Ward Bodmm Business Electronics BiacHpoot Computet Ltd 0926 2921 t

Allor

GlDup'OElB Computers 020S3171 Southampton Centre Soul ha tl SUFFOLK Glasgow

01-605 7724 SuirningdalB 0703 736248 Blackpool 01-574 5271 Micro Management YORKSHIRE 04 1 445 5 1 30

Jessop OS90 25025 OERBVSHinE Elect roneqoip 0253 27091/20239 Ipswich Corn-Tec Criffel Micro Business

Microeleclronics Lid E2 ME Electronic!! Dalron Micro Centre Fareham Merit Computers Ltd MIDLANDS 0473 59161 Barnsley Systems

01-739 3232/729 I8S1 Reading Derby 0329 230670 Wigan Camden Computer Mldwich Computer Co 0226 46972 Dumfries

Kellys Compuler 0734 669460 0332-380085 New Forest Computer 0942-495821 Systems Ltd CuslomisBd 0387 69151/2

Market SE2B Microslvie Systems Miciorose Ltd Birmingham RICkinghall Elect ronicB Ltd Edinburgh CivniHiler

01-599 6202/4399 Newtiuiy DEVON E^ingwood Benlham 021 771 3635 0379 698751 Leeds Centre

Lion t^iQio GompuEer 0636 41929 AS D Computers 04254 77880 0468 62180 The Byle Shop SuHolk Computer 0532-792332 Edmburgh

Wl P J MLcrosvslems Exeter Ft D S Electrical Modern Electronics Birmingham Centre Datron Cf>mpule'a 031-229 4416

01-5B0 7383/636 9613 Crowlhorne 0392 77117 Portsmouth SI. Annes 021 622 7149 Bury St Edmunds 8 Supplies Eaco Computing

Mulll DalB SsrviCD^ 03446 2351 BUS S Bytes 0705-612478 0253 711875 The Coventiv Micro 0284 705503 Stietfieid S10 Glasgow

Lta SWl Windsor llfra«3mt>e The Byte Shop Sweetens Computer Centre 0742-755105 041-221 0310

01 B28 74B7/9 Compuler Centre 0271-62801 Soulhampton Services Coventry SURREY Datron Micro Centre Gate Mictpsyslaiiis
1

REA Wast ErxJ WmdsoJ- Devon ComDule/3 0703 334 711 Preoton 0203 5894 2 Croydon Computer Sheffield S7 Dundee

ViilBo Csniie AC 2 07535-58077 Paignton Baytrae Book.shop Lie! 0772 52443 Walters Com pu let Cenlre 0742-5854BO 0382 28194

01-240 3386/7 0803-526303 Wsterlooviile Systems 01 -689 1 280 El tec Services Lid Lome Computer

HEWW1 BUCKINGHAMSHIRE J A.D Integrated 07014 3084 LEICESTERSHIRE Stourtjridge Dorking Audio Bradford Services

1-5B0 1 785 Chillern Eleclrontc^ Services D A Comouters 03843 70811/2/3 Systems 0274-491371 Oban

Tech noFTia lie Lid Challoni SI Giles Plymouth HERTFORDSHIRE Leicester Doiking GTM Word Processors 0631 65635

NW10 024Q7 71234 0752 62616/29036 Cnmpshoo Lid 0533 549407 NORFOLK 0306 882897 Leeds Micro Comma
01 452 1500 3D Computers New Barn el Mays o( Leicester Angtia Compuler Guildlord Computer 0532 8651 IB Aberdeen

Tochnonialic Lid W2 Mil Ion Keynes DORSET 01-441 2922 Leicester Centre Centre Micro Power 0224 633385

01-723 0233 0908 317832 Landsowne Compuler Computer Plus 0533 58662 Norwich Guildford Leeds LS7 Personal Computers

rno Byle Shop NW1 Centre Wattord 0603 296S2 0483-576848 0532-SB3 186/696343 West Coast'

01-387 0505 CAMSRIOGESHIRE Bournemouth 0923 33927 LINCOLNSHIRE JS SImnett Computera Riggers Ayr

The CllyCamguIe' Chfh bridge 0202 20165 3D Computers Fell! Computers NORTHAMPTONSHIRE Ltd Harrogate 0292 285082

Cenlfe EC 1 Compulef SI ore RIckmansworth Boston Data leal Kingston uoOn Thameo 0423 68851 Silicon Centre

01-688 5537 Camtjridge CO DURHAM 0923 779250 0205 85400 Wellingborough 01-546 3793 Superior Systems Ltd Edinburgh

The Video Palace WS 0223-65334 Darlington Computer 0-Tek Systems Ltd ZR (Compute rsl Ltd 0933 22B966 3D Computers Shetlield 1
031 557 4548

01-937 B5S7 Conl'ol Univsraal Shop Stevenage Lincoln Daventry Computer Suiblton 07 42'765005 The Byte Shop

VislaViFleol/^l CamDriilge Darlington 0438 65385 0522 31621 Onlre 01-337 4317 Yortishire Glasgow

Ol-SBO 9098 022 3-358757 0325 460697 The Hobby Shop Daventry 3D Computer Centra Microcomputers Ltd 041 221 7409

Stevenage MANCHESTER 03272 78058 Sutton Scarborough Victor Morris (Audio

AVON CHESHIRE ESSEX 0438 51713 NSC Cumputing Fulron Computers Ltr 01-842 2634 0723 78136 Visual)

Avan Gompuier API. Ahhter Instruments Shops Northampton Glasgow

Renlali Cheater Ltd NUMBERSIDE MancheslHi 0604 21051 SUSSEX IRELAND 041 221 89Sfl

Srlatol 0244 21084 Harlow Holderness Computer 061 832 2269 Capilal Cameras C E M Microcomputer Andrew Whyte & Son

0272 550600 Dlakwiae Computer 0279 412639 Services The Byte Shop NOTTINGHAMSHIRE Crawley Services Lid

Dalalinh Centfe Computers tor Alt Hull (Manchester} Leasalmk Viewdata 0293 543555 Beltast Edinburgh

Mlcfocompiiler Svslems Stockport Homlord 0964 30225 Mancheslar Ml Nottingham Caatle Electronics 0232-44111/43564 031 661 2301

Bilslol 0752 287000/268456 0706-60725 •Miciaserve 061 236 4737 0602 396975/399484 Hastings

0272213427/8 Warple Computer Direct Data Market rn[ (Huraberaideiud The Byte Shop 0424-437875 WALES CHANNEL ISLANDS

MIcroBtyle Centre Lid Scunthorpe MERSEYSIDE Nottir>gham Gamer Cardiff Berry's Office ft

Bath Marple Brenlvrood 0724 843696 Data Exchange 0602 40576 Brighton Microcomputers Compuler Supplies

0225-334659 061-449 9933 0277 229379/214168 The Computer Room Birkenhead Vista Video 0273-696424 Carrlrll St Peter Port, Guernsey

Northern Computers Heaiey Management Hull 051 847 9185 Nottingham Michael Business 0222 373072 0481 28797

BEDFORDSHIRE Warrington Services 0482 26297 Dams Oft Ice 0602 48400 Systems Cardigan Electronics

Broadway 0926-35110 Basildon Vi«oh Computer Equipment Burgess Hill Cardigan

Electronics Lid 0268 416155 Systems Kirkby near Liverpool SHROPSHIRE 04446 41441 0239 614483
Bedloid Microcore Cleethoipes 0S1 548 7111 Jen tech Services Lid Ciwyd Technics Ltd

0234-213639 ChelmsJord
0^45 84230

0472 58581 BriOBenorTh

07462 5287
Rhydymwyn, Nr Mold
08583 768

Leasahnk Viewdata dealers
Leasalmk is Acorn's UK dislribulor and has apoointed a chain of dealers which il supports.

AVON ESSEX The Almatne Company LONDON D F Gibtis SHROPSHtRE SURREY YORKSHIRE W M Coupar

SoUware Plus ACL Railio Servicss Colne Cenonbury Hadio N1 Coven iry Wermillion Statcom Greens Telecom Blairgowrie

Batn l^rays 0282 863 620 01-226 9392 0203 87432 Tellord Sutton Barnsley 0250 2436

022561676 0375 79B34 Wllcdnga Photography (Acorri Atom onlyj 0952 582995 01-661 2266 0226 5031 J H Donald

Wigan Cavendish Sales E t NOTTINGHAMSHIRE (Acorn Wom only) Hurl lord

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE HEREFORDSHIRE 0942 443H2 01-247 3453 H N S L Fisher STAFFORDSHIRE SUSSEX Arthur Tales 0563 28477

A I Wheeler B F Kempson (Acorn Atom only) (Hutwailel Computersma Microcenire Ripon The Service Cenlre

Great MisSBnden Heretord LEICESTERSHIRE Electro- Leisure Wl 1 Sutlon in flshliolO Staltord Bog nor Regis 07B5 2737 Greenock

024 06 2660 0432 3480 Percy Lord a Son
Wlgston

01-727 0511 91 553434 0/S5 41899
John W Banna II

0543 827779
WALES

04 75 20228

CHESHIRE KENT 0533 785033 MANCHESTER Manslield ComputerB Statlord WARWICKSHIRE Bucon ISLE OF WIGHT

Con^pLiler Cily Deslg Kent r^icrocompulers Pratt Bros (Leicester) Bladen Computer S Electronics 0785 3420 Carvett o( Rugbv Swansea EncaM ol Bem Bridge

& Display Maidstone Btaby Systems Mansfield 3-9 Bank Street 0792 487980 Bemb ridge

WidrrBB 0622S2764 0633 773020 Greater Manchester 0623 31202 SUFFOLK Rugby CV21 20E S 1 R Computers 098 387 2578

051 424 9999 R H Murcott 0204 705 310 PR Hartley C EMattheVL'sSCo Cardiff

C-Tecti Sollware LANCASHIRE LoughOo rough LomBK NoIIEngham Ipswrch 0222 759015

H/de Finquic:!! 0509 214444 Manchester 0602 2 1 3493 0473 215666 WORCESTERSHIRE
061 366 8223 FoulFtdge Colne 061 832 6167 S P electronics S J Emery & Co Phoenii Data System SCOTLAND

0282 868883 LINCOLNSHIRE Nottingham Bungay 25 Worcester Road Graham E^g
DERBYSHIRE Horna& Business Greens ol MIDLANDS 0602 640377 0271 82G03 Great Malvern Wick

FBC Syslerns Computers Geinsborough A E Chapman g Co WR14 40y 0955 4777
i

Derby Oldham Gainstjorvugh {Old Hilll
Comm scot

963 65280 061 633 1607 0427 5101 West Midlands Glasgow

Gcaues J LamDert inadio) Oakleal Compute's 0384 66497 041 226 4878

170 Balh Sltsel IIKesIon BuTnley Grantham

Derby DE7 8FM 0282 71459 0476 76994

Acornoverseaadjstributors
Companies have been appoinied to set up dealer networks in these countries

AUSTRALIA DENMARK HONQ K&NQ ITALY NEW ZEALAND PHI LLIPINES SOUTH AFRICA UNITED ARAB USA

Barson Corricurers

Mijlbourne
Berggvisl S

Hotiberstad

Kong King Trading Co
Kowloon

tret Inlorrnatica

Fteggio Emilia

Barson Computers
Auckland

Inlolech

Metro Mamie
Psion Computers

Durban

EMIRATES/
SAUDI ARABIA/

Acorrt Inc

Woburn. Mass

Tpr 419 3033 Copentragen
Tsl 133188

Tel. 3-450212 Tel 32643 Tel 48566S Tel 34-70-21 Tel 322351 BAHRAIN
Key Information

Tel B1-935 1 190

VV J Monc'leH ICELAND ISRAEL Access Data POflTUOAL SRI LANKA Technology

Easl Perth FRANCE JapiB Ltd AlclodB Ltd Auckland Datamatic DatBserve Ltd Diitta<

Tel' 325 5722 JCS CompQsants Reyxjavik Tel-Auiv Tel. 666576 Braga Colombo Tel 474469

Pans Tel27192/27133 Tel. 219111 Tele. 32126 Tel 98488/93674

BELGIUM!
Tel 355 9622

IRELAND
Syslematics Ltd NORWAY

Micronpi AS SINGAPORE/ SWEDEN
WEST GERMANY
Acorn Overseas

Deutscfiland

Munich
Tel 41671

LUXEMBOURG HOLLAND Lendac Data System Tel 258464 (3sio MALAYSIA Beckman Innovation

Social e Com pac/Acoustlcsl Dublin Tel 785065 Compuler Camps Stockholm

Lu^emtjouTgaoisa Korlenhoel TeL 710238/701796 Singapore Tel- 390400
D'lnlorrnalique Tel. 61614 Tel 26435S3
Lu'embDurg
TBI 20783/20662 *
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ALLOPERATiriG
SYSTEMS
luU blijATi, pilt.1 w

32K^^^EFLIGHTLATOR
BRIEFinC

ijiriLilalion 1 wirier oi Tlie Tamous Alom 747) real Ume in&truiriGtE and vkSualdkapliiy,

yv or Gatwlckf, iaigc dtars. moving poincers plus digilal resdouT Dernon^iraTion

appiodch and landing. Full, separate briefing program. Area chart, notes and flight plan Fanlasticl

A new conceptn a new classic . . .

Wolfpack III

BBC 32K, all operating systems
Combat briefing and program

"Sometimes your first warning is a lancing disruptor

beam striking from beyond — sometimes they
msietialise dose at hand. You are either quick or

dead!" "A think, zap and ihink again garnet"

TruQ ir^ space cumuidUve niDCion, dina?ing full coJDur Srarfield graphics fi ^und, Mulriple &hip cor^trot. o^ch

snip lias 115 owr mission and dastiny, ^ rypes of eramy, meieoi strikBS. Good siraiegy rewarded by enWBy
b promorion. Poor combdT rewarded hy deaThf [buE rescue /reluel possible) Rotating base creFian, inTer-

galacuc warp
KREMLIN niuili levef maze esEiape yvith Grem1ins/Iiornb/3D graphics and sound/map^compass/ quiet

pxpinrc dp I inn I

HARMO^y infinire. ^veabls, 3D parismsof cofoui and sound, menu driven.

WORD PERFECT friendly and varsalile. full facility "10/80 column wntri processor (add Ei tor disc uetsiorl

DEALERS ONLy PLEASE PHONE 109031 206076 ROYALTIES DOC PAVS THE SEST FOR THE BEST

CURRENTLy OM
PRESTEL VIA

MICHMET ml

Orders to: Doctor Soft. 2S8 Coneygree
fid.. PBIerborougfi PE2 SLR
HO extras all prices fully inclusive

, . copies of 747 @E7.95
. . copies of WoUpack E7.95
. . copies of Kremlin £6.95

. . copies of Harmony £6.95

..copies of Word Perlect £9.95

Special offer £1 off

for 2 items, E2 off
for 3 items, etc

Name.

DOCTOR SOFT
ADVANCED SOFTWARE

6 CHATTERTON ROAD
BROMLEY
KENT

for the BBC MICRO
OFFICIAL ACORN DEALERS

WIDE SELECTION OF SOFTWARE
AND PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT

INCLUDING

EPSON, NEC, SEIKOSHA
PRINTERS

ZENITH, CABEL
MONITORS

CUMANA
DISC-DRIVES

BOOKS AND CABLES AVAILABLE
plus our personal advice service

MACHINES DELIVERED & SET UP
IN YOUR HOME

PHONE 01 480 8991 (9.30-5.30)
ORPINGTON 26G98 (Evenings)
(CLOSED WEDNESDAY)

(MEQOur
- good software

for the BBC micro

-

AMCOM'S D.F.S.

Supplied in a single 8k EPROM, this Disc filing system offers

many extended features, including the ability to have:

•Up to 63 files per disc

• Up to 15 character filenames

• Read/write Acorn compatible discs

• Built in formatter

• Increased flexibility of use
Supplied complete with full manual and
fitting instruct ions. E29.95+VAT

New games for model B
SPACE HI-WAY

A more sophisticated video game. Alien raiders which you can
see in advance on the Hi-way, drop off to attack and raid your
fuel reserves. Variable strength laser blasts, mutating Aliens

and first rate visual and audio effects make this a really

excellent game. Cassette E7.45+VAT. Disc E8.45+VAT.

ALIENSWIRL
Blast your way through swarming clouds of Aliens to reach

refuelling ships, in this classic fast moving game.

WHITEWASH
In this game you must steer yourself over a grid, painting it as

you go, and avoiding or destroying aliens in your way.

Both theabove:- Cassette E5.95+VAT. Disc E6.95+VAT.

b. AMCOM, 23 Hivings Hill. Chesham. Bucks HP5 2PG. 0494 772485J

Excl.

VAT

For yourBBC micro with Torch DiscPack

A very special offer
at £19
xForth
sForth Is an advanced implementation
of FORTH, the powerful yet interactive

modern language used for robotics,

accounts packages, editors, data base
handlers and even arcade games. Many
of the "Star Wars" special effects were
created with It. sForth is more
comprehensive and easier to use than
Forth 79. while remaining compatible
wlthK.

# The best interface you've ever seen for

graphics

# A super screen editor for Forth

programs

• Virtual Memorv
• Full CPN file access

9 Access to *FX etc. commands on your
BBC micro

• Integers, fractions, strings, array"

# Recursion

What PCW said about
xForth?
. . ."I am an xPorth Itcetice holder (and
extremely happy with It)" . . ."excellent

documentation" . . ."make life easier for

the novice" , . .'Very advanced
extensions" In addition xForth came out
first In 14 out of 15 benchmarks on Z80
Forth systems.

Howto orderyourxForth
Most software packages only sell a few
hundred, but we aim to deal In bulk,

hence the incredible price of only £19.
Send us this coupon by 15th July.

Cheque or Access orders only.

Please Note. This package is onlv applicable to either a Torch Computer

-^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ or a BBC micro with a Torch Disc pack. ^^^^^^^^

AIM
RESE>flRCH
20 Montague Road, Cambridge
CB4 IBX. Telephone (0223) 353985

71

Name .—

Address

I

Please send me an xForth disc and manual.

I enclose a cheque for £24.15 (£19+£2 p&p+VAT) made out

I

to A.[.M. Research or charge my Access account no

I 1 I I M II I M I M
I

Signature Date J
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BBC SPECIALISTS

A NEW STAR IS BORN
FROM THE LARGEST RETAILER IN THE UK OF STAR
PRINTERS COMES THE:

NEW STAR DP 51 0/51

5

EX STOCK

One Year Warranty, True Descenders 9x9 Mainx, 100 CPS Bidirectional & Logic seeking,

5, 6, 8 5. 10, 12, 17cpi 40, 48.56,80, 96.136 cpl. Italics, Emptiasiied, Double slrihe. Super 8 Sub

Scripts, Hi-Resolution & Block Graphics

Continuous Underline, Backspace. Vertical & Horizontal Tabs Ffiction. Tractor Feed or Paper Roll

(Roll holder standard) 2 4K Butter Standard

Certtronics Interface Standard RS 232 =£59 00 VAT

DP 510 Accepts 10 Inch Paper

OP 5t5 Accepts ISIncn Paper

DP 510 E280.00 + £42.00 VAT - £322.00

DP 515 £399.00 + £59.85 VAT - £458.85

PACKAGE PRICEJof BBC MICRO/DRAGON/OR IC

STAR DP 51 + Cable + Delivery 8 VAT E345.00
STAR DP 51 5 + Cable + Delivery S VAT E483.00

SPECIAL

NEW LOW PRICE ON STAR
DP8480
EX STOCK
DP 8480 £208.70 + £31.30 = £240.00

RS232 Interface as standard

7 Needle Head 7x9 Character Matrtx

80 cps Bidirectional & Logic Seeking

5.6.8 f. 10. 12, 17cpi 40,48,68, 80.96,136 cpt

Block Graphics or Optional Hi-Res Graphics

Fnclion & Tractor Feed accepts up to 10 inch Paper

Hires Graphics option tor DPS480 CI 5/E20

BBC Package

(StarDPB480 + Hi-resoption + Cable* Delivery 4 VAT) E260.00

Printer Cables

BBC to 36 Way Centronics Type Conrteclot E17.50

Dragon to 36 Way Centronics Type Connector E17 50

Otic to 36 Way Centronics Type Connector £17 50

Torch to 36 Way Centronics Type Connector E20.00

B8C to 25 Way D Type (For use with RS423) £9.50

BBC 10 40 Way Edge Connector (Centronics 737 '739) E20 00

Ful[A>BUpgradeKit E60.00

Ram Upgrade K(1 E23.00

Disk Drives From £190.00
Including Case. Cables, Utilities Disk & VAT Delivery £4.00

Blank C 1 5^C30 Cassettes Ten lor E4.60 ANY MIX

Send SAE for Full Price List o): -

Books : Sottware : Leads (Cassette. Monitor, Data& Specials) : Upgrade Kits 8

Components

Puces met VAT unless othentise staled

Credit card/phone orders icceptea

Postage 50p per order or as slated

24 hr Secuncor Delivery lor Printers/Disk Drives £8.00

NEW SHOP NOW OPENC. J. E.

microconiputers
Dept (Au), 78 Brighton Road
Worthing West Sussex BN11 2EN
Tel: (0903) 213900

112

EOS I
INTERFACE

DISCOVER
The Inner Workings
of the BBC Micros
USER PORT

'INTERFACE' takes you through the operation of

the 6522 Versatile Interface Adapter step by step.

'INTERFACE' allows you to experiment while the

program monitors the registers and handles the

interrupts that you generate.

'INTERFACE' is supplied on cassette with its own
printed circuit board which connects directly to the

USER PORT- no soldering required -any operating

system.

£25.00 INCLUSIVE

CHEQUE Oft PIO TO:

Electronic Development Services
45 DEEPDALE ROAD ROTHERHAM
SOUTH YORKSHIRE S61 2NR

DISC DRIVE OWNERS!
Don't play gannes ALL the time.

Release the full potential of your

DISC STORAGE SYSTEM.
Learn to handle RANDOM ACCESS Fl LES

and start creating for yourself.

Available NOW is a brand new publication

(101 pages)

AN
iNTRODUCTION

TO
RANDOM ACCESS FILING

ON THE

BBC MICRO

Supplied connplete with a demonstration disc

(40 track) containing a STOCK CONTROL
system AND a PERSONNEL system.

Price £12. 50 complete

from

THE COMPUTER ROOM
206, MAIN STREET
NEWTHORPE, NOTTS.

ACORN USER AUGUST
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MORE OUT OF THISWORLD SOFTWARE
FOR THE BBC MICROFROM

UK SOFTWARE...
CASSETTE SEVENTEEN:

S-A-SIDE SOCCA

have all been asking (or. Utes
Joysticks or keyboattl. Really SKCt

'

-pass, drlt^le, tackle and shoot.

C7.90ine. -"^

CASSETTE SIXTEEN;
PONTOON & PATIENCE

CASSETTE FIFTEEN:
LEAP FROG

Superbly written m/c arcade type

game. Beautifully presented, features

lanes travelling at different speeds,
skill levels, tunes, butterflies, parrots.

For use with joysticks or keyboard.

G7.50 inc.

CASSETTE FOURTEEN:
STRATOBOMBER

Excellent graphics on this m/c arcade
type game. Can you keep the enemy
fleet at bay in order to destroy the

rogue star ships nuclear reactor?

£7.50 inc.

OTHER TITLES AVAILABLE...
MODEL A/B
CASSETTE 1 :

(very popular).

CASSETTE 2:

(hours of fur^).

CASSETTE 3:

Breakout.
CASSETTE 8:

(M/C).

Star Trek/Candy Floss
£6.50 inc.

Family Games
£4.50 inc.

Mutant Invaders/
£6.50 inc.

Model A Invaders
£5.50 inc.

MODEL B (or A+32K)
CASSETTE 4: Beep-Beeb (Super
Simon Game). £4.50
CASSETTE 5: Beebmunch (full

colour Munchman). £6.50 inc

CASSETTE 6: Super Hangman
(animated, educational). £4.50
CASSETTE 7: 3D Maze (fast and
intricate). £4.50

CASSETTE 9
MODEL B Invaders (or A+32K)
(M/C). £7.50 inc

CASSETTE ELEVEN:
ATLANTIS

The superb fast action m/c arcade
type game. Guide your submarine
Nautilus along the undersea land-

scape and through the caverns
avoiding mines, depth charges,
rockets, jelly fish, serpants etc.

Features skill levels and user selected

keys.

C7.50 inc.

no.

nc.

nc.

CASSETTE 10
WORDPRO. (Cassette W.P. system).

£10.50 inc.
CASSETTE 12
FLAGS. (Countries and Capitals).

£4.50 inc.
CASSETTE 13
HYPERDRIVE (M/C arcade). Destroy

the Drone aliens in the caverns with

your laser tank. £6.50 inc.

ALL PRICES FULL INCLUSIVE OF VAT AND P&P
NO MORE TO PAY

All advertised software is in stocl< NOW and will be
despatched within 48 hours of receipt of order.

All Programs will run on ALL current

OS versions and basic roms.

UK
Software
Limited

© 24HOURANSAFONE wml/M

9 King Street, Blacl<pool, Lanes.

Telephone (0253) 21 555
^:'^:



PlJOKwn E flRllMlJ I UCn RUOUWOUWUE
lOTHER FABULOUS B.B.C. PROGRAM FROM BRITAINS LEADING SOFTWARE HOUSI

Other programs available Swoop (B| £6.95/
Croaker IB) £6 95/Chess |B| £B 95/Laser
CommaiKl (Bl £6 96/Galactic Commander
(B) £6 95/FileF £8 95rrimetreli IBI £6 95/
Micro Budget £6 95/Moonraider (B) EE 95/
Barrage IB) £6 96/Beebmon (B) £6 95/The
Labrynthe of La Coshe (B| £6.9S/Draw (B)

C8,95/World Geogiaphv IB) £5 95/
Spacemaze (Bl £5 QB/Munchyman £5.95/
Seek £5 95/EI(lor3do Gold IBl £5.95/

Dissassemblet £5 95/Con si ell ation (B) £5.95/

Junior Malhs Pack IBI £5.95/Where' (B)

£5 95/P3intet (Bl £6.95/Chemisirv IB] £5.95/
Physics IB) £5 95/Caveman Adventure (B)

£5 95/Aslio Navigator (Bl £4,95/Slaf1fel< £4.95
Reversi 1 i:4.95/Reversi 2 (B) £4.95/ Roulette <B

Written any Programs? We pay 20% Royalties

(or B B C. & ELECTRON PROGRAMS

g(G](g®®E[6]®©S

WE ARE AUTHORISED DEALERS
FOR ACORN ATOM, BBC MICRO

& DRAGON 32
MICRO POWER LTD
Depi AU7
8/8a REGENT STREET,
CHAPEL ALLERTON,
LEEDS LSZIPE
Tel. (0532)683186 or 696343

^3^S'
Please add SbpordtirPaP t VATat15%

Please Note:

All programs are now available at all good
dealers or direct from MICRO POWER LTD.

as®


